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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is a study of twentieth-century Egypt and the role that popular music plays in 

constructing the modern nation, a process I examine through the lens of the famous singer ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ (1929-1977). Scholars of the Arab world have discussed the importance of music 

and musical heritage in forming national identity. However, most research adopts a conventional 

discourse that frames Arab musical heritage, or turāth, as an ancient and enduring body of songs 

and practices that has remained unchanged up to today. My study illustrates that, in Egypt, this 

heritage was mostly of recent invention, emerging as the new nation sought to create a past upon 

which it would construct its modern identity.  

While ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music rejected the notion of continuity promoted by the state in 

its heritage ideology, he too contributed to inventing a musical past. The difference, I argue, was 

that Ḥalīm’s songs made Egyptians feel the past in ways that the state’s musical heritage did not, 

thus threatening to reveal the irrelevance of official ideology and the nation-building project. I 

contend that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music offered Egyptians an alternative way of hearing and feeling 

the modern nation. Using literary and musical analysis, public and private archival sources, and 

ethnographic work, I explore the gap that emerged between establishment discourse and 

everyday experience in mid-twentieth-century Egypt. I examine a number of highly popular and 

highly controversial songs, focusing on sound, affect, and embodied experience to suggest a new 

narrative of how Egyptians constructed modern identities and imagined the nation. 
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

 

 

For transliterations in this study, I use the Arabic Romanization system developed by the Library 

of Congress and American Library Association. I have chosen not to represent tā’ marbūṭa at the 

end of words except in iḍāfa constructions. For Arabic songs, books, and periodicals, I capitalize 

only the first letter of titles. In a few rare instances in which Arabic publications indicate English 

translations of their titles, I also note these. For Arabic titles, I typically provide my own English 

translation in parentheses, thereafter referring to them by the English. When citing Arabic texts 

of song lyrics from written sources, I use the spellings and diacritical marks, or lack of diacritical 

marks, as they are in the source text. I use conventional spellings for the names of well-known 

historical figures (Gamal Abdel Nasser, Anwar Sadat).  
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Introduction 
‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and Feeling the Nation 

 

By the time the Egyptian singer ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm1 passed away in 1977, he was commonly referred 

to as “the voice of Egypt,” “the symbol of an entire generation,” and “the most beloved singer in 

the Arab world.”2 Radio stations received “unprecedented numbers” of requests for his songs, 

and his cassette sales were similarly unmatched.3 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music was the soundtrack for 

both special occasions and everyday life in Egypt. Adults went to his concerts on their wedding 

nights.4 Students sketched his visage in their school notebooks and sang his songs with friends in 

between classes, on fieldtrips, and at sports clubs.5 Tuning in to his spring concert became one of 

the traditions that Egyptian families observed each year to celebrate the new season.6 For them, 

his music was modern yet “authentically” Egyptian, a mix of “the old and the new,” and a music 

that made them feel connected to other Egyptians, who they imagined were listening too.7  

How did ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm come to be so embedded in the lives of the many Egyptians who 

attended his concerts, sang his songs with friends and family, and made him part of their annual 

rituals? What was it that set him apart from the hundreds of other Egyptian singers who emerged 

in the second half of the twentieth century, and why has he remained such an audible presence in 

Egypt today? What, in other words, made him special? 

 
1 Born ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm ‘Alī Ismā‘īl Shabāna, he later took the stage name ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ to distinguish himself 
from his brother, also a prominent singer. Egyptians commonly refer to him as ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm or simply Ḥalīm. 
2 Al-Shabaka, issue 621, December 21, 1967, pp. 18-20; Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1062, May 13, 1976, p. 65; Al-
Maw‘id, issue 757, May 19, 1977, p. 11. 
3 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1250, December 20, 1979, n.p. 
4 Al-Shabaka, issue 963, July 8, 1974, p. 10. 
5 Dubay al-thaqāfiyya, issue 22, 2007, p. 138. 
6 Maḥmūd ‘Abd al-Shakkūr, Kuntu ṣabiyyan fī al-sab‘īniyyāt, 2015, p. 171. 
7 Remark made by radio host Samīr Ṣabrī before ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s concert at the Rivoli Theater in Cairo on 
November 19, 1971. 
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These were some of the questions that led me to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm as a research subject. But 

I had already begun thinking about these same questions in less academic ways during my first 

six-month stay in Egypt in 2009, when I noticed the extent to which his songs continue to shape 

the country’s soundscape decades after his death. Since then, I spent a year and a half in Egypt, 

around eight months of that time researching this dissertation and piecing together the story of a 

singer and his oeuvre that remain virtually unstudied in academic writing. My work led me to a 

wide range of research sites, from the more conventional Egyptian National Archives to the used 

book markets of Cairo, the homes of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s lyricists and composers, and even his tomb 

for the commemoration festivities that mark his passing every March.  

In the course of conducting research, a new aspect of this singer’s story emerged, adding 

complexity to my original questions. While many listeners considered ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm “the voice 

of Egypt,” a group of state music teachers and administrators held a very different view, that he 

and his music were a great social ill threatening the nation, its music heritage, and development. 

These music experts produced a consistent discourse that, when considered alongside the views 

of non-expert listeners, raised a richer set of questions for consideration. These shifted my focus 

from the singer and his fans to the conflicts that sprang up around him and to what such conflicts 

tell us about the experts who try to police Egyptian music and the cultural field more broadly. 

The present study, then, is not a biography of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, nor does it aim to be an 

exhaustive examination of his music. Rather, it takes this singer and his process of composing 

and performing songs as a starting point for thinking about the relationship between music and 

national identity in Egypt during the mid-twentieth century. The following chapters rest on the 

idea that his songs, and the various struggles that surrounded them, help us make sense of some 

of the changes Egyptian society has experienced and how different individuals and institutions 
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responded to those changes. My main argument is that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm played a role in the way 

that Egyptians, both his admirers and detractors, formed modern identities. 

By way of an anecdote about how I came to this project, the next section introduces the 

central themes and issues I will be exploring in the following chapters and their implications.  

 

Origins of the Project 

I became interested in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music as a research topic in 2017 while leafing through 

old Egyptian magazines at the Library of Congress in Washington, DC. I had not yet developed 

any particular direction for the study until I came across a periodical from the 1970s called al-

Majalla al-mūsīqiyya (Music Magazine). One 1976 issue opened with an article by the editor-in-

chief about ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s recent spring concert. His debut performance of the song “Fortune 

teller” (Qāri’at al-finjān) had, according to the article, promoted “disorder” among concertgoers 

and ruined the “traditions” of Egyptian song.8 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was compared to a cheap cabaret 

singer, corrupting the “dignity” of “true music culture.” His performance was an “attack on taste 

and behavior,” a menace to public decency and to the nation as a whole.9 The article’s author 

was the director of Cairo’s state-run Arab Music Institute and a custodian of “the divine art.”10 

“Fortune teller” was a song with which I was quite familiar. A former Arabic teacher of 

mine at the American University in Cairo had made my class memorize and sing it. Reading the 

expert’s vicious review, I remembered my teacher saying that this song was one of her favorites 

and that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s concert that night was one of his finest. It was, apparently, the favorite 

song of most of my Arabic instructors that year, who decided that my cohort should perform it 

 
8 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 29, May 1, 1976, pp. 1-2. 
9 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 29, May 1, 1976, pp. 1-2. 
10 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 31, July 1, 1976, pp. 1-2. 
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for our end-of-semester celebration with a hired professional band. My classmates and I would 

have been more reticent about singing in Arabic were it not that all of our teachers joined us for 

the performance, quite voluntarily, and out-sang us in their excitement for the song.  

The idea for this dissertation grew out of my own curiosity to make sense of, on the one 

hand, the magazine article’s harsh evaluation of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and this song, and, on the other, 

the experience with my Egyptian teachers, many of whom grew up in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s day and 

would likely have listened to this very performance on the radio or TV. In other words, I wanted 

to explore further the disconnect between music experts and ordinary listeners in Egypt. 

As I read about ‘Abd al-Halim’s songs in different music and entertainment periodicals, a 

pattern emerged. The songs of his that were topping the charts in the 1960s and 70s were also the 

most condemned by state music officials and the cultural elite. Their criticism centered on terms 

like heritage, authenticity, and development, all of which they claimed were endangered by ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s music and performances. His songs, they said, led to “disorder” by inspiring listeners 

to clap, tap their feet, and sing along in “uncivilized” ways. This language stood in stark contrast 

to that of non-expert listeners, who regarded ‘Abd al-Halim’s music as authentic, developed, and 

rooted in Egyptian heritage.11  

One of the aims of this dissertation is to take seriously the different responses of ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm’s fans and critics. What elements of his songs registered as authentic to some listeners but 

inauthentic to others, developed music to some but backwards noise to others? What was deemed 

a modern or traditional sound? In my research, it became clear that such terms were hardly fixed, 

that their meanings were continuously being reconstituted by actors in the culture field, and that 

the power to define such terms was related to forms of power in other fields. As this dissertation 

 
11 Al-Muṣawwar, issue 2739, April 8, 1977, n.p.; al-Kawākib, issue 1343, April 26, 1977, pp. 34-35. 
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illustrates, there were aspects of “the music itself” that made Ḥalīm sound differently to different 

listeners. His use of the rāst mode or the maqṣūm rhythm in his folk song remakes, for example, 

produced feelings of excitement and joy for fans while many critics judged these same elements 

to be irritating, noisy, and chaotic.12 Musical analysis in this dissertation can help see the kinds 

of formula that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his composers developed to provoke certain responses from 

listeners. But analysis of the melody or rhythm or lyrics that he used also misses other essential 

aspects of Ḥalīm’s music that gave it its affective power, the more ordinary things that are easily 

overlooked—the album art on his record jackets or the way he sipped from a plastic cup during 

concerts—which informed how Egyptians received his music but would not be considered in a 

formal analysis. 

Beyond all of this though, the divergent responses to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his music were, I 

will argue, related to particular moments in Egyptian history and the social, political, and cultural 

transformations that were unfolding after mid-century. In many ways, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm would have 

been attacked regardless of what he sang, for he was a new, highly popular figure engaging with 

terms and concepts that the cultural elite were also seeking to monopolize for their own aims. In 

the next section, I provide an overview of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s life and music career to show how his 

ascendance coincided with a period of significant change in Egyptian society, a period that both      

rocketed him to the heights of fame but also positioned him at the center of heated debates about 

what constituted heritage, modernity, and national identity. 

 

 
12 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 2448, May 12, 1975, n.p. 
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Figure 1: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm greeting fans during a concert in Paris, 1974. 
Al-Shabaka, issue 976, October 7, 1974, p. 15. 

 

“The Authentic Son of the Egyptian Village” 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm ‘Alī Ismā‘īl Shabāna was born June 21, 1929 in the village of al-Ḥalawāt eighty 

kilometers north of Cairo. Both of his parents died when he was still in his infancy, his mother 

from complications due to his birth and his father shortly thereafter from an unknown illness.13 

His father was a merchant but famed throughout the village for his beautiful voice, with which 

he would give the call to prayer and sing religious songs during the month of Ramadan.14 After 

losing both parents, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, his sister, and two brothers went to live with relatives in the 

 
13 One source says this was two weeks after his mother’s death: al-Kawākib, issue 315, August 13, 1957, p. 5. 
Another source says six months: al-Sīnamā wa-l-nās, issue 16, April, 1980, pp. 8-12. 
14 Al-Sīnamā wa-l-nās, issue 16, April, 1980, p. 8-12; Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 1437, December 26, 1955, p. 27. 
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nearby city of al-Zaqāzīq. At the age of four, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s uncle sent him to the local kuttāb 

(religious school), from which he quickly ran away, fearing the beatings of his teacher.15 Ḥalīm 

received homeschooling for two years, then was enrolled in primary school at the age of six.16 

Music was a source of stability for him in these early years. He listened to the radio constantly 

and at school sang in various student ensembles and learned to play the oboe.17 By the time he 

completed his secondary studies, he had become intent on pursuing a music career. 

 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s birth in 1929 coincided with a major event in the Egyptian music world. 

That same year saw the inauguration of the Oriental Music Institute, which would host the 1932 

Cairo Congress of Arab Music and become a beacon of modern music education in Egypt. The 

Arab and Western scholars who convened at the Congress took the largely oral tradition of Arab 

music and translated it into detailed written reports and long lists of rhythmic cycles and melodic 

modes. They made bibliographies of historical manuscripts on Arab music to show that it had a 

venerable classical past. In addition to documenting Arab music’s history, the attendees devised 

new music curricula for Egyptian primary and secondary schools, which were implemented the 

following year. After the Congress, studying at the Music Institute was increasingly regarded as 

the most modern way of learning the traditional music (i.e. via the study of notation, theory, and 

composition). As mid-century approached, singers and musicians did still learn the craft through 

apprenticeships with a master, but this method was changing. To be “modern” and ensure future 

employment, one now sought institutional training for accreditation. Thus, in 1942, when ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm set out on his music career, he moved to Cairo and enrolled at the Music Institute with 

help from his brother Ismā‘īl, who was already a student there.18  

 
15 Al-Kawākib, issue 315, August 13, 1957, p. 36. 
16 Al-Kawākib, issue 315, August 13, 1957, p. 36. 
17 Muḥammad al-Sayyid Shūsha, al-Laḥn al-ḥazīn, 1956, p. 21. 
18 Muḥammad al-Sayyid Shūsha, al-Laḥn al-ḥazīn, 1956, p. 24. 
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‘Abd al-Ḥalīm studied Arab music at the Institute for three years.19 Afterwards, he went 

on to specialize in oboe and Western classical music at Cairo’s High Institute of Music Theater 

(al-Ma‘had al-‘Ālī li-l-Mūsīqā al-Masraḥiyya), a new state-sponsored conservatory, graduating 

in 1948.20 Among his classmates at that time were ‘Alī Ismā‘īl and Kamāl al-Ṭawīl, two of his 

future composers, as well as Aḥmad Fu’ād Ḥasan, his future qānūn (zither) player and ensemble 

leader.21 After completing his studies, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was quickly appointed by the Ministry of 

Education to teach music at several girls schools around the Delta, first in Ṭanṭā, then al-Zaqāzīq, 

and later in Cairo.22 Having returned to the capital and grown tired of teaching, he auditioned as 

an oboe player for the orchestra at the Egyptian Radio and was hired in 1949.23 Also working for 

the Radio at that time was his former classmate Kamāl al-Ṭawīl, now a music inspector. With al-

Ṭawīl’s encouragement, Ḥalīm auditioned to work as a singer (which was his real passion) at the 

Radio and, after passing the examination, left his oboe behind.24  

The Radio, among other state institutions, was becoming an ever more important source 

of patronage and networking for Egyptian musicians and singers. ‘Abd al-Halim’s work there 

catalyzed his professional career. In the early 1950s, Ḥāfiẓ ‘Abd al-Wahhāb was the director of 

Music Inspection at the Radio, and he soon took an interest in Ḥalīm’s new sound, a mixture of 

mellow vocals, large orchestra, Western instruments, and Latin-inspired dance rhythms. Ḥāfiẓ 

bestowed his own name upon Ḥalīm to help distinguish him from his older brother Ismā‘īl, who 

had become a prominent singer under the family name Shābana by that time.25 It was also at the 

 
19 Al-Kawākib, issue 133, February 16, 1954, p. 26. 
20 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 18, August 1, 1948, p. 702. 
21 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 7, August 1, 1947, p. 263. 
22 Al-Kawākib, issue 133, February 16, 1954, p. 26; al-Kawakib, issue 316, August 20, 1957, pp. 4-5, 36; al-Mūsīqā 
wa-l-masraḥ, issue 34, December 1, 1949, p. 1343. 
23 Al-Muṣawwar, issue 2740, April 15, 1977, n.p. The oft-recalled story is that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm had begun to loath his 
teaching responsibilities, then stopped coming in for work, and was eventually fired. 
24 Al-Kawākib, issue 317, August 27, 1957, p. 11. 
25 Al-Kawākib, issue 317, August 27, 1957, p. 36. 
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Radio that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm met Muḥammad al-Mawjī. This fledgling composer was, like Ḥalīm, 

eager to introduce new “modern” sounds to Egyptian music, and it was not long before the two 

began collaborating on recordings for the Radio.26 

Their music caught the attention of Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, who was a member of 

the Radio’s Listening Committee that vetted new singers and songs. ‘Abd al-Wahhāb was also 

the most popular Egyptian singer of the day and had been for the preceding three decades. When 

he requested to meet with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm to hear his voice, he was so impressed that he offered 

the young singer a three-year contract to record songs with his company and another contract to 

star in two films.27 More importantly, the famed singer quickly stepped in to serve as mentor to 

Ḥalīm, taking him under his wing, composing songs for him, and later going into business with 

him to establish a joint record company, Ṣawt al-Fann.28 Surely much of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s early 

success was thanks to ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s guidance and industry connections. But the master also 

recognized that his own voice was losing much of its former luster, and that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm could 

be the ideal voice to transmit his future compositions.29 If ‘Abd al-Wahhāb was not convinced of 

this when they first met, he would likely have been after 1952. 

On July 23, 1952, a group of Egyptian army officers launched a coup d’état against King 

Farouk, forcing him to abdicate, abolishing the monarchy, and, one year later, declaring Egypt a 

republic. Since the Ottoman army officer Mehmet Ali (Muḥammad ‘Alī) seized control of Egypt 

in 1805, Egypt had been ruled by descendants of his family and a largely Turco-Circassian elite. 

Before this, Napoleon and the French ruled Egypt for only a few years, and before them an array 

 
26 Al-Kawākib, issue 318, September 3, 1957, p. 11. 
27 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 1366, August 16, 1954, p. 35; al-Kawākib, issue 318, September 3, 1957, p. 11. 
28 Al-Maw‘id, issue 205, October 15, 1964; Many referred to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm as ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s “heir” or “pupil” 
in music. See al-Kawākib, issue 746, November 16, 1965, p. 22-23; Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 2547, April 4, 1977, p. 30; 
al-Kawākib, issue 1341, April 12, 1977, p. 22. 
29 Al-Maw‘id, issue 147, May 7, 1962, pp. 8-10. 
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of non-Egyptian invaders: Ottomans, Central Asians, Kurds, Armenians, North Africans, Turks, 

Muslim Arabs, Byzantines, and on back to the Romans.30 The 1952 Revolution signified a long-

awaited return of Egypt to Egyptians, a sentiment that featured prominently in the nationalism of 

Gamal Abdel Nasser (Jamāl ‘Abd al-Nāṣir), who would become president four years later.31 

Egypt saw major changes after 1952. The new leaders confiscated the land of the deposed 

king, his family, and other large estate owners, redistributing it to peasants.32 The abolition of the 

monarchy was accompanied by a general denunciation all things non-Egyptian. The nationalistic 

fervor sweeping the country fueled hostility toward the many Jews, Syrians, Greeks, Armenians, 

and Italians who had lived in Alexandria and Cairo for centuries. They now fled in droves.33 The 

music sphere saw similar animosity toward foreign elements, though expelling these was a tricky 

affair: much of the standard repertoire was composed of instrumental forms like the bashraf and 

samā‘ī, imported from Turkey, and song lyrics made use of Turkish filler words like amān and 

jānim.34 Music reformists of the 1950s and 60s attempted to replace these with Arabic terms, but 

the original Turkish fillers largely remained. Reformists also strove to configure the narratives of 

musical sharing between Mediterranean countries in ways that made Egypt the source rather than 

the importer of song forms, modes, and rhythms (discussed in Chapter One). 

Beyond the shared musical forms and terms, the nation also had to reckon with the reality 

that many star singers of the pre-Revolution era—Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, Umm Kulthūm, 

and Farīd al-Aṭrash—had sung for the royal family and established their careers by performing in 

 
30 Egypt’s history of foreign rule leading up to modern independence is outlined in, among other introductory texts, 
Arthur Goldschmidt Jr.’s Modern Egypt, 2004, and Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid Marsot’s A History of Egypt, 2007. 
31 General Muḥammad Najīb, Egypt’s first president after the Revolution, was a respected senior officer and used by 
the Free Officers initially to legitimize their movement. See Joel Gordon’s, Nasser, 2006, pp. 31-32. 
32 Panayiotis Vatikiotis, The History of Modern Egypt, 1991, p. 395. 
33 Joel Gordon, Nasser, 2006, pp. 54-55. 
34 See Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, Inside Arabic Music, 2019, pp. 127-128, 142-143. 
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the salons of Egypt’s elite families.35 Such singers were, for the most part, grandfathered into the 

new era, although the Revolutionary Council reportedly banned singers like Umm Kulthūm from 

being played on the radio for a time.36 The new government avoided disrupting radio programing 

and public entertainment, but artists also realized they needed to publicly pledge allegiance to the 

new guard by performing patriotic anthems for Nasser and the Revolution.37 The old generation, 

especially Umm Kulthūm, maintained a listenership. But Egyptians had started looking for “new 

beliefs, symbols, and national myths” following the Revolution.38 One of the symbols to emerge 

was ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm: a youthful crooner with an “authentic” rural Egyptian upbringing, modern 

institute training, and no royalist baggage. 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s breakthrough as a professional singer came in August of 1952, when he 

performed at the Alexandria concerts held in honor of the Revolution.39 His voice and ensemble 

were not well received though, and the audience booed them off stage. Ḥalīm returned to Cairo 

shaken but determined to make a name for himself in the music world. He continued to perform, 

and by the summer of 1953, audiences in the capital were warming to his sound. He received an 

invitation to sing at the Revolution’s anniversary concert before Abdel Nasser and the other Free 

Officers, the performance that helped solidify his role as “voice of the Revolution.”40 By 1954, 

even the demanding listeners in Alexandria were applauding his performance on the same stage 

they had booed him off of two years earlier.41 The year 1955 marked the start of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

 
35 On ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, see Walter Armbrust’s Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt, 1996; On Umm Kulthūm, 
see Virginia Danielson’s The Voice of Egypt, 1997; On al-Aṭrash, see al-Maw‘id, issue 146, April 30, 1962, n.p. 
36 See Virginia Danielson’s “Performance, Political Identity, and Memory” in Images of Enchantment edited by 
Sherifa Zuhur, 1998, pp. 110-111. 
37 Virtually all of Egypt’s established and rising singers sang for Nasser’s new nationalist vision. Perhaps the most 
iconic song of the era was “al-Waṭan al-akbar” (The great nation), composed by Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb and 
featuring ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Shādiya, Najāt al-Ṣaghīra, Fāyda Kāmil, Ṣabāḥ, and Warda al-Jazā’iriyya. 
38 Arthur Goldschmidt Jr., Modern Egypt, 2004, p. 109. 
39 Muḥammad al-Sayyid Shūsha, al-Laḥn al-ḥazīn, 1956, pp. 54-55. 
40 Yusrī al-Fakhrānī, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm ‘Abd al-Nāṣir, 2002, pp. 41-46. 
41 Muḥammad al-Sayyid Shūsha, al-Laḥn al-ḥazīn, 1956, pp. 61-64. 
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acting career, and as his successes multiplied, Egyptians regarded his ascension to fame as all the 

more admirable given his humble roots and tragic childhood. Both were frequently discussed in 

the Egyptian media and shaped his public persona. When Ḥalīm died in 1977 after an exhausting 

battle with the disease bilharzia, the composer Midḥat ‘Āṣim described him as many Egyptians 

remembered him: “ibn aṣīl li-l-qarya al-miṣriyya”—an authentic son of the Egyptian village.42 

Over the course of the 1950s, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm became one of the new symbols of modern 

Egypt, both through his waṭaniyyāt (patriotic/nationalist songs) and his films, in which he always 

played the role of a sensitive and compassionate youth who triumphs over conservatism to attain 

romantic and financial success despite his middling social status.43 But this new symbol did not 

conform to the new myths that the Egyptian music establishment was inventing.  

The cultural elite who taught at the state conservatories, edited the music magazines, ran 

the performance venues, and served on the arts councils—in other words, the people who shaped 

Egypt’s musical life at the official level—were of the efendiyya. Cultural historian Lucie Ryzova 

describes the efendiyya (sing. efendi) as a social group made up of “self-consciously modern and 

middle-class-claiming” Egyptians that emerged during the last third of the nineteenth century.44 

They were the teachers, bureaucrats, journalists, white-collar workers, and various professionals 

with “modern” educations who contributed to the day-to-day operation of the state. In the early 

decades of the twentieth century, they became the archetypes for an indigenous form of Egyptian 

modernity rooted in their claims to both local “tradition” and Western “modernity.”  

The Egyptian men who organized and oversaw the 1932 Cairo Congress of Arab Music 

were efendis. They believed that the key to modernizing Arab music was to place its “authentic” 

 
42 Al-Kawākib, issue 1345, May 10, 1977, p. 34. 
43 Joel Gordon examines ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s particular film persona in Revolutionary Melodrama, 2002, pp. 120-121. 
44 Lucie Ryzova, The Age of the Efendiyya, 2014, pp. 4-5. 
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spirit in scientific Western forms while showing its history to be a uniform line of development 

from ancient times up to the present. Anthropologist Walter Armbrust has written about how the 

singer Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb came to embody the quintessential efendi through his music 

and films in the first half of the twentieth century. He depicted himself as the heir to a continuous 

tradition of Arab folk and classical music (the authentic content) while adopting Western fashion 

and other outward signs (the modern form) of cultural “sophistication.”45 The efendiyya of post-

1952 Egypt, many of whom were the children of first-generation efendis, attempted to reuse this 

earlier formula of indigenous modernity to create a musical heritage upon which the new nation 

could establish its modern identity. This heritage, or “turāth,” came into being through a process 

of ordering Egyptian music, which aimed to eliminate improvisation, audience participation, and 

the other affectively charged elements of the music that they regarded as antithetical to a rational 

and respectable modern artform.   

In the late 1950s and early 60s, the efendiyya began promoting their ideology of Egyptian 

music through new archives, publications, administrative councils, and performance ensembles. 

At the same time, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his composers were developing their own formula for what 

Egyptian music could sound like, one that diverged sharply from such neatly defined categories 

of Arab/Western, folk/classical, tradition/modernity. Their most popular songs were the ones that 

prompted listeners to clap and sing along in a participatory experience, the kind of affective and 

embodied musical interactions that reformists were so eager to end.  

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s voice, the instruments in his ensemble, and the modes and rhythms that 

he used in his songs did bring a new sound to Egyptian music. But he was also a continuation of 

the singers, styles and practices that preceded him. The embodied aspect of his music, the way it 

 
45 Walter Armbrust, Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt, 1996, pp. 110-111. 
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invited corporeal participation, connecting singer to audience, had long been the defining feature 

of the Arab musical experience. Ethnomusicologist A.J. Racy has shown that the most stable part 

of the “tradition” is not its repertoire but rather its ability to produce “ṭarab,” which he translates 

as “ecstasy,” “emotional excitement,” or “enchantment.”46 In this way, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was quite 

“traditional” and his music quite normal. Nor was there anything particularly new about how he 

borrowed and adapted songs of older repertoires, or how he mixed “folk” and “classical” styles. 

What was new was the way state music experts and the efendi custodians of culture attempted to 

make a dynamic, man-made tradition appear pure, fixed, given, and timeless.  

This view of Egyptian musical heritage began to clash with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s in the 1960s 

and 70s as he established himself as “the voice of Egypt.” Both he and the music reformists were 

making claims to the same terms—modernity, tradition/heritage, authenticity—but defining them 

in vastly different ways. Both would reassert their claims around moments of political and social 

instability, when notions of Egyptianness were subject to shift, as was the case after 1952. Thus, 

one finds music experts launching zealous attacks on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music after 1967, the year 

that Egypt suffered a humiliating military defeat at the hands of Israel, as well as during the mid-

1970s, as Anwar Sadat (Nasser’s successor) began his open-door policies, which rattled Egypt’s 

socio-cultural system and threatened the efendiyya’s way of life.47  

This dissertation is primarily concerned with exploring the debates that emerged at such 

times over terms like “modernity” and “heritage,” viewing ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his music as sites 

around which these particular discourses converge. A number of academic articles and chapters 

discuss ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music and have begun to assess his impact on Egyptian culture. These 

 
46 Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, 2003, p. 6. 
47 Relli Shechter, “From effendi to infitāḥī: Consumerism and Its Malcontents in the Emergence of Egyptian Market 
Society,” British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 36, No. 1, April 2009. 
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focus on his film songs and the patriotic anthems he sang during the 1950s and early 60s. But as 

the following chapters show, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was deeply implicated in the culture wars unfolding 

throughout the sixties and seventies as well. One shortcoming of earlier scholarship has been to 

look primarily at what this singer’s overtly nationalist songs tell us about Egyptian political life. 

The present study suggests there is much to be gained from examining Ḥalīm’s later songs, many 

of which featured prominently in the struggles to define Egypt’s national identity. Such struggles 

were, as I show, struggles for cultural capital that could be converted into social, economic, and 

political power. 

 

Contributions 

This dissertation contributes to broader conversations in three main bodies of scholarship: Arabic 

literature, Egyptian cultural history, and ethnomusicology with a focus on Arab music. I draw on 

previous research in these fields while introducing new perspectives to each of them.  

 The following chapters deal frequently with Arabic song lyrics, poems that have been set 

to music. These are a particular kind of literary text, which I examine to foreground not only how 

they are composed but how they are modified, reused, and recontextualized at different times and 

in different environments. My approach to these sung poems differs from that of many studies on 

Arabic poetry that seek to interpret the meanings of texts. I do interpret texts, but the texts I work 

with are printed books of poetry, musical compositions, performances, recordings, reproductions, 

adaptations, as well as the reception of these texts. I investigate sung poems much in the way that 

literary scholar Stephen Greenblatt recounts the history of an old hat in his essay “Resonance and 

Wonder.”48 The hat, he explains, had first been worn by a prominent Catholic cardinal for rituals, 

 
48 Stephen Greenblatt, Learning to Curse, 1990. 
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then was acquired by theater actors after the English Reformation, who used it as a prop to mock 

those same rituals, and later found its way into a university museum. This dissertation reads song 

lyrics not unlike the way Greenblatt “reads” the hat, as texts that “enable us to glimpse the social 

process through which [they] are fashioned and moved from one zone of display to another.”49 In 

a similar way, my work tries to “reduce the isolation” of songs and performances, “illuminate the 

conditions of their making,” and explore the histories of how they move and become displayed in 

the form that we find them.50  

Sung poems have been recorded in written compilations since the famous tenth-century 

Kitāb al-aghānī (The Great Book of Songs), which uses an early system for indicating the 

melodic modes and rhythmic patterns. From the late eighteenth century onwards, one finds 

compilations indicating the modes and patterns in use today.51 But not until the mid-twentieth 

century was it common for compilers to include notated melodies, meaning that there is little 

evidence beyond the oral tradition to ascertain whether a song performed today (or even recorded 

to vinyl record in the early 1900s) was performed the same way prior to the twentieth century. 

The abundance of song text compilations, however, allows one to see how, at the lyrical level, 

songs have changed or been preserved over centuries. I draw on such compilations frequently in 

this dissertation as I deal chiefly with claims to the timelessness and immutability of Egypt’s 

musical heritage. Recent work by Carl Davila, a scholar of Moroccan music, has employed 

Arabic songbooks in a similar way. Through an examination of poetic texts, he shows how the 

classical āla repertoire of today, while claiming its roots in the eighteenth century, is actually the 

result of a prolonged process of adaptation that unfolded up through the mid-twentieth century.52 

 
49 Stephen Greenblatt, Learning to Curse, 1990, pp. 161-162. 
50 Stephen Greenblatt, Learning to Curse, 1990, p. 170. 
51 Dwight Reynolds, “The Lost Virgins Found,” Quaderni di Studi Arabi, Vol. 7, 2012, pp. 84-83. 
52 Carl Davila, Nūbat Ramal al-Māya in Cultural Context, 2015. 
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Building on Davila’s work, my study also employs poetic texts to highlight the process through 

which Egypt’s musical heritage has materialized over time.  

While this dissertation focuses on twentieth-century Egypt, it examines claims to musical 

continuity by tracing songs and their lyrics back to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and, 

in some cases, to medieval times. In this way, it reassesses a conventional boundary line between 

the modern and premodern in studies of Arabic poetry. My approach is shaped by the scholarship 

of, among others, Suzanne Stetkevych, whose book The Mantle Odes looks at the influence of a 

famous seventh-century poem (the “Mantle Ode”) on later works of the thirteenth and twentieth 

centuries.53 As she illustrates, poetic texts flow across time periods in complex ways, such that 

what was originally a supplicatory ode to the Prophet Muḥammad inspired a renowned medieval 

devotional poem with mystical curative powers. This poem, in turn, inspired an early twentieth-

century political praise poem, whose verses would serve as the lyrics for a mid-twentieth-century 

popular song by Egyptian diva Umm Kulthūm. Although Stetkevych focuses on what these texts 

disclose about the ritual nature of classical Arabic poetry and political legitimation, her study of 

poetic influence over time and in different contexts informs the way I approach songs and their 

uses as authenticating devices in Egypt. 

The second field with which this study converses is modern Egyptian cultural history. I 

draw on Walter Armbrust’s work on popular culture and national identity in Egypt, particularly 

his analysis of Egyptian modernists’ formula for an indigenous modernity, which promoted the 

seamless merging of classicism, folk roots, and Western sensibilities. Armbrust’s Mass Culture 

and Modernism in Egypt studied how popular mass media like music, film, and television have 

created spaces in which alternative conceptions of modernity emerge.54 His work draws attention 

 
53 Suzanne Stetkevych, The Mantle Odes, 2010. 
54 Armbrust, Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt, 1996. 
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to a growing gap between official discourse and everyday experience in the late 1960s. Chapter 

Two of this dissertation concentrates on songs produced in this period, between what Armbrust 

calls “the transitional years between 1967 and 1973,” when Egypt’s modernist vision lost much 

of its earlier focus.55 While Armbrust highlights the case of popular singer Muḥammad ‘Abd al-

Wahhāb, quintessential symbol of Egyptian modernism and efendi culture, I look at his protégé, 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, in ways that complicate our understanding of the state’s modernist formula. The 

formula, and the efendiyya who embodied it, seem to extend from the first third of the twentieth 

century to well past mid-century. But examining the modernists who attacked ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

music, I show how this formula and its elite defenders represented different cultural formations 

in post-1952 Egypt, when the group was no longer dominant. 

The following chapters also build on the work of scholars such as Lucie Ryzova and Relli 

Shechter, both of whom examine the role that the efendiyya played in Egyptian nation-building 

projects in the twentieth century. Ryzova demonstrates how this “first self-consciously modern 

generation in Egyptian history” contributed to defining national identity during the first half of 

the twentieth century.56 Recent research by Shechter takes up the efendiyya in post-1952 Egypt, 

specifically in the 1970s infitāḥ period when new economic policies and social transformations 

threatened this group’s status and way of life.57 My discussion of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music bridges 

these earlier studies by looking at the case of an efendi caught between time periods, a performer 

groomed by the state’s modern institutions of education and employment but who abandoned the 

official ideologies of musical modernity promoted by the efendi cultural custodians of the sixties 

and seventies. 

 
55 Armbrust, Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt, 1996, p. 7. 
56 Lucie Ryzova, The Age of the Efendiyya, 2004, p. 4. 
57 Relli Shechter, “From effendi to infitāḥī: Consumerism and Its Malcontents in the Emergence of Egyptian Market 
Society,” British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 36, No. 1, April 2009. 
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Christopher Stone’s work on music and national culture, while it deals with Lebanon, is 

also critical to my own understandings of popular culture in the history of modern Egypt.58 In his 

study of the Lebanese singer Fayrūz, Stone captures the ways in which the narratives of a famous 

cultural icon, the mythicized physical site of Baalbek, and decolonization converged to produce a 

Lebanese national identity in the mid-twentieth century. In a similar way, this dissertation shows 

how the narratives of the Egyptian singer ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, a mythicized musical heritage (turāth), 

and post-independence nation building interacted to produce Egyptian national identities during 

the same period that Stone examines. Ethnomusicologist Virginia Danielson’s earlier research on 

the Egyptian diva Umm Kulthūm does something similar, and my dissertation echoes her efforts 

to locate “an approach that comprehends not only the production of music but also its reception, 

subsequent productions and reuses.”59 

Danielson’s work also features in the third body of scholarship to which this dissertation 

contributes, namely ethnomusicology and Arab music studies in particular. My study makes use 

of ethnomusicology in two ways. First, it uses it as material or evidence to demonstrate how the 

study of Egyptian music by both Egyptian and Western experts has created “turāth,” a fixed and 

timeless heritage that could be used for nationalist purposes. The sources I engage here are often 

archival: scholarly studies, songbooks, educational materials, court documents. These serve as a 

written record that allows me to trace the process by which turāth shifted from a dynamic canon 

to a supposedly ancient and enduring one. The second way in which I use ethnomusicology is as 

a perspective or means of exploring the role music plays in the lives of people and the history of 

nations. Throughout the following chapters, and perhaps most clearly in the last, I consider how 

ordinary Egyptians came to experience a feeling of national (but also generational and regional) 

 
58 Christopher Stone, Popular Culture and Nationalism in Lebanon, 2008. 
59 Virginia Danielson, The Voice of Egypt, 1997, p. 16. 
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community through ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music. At the same time, I show how his music was taken 

up by modernists to define their own identities against what they deemed disorderly, low-brow, 

and distinctly non-Egyptian, elevating themselves and their expert knowledge in the process. 

This dissertation adds to the substantial existing scholarship on the nexus between music, 

identity, and nationalism. Specifically, it speaks to work on invented musical traditions and their 

uses in nation-building projects. The analytical framework of “invented tradition,” developed by 

Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger in their 1983 volume, is no longer new in ethnomusicology 

studies, although it has not been applied to Egypt or the Arab world.60 Scholars such as Timothy 

Rice have shown how “folk” ensembles created by the state in the 1950s to perform “traditional” 

music have been used to serve political agendas in Bulgaria.61 The very categories of “folk” and 

“classical” music, as scholars like Matthew Gelbart have persuasively argued, are inventions of 

nationalist movements in the eighteenth century, when European states sought to claim cultural 

property for political and cultural independence.62 While these categories materialized with the 

aid of printed folksong compilations, they have been performed into being through choruses and, 

more recently, through audio recordings, which, as Philip Bohlman has shown, help authenticate 

national histories and imagine national borders.63 

Many scholars have now applied the invented-tradition framework to non-Western music 

as well, illustrating that traditions associated with, for example, the flute-playing Komuso monks 

of Japan or the Twelve Muqam canon of the Uyghur people, are of largely modern vintage rather 

than the ancient roots they often claim.64 In the Arab world, the concept of a venerable “heritage” 

 
60 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention of Tradition, 1983. 
61 Timothy Rice, May It Fill Your Soul, 1994. 
62 Matthew Gelbart, The Invention of ‘Folk’ Music and ‘Art’ Music, 2007. 
63 Philip Bohlman, The Music of European Nationalism, 2004. 
64 Gunnar Linder, Deconstructing Tradition in Japanese Music, 2012; Rachel Harris, The Making of a Musical 
Canon in Chinese Central Asia, 2008. 
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(turāth) of music stretching back to medieval or even ancient times is widespread from Morocco 

in the West to Iraq in the East. While there is some recognition of shared repertoires, many assert 

the existence of a particular national turāth and its antiquity. Such discourse is circulated by state 

cultural institutions but also by music practitioners and ordinary listeners as well. Scholars of the 

region’s music, both Arab and non-Arab, have not been exempt from adopting this view of their 

subject. There is a tendency among even the most prominent names in the field to use terms like 

“heritage” and “tradition”—sometimes even “the heritage” and “the tradition”—as if they were 

natural and invariable (ubiquitous too are references to categories of “folk” and “classical”). The 

works of scholars such as Habib Touma, A.J. Racy, Jonathan Shannon, and Scott Marcus, have 

sometimes tacitly approved the idea of an enduring turāth by using such terms without indicating 

the constructed nature of “the heritage” or “folk/classical” categories.65 At other times, they seem 

to promote the idea, citing the continuities between modern practices and “centuries-old courtly 

traditions.”66 A recent 2019 publication is indicative. The first sentence on the back cover reads: 

“Over its fifteen-century history, Arabic music has had a global resonance. . .”67 The authors are 

experts from “deep inside the tradition.” The terms here, as in other studies, suggest an unbroken 

musical history leading up to the present day. Despite this, many scholars point to the significant 

changes that Arab music has seen over even the last century. They are clearly not unaware of the 

ways in which people, institutions, and technologies have produced the “tradition” as we know it 

today. Nor am I disputing the foundational contributions this research has made to the study of 

Arab music and ethnomusicology. But there remains little critical engagement with the notion of 

turāth in the way that Hobsbawm, Ranger, and more recent scholars of music have interrogated 

 
65 Habib Hassan Touma, The Music of the Arabs, 2003; Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, 2004; 
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the terms that frame the way we talk and write about Arab music. The next chapter discusses this 

literature in detail. 

Carl Davila’s recent work on the classical āla repertoire of Morocco is an outlier in the 

scholarship noted above and well-attuned to the modern origins of the musical “tradition.” While 

many scholars of North African music assume the “Andalusian” roots of today’s song repertoire, 

Davila’s 2013 study demonstrates from the outset that “no clear relationship can be established” 

between the music we hear today and what is described in medieval Arabic manuscripts.68 In his 

2015 book on the Moroccan song suite Ramal al-māya, an exhaustive analysis of the repertoire’s 

sung poems leads him to argue that the modern canon reflects significant changes and additions 

over time. Furthermore, the evidence he presents suggests that what many regard today as the 

“authentic” body of old music derives not from a revered eighteenth-century song compendium 

but later nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century collections.69 This dissertation echoes Davila’s 

work in studying song texts to examine the modern invention of a musical “heritage.”  

While Davila’s focus on the canon in written form leads away from a consideration of the 

relationship between constructed turāth and embodied musical experience, my work foregrounds 

the ways in which notions of musical heritage emerge through a history of bodily practices and a 

training of the senses. The relationship between music, affect, and embodied experience has been 

thoroughly explored by Ali Jihad Racy in his Making Music in the Arab World.70 One of the key 

contributions of Racy’s seminal 2003 study is how it accounts for elements like rhythmic pattern, 

melodic mode, and lyrics while attempting to explain those other aspects of a musical experience 

that are not part of “the music itself” but determine its affective impact on listeners: how a singer 
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stretches lyrics, improvises, or builds rapport with an audience, but also what happens outside of 

the performance proper. Drinking coffee, smoking cigarettes, and telling jokes between sets can 

be, as Racy shows, just as critical to the performance as the melodies or rhythms, for all of these 

contribute to the affective experience of ṭarab (musical ecstasy or enchantment) and embed it in 

the body through communal rituals.  

Racy’s study preceded a larger shift in ethnomusicology towards affect and the senses in 

the 2010s, which continues today. The recent work of Anahid Kassabian and Marié Abe, among 

others, draws attention to the ways we listen in everyday life, rethinking scholarly approaches to 

acoustic experiences by looking at music as encountered not in concert halls but in coffee shops, 

TV shows, retail spaces, and on city streets.71 This pivot towards quotidian sound, emotion, and 

embodied response was part of a more general “affective turn” in anthropology, cultural studies, 

and other disciplinary fields in the 2000s. Studies such as Kathleen Stewart’s Ordinary Affects 

and Patricia Clough’s The Affective Turn have moved scholarship towards ethnographies of the 

everyday and sensory experiences in a variety of environments.72 This dissertation, then, draws 

on ideas from these different disciplines while conversing specifically with Racy’s research on 

ṭarab experiences in Arab music to think about the way ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music was admired and 

attacked not only because of its melodies, rhythms, and lyrics but also because of its capacity to 

engage an audience in affective bodily experiences. And for fans, listening to his music at home, 

at school, or in other quotidian spaces could be just as powerful as listening in the concert hall. 

 As I will argue, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm contributed to the invention of Egypt’s musical heritage, a 

heritage that prompted listeners to clap, sing, and physically respond in ways that made them feel 

part of a community. By underscoring the importance of these ordinary affective experiences, the 
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following chapters echo historian Dipesh Chakrabarty’s call for “an insertion of a deeper history 

of the subject—of the past as a series of embodied practices (including practices of affect)—into 

our studies of invented traditions.”73 The present dissertation seeks to contribute to such a deeper 

history of the subject in mid-twentieth-century Egypt. 

 

Theory 

I have already referenced several studies on nation building whose theoretical framework shapes 

my own approach to Egyptian music and national identity. Central to this dissertation is the work 

of Benedict Anderson and Eric Hobsbawm. In his 1983 book Imagined Communities, Anderson 

described how print materials such as the novel and the newspaper allowed people to imagine a 

nation and, through the feeling of simultaneously reading with others, to imagine themselves as 

part of the nation.74 Imagining nations, or any other community, often involves the construction 

of narratives of the past, the theme of Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s edited volume The 

Invention of Tradition. Hobsbawm’s introductory chapter explains that, despite their appearance 

of antiquity, invented traditions are often responses to change by people and institutions whose 

assertions of continuity with a past relate to aims and anxieties in the present.75 Both Hobsbawm 

and Anderson help us understand nations and their pasts as products of modernity, but their work 

leaves gaps that the present study revisits.  

In the case of Anderson, his emphasis on print culture overlooks the significant impact of 

other means of imagining in which people hear, touch, taste, and feel their place within a nation. 

Hobsbawm and others who have written on invented traditions show how ideas of continuity and 
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community emerge through repetitive acts—annual parades, bagpipe playing, bardic gatherings. 

But research on invented traditions has often dismissed the feeling of tradition as mere nostalgia 

or the result of anxieties about change alone, overlooking the power that embodied experiences 

have in producing the feel of community. In How Societies Remember, the social anthropologist 

Paul Connerton centered such embodied experiences of remembering by arguing that “images of 

the past and recollected knowledge of the past . . . are conveyed and sustained by (more or less 

ritual) performances” that give people the feeling of a unified community and a deep past.76 I 

draw on Connerton’s ideas in this dissertation to explore the ways in which listening to ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm created certain quotidian rituals among family and friends, but also the ways in which the 

singer’s fans commemorate him every year with festivities at his tomb and former home. 

In recent years, scholars of the Arab world have begun examining the oral/aural elements 

of nation building and the construction of community. Ziad Fahmy’s study Ordinary Egyptians 

expands Anderson’s idea of print capitalism to what he calls “media capitalism” in an attempt to 

capture the significant role that nonprint audiovisual media (song, theater, dance, public oratory) 

plays in shaping modern national identities.77 The Ethical Soundscape, by Charles Hirschkind, 

which looks at Islamic cassette sermons in Egypt, has similarly highlighted oral and aural aspects 

of how people feel a (religious) community, examining the embodied listening practices around 

recorded sermons and Qur’anic recitation in Egypt.78 New research in the field of sound studies 

examines how feelings of community are also informed by sound and built environment in the 

Arab and larger Muslim world. Michael Frishkopf and Federico Spinetti’s edited volume Music, 

Sound, and Architecture in Islam has shown that attending to the range of sensory experiences 
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and physical landscape allows for a richer understanding how national and religious identities 

form or, in some cases, founder.79 The present study builds on this scholarship to examine how 

Egyptians came to feel modern national identities in the mid-twentieth century by listening to 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music in a variety spaces ranging from living rooms and cafés to concert halls 

and soccer stadiums.  

 

Sources on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

While this dissertation is not a biography of Abd al-Ḥalīm, it takes him as an axis for discussion 

and analysis and thus converses with the existing literature on his life and music. An examination 

of this literature reveals two main issues. The first is a general lack of critical writing in Arabic 

sources, and the second is an overemphasis in English sources on Ḥalīm’s acting career and film 

songs. Given this, there remains a significant gap in our understanding of the singer. On the one 

hand, Egyptian writers, presumably the most capable of discussing Ḥalīm, have, until recently, 

not dealt with him in ways that illuminate meaningful connections between his life, career, and 

impact on Egyptian society. On the other hand, the critical research produced by non-Egyptians 

has ignored the massive body of songs that Ḥalīm sang outside of his films, which significantly 

shaped how Egyptians came to imagine and feel the nation.  

The story of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm is well-known in Egypt and across the Arab world. There are 

dozens of Arabic biographies about his life, many published after his death but some appearing 

as early as 1956 when his career was only just taking off.80 These typically cover key events and 

turning points, supplemented with transcriptions of song lyrics and heavy servings of anecdotes, 

rumors, and urban legends. This anecdotal writing is often recycled in popular periodicals, radio 
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specials, and television programs, and this means that one can, in some ways, access a great deal 

of information about ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm with relative ease.  

At the same time, much of what the Arabic sources transmit on the singer blurs the line 

between fact and fiction. Oftentimes different books provide drastically different dates for the 

same life event, meeting, or concert. Authors tend to focus on Ḥalīm’s love life and illness— 

stuff that sells—and they regularly embellish details for dramatic effect. Quotations and accounts 

of what Ḥalīm said are always approximations. Certainly some of these publications do contain 

sound historical information, and they are excellent sources for scholars looking at how people 

talk about and remember ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm. But they are not, on the whole, critical studies of him or 

his music. Perhaps the best of these is ‘Amr Fatḥī’s 2019 Mawsū‘at aghānī ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, 

which, though not academic in nature, is an exceptionally well-researched and thoroughly cited 

encyclopedia of Ḥalīm’s songs, bringing together precise information on his life, recordings, and 

concert dates.81 

The few Arabic studies that purport to treat ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music in an analytical way, 

such as Ṣābir ‘Abd al-Majīd’s 2003 book, are generally superficial reviews of song lyrics that do 

little more than explain word meanings.82 Deeper discussion exists, but one must searcg beyond 

commercially-sold books for this. One source is the Egyptian radio program Ash‘ār ‘alā al-awtār 

(Poems set to music), produced by Aḥmad Mubdī for Ṣawt al-‘Arab radio, which has devoted a 

number of episodes to poetic and musical analyses of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s songs. Not until recently 

though, with websites dedicated to Arab music research, do we find Arabic-language writing on 

Ḥalīm that aspires to more than hagiography. One example is Yasir Abdallah’s recent work on 
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the collaborations of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and composer Balīgh Ḥamdī.83 Abdallah uses snippets of the 

hagiographic material but depends more on musical analysis, performance theory, and historical 

sources to argue that many of Ḥalīm’s most popular songs were the product of a musical formula 

that fundamentally reinvented older Egyptian songs.  

Outside of Egypt, scholars have been slow to see ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s career as a legitimate 

subject of study. Only in the last twenty years does Ḥalīm’s name appear as more than a passing 

reference in music scholarship, and critical studies are few, mostly articles published in the last 

decade. The ethnomusicologist Martin Stokes has produced three articles on Ḥalīm’s music, all 

limited to discussions of his film songs.84 Cultural historian Joel Gordon also focuses on Ḥalīm’s 

cinema career, devoting one article and part of a book to studying the nostalgia, sentimentalism, 

and intergenerational conflict generated by his roles on the big screen.85 Gordon makes reference 

to Ḥalīm in other publications but primarily for comparison with other Egyptian singers.86 One 

additional study, Daniel Gilman’s 2014 Cairo Pop, also spotlights Ḥalīm, arguing that the unique 

musical style he developed made him a transgenerational singer. However, like Stokes, Gilman 

limits his study to film songs. Taken together then, there is a small but growing body of research 

on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm as an actor and as a singing actor, but nothing that deals with him as a singer 

outside of the cinema context, this despite the fact that much of his oeuvre consisted of non-film 

songs. While my work benefits from these earlier writings on Ḥalīm, the critical and descriptive, 
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it seeks to address the obvious gap in our understanding of his contributions to Arab music and 

his legacy in Egypt, one that, as I will show, remains contested.  

 

Conducting Research in/on Egypt 

Both my academic and national background have shaped this project and the research I was able 

to do. Academically, my graduate training is in Arabic language and literature, and the tools and 

questions that I bring to the study of Egyptian music reflect my fields of expertise. The year and 

a half I spent living in Egypt, and the many years I have spent studying and teaching Arabic, are 

critical to my understanding of Egyptian music culture. While I did study Arab music theory and 

the nāy cane flute with private teachers during my time in Egypt, I do not approach the study of 

Arab music from formal university training in ethnomusicology. I make use of musical analysis, 

particularly in Chapter Two, to show that Egypt’s musical “heritage”—its melodies, modes, and 

rhythmic patterns—was historically dynamic and adaptable, and that Ḥalīm’s performances and 

songs were quite normal despite being criticized as harmful to the fixed and timeless “tradition.” 

Indeed, my use of formal analysis seeks to illustrate how Egyptian music was not the fixed set of 

artifacts that the 1932 Congress scholars and other modernists had framed it to be in their many 

lists, tables, song collections, and reports. But beyond this examination of “the music itself,” my 

study focuses more on the place of a particular singer in Egyptian society, why he and his music 

mattered in the lives of people and the modern history of the nation. 

 My foundational training in Arabic language and literature benefitted this project in many 

ways. I did not need to rely on interpreters to communicate with people nor translators to convey 

the meaning of song lyrics at performances, to read the biographies and newspaper articles about 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, or to watch his films. Proficiency in the local language facilitated my friendships 
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and professional relationships during my fieldwork, which helped me access family archives and 

private collections that other scholars, those with perhaps more music but less Arabic experience, 

would not typically be able access. Indeed, the close connections I formed with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

family and others would not have been possible without the many months I spent in the country. 

These were critical to establishing credibility and trust, for I would be telling the stories not only 

of an iconic singer, his composers, and lyricists, but individuals who were the much-loved uncle, 

father, or grandparent of people living today. Unfortunately, I am not able to include in this brief 

study much of what my “informants” shared with me in the form of anecdotes, song manuscripts, 

photos, and other documents, but the fact that they shared these with me was important. 

 Despite the time I spent living, studying, and working in Egypt, I am an American raised 

in the United States and working from an American university. This has afforded me the kind of 

academic training and funding opportunities that made my research possible, even the ease with 

which I have been able to enter and conduct research in Egypt. At the same time, my status as an 

outsider to the culture I study has meant that my understanding of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, his music, and 

Egyptian popular culture more generally is non-native, incomplete, and necessarily the result of 

my own cultural biases and background. It also informs the way Egyptians interact with me, the 

stories they choose to tell or not tell, the topics they think a foreign academic should study. This 

was, in fact, a particularly complex part of my research and one that relates to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

status in the official musical heritage today. 

 The Arabic literature scholar Gabriel Rosenbaum has written that, among Egypt’s famous 

singers in the second half of the twentieth century, “Umm Kulthum was regarded as the greatest, 

and Abd al-Halim was the most popular.”87 What appears to be a straightforward comment made 
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in passing points to one of the difficulties in studying ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm: he is highly popular but not 

always included in the state’s pantheon of “great” singers. Rosenbaum seems to be hinting at this 

distinction between state-sanctioned greats and more “popular” figures. This does not mean that 

Egyptians themselves did not regard Ḥalīm as one of their greats, for many called him “the voice 

of Egypt,” “the Arab world’s most beloved singer.” But when displaying Egypt’s music heritage 

to the world, it is the state-commissioned statues of Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb that are 

to be found at the Cairo Opera House and planted throughout the city (discussed further the final 

chapter). ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm is linked more to the private and the intimate. When Egyptians describe 

listening to him, they often say that he seems to be “singing just for you.”88 As a fan commented 

following his death, he was “a family singer . . . a personal singer, and when he sang, it was as if 

he knew about your private secrets or that last letter you sneaked to the neighborhood girl.”89 His 

associations with the private and personal, the inner and emotional, shed light onto why listeners 

might conceal or deny that they listen to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm. His music is comfort listening for many, 

rooted in the familiar and homey. And this, perhaps, is why many Egyptians with whom I spoke 

would often suggest I study Umm Kulthūm or Sayyid Darwīsh, the national “greats.” But shortly 

thereafter, I would find them recalling how Ḥalīm’s songs were the soundtrack to their childhood 

or school fieldtrips or romantic trysts. I would not doubt that they may also have loved the music 

of Umm Kulthūm or Sayyid Darwīsh, but I was always interested in how discussions of Ḥalīm’s 

music seemed to emerge after people, particularly strangers, began to let down their guard. 

 An article on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm by ethnomusicologist Martin Stokes has suggested a similar 

phenomenon. Stokes recalls how, at a pre-Ramadan festival in 2004, one of the state-sponsored 
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music ensembles was set to perform religious songs at a venue in downtown Cairo.90 But just as 

the concert was starting, technical issues with the sound system halted the event. While attendees 

waited for the problem to be fixed, the band and singers initiated a spontaneous medley of ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm songs, ultimately lasting for an hour and a half. The official program let down its guard 

and Ḥalīm filled the gap. Of course, the attendees had come to hear religious music, and the state 

does organize official programs of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s songs as well. But Stokes happened to catch 

a telling moment when the official, outward, public display fell apart, giving way to a music that 

the ensemble seems to have thought would comfort the audience during the wait. As a researcher 

from outside Egypt’s musical cultural, I tried to be attuned to these kinds of displays, and to see 

where boundaries exist between inside and outside, private and public, on display and off. 

 There are a number of limitations in this dissertation that leave spaces for future research 

to fill. For one, the geographical scope of my sources and interlocutors has centered on the Delta, 

Cairo and Alexandria. My work thus speaks to how listeners received ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music in 

the North of the country. While my research suggests that Ḥalīm was widely popular in southern 

Egypt as well, I do not consider the impact his music may have had outside the urban centers in 

the Delta. Chronologically, I focus on the period between the early 1950s and late 1970s, moving 

up to present day in the final chapter. Historians like Joel Gordon have looked at how Ḥalīm has 

been remembered and cited in popular media after his death, particularly in film.91 This is a topic 

I have largely left untouched, but there is much to be gained from considering how Ḥalīm comes 

to be referenced in everything from political cartoons and hip hop remixes to clothing and décor. 

Finally, the sources I use are primarily confined to archival sources, in part because I concentrate 

on music as produced and received during ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s lifetime. The last chapter on ‘Abd al-
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Ḥalīm’s annual commemoration events is based on my own participation in these festivities and 

my observations about what they can tell us about the way this singer is remembered. Interviews 

with other participants would be one useful source that would enrich this chapter, though I have 

made use of interviews conducted by others and posted online. Beyond examining the discourse 

produced during ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s lifetime (through books, magazines, newspapers, recordings), 

further research could benefit from interviews with Egyptians who lived during that era and how 

they experienced his music. Likewise, one could speak with the remaining composers, lyricists, 

and musicians who collaborated with Ḥalīm to gain deeper insights into his work process. All of 

these are avenues that would expand our existing knowledge of this singer and his music. 

 

Chapter Outline 

In this introduction, I have presented an overview of the key issues with which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

music engaged, namely the mid-twentieth-century struggles to define Egyptian national identity 

through concepts like modernity, heritage, and authenticity. I showed how his emergence in the 

Egyptian music scene coincided with a particular historical moment when notions of the nation 

were being recast by a cultural elite following the 1952 Revolution but remained susceptible to 

reinterpretation by other actors outside the establishment, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm being one of them. 

 Chapter One establishes the cultural context and discursive terrain into which ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm emerged in the mid-1950s. I offer a detailed analysis of the ways in which Egyptian music 

experts, education officials, and reformists worked to invent a music heritage of canonical songs 

and performance practices. I trace the post-1952 invention process back to the earlier decades of 

the century, examining the approach to Egyptian music developed by European music scholars 

and the local efendiyya. Through this, I develop the concept of “musical artifaction” to describe 
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the process by which reformists rendered Egypt’s dynamic musical traditions a static, seemingly 

timeless collection of relics. 

 Chapter Two concerns ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s folk song remakes of the 1960s and early 70s, a 

collection of highly popular songs that were criticized by the music establishment as hazardous 

threats to the supposedly pure and venerable turāth. Through a series of formal analyses, I show 

that the way ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm selected, adapted, and recontextualized musical material from older 

repertoires was, in fact, ordinary practice for much of Egypt’s modern musical history. I explore, 

at the same time, how Ḥalīm’s songs drew on a particular musical formula to engage listeners in 

bodily experiences that produced feelings of community. 

 Chapter Three examines the creation of new notions of musical authorship in mid-century 

Egypt through the lens of Ḥalīm’s 1973 hit song “O ruler of my heart” (Yā malikan qalbī), which 

the singer was found guilty of plagiarizing. In this chapter, I show how the idea of a sole original 

author came into legal existence in the mid-1950s and developed within a larger process of post-

independence nation building. By investigating the history and performance of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

song, I look at the relatively recent origin of notions of “tradition” and “originality” in Egypt. 

 Chapter Four returns to the infamous song “Fortune teller” with which this chapter began. 

Examining the production and reception of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s song, I consider the claims of music 

experts, who attacked the singer for defiling “performance traditions” at his concert. My analysis 

shows these traditions to be mostly new, selectively curated from European practices and modern 

conceptions of the ordered self.  

 Chapter Five shifts from the production and reception of music in Ḥalīm’s lifetime to the 

remembrance rituals (zikrā) that developed around him after his death in 1977. This chapter 

explores how Ḥalīm has continued to elude modernist ordering through the popular festivities 
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held in his honor each year, giving him a long-lasting presence in Egypt decades after his death. I 

draw on recent research on Sufi saints’ festivals to show how Ḥalīm’s commemoration creates an 

alternative order, one that is open, ambiguous, circular, and liminal. This chapter brings together 

the ideas about heritage, modernity, and national identity explored earlier in this dissertation to 

think about them in the context of contemporary Egypt, memory, and affective experience.  
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Chapter 1 
The Appearance of Egyptian Music Heritage 

 

In this chapter, I lay out the discursive landscape of the music field in which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

began his singing career in the mid-1950s. I examine the development of a conscious state-

sponsored project to construct a “heritage” of Egyptian music aligned with the modernization 

and development politics of the nation state. As I show, this project involved both the invention 

of new music traditions but also a significant process of purifying and selecting from existing 

ones to create a seemingly timeless music heritage known in Arabic as “turāth.” I outline the 

ways in which an elite group of music reformists and modernists sought to remake Egyptian 

music through new pedagogies, administrative bodies, performance venues and ensembles, as 

well as through the cultivation of particular conducts, attitudes, and dispositions.  

 This chapter is chiefly concerned with turāth discourse, a particular way of talking about 

music that frames it as a bound, immutable, and given canon. Between the 1950s and 1960s, a 

period of immense social and political change in Egypt, turāth emerged as an assertion of order 

and stability. This assertion manifested itself in the creation of two bodies of canonical national 

songs with divisions, contents, and histories that previously did not exist. One was a classical 

repertoire claiming roots in medieval Andalusia, the Abbasid golden era, and other premodern 

periods associated with Arab cultural prosperity. The other was a folk repertoire, which local 

reformists rooted in a timeless song tradition of the Egyptian peasant. These two repertoires 

constituted the turāth that was meant to serve as an authentic foundation upon which Egyptians 

would “develop” their music and prove their modernity.  

The first section below describes how the continuity and longevity of turāth, although 

frequently asserted, are largely fictitious. Drawing on Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s 
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work on invented traditions, I argue that turāth was not a preexisting, timeless musical material, 

but rather a modern concept projected back into the past for political purposes in the present. In 

the second section, I outline how the invention of turāth involved a process of ordering Egyptian 

music through practices of collecting, cleaning, categorizing, historicizing, and exhibiting. I refer 

to this process as “artifaction,” borrowing a term developed by Elliott Colla in his 2007 book 

Conflicted Antiquities.1 Colla’s study of Egyptology and colonial modernity proposes the 

concept of artifaction to refer to the process by which objects intimately embedded in human 

relations are rendered inert artifacts for both colonial and nationalist objectives. Building on his 

work, I explore the ways in which music, a uniquely intangible substance, was made to appear 

similarly fixed, bound, and timeless by an Egyptian elite during the mid-twentieth century. The 

third section of this chapter locates the origins of musical artifaction in early twentieth-century 

discourses that framed Egypt’s “old” songs as archaeological treasures. While music reformists 

sought to convert Egyptians to this way of seeing music as museum pieces, for it was as much 

about seeing as it was about hearing, the process was marked by ambiguities. What were the 

temporal boundaries of turāth? What were its contents? How was the national music heritage to 

be presented in modern times? And who was allowed to present it? As I show, the answers to 

these questions were far from clear. While Egyptian modernists framed themselves as the sole 

custodians of turāth, the very novelty of their conception of music heritage left it open to 

reinterpretation and appropriation by other players in the music field. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was one 

such player whose approach to turāth diverged greatly from that of Egyptian modernists, thereby 

threatening their control of the term and the particular form of authority that they derived from it. 

 
1 Elliott Colla, Conflicted Antiquities, 2007. 
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This chapter introduces the main themes and debates that will reappear in the next four chapters 

about ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music, life, and afterlife.  

 

Invented Heritages 

In this section, I examine turāth discourse and the kinds of claims it makes about the longevity 

and immutability of Egyptian music. As I show, most of these claims have been unprovable and 

often patently false. They were, furthermore, claims about the past inspired by distinctly modern 

concerns and goals. The timeless music heritage that Egyptian modernists presented was, I argue, 

one that they themselves had invented and selectively reconstituted in the mid-1950s. In order to 

show this, I examine a body of turāth discourses that claimed the venerability of musical modes, 

song canons, and performance practices. 

In the mid-1950s, Egyptian singers, musicians, composers, and educators began to call 

for a return to their musical “heritage.” This heritage came to be known in Arabic as al-turāth, 

literally “inheritance,” “legacy,” or “patrimony.” The idea of returning to an enduring heritage of 

Egyptian, and Arab, music emerged in the wake of the 1952 Revolution as the nation sought to 

redefine its modern identity. This process involved the construction of new boundaries to 

separate an “authentic” Egyptian culture from an inauthentic non-Egyptian culture, namely 

European and Turkish. Music was one key site in which this cultural filtering took place. The 

sentiment then crystalizing was that Egyptian music had degenerated due to decades of foreign 

rule that severed it from its authentic roots and prevented it from “developing” into a “modern.” 

music. The comments below, penned by Rūz al-yūsuf journalist Ṣalāḥ Ḥāfiẓ a year after the 1952 

Revolution, are indicative of a ubiquitous discourse: 
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Where is the Egyptian quality in our music now? Sadly, it is lost! The one who stole it 

was the same one who stole the Egyptian character from all our other arts. It was, quite 

simply, our history! . . . Our kings and advisors, ever since the decline of the Pharaohs, 

have always been from outside the country. Egyptian art had to import from Rome during 

the days of Roman rule, then from Baghdad during the days of Arab rule, then Andalusia 

during the days of Fatimid rule, then Istanbul during the days of Turkish rule, and so 

on. . . Will the modern Egyptian artist remain forever incapable of presenting a purely 

Egyptian art just because he cannot find a heritage [turāth] to rely on, develop, and be 

guided by? . . . If Egyptian artists, starting from today, follow the right path and bring 

their scientific culture to it [turāth], we will be able to truly find an “Egyptian thread” 

connecting our past to our present and future.2 

 

As Ḥāfiẓ makes clear here, it was Egyptians’ separation from their indigenous turāth at the hands 

of foreign rulers that has made their artists incapable of producing “purely Egyptian art.” Thus, it 

is turāth that Egyptians must reconnect with in order to reclaim their lost identity. And with this 

“Egyptian thread,” the modern nation will be able to connect its past to its present and future. 

Turāth is a potent symbol of Egyptian tradition. It portrays itself as a static, inherited 

collection of timeless songs tethering a modern people to their past. But it is also an “invented 

tradition” of the kind described by Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger in their 1983 edited 

volume The Invention of Tradition. Such traditions are, according to Hobsbawm, symbolic or 

ritual practices that “seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, which 

automatically implies continuity with the past.”3 In Egypt, turāth is an invented concept that 

generates invented traditions, all of which imply continuity, invariance, and fixed practices. 

Their continuity is constructed, a particular projection of the past by individuals and institutions 

 
2 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 1298, April 27, 1953, p. 31. 
3 The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, 1983, p. 1. 
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in the present. As I will show, the turāth and its traditions are not unlike those that Hobsbawm 

describes as “responses to novel situations which take the form of reference to old situations.”4  

In his book The Crisis of the Arab Intellectual, Abdallah Laroui anticipates a number of 

Hobsbawm’s ideas. Writing on colonial rule in Morocco, Laroui points out that the “notion of an 

eternal tradition maintaining itself by itself is an illusion.”5 Tradition, he says, is maintained by 

the politico-cultural elite for whom it is a tool that “unites the whole of society in opposition to 

the foreigner.”6 The “traditionalization” of society is almost always occasioned by “a threat of 

hegemony from without,”7 and in such periods of instability and national regrouping, the elite 

will typically have recourse to tradition in order to “ensure the continuance of its role.”8 Thus, to 

safeguard the nation, tradition is constructed to bring about its modernity. 

In Egypt, the period after the 1952 Revolution saw similar reactions by local elites, who 

sought to mark out the kind of “purely Egyptian” identity that Salāḥ Ḥāfiẓ described in his Rūz 

al-yūsuf diatribe. The concept of turāth was a key element in the larger process of consolidating 

what was Egyptian and excising what was foreign. This process, as it unfolded in the music field, 

produced a canon of indigenous songs meant to connect the modern nation to its ancient past. 

Scholars, professional musicians, and layman listeners, Egyptians and non-Egyptians 

alike commonly refer to the turāth’s authenticity and longevity “over the centuries.”9 That this 

canon of figures, songs, and performance practices has simply always existed, rooted in a deep 

history, has been assumed by many, even those in the academy. Nor is this a uniquely Arab or 

Egyptian phenomenon. As the music historian William Weber has pointed out, scholars of 

 
4 The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, 1983, p. 2. 
5 Abdallah Laroui, The Crisis of the Arab Intellectual, 1976, p. 40. 
6 Abdallah Laroui, The Crisis of the Arab Intellectual, 1976, p. 37. 
7 Abdallah Laroui, The Crisis of the Arab Intellectual, 1976, pp. 42-43. 
8 Abdallah Laroui, The Crisis of the Arab Intellectual, 1976, p. 41. 
9 Al-Fikr al-mu‘āṣir, issue 50, April 1, 1969, pp. 139-144; the Arabic term used is ‘abr al-qurūn. 
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Western classical music have been slow to examine canons and canonization: “The performance 

of old music and the idea of musical classics have simply been taken for granted; to ask why, or 

even when, these practices began has been so far from disciplinary convention that it would seem 

a bit perverse.”10 The assertive power of canons, or “heritage” in Egypt, allows them to seem 

highly natural, historically rooted, and beyond question. Not only are canons “taken for granted” 

and overlooked but they are often promoted by a variety of actors. In the late fifties, the Egyptian 

music scholar Aḥmad Shafīq Abū ‘Awf would map Egypt’s turāth onto the development of Arab 

civilization:  

 

When we look over the scattered fragments of the precious heritage [ashtāt al-turāth al-

nafīs] that we have collected from here and there, we find that many long years, perhaps a 

lifetime or more, is needed for this work to be complete, to document our musical 

heritage since the Arabs’ earliest history.11  

 

The Egyptian folklorist Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd wrote in much the same tone in the preface to her 

1982 collection of folk songs, though with an even deeper historical reach:  

 

I appeal to the youth of tomorrow to work actively before these rare and unique riches are 

lost, before our music and songs are irretrievably forgotten. These songs express to the 

greatest extent the feelings and sentiments of an authentic people whose roots stretch 

back thousands of years [tartaddu judhūruhā ilā alāf al-‘awām].”12  

 

 
10 William Weber, “The History of Musical Canon,” in Rethinking Music, ed. Nicholas Cook and Mark Everist, 
2002, p. 336. 
11 Aḥmad Shafīq Abū ‘Awf, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 2, 1959, muqaddima, p. bā. 
12 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, from the Arabic muqaddima. 
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Rashīd proposes dates for the origins of certain folk songs: “first heard more than eleven hundred 

years ago in 896 A.D.” However, most of her writing relies on broad claims and conflates the 

history of a people, poetic form, or ritual with the continuity of a musical tradition. It is these 

conflations that endure in much writing about turāth, both its “folk” and “classical” repertoires. 

In the introductory chapter above, I referred to a recent publication that describes Arab 

music as a “deep tradition” spanning a “fifteen-century history” and leading up to the music of 

today.13 Such assertions are common. Indeed, one can often find scholars making claims that are 

difficult, or impossible, to prove. For example, Habib Touma, a scholar of Arab music, lauds the 

twentieth-century diva Umm Kulthūm by saying that: “her outstanding artistry can truly be 

compared to such legendary singers as Ziryab and Hamuli (ninth and nineteenth centuries).” The 

continuity of turāth hardly seems questionable when A.J. Racy writes that Arab music is linked 

to “centuries-old courtly traditions” and appears “well-rooted, timeless.”14 Another common site 

of conflation that one finds is the relationship between Arab melodic modes, the maqāmāt, and 

the Muslim call to prayer known as the adhān. Scott Marcus’ 2007 book Music in Egypt opens 

with a chapter on the adhān titled “The Enduring Tradition.” Before he discusses its relation to 

the maqāmāt, Marcus notes that the “practice of the call to prayer was instituted by the prophet 

Muḥammad himself.”15 As Marcus moves quickly into an analysis of maqāmāt in the adhān, his 

reader assumes that the “enduring tradition” is that of the modal link between ancient times and 

today. Only later does he note that the maqām’s scalar system came into use no earlier than the 

mid-eighteenth century.16 

 
13 Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, Inside Arabic Music, 2019, back cover. 
14 Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, 2003, pp. 197, 225. 
15 Scott Marcus, Music in Egypt, 2007, pp. 1-4.  
16 Marcus’ dissertation on Arab music theory provides a detailed description of the maqām system and many of the 
“classical” modes invented in Turkey and imported into Egypt. These only began to propagate in Egypt in the mid-
eighteenth/nineteenth century. See Marcus, “Arab Music Theory in the Modern Period,” dissertation, University of 
California Los Angeles, 1989, pp. 323-343.  
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 In fact, as I show below, many of the scholars who highlight the antiquity of Egyptian 

and Arab music are under no illusion that the “turāth” songs we hear today are of relatively 

recent vintage. These scholars no doubt encounter a common issue: that the rich body of Arabic 

writing on music—whether theoretical treatises, descriptions of performances and musical 

instruments, biographies of singers and musicians, or the voluminous compendia of song 

lyrics—contains no documentation of musical melodies that would indicate how this “old” music 

actually sounded. Song repertoires and performance practices were transmitted orally over time, 

and Egyptians (and Arabs in general) did not record their music in writing until the nineteenth 

century when Muḥammad ‘Alī opened his military academies and tasked his music experts with 

transcribing local songs.17  

Thus, from the outset of the four-volume anthology of “turāth songs,” Abū ‘Awf must 

lament the impossibility of “narrating a continuous history of Arab music from the jāhiliyya up 

to our present time.” The notion of an “original” folk text or melody is complicated by Rashīd’s 

admission that “I have often come across totally different versions of a song, sometimes as many 

as three or even four.”18 Those from “deep inside the tradition” are not talking about a “fifteen-

century history” but a “tradition that flourished . . . during the early to middle 20th century.”19 

Likewise, despite the “well-rooted, timeless” quality of Arab music, Racy says that “modern 

departures from the older expression have been extensive.”20 The “enduring tradition” described 

in Marcus’ opening chapter on Egyptian music turns out to be “dynamic and continually affected 

 
17 Issam El-Mallah, Arab Music and Musical Notation, 1997, p. 237. 
18 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, see “Preface to the first edition.” 
19 Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, Inside Arabic Music, 2019, p. 4. 
20Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, 2003, pp. 225, 75. In other publications, Racy even notes the 
forced division of Egyptian music into such categories as “folk” and “classical.” 
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by many levels of change.”21 How Habib Touma ascertained that Umm Kulthūm’s “artistry” 

resembled that of the ninth-century Ziryāb remains a mystery. 

Modern narratives of turāth often cite descriptions of musical culture from medieval texts 

such as Kitāb al-aghāni to support their claims to continuity.22 Yet, with no documented 

melodies, what remains is much description and no music. Written sources, in fact, suggest that 

what many consider turāth today differs greatly from music of even the early modern period. A 

few examples will illustrate the point. 

 Medieval Arabic texts contain no reference to the dawr (pl. adwār) song form that Egypt 

now considers part of its “classical” repertoire. The absence makes good sense. The dawr was a 

mid-nineteenth-century innovation of Egyptian composer ‘Abd al-Raḥīm al-Maslūb, developed 

later by Muḥammad ‘Uthmān.23 These relatively new pieces underwent drastic changes over 

short periods. We know, for instance, that ‘Uthmān’s adwār were set to new melodic modes by 

the famous composer Ibrāhīm al-Qabbānī, his contemporary, who thus altered the “originals.”24 

Nor was this unusual. It is known that the monorhymed poems (qasā’id) that Salāma Ḥijāzī used 

to sing were also “reinterpreted” by other singers of the early twentieth century.25 

Of similarly recent origin are the sung strophic poems known as the muwashshaḥāt. 

While they seem to constitute a musical tradition extending from Andalusia, the song compiler 

Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn is quite clear in his Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk (c. 1840) that 

Egypt’s muwashshaḥāt “have not been in continuous use up to the present.”26 Scholars have 

 
21 Scott Marcus, Music in Egypt, 2007, p. xvii. 
22 Kitāb al-aghānī is commonly known in English as The Great Book of Songs and consists of over twenty volumes 
in modern printings, which contain famous poems compiled by Abū al-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī in the tenth century. 
23 Kamāl al-Najmī, Turāth al-ghinā’ al-‘arabī, 1993. 
24 Kāmil al-Khula‘ī, Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī, 1904, p. 168. 
25 See the Arab Music Archiving and Research Foundation’s discussion of Salāma Ḥijāzī on their podcast Rawḍat 
al-balābil, Episode 29, published October 3, 2013. 
26 Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn, Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk, 1892, pp. 19-20. 
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often conflated the older poetic form of the muwashshaḥ (earliest examples dating from the 

eleventh century) with the muwashshaḥ musical form that we hear today. While many early 

muwashshaḥ poems were probably sung, the lack of any notated pieces before the modern period 

makes it is impossible to establish a musical continuity. For an idea of what Egyptian music was 

like at the beginning of the nineteenth century, one can look over the volume on modern music in 

the Description de l’Égypte, produced by Bonaparte’s French expedition. We do find one notated 

piece labeled “moushah” in the sīka mode and mudawwar rhythmic pattern, which begins “‘alā 

aysh yā munā qalbī tarḍā bi-l-ṣudūr.”27 But this is the first written reference to a song with such 

lyrics, suggesting it was not so old, and certainly not Andalusian. Beyond this, the song recorded 

in the Description has a 12/4 mudawwar rhythm. By the time Shihāb al-Dīn recorded it several 

decades later in his Safīnat al-mulk, he indicates that it was sung to a 20/4 fākhit rhythm. These 

songs changed with the times. In fact, Shihāb al-Dīn tells us that the muwashshaḥāt performed in 

Egypt during the early nineteenth century were already mixed with those brought from Aleppo 

by a certain Shākir Afandī around 1821 and learned by local musicians.28 Kāmil al-Khula‘ī, in 

his 1904 book on Arab music, tells us that when the famous singer ‘Abduh al-Ḥāmūlī began 

singing these muwashshaḥāt in the second half of the nineteenth century, he would “change parts 

of them while preserving the original.” Al-Ḥāmūlī also took the liberty of “removing some of 

their Aleppine roughness.”29 In addition to what Egyptians imported from Aleppo and modified, 

they composed many new muwashshaḥāt from scratch in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Despite this, the term muwashshaḥ still conjures images of medieval Andalusian courts for 

many. “Lammā badā yatathannā,” one of the most famous muwashshaḥāt today, is often 

 
27 Guillaume André Villoteau, “De l'état actuel de l'art musical en Égypte,” in Description de l'Égypte, Panckoucke 
edition, Vol. XIV, 1826, pp. 165-166. 
28 Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn, Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk, 1892, p. 42. 
29 Kāmil al-Khula‘ī, Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī, 1904, p. 142. 
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described as “ancient,”30 though it is known that its composer was ‘Abd al-Raḥīm al-Maslūb.31 

Given that al-Maslūb was born around 1820, the “original” muwashshaḥ can only be as ancient 

as the mid-nineteenth century.  

The myth of Egypt’s musical continuity over the ages is most obvious in the conceptual 

change that occurred during the twentieth century. Before this time, the categories sha‘bī (folk) 

and klāsikī (classical) were never used to describe Egyptian music. What became distinct 

subdivisions of turāth had, in fact, always interacted quite fluidly. The music critic Kamāl al-

Najmī was quick to call attention to the novelty of this division as interest in “reviving” old 

songs waned in the seventies. Al-Najmī pointed out that, even as recently as the mid-nineteenth 

century, Egyptian music “showed no trace of distinction between the music of qasā’id, tawāshiḥ, 

and adwār and the music of light song, or ‘folk’ song, as we call it these days.” The styles shared 

many characteristics, and “singers who excelled in one excelled in the other.”32 Egyptians did 

use terms like baladī and rīfī to describe rural music.33 But the audio evidence, beginning with 

vinyl recordings in the early twentieth century, supports al-Najmī’s notion of porous boundaries.  

For example, Egyptian “classical” singers from Sayyid al-Ṣaftī, Yūsuf al-Manyalāwī, and 

‘Abd al-Ḥayy Ḥilmī up to the more recent Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb and Umm Kulthūm all 

incorporated mawwāl into their songs, a vocal improvisation that uses colloquial poetry. Despite 

the mawwāl’s associations with “folk” music today, Egyptians never considered ‘Abd al-Ḥayy or 

 
30 The collection of muwashshaḥāt published by al-Rajā’i in 1955 attributes the lyrics of this muwashshaḥ to 
“qadīm” (“ancient/old”) and attributes its music to Salīm al-Miṣrī (Min kunūzinā, 1955, p. 86). This has prompted 
some twenty-first-century performers to assert its antiquity. The Christiane Karam Quartet performed it with the 
attribution “S.[alim] Masri/Trad.[itional].” The British-Iranian pop singer, Sami Yusuf, recorded his own version 
with English lyrics “based on a famous centuries-old Andalusian folk song.” 
31 Researchers at the Arab Music Archiving and Research Foundation also suggest the modern origins of this 
muwashshaḥ and provide detailed analysis of its music. See Episode 4, “Lammā badā yatathanna,” April 11, 2013. 
32 Al-Hilāl, issue 12, December 1, 1971, n.p. 
33 These terms are used, for example, in Kitāb mu’tamar al-mūsīqā al-‘arabiyya (1933) to describe rural performers 
such as Muḥammad Afandī al-‘Arabī and the mizmār ensemble. 
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Umm Kulthūm folk singers. The mawwāl was simply one element of the larger waṣla, or “suite,” 

that combined different musical forms.  

We see also that “classical” pieces often borrowed “folk” lyrics, as was the case with the 

famous dawr “al-Bulbul gānī.” This dawr used lyrics that Nile boatmen had been singing as 

early as 1851.34 Ibrāhīm al-Qabbānī set new melodies to these lyrics to make one of the most 

widely performed songs of the Nahḍa era. In an ironic twist, Egyptian folk ensembles later 

adopted al-Qabbāni’s “classical” song into their own performances. We can find mizmār players 

of the early 1900s performing this dawr as well as muwashshaḥāt like “Bi-l-ladhī askara” and 

the samā‘ī bayātī thaqīl, all of which are now considered “classical” repertoire.35 What today 

seems an obvious folk/classical bifurcation, in fact, only appeared in the mid-twentieth century. 

The discussion above suggests the extent to which the turāth concept permeates discourse 

about Egyptian music. Talking about turāth is itself a kind of tradition that asserts the sense of a 

neatly ordered, inherited canon of eternal folk and classical songs. Importantly, this discourse is 

not confined to elite commentators and critics but circulates among ordinary Egyptians, working 

musicians, and scholars, local and foreign. But if the concept of a venerable music heritage has 

become firmly ingrained today, where did it originate? And if it is an invented tradition, as I 

have begun to show, then who invented it and, more importantly, why? 

 

 

 

 
34 The lyrics and melody of the boatmen’s song are transcribed on pages 311-312 of Joseph H. Churi’s Sea Nile, The 
Desert and Nigritia, published in 1852. 
35 An unknown mizmār ensemble recorded the dawr “al-Bulbul gānī” for Odeon, D-0149. Ḥasan Ṣafar’s mizmār 
ensemble recorded the muwashshaḥ “Bi-l-ladhī askara” for Polyphone, D-0481. Al-Ḥājj Ṭaha Abū Mandūr’s 
mizmār ensemble recorded the samā‘ī during the 1932 Arab Music Congress in Cairo.  
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Musical Modernists, Classicization, and Appropriation 

In the mid-1950s, the most vocal proponents of the new concept of turāth were a group of music 

teachers and administrators at the national conservatories in Cairo. These were mostly Egyptians 

of the upper-middle stratum of society, many of whom were the children of prominent cultural 

and political figures of the early twentieth century. Samḥa al-Khawlī,36 who would become Dean 

of the Cairo Conservatory, was the daughter of Shaykh Amīn al-Khawlī (1895-1966), a religious 

reformer, Vice Dean of the Arts Faculty at Cairo University, and Director of the Ministry of 

Education’s cultural office.37 Ratība al-Ḥifnī, Dean of the Arab Music Institute, was daughter of 

Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī (1896-1973), organizer of Cairo’s 1932 Congress of Arab Music and General 

Inspector of Music for the Ministry of Education.38 The folklorist Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd was 

daughter of Maḥmūd Ṣidqī Pāsha, Minister of Works under Aḥmad Zīwār Pāsha in the 1920s.39 

These three women, and nearly all of Egypt’s other prominent music reformists, had spent time 

living and studying in Europe. Beyond their backgrounds and places of work, they were also 

bound by their shared support for what they referred to as “modern contemporary song,” or al-

ghinā’ al-ḥadīth al-mu‘āṣir.40 This term signified a style of Egyptian music aimed at “preserving 

all heritage” (al-muḥāfaẓa ‘alā kull mā huwa turāth) while “endeavoring to present it in a 

developed way” (li-taqdīmihi fī ṣūra mutaṭawwira), especially by composing counterpoint and 

harmony for what were originally monophonic songs.41 Egyptian interest in polyphony came 

directly from European ideas of what constituted developed, moral, and spiritual music. As 

Weber reminds us, in Europe the “polyphonic tradition and its diverse offshoots have been 

 
36 The common Egyptian pronunciation of the family is “al-Khūlī.” 
37 Arthur Goldschmidt Jr., Biographical Dictionary of Modern Egypt, 2000, p. 105. 
38 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 3, March 1, 1974, pp. 2-4. 
39 Iymān Mirsāl, Fī athr ‘Ināyāt al-Zayyāt, 2019, p. 170. 
40 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 841, February 17, 1972, n.p. 
41 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2130, January 10, 1976, n.p. 
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defined ideologically as the bulwark of solid craftsmanship, good taste, and a lofty order of 

musical experience.”42 The goal of Egyptian music reformists was to maintain the authentic 

origins (al-aṣl) of Egypt’s old songs, to renovate anything detrimental to development and, most 

importantly, to display it for an outside viewer. However, their definitions of “authentic” and 

“detrimental” were not based on objective criteria, nor were they shared across the Egyptian 

public. There was, in fact, little consensus on what exactly constituted turāth. Much of the 

ambiguity, as I will show, was related to the novelty of this term as it came to be used in the mid-

twentieth century. 

Before this time, turāth had a general, neutral sense of something inherited, the verb 

waritha meaning to inherit, and warratha to transfer, bequeath, or transmit.43 Even in the late 

thirties, Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb would refer not to “the heritage” but rather “a heritage of 

musical art” (turāth min al-fann al-mūsīqī).”44 The genealogical sense still outweighed the 

cultural and musical sense a decade later when Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī would use turāth almost 

synonymously with mirāth qawmī, a “national inheritance” of songs.45 The tone remained 

general, but a sense of boundedness began to emerge. Although still relying on adjectives for 

specificity—al-turāth al-mūsīqī; al-turāth al-thaqāfī—the language of Egyptian music 

periodicals and books from the 1940s suggests that turāth could increasingly stand on its own. 

By the end of the 1950s, one could speak of a particular singer’s turāth, the body of music left 

behind after the death of, for instance, Sayyid Darwīsh.46 Between the fifties and early sixties, 

Egyptians came to use al-turāth by itself to signify the musical heritage, implying a distinct, 

 
42 William Weber, “The History of Musical Canon,” in Rethinking Music, ed. Nicholas Cook and Mark Everist, 
2002, p. 352. 
43 J Milton Cowan, Hans Wehr - A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, 3rd ed., 1971, p. 1060. 
44 Kull shay’, issue 659, June 22, 1938, p. 10. 
45 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 14, April 1, 1948, n.p. 
46 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 1058, September 22, 1948, pp. 16-17. 
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circumscribed category. Persisting alongside this was the older sense of inheritance or inherited 

history. 

The specifically musical connotation of turāth was influenced by a series of publications, 

all of which appeared in the mid-fifties. These publications helped invent turāth by taking a 

concept and rendering it visible, tangible, and seemingly natural. The visual aspect, discussed 

below, is one part of the larger process by which canonization bestows authority upon certain 

pieces of music, styles, or figures. The authority of any of these, Weber contends, “must be 

stated publicly and categorically, and reinforced by images and rituals. Only if canonic authority 

is thus articulated and reinforced will it establish the power that it requires to act as a central 

determinant of musical culture.”47 Of the music publications that established turāth’s conceptual 

power in Egypt, two were particularly influential. One demarcated a body of “classical heritage” 

songs while the other focused on Egyptian “folk” songs.  

The first was entitled Turāthunā al-mūsīqī (Our Musical Heritage), a book series whose 

first volume appeared in 1958 with an additional three volumes following it over the next five 

years.48 Part music history, part song anthology, Our Musical Heritage was the result of efforts 

by al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, the Egyptian state’s Supreme Music Council, to collect, 

transcribe, and preserve what had been, until then, a largely oral tradition of Arab music. This 

series began the same year that the Egyptian folklorist Bahīja Rashīd published her Aghānin 

miṣriyya sha‘biyya (Egyptian Folk Songs). Although less academic in tone, Rashīd’s book came 

to represent the “folk” counterpart to Our Musical Heritage, which focused on “classical” 

 
47 William Weber, “The History of Musical Canon,” in Rethinking Music, ed. Nicholas Cook and Mark Everist, 
2002, p. 350. 
48 Around the same time, other Arab countries saw the publication of similar anthologies. In Syria, Fu’ād Rajā’ī 
produced his Min kunūzinā (Of Our Treasures, 1955), a collection of over two hundred songs divided into suites. In 
Tunisia, after gaining independence in 1956, the Ministry of Cultural Affairs published its nine-volume series al-
Turāth al-mūsīqī al-tūnisī (The Tunisian Musical Heritage). 
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muwashshaḥāt and adwār.49 Both books employed a similar layout: songs were displayed with 

their Arabic lyrics, a transcription of their melodic line, and historical information in the form of 

footnotes and prefaces. The Supreme Council saw in Rashīd’s work a common regard for the 

importance of preservation, to the extent that in 1968 they would publish her book al-Ṭaqāṭīq al-

sha‘biyya (Folk Ṭaqāṭīq) as part of the Our Musical Heritage series.  

These publications mark the development of turāth’s positive connotation and the 

growing assumption that a musical “heritage” was not just something inherited but something 

precious (nafīs), worthy of documentation (tasjīl) and revival (iḥyā’).50 While the Council 

continued to collect and publish “classical” songs in Our Musical Heritage, Rashīd produced one 

folk-song anthology after the next: Aghānin wa-al‘āb miṣriyya sha‘biyya (Traditional Play-

Songs, Games, and Rhymes of Egypt)51 in 1967, al-Ṭaqātīq al-sha‘biyya (Folk Taqatiq) in 1968, 

Thamānūn ughniyya sha‘biyya min wādī al-nīl (80 Folk Songs From the Valley of the Nile) in 

1971, and Ghannū yā aṭfāl (Sing, Children) in 1972. Her first collection Egyptian Folk Songs 

was reprinted in 1968, then again in 1982 with a new preface.  

These two series of publications are prominent examples of what Partha Chatterjee refers 

to as the “classicization of tradition” and “appropriation of the popular.” In his 1993 book The 

Nation and Its Fragments, Chatterjee explores the ways in which nationalism in colonial India 

separated the world into inner and outer domains, private and public, spiritual and material.52 

The outer material domain was the space where colonizers’ technical and scientific superiority 

 
49 The muwashshaḥ (pl. muwashshaḥāt) is a vocal form based on strophic poetry in semi-classical Arabic set to a 
composed melody; the dawr (pl. adwār) is a vocal form based on Egyptian colloquial poetry set to a composed 
melody and typically featuring a call-response vocal section between the main singer and the chorus. See the chapter 
“Song Forms” in Inside Arabic Music by Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, 2019. 
50 Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, see prefaces by Abū ‘Awf in Vol. 1 and 2, 1958-1959. 
51 This was the English-language title printed on Rashīd’s book, but the original Arabic title translates to Egyptian 
Folk Songs and Games, with no indication of “tradition” or “rhymes.” 
52 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments, 1993, p. 5. 
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“had to be acknowledged and its accomplishments carefully studied and replicated.” The inner 

spiritual domain, in contrast, was the sanctuary of a cultural identity uncontaminated by foreign 

influence. Here, nationalism seeks to create “a ‘modern’ national culture that is nevertheless not 

Western.”53 This project hinges on two components. The first is an “appropriation” of the 

popular: peasants, children, and other symbols of innocence, purity, natural truth, and 

timelessness. At the same time, the popular must also be sanitized to erase “all marks of 

vulgarity, coarseness, localism, and sectarian identity.”54 The second component, which 

Chatterjee refers to as the “classicization” of tradition, is a process of invoking a glorious distant 

past to legitimize a “tradition” in the present. Looking at Our Musical Heritage and Bahīja 

Rashīd’s series of song books, it is clear that Egypt’s musical nationalism employed the same 

tactics described in Chatterjee’s work on India. Egyptian music reformists of the mid-twentieth 

century traced contemporary music back to a classical Islamic golden era and timeless folk art, 

then went further to connect both of these to ancient Pharaonic civilization. As we will see 

though, the continuity that they asserted required a drastic revision of Egypt’s musical history.  

The works of Bahīja Rashīd and the Supreme Music Council had three important effects 

on Egyptian music. First, they succeeded in placing it neatly between two covers. By notating, 

translating, systematizing, categorizing, and periodizing, they did not simply present a 

preexisting object called turāth. They created it through the very process of “preservation.” 

Second, they produced this turāth with a division between “folk” music and “classical” music, 

one that was never so neatly defined in the minds of Egyptians, as I discussed earlier. Third, 

these publications helped propagate a particular terminology and conceptualization of turāth 

among Egyptians. The publications found support in Cairo’s state music institutes, not surprising 

 
53 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments, 1993, p. 6. 
54 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments, 1993, p. 73. 
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as the Supreme Council itself was made up of institute administrators, and as Rashīd belonged to 

the same elite circles as professors like Samḥa al-Khawlī, Jamāl ‘Abd al-Raḥīm, and Ratība al-

Ḥifnī. Even those in the institutes who were critical of the publications spread their terminology, 

words like klāsīkī (classical), sha‘bī (popular), fulklūr (folklore), and, of course, turāth.  

Between the mid-sixties and early seventies, there were academic seminars on heritage 

music,55 new state-sponsored musical ensembles dedicated to “the heritage,”56 and published 

“heritage” song anthologies. The result was that the meaning of turāth developed in complexity. 

It now signified something musical, valuable, and canonical, a bound body of songs, singers, and 

genres that just a few decades earlier did not exist. Adopting the language of music reformists, 

journalists writing for government periodicals like al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn (Radio and 

Television) also described Egyptian music in terms of physical objects: artifacts, treasures, gems. 

This music-as-artifact idiom spread among the Egyptian public, becoming prominent in the 

1960s as many song writers began sampling lyrics and melodies from old songs. It was not long 

before music reformists were speaking in alarming tones about the wealth of ancient material 

being plundered and distorted for commercial gain. 

Since the 1960s, many Egyptian writers have declared that the musical renaissances led 

by figures like ‘Abduh al-Ḥāmūlī, Salāma Ḥijāzī, and Sayyid Darwīsh were aimed at reviving 

the turāth of their ancestors.57 Upon inspection, it is clear that these older generations hardly 

understood turāth in the sense that developed in the mid-twentieth century. They were not 

concerned with framing music as a “heritage” but rather as a “craft” (ṣinā‘a) and an “art” (fann) 

 
55 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 841, February 17, 1972, n.p. 
56 Salwa El-Shawan on Firqat al-musiqa al-‘arabiyya, “Traditional Music Ensembles in Egypt since 1967,” 
Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28, No. 2, May 1984, pp. 271-288. 
57 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 1293, March 23, 1953, p. 31; al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1466, April 20, 1963, pp. 16-17; 
al-Majalla al-mūsīqīyya, issue 48, January 1, 1978, p. 1. 
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to elevate it to the ranks of European music.58 The writings of their time suggest nothing of the 

preservationist mentality so characteristic of the Egyptian music scene in the 1950s and 60s.  

‘Abduh al-Ḥāmūlī is a particularly telling case. When we look at his contemporaries’ 

descriptions of him, it is clear that what they respected were the new elements he brought to 

Egyptian music, most of which he picked up during his trips to Istanbul. In 1936, Qusṭandī Rizq 

wrote admiringly of how al-Ḥāmūlī imported many Turkish maqāmāt (nahāwand, ḥijāzkār, 

‘ajam ‘ushayrān) into Egypt,59 altered the melodies of preexisting Egyptian songs (“Yā mā anta 

wāḥishnī”),60 and even reset the entire maqām of others (“Add mā aḥibbak”).61 The poet Khalīl 

Muṭrān, who attended al-Ḥāmūlī’s performances, recalled how the singer “reached the peak of 

his artistic ability” with a Turkish melody to which he had set new Egyptian lyrics (“‘Ishnā wa-

shufnā sinīn”).62  

Even the oldest sources of the modern period indicate that innovation took precedence 

over preservation. Shihāb al-Dīn’s song compendium Safīnat al-mulk, completed in Egypt in the 

1840s, provides one example. While many contemporary writers comment on the importance of 

this document in preserving old Arab songs, Shihāb al-Dīn himself repeatedly indicates that he 

supplemented the “old” song lyrics with new verses of his own creation.63 Kāmil al-Khula‘ī kept 

up this practice in his 1904 book Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī, interspersing compositions of “his 

own composition” (min talḥīn al-mu’allif) and “corrected” versions that he made (min taṣlīḥ al-

 
58 Ibrāhīm Wahba al-Dimashqī, in his Kitāb nuzhat al-ṭalab fī ‘ilm al-maghānī wa-l-ṭalab, 1893, calls music “the 
most noble of mathematical sciences” and “finest of arts” (p. 2). Kāmil al-Khula‘ī describes it as a “craft” (ṣinā‘a) 
and an art (fann) throughout his Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī, 1904. al-Jundī’s Rawḍ al-masarrāt, 1895, refers to music 
as the “science of melodies” (p. 4). 
59 Qusṭandī Rizq, al-Mūsīqā al-sharqiyya, Vol. 1, 1936, pp. 41-42. 
60 Qusṭandī Rizq, al-Mūsīqā al-sharqiyya, Vol. 1, 1936, p. 58. 
61 Qusṭandī Rizq, al-Mūsīqā al-sharqiyya, Vol. 1, 1936, p. 57. 
62 Qusṭandī Rizq, al-Mūsīqā al-sharqiyya, Vol. 2, 1938, p. 139. 
63 Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn, Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk, 1892. 
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mu’allif), as well as adding new verses to old refrains (wa-l-khāna lahu).64 These compilers did 

not attempt to hide the many adaptations that they made to the canon as they received it. Indeed, 

they openly pointed them out in the text itself. 

A similar process occurred in the famous Moroccan song compendium known as 

Kunnāsh al-Ḥā’ik (al-Ḥā’ik’s songbook), completed by the anthologist Muḥammad bin al-

Ḥusayn al-Ḥā’ik around 1788. Carl Davila’s recent work on the Kunnāsh shows that, while this 

compendium has become the canon of poetic texts used to teach classical Moroccan music at 

state conservatories, its creation was a gradual process of modifying, dropping, and adding 

pieces over time. Al-Ḥā’ik may have compiled a book of songs, but the extensive and diverse 

manuscript tradition behind the Kunnāsh indicates that many others saw no harm in making their 

own collections under the same name and adapting the song texts over the ages. Furthermore, as 

Davila notes, “far from rescuing a dying tradition from oblivion (as is commonly believed)” al-

Ḥā’ik was simply helping “to define the boundaries of a still-thriving musical genre.”65 Like 

Shihāb al-Dīn’s compilation, this was not an attempt to preserve a sacred, immutable tradition.  

We find a similar case in Tunisia. After independence in 1956, the Tunisian Ministry of 

Cultural Affairs endeavored to gather and publish the classical repertoire in a nine-volume series 

entitled al-Turāth al-mūsīqī al-tūnisī (The Tunisian Musical Heritage) which fashioned a fixed 

canon of “classical” songs for institute curricula.66 However, examining the manuscripts of early 

twentieth-century Tunisian songbooks, it is clear that the lyrics (poems) of the various suites 

have changed greatly over time.67 While one certainly finds consistency in some lyrics, the large 

 
64 Kāmil al-Khula‘ī, Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī, 1904, pp. 116-117. 
65 Carl Davila, Nubat Ramal al-Maya in Cultural Context, 2015, p. 8. 
66 Ruth Davis, al-Ma’luf, 2004. See, in particular, her third chapter on transcription and canonization (pp. 51-70). 
67 We can compare, for example, the many differences between song texts in the nūbat al-ṣīka suite of two Tunisian 
manuscripts in the Bibliothèque nationale de France. See manuscript ARABE 7045, with nūbat al-ṣīka beginning on 
page 40, and manuscript ARABE 7044, with nūbat al-ṣīka beginning on page 74. 
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number of additions, subtractions, and modifications suggest that music-makers and song 

compilers have been quite willing to contribute to reshaping the inherited repertoire. The music’s 

continuity, for them, did not preclude change. The idea that there has been a fixed, venerable 

canon of songs, a circumscribed set of performance practices, and an earlier generation dedicated 

to preserving these is a reimagining of the past prompted by circumstances in the present, 

typically post-independence nation building. 

In the examples above, these singers and composers regarded the musical material as 

malleable, something inherited, but inherited to be used, reworked, and passed on, a living 

heritage rather than a museum object. This museum view of music crystalized in the 1950s, but it 

was also rooted in earlier ways of thinking and speaking that sought to render Egypt’s musical 

inheritance displayable, framing it as physical objects, especially “treasures” and “artifacts.”  

 

Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī and the Artifaction of Egyptian Music 

Critical to the turāth’s invention in the mid-fifties was the idea of a fixed canon of ancient songs 

that would connect modern Egyptians back to a noble past and lay the groundwork for their 

musical development. At the same time, such a hallowed canon could be displayed to show the 

former colonizers, as well as the formerly colonized, that Egyptian civilization was not only 

equal to Europe’s but also much deeper and richer. As I have suggested, Egypt’s musical history 

was, in fact, marked by processes of continual change. Yet, to instill a sense of fixity, 

boundedness, and timelessness, music reformists adopted a particular language that framed 

Egyptian music as ancient artifacts. One of the earliest figures to employ this artifact idiom was 

also one of the most influential in the history of modern Egyptian music. Maḥmūd Aḥmad al-

Ḥifnī was chief organizer of the 1932 Cairo Music Congress, founder of the High Institute of 
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Music Theater, a prolific writer and scholar of Arab music, author of Egypt’s earliest music 

periodicals, and Inspector of Music Education for the Egyptian government.68 He touched all 

aspects of official music life in the country and was well connected in state circles through his 

various employments. 

 Al-Ḥifnī introduced a language to Egyptian music that was previously unknown. Where 

musical styles had interacted fluidly, he spoke of distinct “folk” and “classical” genres. Where 

there had been significant elements of Turkish, Persian, and Armenian influence, al-Ḥifnī spoke 

of an innate, purely Egyptian musical identity.69 Where music had long been a means of income, 

an interested profession, al-Ḥifnī spoke of Nahḍa-era singers’ spirituality and disinterestedness, 

of their high moral conduct and regard for order.70 But more significantly, where Egyptian music 

had been an evolving organism, al-Ḥifnī spoke of it as a sacred object. For him, conceiving of 

Egypt’s musical heritage as a valuable, tangible thing was intimately connected to its 

modernization. In 1948, he would write: 

 

Advanced governments have shown much interest and concern for their countries’ folk 

songs. They consider them treasures [kunūz] whose remains must be preserved and 

probed like valuable gems from an excavation site [nafā’is al-ḥufriyyāt], like relics [al-

athār] revealing the glory of a nation and the stages of its progress [marāḥil ruqiyyihi]. 

Then, they transcribe [tudawwin] these songs and record them [tusajjiluhā] in books to 

safeguard them from the dangers of being lost or forgotten [ghā’ilat al-dayyā‘ wa-l-

nisyān].71 

 

 
68 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 3, March 1, 1974, pp. 2-4. 
69 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 12, January 1, 1948, pp. 441-444. 
70 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 5, July 16, 1935, pp. 1-3. 
71 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 14, April 1, 1948, pp. 537-539. 
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How did Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī come to understand Egyptian music in this new language of treasure, 

relic, excavation, preservation? His experiences in early life are relevant here. Al-Ḥifnī was born 

in the Egyptian village of Dandīṭ in 1896. He completed his secondary education in Cairo, then, 

at the insistence of his father, travelled to Germany in 1920 to study medicine. In Berlin, he 

pursued his medical degree and began taking music lessons on the side. Two and a half years 

into his program, al-Ḥifnī abandoned medicine to dedicate himself to a degree in music. He was 

soon studying under the renowned musicologist Curt Sachs, then director of the Berlin Musical 

Instruments Museum. The two formed a close friendship that would later, in 1930, bring Sachs to 

Egypt to prepare a report for the local government on how “Oriental music [can] be modernized” 

and “a museum for musical instrumentals be realized.”72 Sachs was one of the founders of 

modern organology, and his impact on al-Ḥifnī’s thinking is unmistakable, particularly in the 

latter’s ‘Ilm al-alāt al-mūsīqiyya (Organology), which bears the mark of Sachs’ order-and-

display mindset.73  

 But Sachs was not the only figure to inform al-Ḥifnī’s understanding of the modernizing 

potential of the museum. While studying in Berlin, the young al-Ḥifnī married into a German 

family with ties to the art world. His mother-in-law was a prominent opera singer, his sister-in-

law an amateur pianist, and his brother-in-law, Alfred Berner, a fellow student of Curt Sachs at 

Berlin University, where he was also studying Arabic.74 Berner, it so happened, was interested in 

Egyptian music and would spend 1931-1933 conducting his dissertation research at the Arab 

Music Institute in Cairo, where al-Ḥifnī was again living.75 Later, Berner took over supervision 

of the Instruments Museum in Berlin as Sachs had been exiled by the Nazi party in the 1930s. 

 
72 Israel Katz, Henry George Farmer and the First International Congress of Arab Music, 2019, pp. 116-117. 
73 Maḥmūd Aḥmad al-Ḥifnī, ‘Ilm al-alāt al-mūsīqiyya, 1971. 
74 Groves Music Online, “Alfred Berner,” Hans Heinrich Eggebrecht, published online 2001. 
75 Israel Katz, Henry George Farmer and the First International Congress of Arab Music, 2019, pp. 154. 
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After World War II, Berner rebuilt the Berlin Museum’s instrument collection and established an 

organology library and document archive, serving as Museum Director until 1975.76 

 Beyond the certain influence that Alfred Berner and Curt Sachs had on al-Ḥifnī, the 

decade he spent in Europe also shaped his thinking about Arab music. His German family was 

“an important resource for his musical culture,” according to al-Ḥifnī’s daughter. They 

introduced him to Berlin’s opera houses and high society, and he “daily received free tickets to 

the finest music concerts.”77 Al-Ḥifnī ensconced himself in this “authentic musical 

environment.” Upon returning to Cairo, the European culture that had so enchanted him now 

colored his encounters with Egyptian music. In place of the opera masters he had heard in 

Germany, he found Egypt plagued by an “illness” (‘illa) of uneducated singers sowing “chaos” 

(fawḍā) in the music field.78 In place of the reserved listening etiquette of European concert 

halls, he found his rowdy countrymen clapping uncouthly during performances, a sign of the 

nation’s “artistic and social problems.”79 Where he had seen the “sublime status” (al-manzila al-

sāmiya) to which Europeans elevated their great composers and musicians, figures eternalized in 

“statues,” “currency bills,” and “stamps,” he found no such adulation of artists in Egypt.80 Al-

Ḥifnī had many complaints, all converging upon a single idea: Egyptian music, and Egyptians 

themselves, were in need of order. 

 Al-Ḥifnī’s homecoming brought him into contact with the group of amateur musicians 

responsible for forming the Oriental Music Club, soon to become the Royal Institute of Oriental 

Music, site of the 1932 Congress. To a large extent, these men shared al-Ḥifnī’s new thinking 

 
76 See the Former Directors page on the website of Staatliches Institut für Musikforschung. 
77 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 3, March 1, 1974, pp. 2-4. 
78 Al-Mūsīqā, issue 13, November 16, 1935, pp. 1-2. 
79 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 28, June 1, 1949, pp. 1089-1091. 
80 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 33, November 1, 1949, pp. 1281-1284. al-Ḥifnī refers specifically to statues 
(tamāthīl), currency bills (‘umlāt) and government stamps (ṭawābi‘ barīd al-dawla). 
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and would help him order and display Egypt’s music for the Congress. Whatever the Congress’ 

successes and shortcomings, discussed at length in other studies,81 the meeting proved that 

Egyptian (and Arab) music was capable of being studied, collected, labeled, measured, dated, 

and, most importantly, artifacted. Indeed, the real work of the Congress was turning Egyptian 

music into tangible, displayable artifacts: a three-hundred-page book of conference proceedings, 

one hundred and sixty vinyl recordings of ensembles, and a new museum of musical instruments.  

 An instruments museum had, in fact, been established at the Music Institute prior to and 

in preparation for the Congress.82 Some sources attribute its founding to Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī.83 As 

one Kull shay’ magazine article indicated in January of 1931, such a museum had been a key part 

of the Institute’s plan to align Egyptian music with “modern progress” (al-ruqī al-ḥadīth). 

European attendees mentioned visiting this museum upon their arrival in Cairo, and an early 

photograph of the room taken after the Institute’s founding in 1929 shows its contents.84  

 

 
81 See Ali Jihad Racy, “Historical Worldviews of Early Ethnomusicologists,” in Ethnomusicology and Modern 
Music History, ed. Stephen Blum, Philip Bohlman, and Daniel Neuman, 1993. 
82 Israel Katz, Henry George Farmer and the First International Congress of Arab Music, 2019, p. 129. 
83 Al-Kawākib, issue 214, September 6, 1955, pp. 25-26. 
84 Israel Katz, Henry George Farmer and the First International Congress of Arab Music, 2019, p. 158. 
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Figure 2: Museum of Musical Instruments, Cairo, Egypt, c. 1929. 
Photo from Bibliotheca Alexandrina. 

 
 

The instruments appear much as an organologist like Sachs or al-Ḥifnī might arrange 

them: membranophones (drums), chordophones (zithers, lutes), aerophones (flutes), each in their 

own space and case. The “folk” harp is set off to the left, away from the “classical” Arab string 

instruments. So too are the folk drums given their own corner. In the middle of the room, twin 

zithers are neatly arranged on a low table, the clearest indication of the space’s principle themes 

of symmetry, order, display. The walls are adorned with framed pictures of pharaonic musical 

scenes, suggesting both the antiquity and continuity of musical heritage, for the viewer is 

implored to see the resemblance between the museum’s instruments and the ancient Egyptian 

harp depicted. Each instrument and image is tagged with a small white label, nothing 
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unaccounted for. The room itself, the container of all these objects, is adorned from above with 

an ornate oriental chandelier and, on the left-hand wall, four-centered arch windows filled with 

Islamic geometric patterns.  

The Musical Instruments Museum, or Matḥaf al-Alāt al-Mūsīqiyya, accomplished several 

things. First, it created a physical distance between Egyptian music and Egyptians (Institute 

employees, students, visitors), allowing them to see their music as having a coherent, continuous 

past. Second, by the very act of ordering and displaying this past, the Museum was also meant to 

modernize Egyptian music. There was no museum without a music history to display, but there 

was also no history without a museum to display it. Third, the Instruments Museum laid out an 

ideal model, not just for the Congress and the Institute, but for modern Egyptian music more 

broadly. The power of the museum rested in the fact that it achieved in one glance what the 1932 

Congress tried to do over two weeks. It took the seemingly savage raw material of Egyptian 

music and rendered it coherent, orderly, refined, at once venerable and modern. It took the 

ephemeral sound of music and translated it into physical, lasting objects that could be ordered 

and displayed. It mattered little that Pharaonic Egyptian music had no relation to modern Arab 

music, or that categories of folk and classical were always fluid. The museum form obscured the 

historical realities of Egyptian music while inventing a more desirable narrative in their place. 

Issam El-Mallah has said that Curt Sachs was the means by which a “European way of 

thinking seeped into the music-educational-concept of the Egyptian government.”85 In fact, 

Sachs’ European thinking was largely transmitted by way of his pupil Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī. When 

al-Ḥifnī became Inspector of Music Education, he played a major role in designing the music 

curriculum in Egyptian schools. This “modern” music education revolved around teaching 

 
85 Issam El-Mallah, Arab Music and Musical Notation, 1997, p. 238. 
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Western solfege, staff notation, harmony, anthems based on European models, and sight-singing 

with the French Langue des durées method.86 At the higher institutes, students were taught 

“Western” and “Eastern” (Arab) music. The latter was presented in neatly divided subcategories: 

“aghānī sha‘biyya,” “ṭaqṭūqa,” and “dawr.” Music education during al-Ḥifnī’s time as Music 

Inspector for the Ministry of Education was intended to be one disciplining tool among others. 

This becomes clear when we look at, for instance, the notebooks distributed by the Ministry to 

music students in the 1940s. The first page displays a list of irshādāt or “guidance” for students 

in the form of aphorisms and various do’s-and-don’ts: “Do not speak without thinking nor work 

without direction”; “Work when it is time to work, play when it is time to play”; “Love for the 

nation comes from faith”; “Do not put off today’s work until tomorrow”; “Organization and 

cleanliness are your duty”; “Beware of eating food exposed to dirt and flies.” Music education 

was another opportunity for the state to reinforce notions of productivity, purity, attentiveness, 

discipline, and, of course, love for the nation.  

 
86 See Music Education Committee’s General Report, Kitāb mu’tamar al-mūsīqā al-‘arabiyya, 1933, pp. 341-373. 
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Figure 3: “Guidance Page” in Ministry of Education Music Notebook, 1945. 

 

But Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī’s influence extended beyond the education system as well. He 

spent the first two decades after his return to Egypt writing essays for his own music periodicals, 

which had a relatively limited readership. But in the year 1950, he began publishing in the long-

running, widely-read magazine al-Hilāl. While he was now writing for a general audience, his 

music-as-artifact discourse was, if anything, intensifying. In 1957, he wrote that folk songs 

 

are no less valuable than excavated ancient artifacts [ḥufriyyāt al-athār al-qadīma] that 

link parts of the nation’s history. Beyond this, they are a strong foundation for scientific 

works, a bountiful treasure [kinz malī’] in which an artist can find inspiration . . . Arab 

countries have done well to attend to folk songs in their various styles, to collect and 

systematize and purify them [jam‘ihā wa-tansīqihā wa-tanqiyyatihā]. But despite their 

great value and nobility, they . . . have been exposed to many elements of weakness, 
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dissolution, and other defects [naqā’iṣ] of which they must be purified in order to build 

morals and serve a strong society [li-binā’ al-akhlāq wa-khidmāt al-mujtama‘ al-qawī].87 

 

Much of this idiom appears in al-Ḥifnī’s earlier writings. But where he had previously spoken of 

collecting and preserving these “artifacts,” he shows a new concern for al-tanqiyya, “purifying” 

or “cleansing” them. Folk songs were valuable inasmuch as they could be cleansed of their 

grime. As al-Ḥifnī makes clear, this cleansing was a moral matter (li-binā’ al-akhlāq) with 

implications for the development of Egyptian society. By the time al-Ḥifnī’s article was 

published in al-Hilāl, he and a team of state music scholars were already busy with a much larger 

project of collecting, systematizing, and cleansing in Our Musical Heritage, the four-volume 

anthology of classical Arab repertoire songs mentioned earlier.88 

 The first volume of Our Musical Heritage appeared in 1958. That same year, the 

folklorist Bahīja Rashīd published her collection Egyptian Folk Songs. It is unclear if their 

publication dates were coordinated, but the authors no doubt knew each other’s work. Al-Ḥifnī 

and Rashīd interacted regularly, for they were members of the same music society, al-jam‘iyya 

al-miṣriyya li-huwāt al-mūsīqā (Egyptian Society for Music Amateurs).89 The publications of al-

Ḥifnī and Rashīd exemplified the state’s turāth ideology, two neatly defined categories of “folk” 

and “classical” music displayed in modern Western staff notation, bound safely between the 

covers of a book. Both books created the turāth in the very process of displaying it. The songs, 

now collected, systematized, and displayed, took on the appearance of a coherent body of old 

 
87 Al-Hilāl, issue 1, January 1, 1957, p. 127. 
88 The Supreme Council added a “fifth volume” to the series dedicated to Farīd al-Aṭrash after his passing, but it 
differs from the others in being dedicated to the works of a single artist. 
89 Muḥammad al-Jawādī, Musharrafa: sīrat ḥayā, 2011, p. 58. al-Jawādī’s biography of the renowned Egyptian 
scientist ‘Alī Muṣṭafā Musharrafa contains information on the Society, which he helped form. This group was 
established in 1942 for the purpose of translating Western operas into Arabic and encouraging new Egyptian 
compositions in the European classical style. 
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music. As the songs became “heritage,” Egyptian music became modern, for it now had a fixed 

musical past, a solid and venerable foundation for its future development. In the eyes of Egypt’s 

music establishment, modernization was the very process of translating Egypt’s largely oral 

music tradition into Western notation, systematizing by mode, rhythm, and genre, writing it as a 

chronological history, and most importantly, displaying it. 

These books were one avenue by which the Egyptian state sought to create the turāth in 

the mid-twentieth century. This same period witnessed a wave of repertoire remakes in Egyptian 

popular music, stimulated in large part by ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ and his song writers. In the next 

chapter, I focus on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s approach to “modernizing” older songs in the mid-1960s. 

But for now, it will be useful to examine how Egypt’s music establishment worked to invent the 

turāth in ways that bolstered its modernization project. This invention process relied chiefly on 

the idea of the museum as realized in three forms: 1) published song books; 2) heritage music 

ensembles; and 3) physical institutions dedicated to ordering and displaying music. I will look at 

the first two forms here and return to the third in Chapter Five. 

 

Rewriting Egyptian Music: Folk Song Books 

The state’s Supreme Music Council published its four volumes of Our Musical Heritage 

between 1958 and 1963.  Rashīd’s publications increased in the latter half of the sixties, as if 

taking up the torch of al-Ḥifnī’s museumization project. Following her first collection of folk 

songs in 1958, she published three more (1967, 1968, 1971) with a fourth dedicated to light 

entertainment songs known as ṭaqāṭīq. Rashīd’s works approached Egypt’s musical repertoire in 

the same style as Our Musical Heritage, but with one important difference. All of her books, 

except the ṭaqāṭīq collection, were arranged in a dual English-Arabic style. The Arabic prefaces, 
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historical notes, and song lyrics were all followed by English translations, indicating that she was 

writing with a Western audience in mind. Our Musical Heritage was only in Arabic, though its 

musical transcriptions could, of course, be read by anyone familiar with Western staff notation. 

 What impact Our Musical Heritage had on music practice in Egypt is unclear. Did 

musicians, lyricists, or singers ever use it for their work? Or was it mainly a mantle decoration? 

The painstaking labor of examining and transcribing by hand hundreds of songs was, in itself, a 

sign of the significant time and resources required from the Council, who certainly considered 

the work of no small importance. Bahīja Rashīd’s publications had more obvious reverberations 

in the music field. As Samḥa al-Khawlī wrote in 1969, Rashīd’s song collections “inspired the 

works of a number of Egyptian composers” over the last decade.90 Among those inspired by her 

collections was al-Khawlī’s own husband, composer Jamāl ‘Abd al-Raḥīm, who made Western 

harmonized arrangements of many folk songs from Rashīd’s books.91 

The music-as-artifact idiom informed all publications of Bahīja Rashīd and the Supreme 

Music Council. It usually appeared in tandem with a salvage discourse. The authors declared that 

Egypt’s musical heritage was headed towards extinction and would drag the national identity 

down with it if no action was taken. Thus, the first volume of Our Musical Heritage said: 

 

After the Council finishes publishing this book, we will begin immediately to document 

the rest of the adwār that were widespread and sung by all classes in Egypt and some 

Arab countries. Then we will undertake to document the muwashshaḥāt that have not yet 

been documented and that one fears may go extinct [al-indithār].92 

 

 
90 Al-Fikr al-mu‘āṣir, issue 50, April 1, 1969, pp. 139-144. 
91 Al-Funūn al-sha‘biyya, issue 19, April-June, 1987, pp. 103-108. 
92 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 1, tamhīd, p. mīm. 
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They spoke too of the human heritage-bearers (ḥafaẓa) who were rapidly dying out: 

 

The Council has strived to quickly document our scattered musical heritage at the present 

time from old musical recordings and from heritage-bearers [ḥafaẓa] who have reached 

old age. If we were to lose one of them, we would immediately lose a national heritage 

[turāth qawmī] that might have had a large impact on clarifying our knowledge of an 

important branch of our civilization.93 

 

The third volume of Our Musical Heritage went on to describe how, once preserved, these 

musical treasures would help construct the modern nation: 

 

The time has come that we realize an established fact in the history of nations, which is 

that our old musical treasures [kunūzanā al-ghinā’iyya al-qadīma] are an authentic part of 

our artistic heritage [juz’ asīl min turāthinā]. They are a worker building the structure of 

the modern palace [ṣarḥ al-binā’ al-ḥadīth].94 

 

Bahīja Rashīd wrote with a similar tone of alarm about folk songs in her 1958 Arabic 

introduction: 

 

In recent years, I have been shocked to find that many of the folk songs I used to hear as 

a child are now on their way to being lost [fī ṭarīqihā ilā al-diyā‘]. So I began collecting 

their lyrics and writing them in notation. I thought it best to record some of my collection, 

over a hundred songs, between the two covers of a book to preserve them [li-ḥifẓihā].95 

 

 
93 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 4, muqaddima, n.p. 
94 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 3, muqaddima, p. yā. 
95 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1958, First edition, muqaddima. 
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By the time Rashīd published the third edition of her Egyptian Folk Songs in 1982, remakes of 

older repertoire songs had swept Egypt’s popular music scene. The threat of modern media and 

technology loomed large. Rashīd’s plea in the updated English preface was now more spirited: 

 

This will be the task of coming generations. We hand to them the lighted torch with the 

hope that they find the joy and thrill of digging into the roots of our heritage and finding 

there the songs that are basic to our culture and have made us what we are. This unique 

opportunity lies at our door, a store of priceless treasures in all phases of folklore. Either 

we grasp this rare opportunity or lose it for ever [sic]. For time is not in our favour [sic]. 

Modern means of communication, film production, record and cassette recordings, radio 

and TV broadcasting are indeed a great menace to all forms of the preservation of 

folklore. Inhabitants, of far off little towns and oasis, and Bedouins in their desert homes, 

are all in danger of losing their traditional music and songs before the modern invasion of 

broadcast programs of the city and professionally composed songs. Young people are apt 

to adopt all that touches on the new and modern. Therein lies the danger of losing what is 

no doubt a treasure to gladden the heart and satisfy the seeker of folk songs.96 

 

Her Arabic introduction contained a plea for help that was not included in the English one above. 

It attempted to tap readers’ respect for continuity, fear of loss, and desire to obtain rare treasures: 

 

I appeal to the youth of tomorrow to work actively before these rare and unique riches are 

lost [taḍī‘ tilka al-tharawāt al-farīda al-nādira], before our music and songs are 

irretrievably forgotten. These songs express to the greatest extent the feelings and 

sentiments of an authentic people whose roots stretch back thousands of years [tartaddu 

judhūruhā ilā alāf al-a‘wām].97 

 

 
96 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, Third edition, Preface. 
97 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, Third edition, muqaddima. 
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What were these rare songs that expressed the feelings of authentic Egyptians? Rashīd’s 1958 

Egyptian Folk Songs opens with the “oldest song on record,” entitled “al-Ḥinna al-ḥinna.” She 

reports that this song was first sung in 896 by the nurse of Princess Qaṭr al-Nadā.98 The source 

she cites is a 1945 historical fiction novel about the princess, which does not record the lyrics but 

merely notes that Egyptians today continue to sing a song with the words “qaṭr al-nadā” (dew 

drop).99 Al-Iṣfahānī’s Kitāb al-aghānī does contain anecdotes about Princess Qaṭr al-Nadā, her 

father, and her husband, but nowhere are these lyrics cited. The popular myth circulated among 

Egyptians today is that these lyrics refer to Princess Qaṭr al-Nadā and the occasion of her 

marriage to al-Mu‘tadid of Baghdad (ḥinna dye being applied for the festivities). Yet, there is no 

evidence that the song as we know it today originated at that time. Rashīd was quick to adopt this 

myth as historical fact to suggest the longevity of the folk canon.  

 Rashīd’s citations in Egyptian Folk Songs, when she provides them at all, are imprecise 

in the extreme. She refers to Jirjī Ibrāhīm Wahba’s 1893 song collection by several different 

titles and publication dates. Where she refers to his book in the Arabic text, she neglects to cite it 

in the English.100 She frequently excludes historical information from the English that would 

suggest the song’s more recent origins. For instance, she refers to “Khudnī fī jībak” (“Take me in 

your pocket”) as a “village song” in the English version, while in the Arabic she admits that it 

was popular in nightclubs and appeared previously in a 1924 song book. Rashīd’s system for 

dating songs is similarly inexact. In her 1982 English text for “Zaffat al-‘arūsa” (“The Bride’s 

Celebration”), Rashīd says that this folk song is “over one hundred years old.”101 The Arabic 

 
98 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1958, First edition, Preface. 
99 Muḥammad Sa‘īd al-‘Aryān, Qaṭr al-nadā, 1945, p. 128.  
100 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1958, First edition, pp. 14-15. 
101 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, Third edition, p. 80. 
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version of the same 1982 edition refers to it as only “decades old.”102 For her non-Arab 

audiences, who presumably would not know any better, she did not mind estimating a few extra 

decades onto the dates.  

When not erring in her dates, Rashīd engages in what Chatterjee describes as the 

“sanitization of the popular.” This is a process of selectively removing elements that would 

tarnish the image of purity that the popular is asked to represent. We see this clearly when 

Rashīd encounters “folk” songs that were also sung in urban nightclubs. In her 1958 edition of 

Egyptian Folk Songs, she never mentions Ṭaqāṭīq al-sitt Tawḥīda, (Ṭawḥīda’s Ṭaqāṭīq), a book 

published in 1924 containing lyrics to popular entertainment songs, many of which Rashīd cites 

as folk songs. In Rashīd’s third edition, she confesses that some of the songs in her book were 

taken from Ṭawḥīda’s Ṭaqāṭīq. However, she also admits that she has elected not to include the 

inappropriate lyrics of these songs: “They are variants of the texts . . . and cannot be included 

here because of canotations [sic].”103 For the song “‘Alī yā ‘Alī yā bitā‘ al-zayt” (“‘Alī, O ‘Alī 

the oil vendor”), Rashīd lists only three lines of lyrics where the 1924 Ṭawḥīda’s Ṭaqāṭīq gives 

fourteen. In the earlier version, the female narrator-singer recounts her reactions to ‘Alī the oil 

vendor as he gropes different parts of her body.104 These lyrics feature in the recorded renditions 

of Munīra al-Mahdiyya and Āsiyā Nadā, among others. But they are absent from Rashīd’s book, 

whose turāth must be presentable, pure, and quaint. She thus distorts an earlier version of this 

song by “cleansing” it in order to serve the larger turāth project. 

When Rashīd admits that she changed song lyrics due to their unsavory “connotations,” 

we sense something of what anthropologist Michael Herzfeld has called “cultural intimacy.” The 

 
102 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, Third edition, p. 80. 
103 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, Third edition, p. 102. 
104 Manṣūr ‘Abd al-Mut‘āl, Ṭaqāṭīq al-sitt Tawḥīda, 1924, p. 120-121. 
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term refers to “the recognition of those aspects of a cultural identity that are considered a source 

of external embarrassment but that nevertheless provide insiders with their assurance of common 

sociality.”105 For Rashīd, these folk songs are “a source of infinite joy, because of the happy 

memories they evoke.” But they are also a source of anxiety, for they contain elements she hopes 

to keep hidden from cultural outsiders, clearly the book’s audience given its dual Arabic-English 

format.106 These songs are, as she says, “truly representative of Egypt,” so they must represent 

the nation in its best form to outsiders, whatever the cost to historical accuracy. As Andrew 

Shryock has noted about cultural intimacy, it “internalizes and renders essential the presence of 

an outside observer whose disapproval matters, whose judgments can be predicted, and . . . 

whose opinion is vital in determining what value ‘common sociality’ can have.”107  

The internalized sense of an outside observer is felt throughout Rashīd’s book whenever 

songs are subjected to such sanitizing processes to meet presentation standards. For instance, she 

transforms the Arabic lyrics of “Qamara yā qamara” (“Moon, O moon”), a song about adultery, 

into a much cleaner text than we find in audio recordings. The lyrics describe a married woman 

attempting to convince her new lover that they will not be caught by her husband, mother, sister, 

or father. In early recordings, such as ‘Abd al-Ḥayy Ḥilmī’s famous Baidaphon rendition from 

around 1910, the woman insists that her father will not detect their tryst because he has “gone off 

to Manṣūra.”108 Nor will her husband find out because “he is an idiot” (biyākul tatūra; lit. he eats 

poisonous flowers). Nor would her sister much mind because she herself is “a brothel madam 

and famous” (‘āyqa wa-mashhūra). Bahīja Rashīd maintains the line about the father but avoids 

any mention of the sister’s brothel business. Rather, the sister is simply “adored by many.” As 

 
105 Michael Herzfeld, Cultural Intimacy, 2005, p. 3. 
106 Bahīja Ṣidqī Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1982, Third edition, Preface. 
107 Off State/On Display: Intimacy and Ethnography, ed. Andrew Shryock, 2004, p. 10. 
108 ‘Abd al-Ḥayy Ḥilmī, “Qamara yā qamara,” Baidaphon, No. 1951; al-Manṣūra is a city in the Delta. 
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for the husband, Rashīd deletes this line entirely, for it would make explicit the adultery that is 

only vaguely discernable in her edited version. The English translation completes the sanitization 

process by creating English rhymes for each verse, framing the song as a cute children’s tune. 

The melding of the folk and the childlike here is intended to magnify the turāth’s purity, for as 

Chatterjee reminds us, both are appropriated as symbols of innocence in nationalism, both 

framed as “the repository of natural truth, naturally self-sustaining and therefore timeless.”109 

 Beyond the lyrical texts, Bahīja Rashīd rewrote Egypt’s musical past in other ways. In 

transcribing all of her songs in Western staff notation, Rashīd’s 1958 Egyptian Folk Songs 

neglects to indicate the quarter tones that feature in many of these songs. One of the core traits of 

Arab music is excluded to make the songs playable on piano and other Western instruments. She 

fares only slightly better in her 1971 Thamānūn ughniyya sha‘biyya min wādī al-nīl (Eighty folk 

songs from the valley of the Nile). Here, she does not indicate quarter tones in the key signature 

but simply notes in Arabic that one should play the E-flat and B-flat of certain songs as E-half-

flat and B-half-flat respectively. This is not indicated in the English version. The supposedly 

modern, objective form of Western notation that Rashīd used to save Egypt’s folk repertoire 

from extinction actually contributed to distorting one of its fundamental musical features. 

 

Rewriting Egyptian Music: Classical Song Books 

Our Musical Heritage was plagued by issues similar to those in Rashīd’s anthologies. The 

authors removed, added, and edited song lyrics, altered melodies and time signatures, and 

created genres that did not reflect musical practice. The Supreme Music Council claimed to base 

its notations on old books, audio recordings, and elderly ḥafaẓa, human “preservers” of the 

 
109 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments, 1993, p. 73. 
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classical heritage.110 However, it seems that, like Rashīd, the Council curated this canon based on 

its own aims, namely the presentation of a dignified, enduring, purely Egyptian music tradition. 

 The series framed the adwār and muwashshaḥāt that it collected as “qadīm,” meaning old 

or ancient. The historical overviews of Egyptian music prepared by al-Ḥifnī and Shafīq Abū 

‘Awf, which were included at the beginning of each volume, suggested that these songs were 

part of a continuous tradition stretching back to medieval Andalusia and even Pharaonic times. 

To make this abundantly clear, the authors included visuals. In one image, an Egyptian girl 

playing a long-necked lute is juxtaposed with a temple painting depicting an ancient woman 

playing a similar lute. The captions read: “Female ṭanbūr player in modern Egypt” and “Female 

ṭanbūr player in Pharaonic Egypt.”111 The reader is trusted to see the historical continuity. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Images of ṭanbūr players in “modern” and “ancient” Egypt. 
Our Musical Heritage, Vol. 1, p. 18. 

 
110 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 1, muqaddima, p. lām. 
111 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 1, muqaddima, p. 18. 
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The dawr, however, was a musical form that developed with ‘Abd al-Raḥīm al-Maslūb, 

Muḥammad ‘Uthmān, and others no earlier than the mid-nineteenth century. The muwashshaḥāt 

one hears today are a combination of new nineteenth- and twentieth-century compositions and 

other pieces imported from Syria in the 1820s. Muwashshaḥāt that predate this always exhibit 

signs of extensive change in lyrics, melodies, and rhythms over time. The highly detailed study 

of Egyptian music produced by Villoteau during Napoleon’s French expedition contains no 

reference to the dawr, for it predated this musical form.112 The only song that the Description 

refers to as a muwashshaḥ (“mouchah”) is recorded as having a 12/4 (mudawwar) rhythmic 

pattern. But Shihāb al-Dīn records the same piece just a few decades later in his Safīnat al-mulk 

as a 20/4 (fākhit) rhythmic pattern, which suggests that musicians adapted the melody to new 

patterns over time. Indeed, if we can make any general claim about late eighteenth-century 

Egyptian music detailed in the Description, it is that music was dynamic and adaptable. One of 

the songs collected by Villoteau, for instance, is clearly of contemporary composition, referring 

to Barthélémy Serra, the French chief of police in Cairo.113 Another song, labeled “Chanson de 

Malbrouk,” is accompanied by a footnote explaining that: “This song was composed during our 

residency in Egypt, though its melody was already well-known and performed with other lyrics. 

The melody was brought to Egypt, so we were told, by Greek merchants.”114 Of course, music in 

Egypt would have been a highly diverse mixture of old and new, urban and rural, Egyptian and 

foreign. The urban centers were not strictly Egyptian, or even Arab, but a heterogenous social 

environment of Greeks, Syrians, Armenians, Ethiopians, Persians, and African Berbers, Jews, 

 
112 Guillaume André Villoteau, “De l'état actuel de l'art musical en Égypte,” in Description de l'Égypte, Panckoucke 
edition, Vol. XIV, 1826.  
113 Guillaume André Villoteau, “De l'état actuel de l'art musical en Égypte,” in Description de l'Égypte, Panckoucke 
edition, Vol. XIV, 1826, p. 157. 
114 Guillaume André Villoteau, “De l'état actuel de l'art musical en Égypte,” in Description de l'Égypte, Panckoucke 
edition, Vol. XIV, 1826, pp. 141-143. 
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Muslims, and Copts all occupying the same spaces. Given this, one must question the Supreme 

Council’s claim to be preserving a “purely Arab” heritage of song, especially given that early 

audio recordings indicate a great deal of borrowing throughout the eastern Mediterranean region.  

 By its own account, the Supreme Council had trouble assembling such a pure heritage.115 

They encountered foreign elements in many songs as well as lyrics deemed morally corrupt and 

thus unsuitable for representing the national turāth.116 There were debates about whether or not 

“to publish texts that have no artistic value and whose meaning or expression has declined into 

cheap triviality.”117 There were issues too with the melodies. As they admitted, “in many cases, 

we were forced to undertake no small amount of removing or adding to the melodic material. In 

doing this, we ensured that the primary melody was not defaced whatsoever.”118 However, when 

Council members brought these edited versions to be reviewed, the ḥafaẓa (elderly preservers) 

said that they no longer recognized the melodies.119 Shafīq Abū ‘Awf wrote, in the Council’s 

defense, that “I do not think it is ever possible to track down the text as it was produced by the 

original composer. But we went back to multiple sources to make sure that the text documented 

here is the closest to reality.”120 If this is true, then the Council did not read the sources very 

carefully, for they modified even the melodies and lyrics that composers themselves transcribed. 

 As one example, we can consider the song “Ya rā‘ī al-ẓibā” (O Gazelle Shepherd). The 

Egyptian composer and music scholar Kāmil al-Khula‘ī created this muwashshaḥ by combining 

pre-existing lyrics with new melodies that he composed. He published the piece in his 1904 book 

 
115 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 2, muqaddima, p. bā. 
116 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 2, muqaddima, p. bā. 
117 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 2, muqaddima, p. alif. 
118 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 2, muqaddima, p. alif. 
119 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 4, muqaddima, n.p. 
120 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 4, muqaddima, n.p. 
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Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī.121 Volume III of Our Musical Heritage included this song but with a 

number of significant departures from the version that al-Khula‘ī himself transcribed.122 Both 

versions indicate that the song is composed in the ḥijāz mode. But where al-Khula‘ī designates 

the rhythm as yuruk samā‘ī, a 6/8 pattern, Our Musical Heritage shows it as dārij, a 3/4 pattern. 

While both of these rhythms can be divided into units of three, they are different patterns, each 

stressing different beats. Where the yuruk sama‘ī stresses the first and fourth, the dārij pattern 

emphasizes only the first beat. Played to the dārij rhythm, al-Khula‘ī’s melody loses a crucial 

supporting accent for the last syllable of each hemistich in the lyrics. Was this simply a matter of 

misunderstanding al-Khula‘ī’s transcription? Upon inspection, a more complex motive emerges. 

The pattern al-Khula‘ī originally indicated was yuruk, a name that clearly pointed to its Turkish 

origins.123 While we can only speculate now, it is not hard to imagine that the Supreme Council 

would have felt such a blatantly non-Arab name detracted from its stated mission of amassing a 

“purely Arab” turāth. This would have been a case in which the authors decided to substitute the 

Turkish for a more Arabic-sounding rhythmic pattern (dārij) without drawing much attention to 

the change. On paper, the difference between the two appears minimal, but in performance, the 

disjunction between melody and beat becomes evident with the substituted dārij. 

 That the Supreme Council might have made this modification for its own purification 

purposes is suggested by the modifications they made to the lyrics. At the end of al-Khula‘ī’s 

muwashshaḥ, he concludes the khāna section with the words amān amān amān amān. These are 

filler words that the music of Egypt adopted from Turkey over many years of cultural interaction. 

 
121 Kāmil al-Khula‘ī, Kitāb al-mūsīqī al-sharqī, 1904, pp. 118, 193. Al-Khula‘ī notes the pattern as ukruk on page 
118, then uses the variant spelling yuruk on page 193, both terms indicating the same rhythmic pattern. In fact, the 
lyrics existed before al-Khula‘ī. See manuscript labeled “ARABE 3460” in Bibliotheque Nationale de France, p. 83. 
122 Al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 3, pp. 227-229. 
123 Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, Inside Arabic Music, 2019, pp. 115-116. 
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In the version in Our Musical Heritage, we find these repetitive amāns swapped with the Arabic 

yalalalalā. In the eyes of the Supreme Council, it did not matter how the author himself wrote 

the lyrics or music. The song could be refashioned to serve the greater good of the turāth project, 

even if this meant changing its fundamental elements. 

Our Musical Heritage subjected many other songs to similar sanitization practices. In 

order to display a noble, enduring, thoroughly Egyptian (or Arab) heritage, it needed to remake 

much of it along the way. Modifications occurred in less obvious ways as well. Songs that were 

sung in colloquial Arabic were written in the formal Arabic orthography, even when older song 

books printed the lyrics with their colloquial pronunciation. The heritage needed to be seen as an 

elevated category. The visual representation of the lyrics was also used to ennoble the heritage. 

Rather than printing the song texts and scores, as had been done for decades in Egypt by that 

point, the editors of Our Musical Heritage employed a calligrapher to hand write all of the lyrics, 

fully vocalized and with flowery swoops suggesting holy texts. 

 

Reperforming Egyptian Music: The Arab Music Ensemble 

The state’s classical Our Musical Heritage, along with Bahīja Rashīd’s numerous folksong 

publications, helped render Egyptian music a displayable, seemingly enduring body of artifacts. 

Whatever their value to actual working musicians, the state could always point to these books to 

show that the received canon was indeed a self-contained thing. This depended on a kind of 

circular logic: the books exist to contain the canon, but the canon comes into existence through 

the books. These publications were a start, but the music establishment needed to prove, in an 

audible form, that the canon was as pure, ordered, and venerable as its new written sources 

claimed. To achieve this, the state began forming music ensembles dedicated to performing the 
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“heritage” that it was working to preserve. This relates to the second element of Weber’s formula 

for canonical authority. As he affirms, if a canon is to establish power in a given culture, its 

authority must be publicly stated and reinforced not only by images (here, songbooks) but also 

“rituals.” In Egypt, these rituals consisted of live performances of the newly created turāth.  

 Between the mid-1960s and the mid-1970s, Cairo’s state conservatories established and 

supported a number of ensembles aimed at preserving Egyptian music of the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries (and, as they claimed, older music). Ratība al-Ḥifnī was the founder and 

primary force behind many of these, including the Umm Kulthūm Ensemble, the Ḥifnī Quintet, 

and the Cairo Children’s Chorus. While each of these contributed to the larger national project of 

inventing a music heritage, the state’s flagship ensemble was the Firqat al-Mūsīqā al-‘Arabiyya 

(Arab Music Ensemble), founded in 1967. This ensemble is perhaps the most extreme case of a 

musical past being altered for the sake of nationalist ideology. A look at the academic work on 

this group also reveals the pervasiveness of the turāth ideology among scholars. 

In her 1984 article, Salwa El-Shawan discusses the activities of the Arab Music Ensemble 

and the ways in which the “turāth” it presented diverged greatly from historical realities.124 This 

group was founded by ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Nuwayra, who worked as a music arranger for the Ministry 

of Culture.125 Nuwayra also led various state-sponsored vocal groups126 and served as General 

Music Inspector for the National Radio.127 Under his direction, Egyptian music saw “radical 

changes in the size, make-up, leadership, and content of live performances” and “new processes 

of repertoire transmission and norms of musician audience interaction.”128  

 
124 Salwa El-Shawan, “Traditional Arab Music Ensembles in Egypt since 1967: ‘The Continuity of Tradition  
within a Contemporary Framework’?,” Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28, No. 2, May, 1984, pp. 271-288. 
125 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1499, December 7, 1963, pp. 28-29. 
126 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1504, January 11, 1964, pp. 30-31. 
127 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1932, March 25, 1972, n.p. 
128 Salwa El-Shawan, “Traditional Arab Music Ensembles in Egypt since 1967: ‘The Continuity of Tradition  
within a Contemporary Framework’?,” Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28, No. 2, May, 1984, p. 271. 
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El-Shawan describes how, before the first decades of the twentieth century, the standard 

size of Arab music ensembles was typically three to five instrumentalists, a singer, and 

sometimes a small chorus or “biṭāna.” Nāy (reed flute), qānūn (zither), ‘ūd (lute), riqq 

(tambourine), and the violin were the featured instruments, usually one of each. In early 

recordings, it is not uncommon to hear only qānūn and ‘ūd, and sometimes only the former as 

the sole melodic support for the singer. The singer was the star of the ensemble, with the qānūn 

player leading the other musicians. One could hear a variety of songs, some with precomposed 

melodies, some featuring open sections for improvisation within a particular maqām. As Racy 

notes, these improvisations are the “primary vehicles of ecstatic arousal” in Arab music.129 

Equally important were the repetitions of melodic passages or lyrics that built up ecstatic energy 

among the audience and prolonged performances to the early hours of the morning. In such 

ecstatic states, members of the audience might make verbal exclamations or call out to the 

performers to repeat certain sections. The ṭarab performance, with its flexible performance style, 

was capable of accommodating such spontaneous shifts. Likewise, even when musicians and 

singers performed precomposed melodies, they added their own individual ornamentations, often 

departing from the central line and rhythm. The most commonly played songs, what are now 

called “turāth,” were open to interpretation. The same singer might perform the same song in 

two different maqāmāt, skipping passages in one rendition while emphasizing them in another. 

In short, the song’s ability to move a listener, to incite ṭarab, was rooted in its pliability, the 

possibility of variation, interpretation, and creation during performance. 

With Nuwayra’s ensemble, the interactive and affective elements that characterized Arab 

music performance were altered to display the repertoire in a “scientific style.”130 The number of 

 
129 Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, 2003, p. 93. 
130 Salwa El-Shawan, “Traditional Arab Music Ensembles in Egypt since 1967: ‘The Continuity of Tradition  
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performers expanded tenfold. Where there had been a single violin there were now a dozen, 

along with cellos and an upright bass. Most of the other instruments were doubled. The new size 

ensured that no one player would stand out. Instrumentalists now read directly from sheet music 

rather than learning them orally from a master. The solo singer in the old ensemble was replaced 

by a large mixed chorus. Improvisational sections and repetitions were excised, thus stifling the 

core ṭarab-producing elements. All solos were planned in advance. Where the qānūn player had 

once led the ensemble, a conductor (Nuwayra) now stood, baton in hand. Repertoire pieces were 

no longer open to new interpretations but immobilized to produce identical renditions for every 

performance. Concert programs prescribed a new listening etiquette for audiences: “Please give 

the ensemble complete silence during the performance”; “Please refrain from interrupting the 

performance with verbal approval [al-istiḥsān] or applause [al-taṣfīq].”  

 

  

Figure 5: Firqat al-Mūsīqā al-‘Arabiyya concert program, February 11, 1971. 

 
within a Contemporary Framework’?,” Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28, No. 2, May, 1984, p. 278. 
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In a 1970 interview, Khayrī Shalabī once asked Nuwayra if his ensemble “falsified music 

heritage.”131 Nuwayra responded that “in terms of text and content, we present the heritage from 

its origins [min aṣlihi], and I have much evidence to back up what I say.” When Shalabī then 

asked if he altered the texts at all, Nuwayra replied laconically: “Only to beautify it.” Nuwayra 

went on to describe how Turkish and Persian music had borrowed Arab musical forms like the 

bashraf, dawr, and muwashshaḥ, which he insisted “are all one hundred percent Arab.” This 

response is highly emblematic of the approach adopted by many Egyptian music reformists in 

“presenting” the older repertoire of songs. According to them, the changes that they make to the 

lyrics, melody, ensemble, or arrangement are not falsifications but rather “beautifications.” The 

belief is that a given song has a pure Egyptian core that will emerge if only polished correctly. 

Any elements that seem non-Egyptian are claimed to be Egyptian in origin but borrowed by 

other music cultures. There is no room for ambiguity in this view, no mixing or in-between, only 

pure or impure, original or false, “one hundred percent” or zero.  

El-Shawan concludes her study by pointing out that the much-revised repertoire that 

Nuwayra presented was consumed primarily by Egypt’s young educated elite. El-Shawan herself 

was a member of this demographic, though naturally she does not mention it. She is the daughter 

of ‘Azīz al-Shawān, an elite Egyptian composer trained in Western classical music. Salwa had 

studied piano at the Cairo Conservatory, the Royal Academy of Music in London, and the 

Manhattan School of Music.132 That she herself was a member of the audience she was studying 

perhaps explains her defense of Nuwayra’s complete renovation of Egypt’s old songs. At the end 

of her article, she writes with a defensive tone that the “radical changes instituted by [the Arab 

Music Ensemble] and emulated by four other ensembles would not have survived had they not 

 
131 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1832, May 2, 1970, n.p. 
132 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1949, July 22, 1972, p. 40. 
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found acceptance among consumers.”133 The strange thing is that El-Shawan, who succeeds in 

showing this music to be a major departure from earlier practices, cannot help but reveal her own 

admiration for it, writing elsewhere that the Arab Music Ensemble “contributed to the revival of 

the fast disappearing repertoire of al-turath.”134 

In contrast to El-Shawan’s evaluation, all of the working musicians I spoke with in Cairo 

over the last four years lamented how detrimental ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Nuwayra’s ensemble was to the 

old music. As one nāy player told me, this group was “the main reason these songs died out.”135 

The elements that defined nineteenth- and early twentieth-century music—its small and intimate 

ensemble size, its improvisations, its variation from one performance to the next, its affective 

and embodied interactive nature—all of these elements were eradicated to render it less 

emotional, less wild, less backwards and more ordered, fixed, and displayable. But the object 

could only be safely displayed when stripped of its Egyptianness. The great achievement of the 

Arab Music Ensemble was that it displayed a music that this particular Egyptian elite could 

stomach. Attendees could listen to “one hundred percent Arab music” at upscale venues like the 

Cairo Opera House, the Arab Music Institute, and the Jumhūriyya Theater downtown. They 

could engage with an “authentic” Egyptian art form without being exposed to the grimier aspects 

of its original performance setting: nightclubs, taverns, and private homes frequently filled with 

sex, drugs and alcohol, lewd lyrics, long repetitive solos, and ecstatic audiences. As El-Shawan 

notes, these listeners wanted “the continuity of tradition within a contemporary framework.” 

 

 
133 Salwa El-Shawan, “Traditional Arab Music Ensembles in Egypt since 1967: ‘The Continuity of Tradition  
within a Contemporary Framework’?,” Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28, No. 2, May, 1984, p. 282. 
134 Salwa El-Shawan, “The Socio-Political Context of al-mūsīķa al-‘arabiyya in Cairo, Egypt: Policies, Patronage, 
Institutions, and Musical Change (1927-77),” Asian Music, Vol. 12, No. 1, 1980, p. 106. 
135 Personal communication, August, 2019. 
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Displaying Egyptian Music 

For Egyptian music reformists, all of their collecting, cleaning, categorizing, chronologizing—

their entire process of ordering—was only good inasmuch as its final product could be displayed. 

The last step of the artifaction process was exhibiting Egyptian music, and this was the step that 

caused them the most anxiety. It would be easy to conclude that their efforts to makes “artifacts” 

were solely intended to introduce order to Egyptian music and, by extension, to Egyptians. In 

fact, if this was an aim, it seems one of lesser importance. The museum mindset was concerned 

with showing Westerners, the former colonizers, that Egyptian culture was developed, modern, 

and founded upon a history even deeper than theirs.  

Displaying Egyptian music for an outside audience was already a concern by the time of 

Cairo’s 1932 Arab Music Congress. Before the Congress, the Arab Music Institute and Ministry 

of Education invited Curt Sachs to Egypt to suggest ways to “develop [taṭawwur] oriental music 

in order to make it conform [taṣīr munṭabiqa] with fundamentals of music recognized in Western 

countries.” Upon his arrival, the Institute “showed him instrumental pieces, anthems, and all 

kinds of Egyptian song, and took him to theaters, music halls, and other places where the art of 

music is practiced.”136 

The display that Sachs saw was reproduced in magnified form for the Congress itself, a 

two-week meeting between Arab and European scholars in which the latter were invited to 

evaluate the former. Certainly a few of the foreign attendees had first-hand experience with Arab 

music. Rodolphe d’Erlanger, who contributed many reports to the sessions but was too ill to 

attend, lived in Tunisia for over a decade studying the local music.137 However, most of the 

attendees were evaluating Arab music as displayed for them at the Congress through statistics on 

 
136 Kull shay’, issue 271, January 17, 1931, p. 7. 
137 Ruth Davis, Ma’luf, 2004, pp. 41-47. 
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music education, medieval theoretical treatises, nightly performances at the Institute, and the 

ensembles recorded for the vinyl series. Ali Jihad Racy has noted that this was a highly selective 

display and one aimed at erasing any hints of ambiguity. The Congress organizers worked to 

make sure that there would be no representation of “music that does not adhere to Eastern 

melodies” nor anything that “contains the features of superficial imitation of foreign and Western 

music.”138 Muḥammad Zakī ‘Alī, General Secretary at the Music Institute, would write several 

years later on the Congress’ success, citing the fact that when the foreigners “heard [Arab music] 

performed well and upon its foundations, they were quite surprised and agreed that it was refined 

and rich music.”139 The level of development that Arab music had reached was thus based 

primarily on Western approval. 

 Egyptian modernists of the 1950s and 60s would use the same Western lens to evaluate 

their music. The composer and Conservatory teacher ‘Awāṭif ‘Abd al-Karīm, as one example, 

writing about Egypt’s musical development, cited anecdotes about performing for European 

audiences in Austria. “I presented our music as it was in the past and as it is now. They very 

much enjoyed when I showed them some improvisations on the ‘ūd, violin, and qānūn. But they 

broke out laughing when they heard our current music. They said it had no character, no flavor, 

no sweetness, that it was something strange, neither oriental, nor Western, nor anything else.”140 

Samḥa al-Khawlī complained during one interview that even Egyptians were confused about 

what their “turāth” is, saying that, “[the confusion] is felt by everyone who has been asked by a 

foreign visitor about our traditional music and where they can go to listen to it.”141 Here again, 

 
138 Ali Jihad Racy, “Historical Worldviews of Early Ethnomusicologists: An East-West Encounter in Cairo, 1932,” 
in Ethnomusicology and Modern Music History, Ed. Stephen Blum, Philip Bohlman, Daniel Neuman, 1993, p. 72. 
139 Al-Mūsīqā, issue 1, May 16, 1935, p. 4. 
140 Al-Kawākib, issue 672, June 16, 1964, p. 53. 
141 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2102, June 28, 1975, p. 59. 
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Egyptians are to understand their music through its display for an outside viewer. Even those 

who drew attention to this aspect of foreign evaluation often ended up reinforcing its power. As 

Ratība al-Ḥifnī, Dean of the Arab Music Institute, lamented in 1976: 

 

While many of us think that imitating the West in music is the utmost in elegance and 

development, the West looks at us in astonishment for this strange deviation. We must 

know ourselves through our own civilization and authentic musical heritage [turāthuna 

al-mūsīqī al-fannī al-aṣīl], not present ourselves [nuqaddim anfusana] in the name of the 

West and its civilization.142 

 

In a strange contradiction, al-Ḥifnī advises Egyptians to not seek validation from the West while, 

in the same breath, she uses the Western gaze as a shaming device. She speaks of “presenting” 

oneself through his or her own civilization, yet she can only define this “authentic heritage” in a 

juxtaposition with the West. Like many Egyptian music reformists of the mid-twentieth century, 

al-Ḥifnī had an acute fixation with the presentation, appearance, and display of order. Rendering 

Egyptian music displayable was part of the process of modernizing it, but it also ensured that it 

could be held up for the approval of the Western gaze. This was a gaze that music reformists had 

become familiar with from their time studying at Western music institutions, and from their 

parents’ generation, most of whom had also lived abroad.  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter has shown how Egyptian music in the mid-twentieth century became an important 

tool for defining the nation’s identity after the 1952 Revolution. I argued that state institutions 

 
142 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2130, January 10, 1976, n.p. 
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and music reformists worked to invent a venerable past for Egyptian music that would serve as 

the foundation for its modern future. This invention was intimately connected to practices of 

order and display, which took the form of music museums, songbooks, and heritage ensembles. I 

described how these built on earlier ways of framing Egypt’s musical inheritance as precious 

artifacts in need of preservation. This museum view of Egyptian music developed in the early 

decades of the twentieth century and materialized as a potent discourse in the mid-1950s, just as 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ was rising to prominence. The following chapters look at ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

musical career and his antagonistic relationships with Egyptian modernists during the sixties and 

seventies. These tensions, as I will show, stemmed chiefly from the way he and his music created 

ambiguities that threatened modernist conceptions of order.  
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Chapter 2 
‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and the Reinvention of Egyptian Song 

 

The previous chapter showed that, by the late 1950s, Egyptian modernists had begun to establish 

a new discourse that framed music heritage as an integral part of national identity. This discourse 

held that Egyptians needed to recover their venerable turāth in order to build the nation’s modern 

future upon a sturdy foundation of authentic traditions. However, my investigation of this turāth 

revealed that the musical traditions on display were largely of modern origin, the products of an   

Egyptian elite anxious to secure its continued dominance over the local cultural field in a time of 

instability. The 1952 Revolution stands out as a critical transition point in this story. As Chapter 

One showed, Egyptian music before midcentury was dynamic. Adapting the melodies, rhythms, 

and lyrics of songs was normal practice for any musician or singer, and live performance always 

embraced flexibility and innovation as key elements in generating ṭarab for listeners. After 1952, 

music reformists and state institutions adopted a discourse that framed Egyptian music as a static 

and timeless collection of artifacts. While the last chapter outlined the main themes and premises 

of this official discourse, the present chapter shifts from ideology to lived experience in order to 

consider how a popular performer, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, and ordinary Egyptian listeners approached 

the concept of turāth in ways that diverged drastically from the rigid modernist formula. Despite 

the fact that turāth was asserted with such force as to appear natural, given, and irrefutable, its 

invented nature also made it contingent and open to reinterpretation by other cultural players. 

In this chapter, I compare seven of the most popular songs that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm debuted 

between the mid-1960s and early 70s in order to sketch the contours of a pattern. Through these 

seven songs, I show that he and his composers developed a particular musical formula that made 

Egyptian listeners feel connected to a modern but authentic turāth, and to a community of other 
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listeners. I show how these seven songs posed a threat to the conception of order that elite music 

reformists relied on to claim their authority in society. These songs constitute a part of ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm’s repertoire that has not been investigated by other academic studies of his music. Indeed, 

the history of what might be called the “turāth period” in Egyptian music, extending from about 

the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, is yet to be written. The present chapter is an attempt to begin 

writing such a history, and one on which future scholars might build. 

 

“Reviving the Ancient Heritage” 

In the mid-1960s, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm entered a new phase in his music career.1 The revolutionary 

anthems and romantic ballads that defined his first decade of stardom gave way to compositions 

inspired by Egyptian songs of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This shift in song 

style coincided with Egyptians’ growing interest in their musical past in general and folk songs 

in particular.2 As prominent Egyptian pop singers began to borrow melodies and lyrics from an 

older repertoire for their new songs, local music scholars, educators, and policymakers became 

concerned about “the revival of the ancient heritage,” or turāth as they called it.3 In 1968, Samḥa 

al-Khawlī, professor of music at the Cairo Conservatory, commented that:  

 

The folk songs being put out by singers like ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, Muḥammad Rushdī, 

and Shādiya are not, in fact, anything like folk songs. . . The attempts that we are seeing 

to connect new singing to folk singing in order to give it a folk authenticity are harmful 

efforts that distort the folk original [tushawwish al-aṣl al-sha‘bī].4 

 
1 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1647, October 8, 1966, n.p. 
2 Majdī Najīb’s 1973 book Ahl al-maghnā provides an overview of the singers and composers who were reworking 
“old” songs, and he frequently refers to turāth. Kamāl al-Najmī wrote several essays on this period of Egyptian 
song. See his work in al-Hīlal, issue 12, December 1, 1971, n.p.; al-Kawākib, issue 1345, May 10, 1977, pp. 2-4;” 
al-Ghinā’ al-miṣrī, 1993, pp. 400-404. 
3 Aḥmad Shafīq Abū ‘Awf, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī: Vol. 1, 1958, muqaddima, p. kāf.  
4 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1754, October 26, 1968, p. 8, see Samḥa al-Khawlī’s commentary. 
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al-Khawlī’s comment implies not only a threat to the “turāth” posed by contemporary 

singers like ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm but also the existence of an original, authentic canon of old music. 

New corrupt versions, she suggests, can be distinguished from the pure music of a distant past. 

Given turāth’s associations with “old” Egyptian folk song and art song, and with certain 

performance practices, musical instruments, and lyrical themes, it is often framed as being 

“deeply rooted in antiquity.”5 But as the last chapter revealed, the concept of turāth is, in fact, 

modern in origin, invented by the music reformists who sought to “preserve” it. As I will show 

now, popular singers like ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm also had a hand in its invention. 

Over the course of this chapter, I offer a “close listening” of seven of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

songs to show how he exploited the perceived authenticity of Egypt’s musical past while altering 

that past in the process. My examination is not chiefly concerned with the interpretation of the 

meanings of lyrics. Rather, I focus on charting the lexical and musical modifications of certain 

songs over decades and, occasionally, centuries. I approach song texts in this way to question the 

kinds of statements made by music reformists like Samḥa al-Khawlī, quoted above, who framed 

Egypt’s musical canon as a fixed body of songs whose “original” forms needed to be maintained. 

I draw on a range of written and audio sources, from song books and novels to travel writing and 

vinyl recordings, to trace a history of each “old” song that Ḥalīm remade. As I read them, these 

sources portray songs in phases of change, and my discussion builds on the last chapter to show 

that the canon has always experienced shifts, ruptures, and renewals. As will become clear, a 

song’s perceived connection to the past has much less to do with its “original” form and much 

more to do with its affective force. While both ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and music reformists had a hand in 

inventing Egypt’s musical past, Ḥalīm alone succeeded in making Egyptians feel this past. 

 
5 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1754, October 26, 1968, p. 8, see Zaynab Ḥusayn’s preface. 
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Corrupting the Canon 

In the 1960s and early 1970s, many voices joined Samḥa al-Khawlī’s to accuse ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

Ḥāfiẓ and his composers of tainting Egypt’s seemingly sacred turāth. The famous singer Laylā 

Murād criticized him for not presenting the inherited songs “exactly as they were composed” 

(kamā luḥḥinat tamāman).6 The poet Majdī Najīb complained that Ḥalīm’s music added 

elements that were “far from the spirit of the original text” (rūḥ al-naṣṣ al-aṣlī), leading to a 

“destruction of our heritage” (tadmīran li-turāthinā).7 Ratība al-Ḥifnī, Dean of the Arab Music 

Institute, deemed such “corruptions” a major hindrance to “the movement to collect and 

catalogue folk songs.”8 Similar criticisms persist today, along with the belief that an original, 

uninterrupted musical tradition has survived in the face of threats from modern society.9 

 But when Samḥa al-Khawlī said that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm had distorted Egypt’s “original” folk 

songs, she was making a rather conservative statement. As I showed in the last chapter, Egyptian 

singers from ‘Abduh al-Ḥāmūlī to Ibrāhīm al-Qabbāni to Umm Kulthūm had long been 

“distorting” earlier versions of Egyptian songs. Back then, this was simply considered 

adaptation, the standard approach to performing music and interacting with a song canon that 

was continually in flux. One could say that adaptation was the most consistent feature of modern 

Egyptian music. Only in the mid-twentieth century did this seem problematic as the Egyptian 

state fixated upon establishing an official canon of songs.  

 
6 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1754, October 26, 1968, p. 9. 
7 Majdī Najīb, Ahl al-maghnā, 1973, p. 43. 
8 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 38, 1977, February 1, pp. 1-2. 
9 Yāsir ‘Abdallah has published an insightful essay on the turāth-inspired collaborations of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and 
Balīgh Ḥamdī in the 1960s. Like other critics, he returns often to the idea that the duo’s songs had the negative 
impact of simplifying Arab melodic modes and rhythms, thus killing its richness, complexity, and history. See his 
essay at ma3azef.com, “Balīgh Ḥamdī: amal ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm fī al-mūsīqā,” March 19, 2018. 
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The concept of an original, as Issam El-Mallah notes in his study of Arab musical 

notation, was actually of little concern before the late 1950s.10 Much more important for both 

performers and audiences was the song as interpreted and realized in performance.11 El-Mallah’s 

words were echoed more recently by the Egyptian music historian and archivist Muṣṭafā Sa‘īd, 

who has said that “interpretation and performance are part of the composition process” itself in 

Arab music.12 The same is true even for musical styles outside Egypt. As Carl Davila notes in the 

case of Morocco’s āla repertoire, “the written version is not sacrosanct, and the text-as-sung is 

the model.”13 The desire to identify “original” texts was not based on indigenous Egyptian 

priorities but rather on European conceptions of continuity. In the eyes of Egyptian music 

reformists, written musical notation allowed Europeans to maintain their heritage for “hundreds 

of years” and therefore “develop” while Egyptians relied on oral transmission, which corrupted 

the connection to their past and prevented them from advancing.14 Notation, along with the 

identification of original texts, thus became solutions to Egypt’s supposed problem of 

underdevelopment. All of this stemmed from the imported notion that to modernize music was to 

fix, date, categorize, and display it as evidence of continuity. The aim here became the artifaction 

and museumization of music, for with the stability of the museum form the invention of Egypt’s 

turāth would be, in the words of Hobsbawm, “so ‘natural’ as to require no definition other than 

self-assertion.”15   

‘Abd Ḥalīm, for his part, was clear on his approach to adapting Egyptian song. As he said 

in interviews, his goal was not to preserve the inherited material but to make it something 

 
10 Issam El-Mallah, Arab Music and Musical Notation, 1999, pp. 73-74, 246. 
11 Issam El-Mallah, Arab Music and Musical Notation, 1999, pp. 258-259. 
12 See Muṣṭafā Sa‘īd’s remarks in his analysis of the dawr “Fī al-bu‘d yāmā” on the Podcast series Rawḍat al-
balābil, Episode 101, published March 5, 2019. 
13 Carl Davila, The Andalusian Moroccan Music, 2013, p. 294. 
14 Al-Kawākib, issue 672, June 16, 1964, pp. 52-53. 
15 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention of Tradition, 1983, p. 13. 
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“modern” (‘aṣriyya) that “people would sing.”16 He approached older lyrics and melodies not as 

sacred texts but as usable material, building blocks to be rearranged and recontextualized. At the 

same time, it is clear that Ḥalīm hoped to take advantage of the perceived authenticity of 

“turāth,” even if this meant fabricating some of the music’s history. Whether he knew it or not, 

what he built upon was hardly a “timeless” tradition. Most of the songs that he revisited and that 

Egyptian preservationists tried to “save” were created in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Looking over the many Arabic songbooks compiled in the century before the 

formation of turāth ideology in the 1960s, we can see that if there was a lasting tradition, it was 

one of change and reuse.   

 

Revisiting the Repertoire 

Between 1966 and 1973, ‘Abd Ḥalīm sang a group of songs that Egyptians often refer to as his 

sha‘biyyāt, or “popular songs,” which reused the lyrics and melodies of older songs.17 This is 

considered one of several phases (marāḥil) in his career and the phase I examine in this chapter. 

Many Egyptians divide his early works, before the mid-sixties, into two song categories. The 

first is‘āṭifiyyāt, literally “sentimental songs,” most of which appeared in Ḥalīm’s films and were 

four or five minutes in length.18 The second category is called waṭaniyyāt, “patriotic songs,” 

which had overtly nationalist messages and were sung for state occasions after the 1952 

Revolution. While ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm continued to sing āṭifiyyāt and waṭaniyyāt later in his career, 

the debut of his song “al-Tūba” in 1966 marked the beginning of his sha‘biyyāt phase. In this 

phase, he produced eight widely popular songs that quoted directly from the lyrics and melodies 

 
16 Radio interview with Wajdī al-Ḥakīm, Muntahā al-ṣirāḥa, July 26, 1973. 
17 Muḥammad al-Shāfi‘ī, “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ” in Kāmil al-awṣāf, ed. Muḥammad al-Sayyid ‘Īd, 1997, pp. 192-
193. The same term is used by music scholars like Kamāl al-Najmī. al-Kawākib, issue 1345, May 10, 1977, pp. 2-4. 
18 ‘Ammār Aḥmad Ḥāmid, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ: ṣu‘ūbat al-nisyān wa-raw‘at al-khulūd, 1996, p. 101. 
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of the received repertoire and reworked them into new songs. In the discussion below, I often 

refer to these simply as “remakes.” The last of these was “Yā mālikan qalbī” in 1973, after which 

Ḥalīm turned away from preexisting musical material and began working on what Egyptians call 

his aghānī ṭawīla (long songs). These were multi-part opuses on love themes lasting anywhere 

from one to two hours in live performance. The songs below are the eight sha‘biyyāt that drew 

on earlier “folk” and “classical” repertoires. 

 

Table 1: Sha‘biyyāt recording and concert dates. 
 

Song Title Concert Debut Recording Date Concert Location 
al-Tūba April 21, 1966 May 3, 1966 Police Club, Alexandria 
‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī July 14, 1966 Jul. 28, 1966 Qaṣr al-Nīl Cinema, Cairo 
Sawwāḥ August 4, 1966 Nov. 5 1966 Qaṣr al-Nīl Cinema, Cairo 
Kāmil al-awṣāf April 30, 1967 Jul. 15, 1967 Cairo University, Cairo 
Gānā al-hawā March 9, 1968 Jan. 23, 1968 Qaṣr al-Nīl Cinema, Cairo 
al-Way al-way Jul. N/A, 1968 Aug. 24, 1968 Tabarqa, Tunisia 
Maddāḥ al-qamar November 19, 1971 N/A, 1972 Rivoli Cinema, Cairo 
Yā mālikan qalbī April 29, 1973 N/A, 1973 Cairo University. 

 

For each of these songs, and nearly every other song he sang, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm worked with 

a lyricist, who wrote the words, and a composer, who wrote the melody, usually in this order. 

Ḥalīm’s lyricists and composers wrote each of his sha‘biyyāt using one of two approaches. In the 

first approach, they would take the refrain of an older song and make alterations to its lyrics and 

melodies. They would keep a large portion of the original refrain intact to ensure that listeners 

could recognize it as preexisting, inherited material. The goal was to acknowledge it rather than 

claim it as new. The lyricist and composer then wove this modified version into ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s 

new song, usually as its refrain. For Egyptian audiences, the resulting music was new but 

familiar.   
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In the second approach, Ḥalīm’s lyricist would borrow a refrain and tweak its lyrics, but 

the composer would write the music from scratch. He might employ particular rhythms, 

melodies, or modes to suggest the “folk” or “classical” style, but there was no attempt to 

maintain an exact musical connection to earlier versions of the song.  

Ḥalīm worked closely with his lyricists and composers on his sha‘biyyāt, making 

suggestions for edits and guiding their pens. While he had no aspirations of “preserving” the old 

musical material, Ḥalīm clearly hoped to forge a link between his new music and that of Egypt’s 

supposedly timeless turāth. The inherited lyrics and melodies were, to him, spolia that could be 

used to construct new songs. In the process of repurposing this material, he changed it or 

combined it with brand new structures. Viewed together, it is clear that these songs were 

products of a formula, a musical blueprint aimed at harnessing the power of the concept of 

turāth. This formula had four main components: 1) lyrics; 2) melodies; 3) rhythms; and 4) 

context, or what might be called a song’s “paratextual” materials. The following section provides 

a brief overview of each before looking at Ḥalīm’s remakes in detail. 

 

Folk and Classical Formulas 

The refrain in each of Ḥalīm’s remakes came from preexisting lyrics of “folk” or “classical” 

origin, tethering his new song to an older one. His lyricist would rework the inherited refrain by 

adding, substituting, or removing particular words. He would write new verses to be sung 

between each refrain, so while the song was built upon a sturdy foundation of inherited material, 

the rest of its architecture was of modern design. The refrain served, in effect, as the anchor of 

authenticity for the rest of the song. Along with the new verses, the refrain also complemented a 

particular narrative that Ḥalīm transmitted to his audience about the song. If he said that his new 
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song came from the folk heritage, he affected a Ṣa‘īdī (southern Egyptian) accent while singing. 

If he described the song as rooted in the classical heritage, he affected a formal Arabic 

pronunciation. For his eight remakes (seven of which are discussed in this chapter), Ḥalīm 

collaborated with the following lyricists and composers:  

 

Table 2: Sha‘biyyāt collaborations. 

Song Title Debut Lyricist Composer 
al-Tūba 1966 ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Abnūdī Balīgh Ḥamdī 
‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī 1966 Ṣalāḥ Abū Sālim Balīgh Ḥamdī 
Sawwāḥ 1966 Muḥammad Hamza Balīgh Ḥamdī 
Kāmil al-awṣāf 1967 Majdī Najīb Muḥammad al-Mawjī 
Gānā al-hawā 1968 Muḥammad Hamza Balīgh Ḥamdī 
al-Way al-way 1968 Ṣāliḥ Jawdat Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb 
Maddāḥ al-qamar 1971 Muḥammad Hamza Balīgh Ḥamdī 
Yā mālikan qalbī 1973 Aḥmad Mukhaymar Muḥammad al-Mawjī 

 

All of these songs drew on a limited number of melodic modes, mostly bayātī, rāst, sīka, kurd 

and ḥijāz. Balīgh Ḥamdī composed music for five of the eight songs, and all five show a highly 

consistent method of composing. Balīgh relied on simple melodic lines that ascended and 

descended musical scales in repetitive patterns. He recycled many of these patterns in other 

songs, as we will see. Likewise, Muḥammad al-Mawjī’s compositions are, upon inspection, 

hardly more than a single musical idea applied to different lyrics. He reused the same maqām 

and even the same melodic lines in multiple songs. That Balīgh or al-Mawjī composed with 

certain preferred modes or melodic configurations in mind is not surprising. But even comparing 

between ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s different composers we find that they imitated, if not plagiarized, each 

other’s musical ideas. 

 Ḥalīm’s sha‘biyyāt typically begin by establishing the main maqām, usually a somber 

bayātī or kurd. Ḥalīm then sings the refrain melody several times, often by himself at first and 
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then with a chorus. All eight of his remakes employ a large, mixed-gender chorus that doubles 

his vocal line or alternates with him in a call-response style. At the songs’ midway point, the 

composer introduces a section in maqām rāst with heavy percussion. As a musical device, this 

section prompts the audience’s participation—clapping, cheering, ululating—and is implemented 

in “‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī,” “Sawwāḥ,” “Kāmil al-awṣāf,” “Gānā al-hawā,” and “Maddāḥ al-

qamar.” Ḥalīm’s short song “al-Tūba” is at peak energy throughout and thus does not use the 

rāst device. “al-Way al-way” riles up the crowd by substituting the rāst for a bayātī section 

halfway through the song. ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s last sha‘bī song, “Yā mālikan qalbī,” also did not make 

use of the rāst section, perhaps an indication that the singer and his composer were already 

beginning to move away from the heritage aesthetic and its formula. 

Rhythmically, these songs revolved around the maqṣūm and ṣa‘īdī patterns, associated in 

Egypt with rural areas, popular festivities, and dance.19 Balīgh employed heavy hand drums for 

these rhythms in his compositions. Al-Mawjī too used the maqṣūm but relied on a waḥda pattern 

for much of his “Kāmil al-awṣāf” and “Yā mālikan qalbī.” The waḥda was one of the most 

commonly used rhythms in Egyptian music of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and 

a natural choice for al-Mawjī, who was attempting to evoke a classical air in his new works. 

The lyrics, melodies, and rhythms of ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s sha‘biyyāt demonstrate a remarkable 

degree of similarity. They relied on a highly effective musical formula. But the final component 

of this formula, and perhaps the most important, was the narrative that complemented the entire 

musical work. This was the context: stories, commentary, imagery, and background information 

Ḥalīm provided to the Egyptian public about his song. Before concerts, he often gave interviews 

with newspapers, magazines, and radio and television programs in which he discussed the 

 
19 Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, Inside Arabic Music, 2019, pp. 109-110. 
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inspiration for his upcoming song. This was the beginning of the song’s narrative, or what 

Gérard Genette would call the “paratext.”20 The paratext is the material surrounding a text that 

develops and presents it to an audience. As Ḥalīm’s music attests, this material, though 

seemingly marginal, can shape an audience’s reception of the text to a large degree. Ḥalīm 

clearly used paratexts for this reason. At his concerts, he introduced new remakes by crediting 

their lyricist and composer and referring to their “folk” or “classical” origins. His lengthy 

introductions provided information that was usually taken as fact. If he said his song was a 

muwashshaḥ, the newspapers reported that it a muwashshaḥ the next day, regardless of whether 

or not it adhered to this song form.21  

The album art for Ḥalīm’s records, another kind of paratext, provided opportunities for 

him to connect his music back to a noble past of Arab music. The artwork exploits the concepts 

of “folk” and “classical” that were emerging with music reformists’ invention of the turāth. As a 

part-owner of the Ṣawt al-Fann record company, Ḥalīm influenced the design and imagery of the 

album artwork. On the jacket for “al-Way al-way,” Ḥalīm’s face covers one third of the space 

while the other two thirds show mountains, cedar trees, and the six columns of the Roman 

Temple of Jupiter at Baalbek, a symbol of both Lebanon’s and Europe’s classical past. The 

jacket for “‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī” shows a man and woman walking against a backdrop of 

domes, minarets, and a Nile river boat, suggesting the Islamic classical era as well as ancient 

Egypt. The jacket for “Maddāḥ al-qamar” manages to evoke classical and folk heritages 

together. A landscape painting shows two robed Egyptian peasants on the banks of the Nile, the 

Pyramids of Giza peeking out behind a row of palm trees in the back. “Gānā al-hawā” and 

“Sawwāḥ” have purely folk-themed artwork, mysterious gypsy women in “traditional” garb.  

 
20 Gérard Genette, Paratexts, 1997. 
21 This was the case with “Yā mālikan qalbī,” the subject of Chapter Three.  
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al-Way al-way, 1968 

 
Gānā al-hawā, 1968 

 

 
In lāqākum ḥabībī (Sawwāḥ), 1966 

 
‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī, 1966 

 

 
Yā mālikan qalbī, 1973 

 
Maddāḥ al-qamar, 1971 

 
Figure 6: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm sha‘biyyāt album art.  
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Ḥalīm would sometimes continue to comment in the media about a song’s connections to 

Egypt’s musical history even months or years after its records began selling, as was the case with 

“Yā mālikan qalbī,” discussed in the next chapter. The record jackets, coupled with the musical 

formula of his sha‘biyyāt, were intended to summon the authenticity of the old. Yet, he often felt 

the need to stress their authenticity rhetorically by providing and, sometimes, fabricating 

particular “heritage” narratives. The following section examines the creation of Ḥalim’s 

repertoire remakes. By looking at these songs in detail, I show that, not unlike the music 

reformists described in Chapter One, Ḥalīm too was involved in the invention of Egypt’s turāth. 

The main difference that emerges is that his approach to revisiting the past was not based on 

dogmatic assertions of continuity, fixedness, and order. Instead, he treated the “old” songs as 

usable material, dynamic organisms open to change and reinterpretation. And with this, Ḥalīm’s 

songs offered something that was absent from groups like the Arab Music Ensemble and other 

state-sponsored “heritage” ensembles: affective experience. 

 

“Repentance” 

On April 21, 1966, ‘Abd Ḥalīm debuted “al-Tūba” (Repentance) at Alexandria’s Nādī al-Shurṭa 

(Police Club). His song was inspired by an Egyptian folk song known variously as “al-Tūba,” 

“Yā Bahiyya,” and “Khabbirīnī yā Bahiyya,” among other names. Different versions of the song 

used different lyrics, but most featured a similar melodic line with the refrain: “anā kulli mā agūl 

al-tūba yā būyā” (All I say is repentance, papa). The earliest written reference to this refrain 

appears in al-Mughannī al-miṣrī al-jadīd (The New Egyptian singer), a song anthology published 
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in 1920.22 Around the same year, the singer Muḥammad al-‘Arabī made the earliest known 

recording of this song for the Baidaphon label.23  

Ḥalīm came to “Repentance” by way of ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Abnūdī, an up-and-coming 

poet whom he commissioned to write new lyrics with a folk theme. This was a strategic move for 

two reasons. First, al-Abnūdī hailed from southern Egypt, which many Egyptians perceive as a 

bastion of authentic folk culture. al-Abnūdī’s lyrics would lend Ḥalīm’s song an “authenticity” 

that urban Cairene poets could not. Second, before collaborating with Ḥalīm, al-Abnūdī had 

composed several successful songs for the rising singer Muḥammad Rushdi. By courting the 

young poet, Ḥalīm may have sought to test his allegiances and distract him, at least temporarily, 

from Rushdī.  

al-Abnūdī decided to give Ḥalīm a revamped version of “Repentance,” a song that is said 

to originate in his Ṣa‘īdī homeland. al-Abnūdī wrote new verses but recycled the well-known 

refrain of earlier versions. Most of these earlier versions featured a melodic line that stayed 

within the first four degrees of maqām ṣabā, a relatively limited range. In Ḥalīm’s version, the 

composer Balīgh Ḥamdī reset the melody to make a lofty descent from a nahāwand tetrachord in 

the upper octave through a ḥijāz tetrachord in the lower, finally resolving into kurd. While 

Balīgh fundamentally altered the mode and its direction, he maintained the melody’s underlying 

rhythm. 

 

 

 

 
22 ‘Abd al-Ḥakīm Maḥmūd, al-Mughannī al-miṣrī al-jadīd, 1920, p. 30. 
23 The approximate date of 1920 is suggested by Frédéric Lagrange in his Musiques d’Égypte, 1996, p. 172. The 
Baidaphon record is labeled 83117. Lagrange gives the same date while discussing Muḥammad al-‘Arabī on his 
radio program Ḥakawātī wa-mughannawātī. 
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Figure 7: Main melody of “Repentance.” 

 

The most jarring change in Ḥalīm’s new version was its arrangement. After Balīgh 

Ḥamdī finished (re)composing the melodies, the arranger ‘Alī Ismā‘īl converted them into a 

thick score for full orchestra and chorus. Egyptian audiences were not unfamiliar with orchestral 

music at that time, but Egyptian songs relied chiefly on monophonic arrangements, each 

instrument playing the same melodic line.24 Ismā‘īl adopted a polyphonic approach in which 

different sections of the orchestra played different lines, sometimes in harmony, sometimes 

doubling the melody. He punctuated the score with flashy licks in the brass section. These 

complemented the new fast-paced rumba rhythms of the percussion. At the same time, Ismā‘īl 

integrated Egyptian instruments like the qānūn and nāy into this western orchestral arrangement. 

The result of these lyrical and musical modifications was an ambitious reinterpretation of earlier 

versions, still recognizable to Egyptian ears but with significant departures. 

On May 3, 1966, the Ṣawt al-Fann company pressed the first vinyl records of 

“Repentance.” The company was happy with the song, having made good profits from record 

sales.25 But ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Abnūdī was not as pleased. He felt that the “foreign quality” of 

the new arrangement had detracted from the “authenticity” and “Egyptian taste” of his lyrics. 

Music critic Kamāl al-Najmī wrote at the time that the Egyptian public largely rejected this song 

 
24 Many Egyptians films used Western orchestral songs as background music. One could also hear Western 
orchestras in Cairo and Alexandria at the local opera houses. 
25 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 1994, August 29, 1966, pp. 40-41. 
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when it came out because of its arrangement. According to him, ‘Alī Ismā‘īl had stripped the 

original folk song of its melody and Egyptian roots, replacing them with “European rhythms and 

a cacophony of imitative musical instruments.”26 But another group of listeners disagreed. They 

felt Ismā‘īl’s use of “science and musical arrangement” in “Repentance” was the most admirable 

approach to reviving old songs.27 For them, such Western arrangements helped “lessen folk art’s 

grime”28 by “treating it with the international style”29—the Arabic word “yu‘ālij” meaning both 

to handle something and to “treat” a patient or disease. This latter group consisted mainly of the 

state-affiliated music reformists described in the last chapter, those who sought to “develop” 

Egyptian music with Western harmony and counterpoint. 

The divided response to “Repentance” pointed to deeper tensions in the Egyptian music 

scene. There was little disagreement that Egypt’s musical past was the key to producing modern 

songs for a modern Egyptian society. But in re-presenting this past, was it better to “treat” it with 

“modern” Western techniques, or to update it with local lyrics, rhythms, and melodies that suited 

popular tastes of the day? ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s version of “Repentance” walked a line between these 

two approaches. Ḥalīm must have noticed the similarly ambivalent public response to this song, 

for his later remakes did not return to the European orchestral style or ‘Alī Ismā‘īl.  

“Repentance” signaled a growing fissure between two different approaches to the musical 

canon stemming from what Shafīq Abū ‘Awf called a “deep chasm” between two groups in the 

Egyptian music field.30 The first—mostly working musicians, singers, and composers—regarded 

the canon as a usable library of lyrics and melodies to be borrowed, recontextualized, and 

 
26 Al-Hilāl, issue 12, December 1, 1971, p. 111. 
27 Al-Shabaka, issue 657, September 2, 1968, p. 38. 
28 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1568, April 3, 1965, p. 12; The Arabic: “yukhaffif min ‘abal al-fann al-sha‘bī.” 
29 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1499, December 7, 1963, pp. 28-29; The Arabic: “nu‘ālijuhā bi-l-uslūb al-‘ālamī.” 
30 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1581, July 3, 1965, n.p. 
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retrofitted to contemporary tastes. The second—mostly employees and affiliates of the state—

regarded it less as a lending library and more as a museum. The goal was to collect, clean, and 

categorize the music for display. If performed before an audience, the songs needed to be 

stripped of their “grime” (lewd lyrics, Turkish influences, etc.) or “treated” with Western 

harmony and polyphony. After “Repentance,” Ḥalīm gravitated towards the first group’s 

approach for the rest of his sha‘biyyāt, a move that benefitted him. 

The most interesting aspect of “Repentance” is one that Ḥalīm neglected to acknowledge. 

While the song may have sprung from anonymous folk origins, it had been performed and 

recorded by many famous urban singers over the years. In the early decades of the twentieth 

century, Egyptians could hear it as a light entertainment tune at Tawḥīda’s nightclub in Cairo, 

still in maqām ṣabā but with many new lyrics added to the old refrain.31 The song gained a much 

wider audience later as a wave of Egyptian actors sang it in their films, all of them recycling the 

popular refrain “anā kulli mā aqūl al-tūba yā būyā.” Fayrūz al-Ṣaghīra sang it in the popular 

1951 film Fayrūz hānim. Her version kept to maqām ṣabā like earlier versions but used new 

verses by Fatḥī Qawra. In 1952, Laylā Murād sang it in Sayyidat al-qiṭār. The composer Ḥusayn 

Junayd also kept the melodies close to previous versions in maqām ṣabā while Bayram al-Tūnisī 

wrote new verses. In 1960, Shādiya was embarking on her own exploration of old repertoire and 

would sing the song in her film Law‘at al-ḥubb with music by Munīr Murād. Fatḥī Qawra, who 

nine years earlier had written new lyrics for Fayrūz al-Saghīra’s version, also wrote the lyrics for 

Shādiya. Singers continued to record new interpretations for record companies. In 1966, the 

popular singer Muḥammad Ṭaha recorded a version of the song for Ṣawt al-Qāhira entitled 

“Khabbirinī” with lyrics by Sayyid Qashqūsh. The same year, for the same record company, 

 
31 Manṣūr ‘Abd al-Mut‘āl, Ṭaqāṭīq al-sitt Tawḥīda, 1924, p. 141. 
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Ḍuḥā sang her “al-Tūba” with revised lyrics by Muḥsin al-Khayyāṭ and music by Munīr al-

Malījī. 

‘Abd Ḥalīm was no historian of Egyptian music, but he certainly knew of these earlier 

versions when he began preparing his own. Probably none were as important to him as the one 

recorded by Muḥammad Rushdī in 1966. Rushdī’s song, entitled “Ḥasan al-mughannawātī,” 

was the most creative remake among those of the preceding decade for it constructed a new 

folklore upon the old one. The lyricist Ḥasan Abū ‘Utmān wove the old refrain into a new story 

about a boy named Ḥasan, who was rejected by the father of his beloved Na‘īma due to his 

poverty. It was a love song, but one whose narrative foregrounded a class element. When Ḥilmī 

Bakr composed the music, he kept maqām ṣabā for the refrain but introduced new modes and 

melodies as well, not just re-presenting the inherited material but adding to it. ‘Abd Ḥalīm 

debuted his version of “Repentance” the same year Rushdī released his record. Rushdī himself 

later described how Ḥalīm’s sha‘biyyāt, beginning with “Repentance,” delivered a “definitive 

blow” to his career at the time.32 Later still, following Rushdī’s death, his son alleged that 

Egyptian Radio had stopped airing “Ḥasan al-mughannawātī” in the sixties after ‘Abd Ḥalīm 

complained about Rushdī’s song to then Director of Music ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd al-Ḥadīdī.33  

Whether this is true or not, it is clear that ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s version is the one Egyptians and 

Arabs associate today with the folk refrain. Since Ḥalīm’s death, prominent pop singers—among 

them ‘Amr Diyāb, Mājida al-Rūmī, and Aṣāla—continue to sing his version rather than that of 

Muḥammad Rushdī, Shādiya, or Laylā Murād. Nor do they sing the 1920 version of Muḥammad 

al-‘Arabī. When young singers compete in talent shows now, there too they sing Ḥalīm’s 

 
32 Interview with Būsī Shalabī on Television Dubai’s Album, 1997. 
33 Interview with Samīr Sabrī on Maspero’s Ten TV, May 22, 2015. 
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version.34 Despite its overdone orchestral arrangement, the song invites the listener to sing along. 

The main melodic line is more complex than the melody of earlier versions, but the repeating 

pattern of its descent makes it easy to reproduce. Its movement from the high to low register also 

gives the melody a direction and energy than the “original” received versions do not have.  

At the Cairo Opera House’s 2018 tribute concert for ‘Abd Ḥalīm, the orchestra performed 

“Repentance.”35 A month later, the same venue hosted a tribute concert for ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-

Abnūdī, during which the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Nuwayra Ensemble for Arab Music also performed 

“Repentance.”36 More than half a century had passed since Ḥalīm first performed the song, and 

the controversies that once surrounded it had faded. According to the concert programs, “al-

Tūba” was now part of a “great artistic heritage” (turāth fannī kabīr) left by ‘Abd Ḥalīm and an 

“authentic Egyptian legacy” (mawrūthāt miṣriyya aṣīla) of al-Abnūdī.   

 
34 See the Aves Band on MBC The X Factor, April 24, 2015; Also, Aḥmad al-Sīsī on MBC The Voice Kids. 
35 Cairo Opera House concert program, Ḥafl al-‘andalīb al-asmar, Friday, March 30, 2018. 
36 Cairo Opera House concert program, Fī dhikrā al-mūsīqār ‘Ammār al-Sharī‘ī wa-al-shā‘ir ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-
Abnūdī, Thursday, April 26, 2018. 
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Muḥammad Rushdī, al-Mughannawātī, 1966 

 
‘Abd Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, al-Tūba, 1966 

 

 
Muḥammad Taha, Yā bahiyya khabbirinī, 1966 

 
Laylā Naẓmī, Yā bahiyya, 1969 

 

 
Mahā Ṣabrī, Yā bahiyya, 1967 

 
Ḍuḥā, al-Tūba, 1966 

 
Figure 8: Recordings of “al-Tūba/Yā bahiyya.” 
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“As My Heart Pleases” 

On July 14, 1966, ‘Abd Ḥalīm debuted his second remake entitled “‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī” (“As 

my heart pleases”) at the Qaṣr al-Nīl Cinema in Cairo. As with “Repentance,” the lyrics came 

from a folk tune, but this time they were recast by poet Ṣalāḥ Abū Sālim, who was then writing 

for other singers like Muḥammad Rushdī,37 ‘Abd al-Laṭīf al-Tilbānī,38 and Sharīfa Fāḍil.39 

Ḥalīm’s new song revolved around the refrain “As my heart pleases, papa / I will give my 

greetings to the handsome one”:  

 

 ایوب ای يبَلق دادِو ِبسِح ىلَع  تامالَس نیَزلل لوقأ حَر
 ایوب ای يبَلق دادِو ِبسِح ىلَع  تامالَس نیَزلل لوقأ حَر
 ایوب ای رُمعلا ھیلَع تعَّیَض  تایاكِح هاعَم ایِل انأو
 تایاكِح تایاكِح تایاكِح  ایوب ای يبَلق دادِو ِبسِح ىلَع

 

As my heart pleases  I will greet the lovely one.  
As my heart pleases  I will greet the lovely one 
I wasted my life on her  and have stories with her 
 Stories, stories, stories   as my heart pleases 

 

Unlike “Repentance,” Ḥalīm’s new song had not been the subject of many contemporary 

remakes. It appeared in popular films of the mid-twentieth century and was known to the urban 

Egyptian listenership.40 The earliest recording of this song comes from one of Muḥammad al-

‘Arabī’s students, Muḥammad al-Sughayyar, who recorded it in 1923 for Gramophone with the 

refrain: 

 

 
37 Muḥammad Rushdī, “al-Samra wa-l-shaqra,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, 1966, DSD2003. 
38 ‘Abd al-Laṭīf al-Tilbānī, “Taḥt al-‘inabāyya,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, October 17, 1966, DSD278. 
39 Fāyza Aḥmad, “Dawwibnī yā hawā,” MyPhone, March 23, 1968, FST1106. 
40 See, for example, Su‘ād al-Makkāwī’s rendition of the song in the 1954 film al-Maqdar wa-al-maktūb. 
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يبَلق دادِو ِبسِح ىلَع  يبَلق دادِو ِبسِح ىلَع  
يوب ای يبَلق دادِو ِبسِح ىلَع تامالَس نیزلل لوقأ انأو    

 

       As my heart pleases   as my heart pleases 
       I greet the lovely one   as my heart pleases 

 

Gramophone’s order catalogue lists the 1923 record under “aghānī ṣa‘īdī wa-baladī,” “ṣa‘īdī and 

rural songs,” and indeed “‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī” seems to have been associated with the south in 

many Egyptians’ minds.41 Thus, when Ḥalīm sang the refrain, he used a ṣa‘īdī Egyptian accent, 

pronouncing maqām as galbī and aqūl as agūl. Ḥalīm acknowledged during one interview that 

his version had tweaked the inherited refrain, but he pointed out that the first part of his refrain 

originated in the ṣa‘īd, specifically the love story of a dancing girl named Widād al-Ghāziya. The 

lyrics composed by Abū Sālim alternated between the modified refrain and new verses, in which 

Ḥalīm puzzlingly abandoned the southern accent and pronounced qāf as hamza and jīm as gīm in 

the Cairene colloquial.  

Following his daring musical experiment with “Repentance,” Ḥalīm reverted to a more 

conventional arrangement in this song. Balīgh Ḥamdī reprised his role as composer, this time 

without ‘Alī Ismā‘īl and his Western arrangements. Balīgh largely disregarded earlier versions of 

the folk melody, such as the one sung by Muḥammad al-Sughayyar, which revolved around five 

scale degrees. Because of this, critics in the press accused him of “falsifying” (maskh) its 

melody.42 Balīgh’s new melody used the same maqām (bayātī) but, as with “Repentance,” it 

began in the upper register and cascaded downwards, altering the melody of earlier versions. A 

different maqām was used in each verse: first ‘ajam, (“mawwal al-ṣabr”), then a rāst section 

 
41 Note the Arabic “ṣa‘īdī” and “baladī” here, for the term sha‘bī was not yet in use at this time. 
42 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1652, November 12, 1966, n.p. 
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(“‘alā ḥisb al-rīḥ”), then a verse in bayātī (“lā hasallim li-l-maktūb”). The maqṣūm rhythm, 

marked out by heavy hand drums, adds energy, but the work as a whole is familiar. In fact, when 

we compare this song with “Repentance,” we find that the first four measures of the refrains are 

nearly identical. The melodies both start out emphasizing the muḥayyar before descending in an 

eighth-note pattern which finally resolves into maqām kurd in “Repentance” and maqām bayātī 

in “‘Alā ḥisb widād galbī,” only a slight difference in melodic trajectory. Egyptian audiences 

heard the similarities. As Ḥalīm continued his excursions into the musical past, people began to 

comment that his songs all shared the same rhythmic and melodic molds.43 

 

“Repentance” 

 
 
“As my heart pleases” 

 
 

Figure 9: Comparison of “Repentance” and “As My Heart Pleases.” 

 

 Kamāl al-Najmī attributed the great success of “As my heart pleases” to the fact that it 

had escaped the “foreign” musical arrangement that ‘Alī Ismā‘īl used in “Repentance.” For this 

reason, he says, “listeners took an interest in it because they enjoyed its authentic vocal idiom” 

(lahjatuhā al-ghinā’iyya al-aṣīla). By “authentic,” al-Najmī did not mean that this new song 

preserved an old song but rather that its arrangement, and thus its realization in performance, was 

familiar to Egyptians. al-Najmī’s description of “Repentance” paints a picture of musical chaos, 

every moment of the short five-minute song packed with sound. When Ḥalīm was not singing, 

 
43 Al-Shabaka, issue 644, June 3, 1968, p. 28. 
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the chorus or band was blasting at full volume. Underneath this, the percussionists pounded out 

dense rhythms. There was no discernable dynamic range, only loud and louder. The song was 

undoubtedly new and exciting to many, but it left no space for listeners to interact with 

performers. The result was more spectacle than song, something imposed on the audience. In 

contrast to this, “As my heart pleases” was three times the length of “Repentance” and half the 

musical density. There were instrumental sections in which the audience could clap along. At 

certain points, the entire ensemble dropped out and Ḥalīm’s voice floated delicately over the 

silence. Both Ḥalīm and his orchestra made use of a greater dynamic range as well. He repeated 

certain sections based on the audience’s cheers, walked around, clapped, and waved at the 

crowd. 

 During a 1966 radio interview with Muḥammad Fawzī and Sharīfa Fāḍil, the two singers 

talked about Ḥalīm’s recently released “As my heart pleases.” Sharīfa Fāḍil, clearly a fan, told 

Fawzi that “it was so beautiful that it made me forget the old folklore.” Fawzī, clearly not a fan 

and somewhat irked by this remark, responded with a short diatribe: 

 

Where’s its connection to the old folklore [al-fulklūr al-qadīm]? Wouldn’t it have been 

better to just get new lyrics and sing something else? I wanted to hear the old “‘Alā ḥisb 

widād galbī”. . . Does changing the melodic motif constitute development [taṭwīr]? 

No. . . Folklore means that you take an old folkloric motif44 [mūtīfa mūsīqiyya qadīma] 

and develop it. How do you develop it? By giving it new blood, new air, not a different 

motif. . . Musical development never means changing the fundamental motif because this 

is what’s in people’s minds and souls. These folkloric things are what’s set in our minds 

 
44 The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians defines a “motif” as a “short musical idea, melodic, harmonic, 
rhythmic, or any combination of these three. . . It is most often thought of in melodic terms.” Accessed August 2, 
2020, Grove Music Online. 
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[al-thābit fī dhihninā]. If we’re just here scribbling down any old thing, then it’s not 

folklore.45  

 

Fawzī was clear in his disapproval of Ḥalīm’s new song but quite vague on the topic of 

“musical development” and how to introduce “new blood” and “new air” into a folk tune. For 

him, modifying the inherited lyrics or melody was an act of transgression rather than 

development. But the fact that Ḥalīm’s song did not attempt to preserve or reproduce earlier 

versions mattered little to listeners. The song’s “authenticity, as described by Kamāl al-Najmī, 

was something connected to the affective element of the music, the emotional response produced 

in the listener and made possible by its style of arrangement. Comparing Ḥalīm’s version to that 

of Muḥammad al-Sughayyar’s early recording, it is obvious that the two have little in common. 

Ḥalīm spoke about his song’s ties to Egyptian folk music, yet nearly all of its components were 

of urban and of very recent origin. Balīgh Ḥamdī invented the melodies from scratch. Ṣalāḥ Abū 

Sālim tweaked the refrain and wrote entirely new verses, also departing from earlier versions.  

al-Sughayyar’s recording is one early example of this particular text, but it too is only a 

version, no more “authentic” or “original” than any other. In his book Qabḍ al-rīh, the Egyptian 

poet Ibrāhīm al-Māzinī recalls visiting Luxor in the early twenties, around the same year that al-

Sughayyar made his recording. While resting at the Temple of Hatshepsut, al-Māzinī heard 

voices chanting a song in the call-response style, which he soon discovered to be a group of 

Egyptian laborers digging in the soil for treasures. He jotted down the lyrics that he heard:46 

 

 

 
45 See Muḥammad Anwar’s radio broadcast Sahra ma‘a fannān with Muḥammad Fawzī, September 5, 1966. 
46 Ibrāhīm al-Māzinī, Qabḍ al-rīḥ, 1927, p. 173. Al-Māzinī’s original transcription does not indicate short vowels. 
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 تامالس نیزلل لوقأ انأ  يبلق دادو بسح ىلع
 بابلا ىلع ىوھلا طبخ  ىناج بیبحلا تلج
 باذك باب ای كیراتأ  يلاع نم دھنت

 

  I greet the lovely one  as my heart pleases 
  Love knocked at the door  I said, my darling has come 
  O door, you were false  sighing from above 

 

It was the same song that al-Sughayyar recorded, but the first hemistiches were reversed, 

and two completely different verses followed. In fact, the song that al-Māzinī transcribed is 

today considered two separate songs, the first known as “As my heart pleases” and the second 

“al-Way al-way.” In al-Māzinī’s description, these were sung together, suggesting that they were 

moveable pieces of text rearranged by the singer, most likely in an improvised manner. The 

laborers, one can assume, were not much disturbed by mingling verses in this way, changing an 

occasional word, or perhaps even altering the melody.47 Nor did such modifications appear to 

trouble al-Māzinī. Muḥammad Fawzī described folk songs as “thābit,” fixed, stable, unchanging 

in the Egyptian mind. But al-Māzinī, who was writing before the hardline heritage views of the 

1960s, had no issue with pointing out the impermanence of these songs: 

 

They do not cease to change, nor do they remain in the same form. Rather, they develop 

and transform. Something new may be sung to an old melody. Old lyrics may be sung to 

new melodies. . . In this way, one may write down snippets of what he hears from these 

renewable old songs [al-aghānī al-qadīma al-mutajaddida], which are like waves on the 

sea, but he accomplishes nothing, for they do not remain stable nor fixed in one state. 

 

 
47 “‘Ala ḥisb widād galbī” was typically sung in maqām bayātī and “al-Way al-way” in maqām sīka. Would the 
laborers heard by al-Māzinī have transitioned between melodic modes while working? The similarities between 
bayātī and sīka could facilitate such a shift. Or the men may have adapted all of the verses to a single mode. 
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al-Mazini’s term “renewable old songs” describes a reality that would later trouble the Egyptian 

music establishment of the mid-twentieth century, for if these “precious treasures” were always 

changing, how could the nation establish a stable and timeless turāth as the foundation of its 

modern future? al-Māzinī emphasized the futility of collecting such songs in writing. One may 

do so, he says, but the lyrics become outdated almost as soon as they are documented. In a word, 

these songs were unruly, always refusing to be rendered inert by the written page, and as we will 

soon see, refusing to stay within the borders of the nation. 

 

“Wanderer” 

On August 4, 1966, just a month after debuting “As my heart pleases,” ‘Abd Ḥalīm performed a 

new folk-inspired song entitled “Sawwāḥ” (“Wanderer”). Once again, he brought Balīgh Ḥamdī 

to compose the music. This time though, he would sing the lyrics of a young songwriter named 

Muḥammad Hamza. Barely twenty-six years old at the time, Hamza was just beginning to make 

a name for himself as a journalist at Rūz al-yūsuf.48 He had written lyrics for other prominent 

Egyptian singers—Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Muṭṭalib, ‘Abd al-Laṭīf al-Tilbānī, and the Maraḥ Trio—

but was still relatively unknown.49 Balīgh Ḥamdī and ‘Abd Ḥalīm, both ten years his senior, 

were already established music icons. Their collaboration on “Wanderer” came about by pure 

chance.  

Muḥammad Hamza recalled in an interview that he met Balīgh Ḥamdī one afternoon at 

the Arab Music Institute and a few hours later was in Balīgh’s car scribbling the opening verse 

 
48 Hamza said that many of his connections in the music and literary fields came through his employment at Rūz al-
yūsuf, where he worked with ‘Abd al-Mu‘ṭi Ḥijāzī, Ṣalāḥ ‘Abd al-Ṣabbūr, Ṣalāḥ Jāhīn, Luwīs Jurays, and others. 
49 These artists recorded Hamza’s songs before his first collaboration with ‘Abd Ḥalīm. See: Muḥammad ‘Abd al-
Muṭallib, “Mukhāṣimnā,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, CSD189; ‘Abd al-Laṭīf al-Tilbānī, “‘āyiz ‘arūsa,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, 1965, 
DSD228, taṣrīḥ 93; Thulāthī Maraḥ, “Naẓariyya ṣa‘ba,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, March, 5, 1966, DSD286, taṣrīḥ 78. 
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for “Wanderer” on the inside of pack of cigarettes. By midnight he was at ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s home, 

meeting the singer for the first time and writing the rest of the verses. By the next morning, the 

lyrics and melodies were finished. Ḥalīm summoned Naṣrī ‘Abd al-Munṣif to transcribe the 

music, and the song, as a written text, was basically complete.50 

 In August, Ḥalīm debuted “Wanderer” at the wedding of Najība ‘Āmir, daughter of then 

vice-president ‘Abd al-Ḥakīm ‘Āmir.51 ‘Abd Ḥalīm likely used this smaller private occasion to 

test his new song before revealing it to the public. Shortly after the wedding, Ḥalīm spent three 

months in Europe for medical treatment.52 After returning to Cairo, he recorded “Wanderer” on 

November 5, 1966 and pressed the first records for his Ṣawt al-Fann label.53 The public’s first 

chance to hear the new song came New Year’s Eve when Ḥalīm sang it at the Qaṣr al-Nīl 

Cinema. 

Of Ḥalīm’s three sha‘biyyāt, “Wanderer” was undoubtedly Balīgh’s finest composition. It 

had a broader dynamic range, a clearer direction in its energy, and a simple folkloric refrain that 

listeners could easily sing along with: “If my beloved should meet you, give her my regards”:  

 

ھیلَع يلوّملَس  يبیبَح مُكاقال نإ  
 

After the instrumental opening, a somber vocal section begins, accompanied only by strings and 

accordion. Ḥalīm sings a playful rendering of the folk refrain in maqām kurd, then the chorus 

enters to sing the refrain, and the drums adopt a heavier maqṣūm rhythm. The descending 

melody that begins with “ṭamminūnī al-asmarānī” is easy enough for audiences to sing, and it is 

 
50 Television interview by Sūzān Ḥāmid, Nijm wa-mishwār, n.d. 
51 See Ibrāhīm Ḥifnī’s radio program Fī yawm fī shahr fī sana, Episode 41, August 4, 2016. 
52 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1659, December 31, 1966, pp. 20-21. 
53 “Sawwāḥ,” Ṣawt al-Fann, November 5, 1966, 7” vinyl, EST208, TSP195, taṣrīḥ 352. 
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possible that Balīgh took his inspiration from Shaykh Maḥmūd al-Ṭanṭāwī’s 1919 recording of 

the religious song “Zahā fī khaddayka al-khafar,” which employed the same descending line. 

The melody can easily be sung in unison by al-Ṭanṭāwī’s biṭāna (chorus), and perhaps Balīgh 

hoped to channel this communal element in his new song.  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Main melody of “Wanderer.” 

 

In the following section, the melodic line drifts in and out of maqām sīka, the instability 

of the mode’s three-quarter tone adding to the overall ecstatic energy, which reaches its peak 

shortly thereafter in an impassioned ḥijāz riff repeated by Ḥalīm. As the section concludes, 

singer and ensemble pause for a moment of pure silence before Ḥalīm chants the first three 

syllables of the refrain on heavy quarter notes: in - lā – ā. His voice is the only sound for a full 

two seconds before the rest of the ensemble joins simultaneously on the downbeat of the next 

measure. Balīgh then inserts a raucous instrumental interlude in maqām rāst, then a verse by 

Ḥalīm in rāst that concludes in ḥijāz. After another verse and return to the refrain, the song ends 

in its original maqām kurd.   

The folk refrain that Hamza quoted in “Wanderer” was at least one hundred years old by 

the time he recycled it. The words make their first written appearance not in an Arabic source but 

an English one. George William Curtis’ Nile Notes of a Howadji, published in 1851, provides 

what is clearly the English translation of this same refrain as sung by the Egyptian crew manning 
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his boat down the Nile: “If you meet my sweetheart, give her my respects.”54 Curtis, an 

American travel writer, describes the song as “melancholy” and performed “in a mournful 

minor,” becoming progressively faster in tempo. The same refrain was noted again half a century 

later by German archaeologist Heinrich Schaefer.55 During the winter of 1900-1901, Schaefer 

made a hobby out of collecting folk songs from the Egyptian watchmen who guarded the temples 

he was excavating near Cairo. Along with his translations of song lyrics he also provides the 

original Arabic in Romanized transliteration. Unfortunately, Schaefer gave no clues as to the 

melody he heard, but the version he documented includes two additional verses:56 

 

 يبیبَح مُكاَقل نإ  ھیلَع يلوّملَس
 ُھلاش ِفرَط يلوكِسمِاو  ھیلَع يلومِزعِاو

 ةموُزعلاب شیضرام نإو  ھیلَع نَّوَھِی هللا
 

If my beloved should meet you  give her my regards 
Grab her by the end of her shawl  and invite her to come to me 
If she won’t accept the invitation  then may God help her 
 

The first audio recordings of this refrain date back to the early 1900s. The Odeon record 

of Bahiyya al-Maḥallawiyya presents a parody version aimed at imitating female folk singers.57 

In this short recording, entitled “Faraḥ al-fallāḥīn” (The peasants’ wedding), al-Maḥallawiyya 

sings the refrain in maqām rāst five times with another female voice and a mizmār player.58 Hers 

is, in fact, virtually the same melody and rhythm that Balīgh Ḥamdī would use fifty years later in 

 
54 George William Curtis, Nile Notes of a Howadji, 1851, p. 40. 
55 Heinrich Schaefer, The Songs of an Egyptian Peasant, translated by Frances Hart Breasted, 1904, p. 102. 
56 Schaefer’s transcription indicates that the first and second words “in lā’ākum” are pronounced “illā’ākum.” 
57 This recording is discussed on the AMAR Foundation’s podcast Rawḍat al-balābil, Episode 44, “Durūb al-
Nagham, Awalem 2,” http://www.amar-foundation.org/044-awalem-2/. 
58 This record was produced by Odeon and is labeled “No. 45006.” 
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“Wanderer.” The title of al-Maḥallawiyya’s song, along with her rendition, imply that this was a 

festive tune, which seems to contradict the melancholic, minor flavor described by Curtis. Yet, 

around the same time that al-Maḥallawiyya was recording her parody, the Syrian Bahiyya al-

Bība was recording a version of the song for Gramophone in maqām ṣabā.59 The ṣabā mode is 

often described as one of “extreme sadness or mourning,” so it is possible that al-Bība’s Syrian 

melody was closer to what Curtis heard his boatmen singing half a century earlier in Egypt.60 But 

al-Bība presents the refrain with different lyrics. The record label confirms that this was 

intentional, for the title is printed in both Arabic and Romanized script as “in ra’ākum ḥabībī” 

(“If my darling should see you”) rather than Curtis’ refrain “in lā’ākum ḥabībī” (“If my darling 

should meet you”). al-Bība’s subsequent verses suggest that her song was light entertainment 

music rather than the work song that Curtis heard, or the wedding song that al-Maḥallawiyya 

imitated.  

That this text could be modified, set to different melodic modes, paired with different 

verses, and performed for different occasions in different geographical regions suggests its great 

flexibility. It is thus not surprising that we later hear the Egyptian entertainer Maḥmūd Shukūkū 

singing the refrain in the nahāwand mode in one of his medleys entitled “Mughannawātī 

baladī.” The text is still known today, one hundred and fifty years after Curtis first documented 

it, not because it has been rigidly preserved or because its lyrics and melodies are the stuff of 

artistic genius, but because it has been adaptable. Twenty-first-century Egyptians still know this 

 
59 This Gramophone record is undated but was made before 1910 as it still bears the “Angel” trademark logo. The 
text “Gramophone Concert Record” began appearing on 10-inch discs from January 1902 and on 12-inch discs from 
as early as June 1903. Gramophone typically used red labels for more prominent artists and black labels for lesser 
known artists. Thus, Bahiyya al-Bība was, perhaps, a singer of some renown in her day. Looking closely at the label, 
one can discern, in small calligraphic script, the name “Hawāwīnī” beneath the song title. This refers to the great 
calligrapher Najīb Bek Hawāwīnī, who wrote the Arabic song title and artist name for Gramophone labels. 
Hawāwīnī was born in Syria but lived much of his life in Egypt, where he died in 1956. Did he write the label in 
Egypt after Bahiyya al-Bība recorded in Syria, or was Hawāwīnī in Syria at that time, or was al-Bība in Egypt?  
60 Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays, Inside Arabic Music, 2019, p. 221. 
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refrain, mainly by way of ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s version. But one must acknowledge that his song is just 

that: a version. One hundred years from now, the song may be recast in a new form, rendering 

Ḥalīm’s “Wanderer” just another phase in its musical lifespan. 

 

 
Bahiyya al-Maḥallawiyya, “Faraḥ al-fallāḥin” 

 

 
Bahiyya al-Bība, “In ra’ākum ḥabībī” 

 
Record label for “Sawwāḥ/In lā’ākum ḥabībī” 

 
Back of record jacket for “Sawwāḥ/In lā’ākum ḥabībī” 

  
Figure 11: “In lā’ākum ḥabībī” records. 
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Upon its debut in 1966, “Wanderer” drew instant praise and criticism across the Arab 

world. For some, the lyrics and melodies recalled a simpler past. “I saw my village. I saw the 

aged lamps hanging from the trees,” wrote one nostalgic Lebanese journalist.61 “I saw the river 

with leaves falling upon it. Each leaf was a friend at one time! . . . The song ‘Wanderer’ is all of 

these stories!” But for other listeners, the song contained a message that was out of touch with 

national values. As one writer at Egypt’s state entertainment magazine said: 

 

The song’s lyrics are backward and invite erroneous understanding. They portray a 

sickened vision of the relationship between a person and the one he loves, of being lost, 

unstable, aimless, and hopeless, and this when we are in the greatest need of bringing 

delight and hope into our people’s conscience.62  

 

The comment above suggests that Ḥalīm’s song was detrimental to the “people’s conscience,” by 

which the writer hints that Egyptians could interpret it as more than a mere love song. Indeed, he 

implies that the danger in this song was that it signified deeper societal instability, aimlessness, 

or hopelessness. Six months after Ḥalīm performed “Wanderer” for the general public, Egypt 

suffered its greatest military and political defeat at the hands of Israel, commonly referred to as 

the nakba or “setback.” No doubt after June of 1967 Egyptians may have found something 

relatable in the “sawwāḥ,” or “wanderer,” that Ḥalīm’s lyrics described. This does not mean that 

the song was political, or that any listeners necessarily heard it in this way. What is clear is that 

many Egyptians connected with Ḥalīm’s new song. For those who attended his live 

performances, their clapping, whistling, and singing indicate a significant affective experience, a 

corporal response to the music. It did not matter that Ḥalīm’s song was constructed almost 

 
61 Al-Shabaka, issue 582, March 20, 1967, p. 26. 
62 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1659, December 31, 1966, pp. 20-21. 
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entirely of new melodies and lyrics, that is was not an exact presentation of “original” folk 

melodies and lyrics. For many, even non-Egyptians, it could still evoke real memories of their 

childhood, of village life and nature. The amount of “authentic” inherited material in “Wanderer” 

was small, but the emotional response it provoked in listeners was significant. 

 

“The Perfect One” 

By 1967, Ḥalīm had established himself in the field of “folk” remakes. He had collaborated with 

Balīgh Ḥamdī on three songs and worked with a new poet for each. Having borrowed from the 

folk repertoire, he was ready to tap the other well-spring of Egypt’s musical past, the “classical” 

repertoire. His new song “Kāmil al-awṣāf” (“The perfect one”) brought together new melodies 

by Muḥammad al-Mawjī, new lyrics by Majdī Najīb, and part of a preexisting refrain. On April 

30, 1967, when Ḥalīm debuted this song at the Cairo University theater, he told his audience that 

it hailed from “the old tawāshīḥ” (“ma’khūdha min al-tawāshīḥ al-qadīma”), art songs typically 

associated with Andalusia. Ḥalīm’s words circulated throughout the Arab press. al-Ahrām 

quickly reported that “The perfect one” was an “innovation” in Arab music that combined “the 

nobility of the ancient with the charm of the new” (‘araqat al-qadīm wa-raw‘at al-jadīd).63 This 

combination was not of equal parts though, nor was the small amount of old material of ancient 

or noble origin.  

The refrain, which Ḥalīm sings by himself and with a large mixed chorus, is a strange 

case in Arabic song lyrics. The only evidence that a song with such lyrics ever existed comes 

from Edward Lane’s An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, first 

published in 1836. After this, the lyrics make no appearance in the many subsequent Arabic song 

 
63 Al-Ahrām, ‘Ali Ḥamdī al-Jamāl, April 28, 1967, n.p. 
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books. Lane cites these lyrics in his chapter on music, which contains examples of “chiefly 

popular songs.” According to the author, “[t]he airs are not always sung to the same words; but 

the words are generally similar in style to those which I insert, or at least as silly; though often 

abounding with indecent metaphors, or with plain ribaldry.”64 Lane’s version, transcribed 

originally in Romanized script, reads: 

 

 ّيَنَتف فاصوألا لِماك  ينومَر دوسلا نوُیعلاو
 ّينَغأ ترِص مُھاوَھ نِم  ينونُج دِّوَز ىوَھلاو

 

        The perfect one enchanted me  glances from her dark eyes shot me 
       From their love I began to sing  and this love has driven me mad 

 

The linguistic register falls somewhere between classical and colloquial. The use of 

forms like aghannī instead of ughannī, and the masculine plural al-sūd instead of the feminine 

singular al-sawdā’, suggests a colloquial lean, but other words like fatannī and ṣirt approach the 

classical Arabic idiom. ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s song borrowed directly from Lane’s lyrics but changed the 

last hemistich from “wa-l-hawā zawwid gunūnī” (“this love has driven me mad”) to “ah yā laylī 

ah yā ‘ayn” (“O my night, O eye”), changed the verb ramūnī (have shot me) to khadūnū (have 

taken me), and changed the phrase “ṣirt aghannī” (“I began to sing”) to “ruḥt aghannī” (“I went 

off singing”). The new version still kept a taste of the classical: 

 

 

 

 

 
64 Edward William Lane, An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, 1860, p. 338. 
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 ّيَنَتف فاصْوألا لِماك  ينودَخ دوسلا نوُیعلاو
 ّينَغأ تحُر مُھاوَھ نِم  نیع ای هآ يلیل ای هآ

 

The perfect one has enthralled me  and her dark eyes have taken me 
From their love I went off singing  Ah, O my night, Ah, O eye 

 

These lines, edited by Ḥalīm’s lyricist Majdī Najīb, are unmistakably those of Lane’s 

book. Yet, in the thirteen decades between his Manners and Customs and Ḥalīm’s 

“muwashshaḥ,” there is no other documentation of the song. We know that other lyrics in his 

book lived on. From the first half of the twentieth century, we find recordings of “Yā banāt 

iskandariyya,” “Kullu man nāmat ‘uyūnuh,” and “‘āshiq yaqūl li-l-ḥamām.” What happened to 

“The perfect one” in the interim? If it was a “popular” song, as Lane suggested, one suspects it 

was widely known and oft performed but, for reasons unknown, never included in song books. 

Additional research and new sources may reveal a more complete picture of the life of this song. 

What we can say is that the lyrics of Ḥalīm’s “The perfect one” resemble those of other 

Egyptian songs from the nineteenth century and earlier. Many muwashshaḥāt open with the same 

formulaic grammatical construction, iḍafat al-ṣifa lil-mawṣūf, to describe the beloved. Common 

instances include Kāmil al-awṣāf (the perfect of attributes), mā’is al-a‘ṭāf (the elegant of body), 

bāhī al-jamāl (the ample of beauty), bāsim al-thaghr (the smiling of mouth). Shihāb al-Dīn’s 

song compendium cites a muwashshaḥ of the samā‘ī thaqīl meter composed to both maqām sīka 

and maqām ḥijāz whose opening verses bear some resemblance to Lane’s tune:65 

 

 

 

 
65 Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn, Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk, 1892, pp. 83, 219. 
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ىنسولا نویعلاب ينّمیت   فاطعالا سئام 
نسحلابً ابجعم ىنسحلا اذ  فاصوالا لماك   

 

The swaying figure has seduced me with her sleepy eyes 
The perfect one of friendly manner proud of her beauty 

 

“Kāmil al-awṣāf” is clearly of a similar idiom and theme. Perhaps this prompted Ḥalīm to call 

his new song a muwashshaḥ, but al-Mawjī’s music must certainly have played a role too. The 

composer employed a chorus of nearly two dozen men and women to sing the song’s 

introductory melody, then the main refrain, then repetitions of Ḥalīm’s verses. In the nineteenth- 

and early twentieth-century muwashshaḥāt of the eastern Mediterranean, these chorus sections 

were called hank or tarannum, and for many listeners of Ḥalīm’s day, this style of group singing 

indexed older “traditional” music. al-Mawjī composed the refrain in maqām kurd but 

transitioned to other modes throughout the song, chiefly bayātī, rāst, and ḥijāzkar, the first two 

modes using the characteristic three-quarters tone. Muḥammad al-Mawjī was, in fact, relying on 

a musical formula to suggest “tradition,” for he would recycle the same modal transitions, the 

same maqām kurd base, the same large chorus and hank repetitions, even the same key signature 

in Ḥalīm’s 1973 song “Yā mālikan qalbī,” another supposed muwashshaḥ, which I discuss in the 

next chapter. We can also detect the same opening melody and rhythm used in “Gānā al-hawā,” 

composed by Balīgh. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Main melody of “The Perfect One.” 
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“Love came to us” 

In 1962, a coup d’état in Yemen led to civil war between a group of revolutionary republicans 

and counter-revolutionaries seeking to reclaim the throne. The revolutionaries called on Abdel 

Nasser to help them maintain their newly claimed power, and Nasser answered by sending tens 

of thousands of troops to Yemen. The conflict ultimately brought many Egyptian casualties and 

drained funds and resources. The nation’s economy and general morale sustained further damage 

when, in 1967, Egyptian forces were crushed during the Six-Day War with Israel. Egypt had lost 

most of its military hardware and was in desperate need of funds to rebuild. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, 

Umm Kulthum, and other artists stepped up to contribute proceeds from their concerts to the war 

effort. At the end of 1967, Ḥalīm travelled to Kuwait, then on to London to give concerts for the 

cause.66  

On January 23, 1968, back in Cairo, he recorded his next folk-inspired song, “Gānā al-

hawā” (“Love came to us”).67 The Arab press was quick to describe it as “the same style” as his 

previous three songs.68 In fact, Balīgh Ḥamdī’s refrain melody bore striking resemblance to all 

four of Ḥalīm’s remakes. It began at the top of the first octave, emphasizing the muḥayyar 

degree, then descended in an eighth-note run, landing finally on the nawā degree.  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 13: Main melody of “Love Came To Us.” 
 

 
66 Al-Kawākib, issue 856, December 26, 1967, n.p. 
67 “Gānā al-hawā,” Ṣawt al-Fann, January 23, 1968, 7 TSP 241, FST. 405, 45 E 121, taṣrīḥ 36. 
68 Al-Shabaka, issue 629, February 12, 1968, p. 6. 
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“Gānā al-hawā,” like Ḥalīm’s earlier songs, featured the bayātī, kurd, and ṣabā modes. It used 

the baladī rhythmic pattern for the opening section, then transitioned to a heavy ṣa‘īdī pattern in 

the refrain to match the borrowed folk lyrics (chorus indicated below in parentheses): 

 

 انسَِعنو ىوَھلا انامَر امأ  انّصِلَخِی انَكبَش يللِاو
 )يلاب لَّغَش( يبیبَح اد  )يلاب لَّغَش( ابای ابای هآ

 

Love took aim and wore us out  and she who caught us finished us off 
It’s my darling  
     (can’t take my mind off her) 

 oh dear, oh dear  
               (can’t take my mind off her) 

 

There is sparse documentation of this folk refrain in older written or recorded sources. The call-

response section that Balīgh Ḥamdī composed for Ḥalīm’s chorus was borrowed from the 1945 

song “Isnā wa-kubrī isnā” (“Esna and the Bridge of Esna”), sung by Muḥammad Amīn in his 

film Aḥlām al-ḥubb.69 Ḥalīm’s lyricist Muḥammad Hamza was also inspired by Amīn’s earlier 

lyrics, written by Ḥusayn al-Sayyid, which read: 

 

 انسإ يربوكو انسإ  انسإ يربوك ىلَع تِیاف امأ
 انسَِعن ىوَھلا انَحَفل  انسإ يربوك ىلَع تِیاف امأ
 انسَِعن ىوَھلا انَحَفل  انّصِلَخِی انَكبَش يللِاو
 )يلاب َلغَشناو( يلام حار ام  )يلاب َلغَشناو( ابای ابای هآ

 

Esna, the Bridge of Esna   strolling on the Bridge of Esna 
Love lulled us into slumber  strolling on the Bridge of Esna 
Love lulled us into slumber  and she who caught us finished us off 
Ah, oh dear (I was worried)  ah, oh dear (I was worried) 

 

 
69 Maḥmūd Qāsim, Mawsū‘at al-aflām al-‘arabiyya, Vol. 1, 2017, p. 49. 
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Comparing the two refrains, it is clear that Hamza simply substituted several of al-Sayyid’s 

lyrics with synonyms. Thus, “lafaḥnā al-hawā” (“love blew us”) became “ramānā al-hawā” 

(“love tossed us”), and “wa-nshaghal bālī” (“I was worried [about the beloved]”) became 

“shaghghal bālī” (“[the beloved] worried me”). But where did Ḥusayn al-Sayyid’s lyrics come 

from? This is, unfortunately, less clear. Before Ḥalīm’s song was ever made, the famous poet 

and literary critic ‘Abbās Maḥmūd al-‘Aqqād wrote that he had heard this song growing up in 

Aswan.70 He recalled the lyrics in the following form: 

 

 انسا ىربوك ىلع ملس  انسعن اوھلا انبرض
 

 

 

The 1968 novel al-Shamandūra, by Maḥmūd Khalīl Qāsim, also cites these lyrics, but instead of 

“lafaḥnā al-hawā” or “ḍarabnā al-hawā” he gives “khabaṭna al-hawā” (“love struck us”). 71 At 

the semantic level, there is minimal difference between the verbs paired with al-hawā in these 

three versions (lafaḥnā, ḍarabnā, khabaṭna). It is possible that all of these were sung at some 

time and place. The available sources suggest that the refrain was malleable but always referred 

to a certain Esna bridge. In all likelihood, these were references to the Esna Barrage, constructed 

by the British between 1906 and 1908.72 If this was, in fact, the bridge of the song’s title, then 

the lyrics are probably no older than the first decade of the twentieth century.  

 
70 ‘Abbās Maḥmūd al-‘Aqqād, Yawmiyyāt, Vol. 2, 1964, n.p. In this publication, the word “hawā” is spelled with 
alif rather than alif maqṣūra, the particle “wa” is absent before “na‘isnā,” and no diacritical marks are indicated.  
71 Muḥammad Khalīl Qāsim, al-Shamandūra, 1968, p. 476. 
72 William Willcocks and James Ireland Craig, Egyptian Irrigation, Vol. 2, 1913, p. 671. 

Say hello on the Esna Bridge   love struck us into slumber 
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Initial response to Ḥalīm’s “Gānā al-hawā” was split. Some complained that it was 

simply a repackaging of what they had already heard from the singer. As one critic said: “these 

are merely light tunes that make you dance, stick your fingers in your mouth and whistle, that 

make you tap your foot.”73 The physicality of the music, the dancing and whistling it provoked, 

was framed as a point of weakness. Yet, others saw it as a sign of the song’s success. As one fan 

wrote: “any listener who hears it will clap, dance, and sing its lyrics along with [Ḥalīm],” for he 

cannot but be “intoxicated by the wine of this beautiful folk song, clapping along and dancing to 

its beat.”74 Shortly after his record’s release, Ḥalīm felt obligated to justify his sha‘biyyāt during 

an interview: 

 

These songs have roots in our Ṣa‘īd [southern Egypt] and in our countryside. They are a 

step on the road to developing music that will express the feelings of a larger number of 

people, a step that has not nearly reached completion but that will come for whoever 

brings it to completion. . . All that is needed is a loyal lyricist and composer.75 

 

“Gānā al-hawā” drew critical responses initially, but when Ḥalīm debuted it on March 9, 1968 at 

the Qaṣr al-Nīl theater, listeners were audibly pleased. The song employed an enormous mixed 

chorus, which prompted the audience to sing along with its simple ascending and descending 

scalar melodies. The lyrics were rhythmic and easy to clap to. Balīgh Ḥamdī also inserted the 

requisite maqām rāst section mid-way through to rile up the crowd. The song’s success 

stemmed, at least in part, from its affective element, the physical responses it elicited from 

listeners. Some of its popularity must also have related to the fact that Ḥalīm sang it in his 1969 

 
73 Al-Shabaka, issue 643, May 27, 1968, n.p. 
74 Al-Shabaka, issue 644, June 3, 1968, p. 28. 
75 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 3072, February 27, 1968, n.p. 
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blockbuster Abī fawq al-shajara, which ran for fifty-two weeks in a row at the Diana Theater in 

downtown Cairo and had “unprecedented attendance records.”76 

 

“Woe Is Me”  

In the summer of 1968, ‘Abd Ḥalīm traveled to Tunisia with his Diamond Orchestra to put on 

two weeks of concerts.77 During his performance in Tabarka, he debuted a new song entitled “al-

Way al-way” (“Woe is me”), which he prefaced with his usual string of introductory remarks. He 

first credited the prominent poet Ṣāliḥ Jawdat78 for the lyrics, then Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb 

for the music. The song’s title, he explained, came from a word used in southern Egypt: 

“Sometimes we pronounce it al-wayl and sometimes we shorten it to al-way, so when you hear it 

like this, don’t be surprised.”  

‘Abd Ḥalīm’s remarks were misleading for several reasons. First, he suggested that the 

title was inspired by a single term when, in reality, Ṣāliḥ Jawdat’s lyrics used both the refrain and 

verses of a preexisting text. Second, Ḥalīm spoke of the song’s folk origins in the vaguest of 

terms, implying a mysterious history when, in reality, its origins were well known. Third, Ḥalīm 

claimed that his song was rooted in Egypt’s Ṣa‘īd, but the earliest written sources suggest that its 

roots were not southern or even Egyptian. The opening lines of his new song read: 

 

 

 

 
76 Joel Gordon, Revolutionary Melodrama, 2002, p. 125. 
77 Ḥalīm travelled to Tunisia at the end of July. 
78 Ṣāliḥ Jadwat (1912-1976) wrote lyrics for other popular Egyptian and Arab singers such as Umm Kulthūm, Farīd 
al-Aṭrash, and Warda al-Jazā’iriyya as well as for film. Jawdat was a member of the Apollo Society, a literary group 
founded by Aḥmad Zakī Abū Shādi. 
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 اُّمی ای يَولا يَولا  اُّمی ای يَولا يَولا
 

  بابلاع ىوَھلا َّقد  بابحألا ةَّمی نِم  ياج ةویلِحلا لاق
  بّادَك ىوَھلا يراتأ  باغو ّيلَع َطبَخ  َيلَعّ دَر ام حارو
  باوَج ھُّنِم يل باج ال  باتِع ُھل لَمَح الو  يَخ ای نامأ شولام

 

Woe is me, O momma  Woe is me, O momma 
 
Love knocked at the door  of the lovers  and said, the sweetheart is coming 
But I found that love was false  for it struck me 

and disappeared 
 and left without answering me 

It brought no message from her  and took her no 
blame from me 

 so it cannot be trusted, O brother 

 

Ṣāliḥ Jawdat’s lyrics reworked a song that had once been popular and often performed in Egypt. 

But the song was not Egypt’s alone. The earliest reference to “al-Way al-way” appears in the 

dīwān of Syrian poet Amīn al-Jundī (1766-1841), born in Homs and resident of Damascus.79 Al-

Jundī wrote lyrics for many songs, and his dīwān indicates each song’s lāzima (refrain), adwār 

(verses; sing. dawr), and maqām (melodic mode). It also indicates a number of songs that he 

composed by borrowing the melody, meter, and rhyme of an older song and inserting new words. 

In Syria, these types of songs are known as qudūd (sing. qadd), or contrafacta, which reuse the 

material of another song “‘alā qaddihi,” or “in its likeness” (lit. of its size). Composers often 

took a popular secular melody and set religious lyrics to it, capitalizing on the fact that many 

already knew it. One song that al-Jundī borrowed and reworked was “al-Way al-way.” His dīwān 

indicates above the lyrics “wa-qāla ‘arūḍ al-way al-way sīka,” meaning that he sang new lyrics 

 
79 Amīn al-Jundī, Dīwān al-shaykh Amīn al-Jundī, 1903, pp. 322-323. 
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to the same meter as “al-Way al-way” and in the sīka mode. Al-Jundī was thus taking an older 

musical and poetic framework and changing the words to make a new song, a practice that was, 

and remains, quite common in the Syria.80 Given the above, it is clear that a song by the name of 

“al-Way al-way” was well known in Syria by, perhaps, the mid-eighteenth century. 

 Was Ḥalīm’s 1968 “Woe is me” related to al-Jundī’s earlier song? The available print and 

audio sources indicate that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries many Egyptian 

singers performed a song entitled “al-Way al-way,” among them Naẓīra al-Faransawiyya, ‘Abd 

al-Ḥayy Ḥilmī, and Maḥmūd al-Būlāqī. Egyptian renditions resembled al-Jundī’s in their maqām 

(sīka) and rhyme scheme (-ay). That al-Jundī’ song, or an earlier version of it, could have come 

to Egypt is not unlikely given that singers moved fluidly between cities of the Eastern 

Mediterranean at this time. It is also possible that Egyptians brought the song to Syria, though no 

Egyptian sources predate al-Jundī’s dīwān.81 

Examining the later Egyptian sources, we find that Jawdat’s opening verse is nearly 

identical to two lines documented in Mouhammad Ayyad El-Tantavy’s Traité de la Langue 

Arabe Vulgaire, an 1848 compilation of Egyptian colloquial expressions and songs.82 With only 

slight lexical differences, the older text mirrors Jawdat’s in content. However, El-Tantavy’s lines 

are not preceded by the opening “al-way al-way,” making it unlikely that Jawdat used this 

particular text for his lyrics. If this was not his source, what was? 

Jawdat himself gave no hints as to the origins of his lyrics, but his literary activity in the 

1960s does. Just a few years before writing Ḥalīm’s “al-Way al-way,” he wrote all the songs for 

 
80 Jonathan Shannon, “‘al-Muwashshahat’ and ‘al-Qudud al-Halabiyya: Two Genres in the Aleppine ‘Wasla’,” 
Middle East Studies Association Bulletin, Vol. 37, No. 1, Summer, 2003. 
81 ‘Abd al-Fattāḥ al-Qal‘ajī has even suggested that “al-Way al-way” came from a preexisting folk melody to which 
al-Jundī set his lyrics. See al-Qal‘aji’s book Dirāsāt wa-nuṣuṣ fī al-shi‘r al-sha‘bī al-ghinā’ī, n.d., p. 111. 
82 Mouhammad Ayyad El-Tantavy, Traité de la Langue Arabe Vulgaire, 1848, p. 222. 
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Almaẓ wa-‘Abduh al-Ḥāmūlī, a 1963 film about the life of the famous khedival court singer 

Almaẓ (d. 1891).83 Qusṭandī Rizq notes that one of the songs that Almaẓ was famed for singing 

was “al-Way al-way,” which included the same verse El-Tantavy recorded in his book. Jawdat 

would certainly have come across Almaẓ’s lyrics for “al-Way al-way” while doing research for 

the film, perhaps finding them in Rizq’s 1934 book al-Mūsīqa al-sharqiyya.84 If Rizq’s version 

of the lyrics is accurate, it would be the earliest combination of the refrain and verse. 

Additionally, Almaẓ would be the first known Egyptian to perform the song, at least some 

iteration of it. 

Almaẓ’s lyrics, as cited by Rizq, suggest that this song was not a static text but one that 

took on different lyrics over the years. The lines from El-Tantavy’s book (“khabaṭ al-hawā ‘al-

bāb”) seem to be the core of the song to which new lyrics were added or subtracted. Almaẓ’s 

version, for example, contained the verse that begins “līh yā ḥamām bitnawwaḥ līh” (“why, O 

dove, do you coo, why?”), which does not always appear in other renditions of “al-Way al-way.” 

The same verse, however, appeared later in Ibrāhīm al-Qabbānī’s famous dawr “al-Bulbul gānī.” 

This verse certainly predates al-Qabbānī, perhaps even Almaẓ, for travelers in Egypt heard Nile 

boatmen singing the words as early as 1852. Egyptian composers took these lyrics and stitched 

them together with new verses to make songs.85 Lyrics moved fluidly between songs, and singers 

often changed the melodies or maqām during different periods. Unfortunately, in the case of “al-

Way al-way,” Rizq does not offer any clues as to the mode or rhythmic pattern of Almaẓ’s 

version. 

 
83 The date of Almaẓ’s death is uncertain. al-Jundī suggests 1876 (1956, p. 565) while Lagrange posits 1878 or 1891 
(1994, p. 75). 
84 Al-Mūsīqa al-sharqiyya wa-l-ghānā’ al-‘arabī, Vol. 1, Qusṭandī Rizq, 1936, p. 63. 
85 The lyrics and melody of the boatmen’s song are transcribed on pages 311-312 of Joseph H. Churi’s Sea Nile, The 
Desert and Nigritia, published in 1852. 
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The first Egyptian source to provide such musical information is al-Dimashqī’s 1893 

compendium, which cites the song as a dawr in maqām sīka.86 In 1900, Manṣūr ‘Abd al-Mut‘āl 

included the refrain and verses in his Kitāb nuzhat al-‘āshiq.87 He listed it among the light songs 

performed by the ‘awālim, or female entertainers.88  

At the beginning of the twentieth century, with the arrival of recording technology in 

Egypt, we get the first audio documentation of the song’s melody in maqām sīka. Naẓīra al-

Faransawiyya recorded “al-Way al-way” for Gramophone sometime between 1903 and 1910.89 

In the same period, Amīna al-‘Irāqiyya recorded her version.90 The song was frequently 

performed at entertainment venues like Tawḥīda’s nightclub in Cairo during the early 1900s.91 

But “al-Way al-way” was not only sung by women. In 1909, the famous “classical” singer ‘Abd 

al-Ḥay Ḥilmī recorded his rendition for Zonophone as a ṭaqṭūqa in maqām huzām.92 Later, in 

1922, it was recorded by Maḥmūd al-Būlāqī in maqām sīka for the Macksoud Label.93 These last 

two singers likely helped propel the song beyond the status of mere entertainment tune.  

When the Egyptian state’s Supreme Music Council published the first volume of their 

encyclopedic Our Musical Heritage in 1958, they included the lyrics and a notated transcription 

of “al-Way al-way” as a dawr. That same year, Bahīja Rashīd published her book of Egyptian 

folk songs, which perplexingly cited the same verses found in the Supreme Music Council’s 

“classical” song book (khabaṭ al-hawā ‘alā al-bāb / qult al-ḥabīb gānī / atārīk yā bāb kaddāb / 

 
86 Kitāb nuzhat al-ṭalab fī ‘ilm al-maghānī wa-l-ṭarab, Jirjī Ibrāhīm Wahba al-Dimashqī, 1893, p. 35. 
87 Kitāb nuzhat al-‘āshiq, Manṣūr ‘Abd al-Mut‘āl, 1900, pp. 107-108; It is not surprising that the author categorizes 
the song under maqām ‘irāq, a mode within the sīka family. 
88 Specifically, Mut‘āl categorizes it as a ṭaqṭūqa in the ‘irāq mode. 
89 Disc 2, The Age of the Almehs, Foundation for Arab Music Archiving and Research (AMAR), 2018. 
90 Disc 1, The Age of the Almehs, Foundation for Arab Music Archiving and Research (AMAR), 2018. 
91 Ṭaqāṭīq al-sitt Tawḥīda, Manṣūr ‘Abd al-Mut‘āl, 1924, p. 48. 
92 Cited in “Musiciens et Poetes en Egypte au temps de la Nahḍa,” dissertation, Frédéric Lagrange, 1994, p. 816. For 
the composer, “al-Shalshalamūni?” Lagrange leaves the name with a cautious question mark, p. 762. 
93 “Musiciens et Poetes en Egypte au temps de la Nahḍa,” dissertation, Frédéric Lagrange, 1994, p. 805. 
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tinhizz bi-l-‘ānī).94 That the same lyrics should be cited as both a “classical” and “folk” song 

suggests that the modernist’s conception of two clearly separated categories was riddled with 

ambiguities. 

In ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s “Woe is me,” the lyricist Ṣāliḥ Jawdat did not attempt to claim the 

older lyrics wholesale. Rather, he took the opening line and several verses from the preexisting 

text as building blocks to write a “new” longer song. Like Ḥalīm’s previous lyricists, Jawdat also 

tweaked some of the words by substituting them with synonyms. He rewrote “khabaṭ al-hawā 

‘al-bāb,” for instance, as “daqq al-hawā ‘al-bāb,” both meaning “love knocked at my door.” 

‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s music, on the other hand, retained nothing of the old song. The composer 

completely abandoned the sīka mode of earlier versions and wrote the melodies from scratch. 

Where Jawdat hinted at the memory of an older song, ‘Abd Wahhāb was content to forge an 

altogether new memory. 

 Ḥalīm’s live performance of “Woe is me” was warmly received by audiences in Tunisia, 

where he first sang it in the summer of 1968. Lebanese listeners were equally taken with his 

performance at the Casino Piscine Aley in mid-August.95 On August 24, 1968, his Ṣawt al-Fann 

label pressed the first records of the song. He then sang it for his Egyptian fans at Cairo’s Rivoli 

Cinema in November and explained, as he had in Tunisia, that “in our countryside and the south, 

al-way means al-wayl. . . It’s a shortened form of al-wayl.” 

In all of Ḥalīm’s remarks about “Woe is me,” he emphasized the lyrics’ folk origins, an 

obvious point of pride for him. But wittingly or unwittingly, Ḥalīm had disregarded the song’s 

earlier associations with elite urban artists like Almaẓ and ‘Abd al-Ḥay Ḥilmī in favor of a folk 

narrative. Sources do suggest that the lyrics of “al-Way al-way” may have been sung by “the 

 
94 Bahīja Rashīd, Aghānin miṣriyya sha‘biyya, 1958, p. 74. 
95 Al-Shabaka, issue 656, August 26, 1968, pp. 16-17. 
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folk.” However, the folk element was just one strain of the song’s more complex history that 

Ḥalīm flattened in order to exploit its perceived authenticity.  

There is a strange irony in the album art for this song’s record jacket. It portrays a natural 

landscape with pine trees and a snowy mountain in the backdrop. To the left of the pines are the 

remains of a Roman temple, its columns protruding from the rubble. This is the quintessential 

turāth scene, the folkloric and the classical merged harmoniously in a single image. But it is 

clearly a Lebanese image rather than an Egyptian one. What explains this choice of imagery? A 

1966 article in al-Shabaka magazine reported that ‘Abd Ḥalīm had originally planned to sing 

“Woe is me” in his film Abī fawq al-shajara, part of which is filmed at the Temple of Jupiter in 

Baalbek, Lebanon.96 For reasons unknown, Ḥalīm decided not to sing “Woe is me” in this scene. 

Instead, he roamed the temple ruins with Nadia Luṭfī, singing “Gānā al-hawā.” The latter song 

no longer had any connection to the album art, but Ṣawt al-Fann must have opted to keep the 

image rather than design a new jacket. The irony lies in the fact that, while Ḥalīm stressed the 

Egyptian roots of “Woe is me,” his album’s Lebanon-inspired album art was probably a more 

accurate reflection of the song’s historical environment. Baalbek is only eighty kilometers away 

from Damascus, where Amīn al-Jundī was singing his version of “al-Way al-way” as early as the 

eighteenth century. 

 

“Poet For the Moon” 

“Maddāḥ al-qamar” (Poet for the moon97) was ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s last song to openly borrow from 

inherited musical material. It marked a transition from shorter songs like “Repentance” and “As 

 
96 Al-Shabaka, issue 547, July 18, 1966, pp. 22-23. 
97 The title of this song is literally “Poet who praises the moon,” though the term “moon” here is also often used to 
refer to a beautiful woman, so “Poet who praises a beauty.” The term maddāḥ, or “praise poet,” is often associated 
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my heart pleases” to the longer songs of his late period. These employed more lyrics and musical 

passages, and usually required more than an hour in live performance. “Poet for the moon” 

shows the crystallization of a particular musical style in Ḥalīm’s late works. By this point, the 

guitar, org, accordion, and alto saxophone were fully integrated into his Diamond Orchestra. 

Balīgh Ḥamdī layered these instruments with nāy or violins to create new textures. He used the 

guitar and org at select moments to complement the percussion rhythms, to double the main 

melody, and to create sound effects. “Poet for the moon,” like all of Ḥalīm’s subsequent long 

songs, gave the composer more freedom to play with different time signatures, modal transitions, 

and dynamic ranges.98 For listeners, these long songs registered immediately as a new “step” in 

Ḥalīm’s development, though there was disagreement about whether it was a step forward or 

backward.99 

Ḥalīm performed “Poet for the moon” only twice, the first time on November 19, 1971 at 

Cairo’s Rivoli Theater, then again at the same venue on December 31.100 Despite this, it remains 

one of his most popular songs. At the debut performance, the concert announcer Samīr Ṣabrī 

introduced Ḥalīm’s song as one that “brings together . . . the old and the new, the muwashshaḥāt 

and the modern.”101 When Ṣabrī finished, Ḥalīm came out and made his usual opening remarks. 

He credited the lyricist Muḥammad Hamza, then the composer Balīgh Ḥamdī, upon whom he 

bestowed the title “amal maṣr fī al-mūsīqā,” or “Egypt’s hope in music.” Ḥalīm also announced 

 
with Arabic court poetry (madḥ/madīh), which would be composed for a king, prince, or other patron. In this song’s 
title then, the patron who would normally receive praise has been substituted with the beloved.  
98 These were, in chronological order: “Maw‘ūd” (1971), “Risāla min taḥt al-mā’” (1973), “Ḥāwil tiftikirnī” (1973), 
“Fātit ganbinā” (1974), “Ayyi dam‘at ḥuzn” (1974), “Nibtidī minayn al-ḥikāya” (1975), “Qāri’at al-finjān” (1976). 
99 Al-Shabaka, issue 835, January 24, 1972, p. 32. 
100 Al-Maw‘id, issue 481, November 25, 1971, pp. 3-8; al-Shabaka, issue 828, December 6, 1971, pp. 20-23; al-
Shabaka, issue 833, January 10, 1972, pp. 12-15. 
101 Ṣabrī’s original Arabic was: “laḥn jadīd biyajma‘ bayn al-mūsīqā al-sharqiyya hanlāqī fīhā qadīm wa-jadīd al-
muwashshaḥāt wa-l-ḥadīth.” 
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that his new song was from “the old Syrian folklore of Aleppo.102 By this, Ḥalīm was referring 

specifically to the refrain section of his song, whose lyrics were: 

 

 يرمُع ای سّایَملا َكَُّدق  يردَص يف ساسحإلا ََظقیأ
 يرََظن يف سانلا ىلحأ َتنأ  يرمُع ای كاّوَس نَم َّلَج

 

Your swaying figure, my love  has stirred the feeling in my breast 
You are the finest in my view  great is he who equals you, my love 

 

Ḥalīm’s new song met with thunderous applause at both performances in 1971. As usual though, 

there were critics. The lyricist Majdī Najīb, who wrote Ḥalīm’s “The perfect one” four years 

earlier, described “Poet for the moon” as 

 

a long and boring work with no foundation to stand upon, save for that truly beautiful 

refrain sung by the female chorus, which did not spring from our young composer’s 

brilliance but rather from the spirit of the musical phrase that was close to the original 

[al-aṣliyya] of the famous Aleppine “Qadduka al-mayyās,” sung previously by the Syrian 

Ṣabāḥ Fakhrī, the singer Ṭarūb, as well as Muḥarram Fu’ād.103 

 

Majdī Najīb clearly thought the only redeeming part of Ḥalīm’s song was the refrain that it 

quoted from an “original” Syrian song. Najīb, along with journalists reporting on the song, 

continued to describe Ḥalīm’s song as “based on Syrian folklore” (mabniyya ‘alā fulklūr sūrī).104 

For his part, Ḥalīm made a clear and public acknowledgement of the song’s Syrian roots, but this 

was one instance in which he did not need to. With songs like “Woe is me” and “Wanderer,” 

 
102 Ḥalīm’s original Arabic was: mittakhda min al-fulklūr al-ḥalabī al-sūrī al-qadīm. 
103 Majdī Najīb, Ahl al-maghnā, 1973, p. 59. 
104 Al-Shabaka, issue 828, December 6, 1971, p. 21. 
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Ḥalīm had attributed their origins to the Egyptian folk, though these songs had significant 

histories in other parts of the Arab world. “Poet for the moon” posed a different situation. 

 The lyrics and melody of the refrain did indeed come from a song known as “Qadduka 

al-mayyās” (Your swaying figure), which, as Najīb pointed out, had been remade many times 

during the period when Arab singers were remaking older songs. In 1966, the Lebanese singer 

Ṭarūb recorded her version for the Ṣawt al-Sharq label.105 Suhayl ‘Arafa composed new 

melodies for the introduction and transitions but kept the same maqām ḥijāz refrain line from 

early twentieth-century versions of the song. The lyricist Mīshāl Ṭu‘ma adopted a similar 

approach, writing new verses but staying close to the inherited refrain, which he wrote as: 

 

 يرمُع ای سّایَملا َكَُّدق  يرُزی داك نابلا نیُصغب
 يرََظن يف سانلا ىلحأ ِتنإ  يرمُع ای كاّوَس نَم َّلَج

 

Your swaying figure, my love  with a willow twig nearly disgraces 
You are the finest in my view  great is he who equals you, my love 

 

In 1967, the Palestinian singer Ibtisām Ḥilmī recorded her version for Ṣawt al-Qāhira, the record 

jacket displaying the words “from Syrian folklore.”106 Her song used the same descending 

maqām ḥijāz melody, but her lyrics were slightly different: 

 

 

 

 

 
105 Ṭarūb, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” Ṣawt al-Sharq, 7-inch, CVD859, VDL442, 1966. 
106 Ibtisām Ḥilmī, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, 7-inch, EST1075, taṣrīḥ 59, March 18, 1967. 
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 يرمُع ای سّایَملا َكَُّدق  ِرُسیلاك نابلا َنیصَغ ای
 يرََظن يف سانلا ىلحأ تنإو  يرمُع ای كاّوَس نَم َّلَج

 

  Your swaying figure, my love     O willow twig so pleasant 
   You are the finest in my view     great is he who equals you, my love 

 

The next year, in 1968, Muḥarram Fu’ād recorded it for the El Masseyah label with updated 

music by Muḥammad Sulṭān and lyrics by Majdī Najīb.107 His melody diverged into other 

maqāmāt and away from the inherited melodic structure, but it was easily discernable as a 

remake. Najīb’s refrain recycled the old lyrics with a few significant substitutions: 

 

 يرمُع ای سّایَملا َكَُّدق  ِردبلاك نابلا َنیصُغ ای
 يرََظن يف سانلا ىلحأ َتنإ  يرََمق ای نَیعلا میَسب ای

 

Your swaying figure, my love  O willow twig, like the full moon 
You are the finest in my view  O smiling one, O moon of mine 

 

When the popular Syrian singer Ṣabāḥ Fakhrī recorded his version for Duniaphon in 1976, he too 

gave a different take on the lyrics, singing “O branch of the bān tree” in the classical 

pronunciation “yā ghusayn al-bān” rather than Ibtisām Ḥilmī’s colloquial “yā ghusīn al-bān.” 108 

He also opted to conclude the refrain with “yā qamarī” (“O my moon”) instead of “yā ‘umrī” (O 

my life): 

 

 

 
107 Muḥarram Fu’ād, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” El Masseyah, 7-inch, TMF217, FST541, taṣrīḥ 273, October 13, 1968. 
108 Ṣabāḥ Fakhrī, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” Duniaphon, LPD241, MT5135, 1976. 
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 يرمُع ای سّایَملا َكَُّدق  ِرُسیلاك نابلا نیَصُغ ای
 يرََظن يف سانلا ىلحأ َتنإ  يرََمق ای كاّوَس نَم َّلَج

 

  Your swaying figure, my love  O willow twig so pleasant 
  You are the finest in my view  O smiling one, O moon of mine 

 

Other versions of this song were recorded in the sixties and seventies, all using the same 

repetitive melodic line and refrain. The meter and rhyme of the lyrics were largely consistent, but 

the words themselves changed. Which of these modern versions reflected the original song? 

Those who criticized ‘Abd Ḥalīm for “distorting the turāth” declared that such old songs must be 

sung “exactly as they were composed” in accordance with the “original text.”109 What then was 

the original of “Qadduka al-mayyās” that Ḥalīm had departed from, and was it of Syrian origin? 

The available audio evidence suggests that “Qadduka al-mayyās” was indeed a popular 

song in the Levant but also in Egypt throughout the early twentieth century. Recordings were 

made by all major record companies in the region. The famous Beiruti singer Farajallāh Bayḍa 

recorded the song for Baidaphon in 1907.110 In 1908, another Beirut native, Ḥasība Mūshī, 

recorded it as a ṭaqṭūqa for Gramophone.111 In Egypt, and at roughly the same time, Munīra al-

Mahdiyya recorded her version for Odeon.112 One might assume that, being temporally closer to 

the “original,” these recordings would show greater consistency at the lexical level. Yet, we find 

as many disparities as the 1960s versions. Even between the two Lebanese singers, Bayḍa ends 

the first hemistich with “yā qamarī” where Mūshī elects “yā ‘umrī.” Munīra al-Mahdiyya uses 

different words and rearranges the hemistiches, singing the opening line as “qadduka al-mayyās 

 
109 See comments by Majdī Najīb and Laylā Murād at the beginning of this chapter. 
110 Farajallah Bayḍa, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” Odeon, No. 132180, 1907. 
111 Ḥasība Mūshī, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” Gramophone, 1908. 
112 Munīra al-Mahdiyya, “Qadduka al-mayyās,” Odeon, No. 47074, Cairo, n.d. 
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yā badrī / inta aḥlā al-nās fī naẓarī” (“Your swaying figure, O moon of mine / You’re the finest 

of folk in my eyes”). Of all the singers, al-Mahdiyya was the only one to use the word “badrī” in 

the refrain. 

Do these early recordings help illuminate which of these was closest to the original? 

Their descending melody in maqām ḥijāz is generally consistent across different versions, even 

up to the present time. But each singer adds ornaments, tweaks the rhythm, and emphasizes 

different degrees of the melody. If these are simply different stylistic interpretations of a 

common melody, then ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s “Poet for the moon” is no more deviant than the versions of 

Munīra al-Mahdiyya or Farajallah Bayḍa. While he himself sang a modified melody in maqām 

kurd, his female chorus maintained the standard ḥijāz melody.  

Taking into consideration the recordings discussed so far, it is clear that the lyrics 

differed among artists, even those who lived in the same city and recorded at the same time. 

While “Qadduka al-mayyās” was popular in the first decades of the twentieth century, its lyrics 

are not documented in the song books of al-Jundī (1895), al-Mit‘āl (1900), al-Khula‘ī (1904), al-

Būlāqī (1908), al-Ḥarīrī (1910), or any of the other later compilers. The only written 

documentation that such a song existed comes in the compendium Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-

fulk, completed by Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn in Egypt around 1840.113 His book contains 

hundreds of songs, some of which he says were brought to Egypt from Syria by Shākir Afandī 

al-Dimashqī.114 Shihāb al-Dīn cites “Qadduka al-mayyās” as a muwashshaḥ in maqām ḥijāz. The 

versions recorded by Bayḍa and later singers are then, at least at the modal level, consistent with 

 
113 Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn, Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk, 1892, p. 240. 
114 Muḥammad Shihāb al-Dīn, Safīnat al-mulk wa-nafīsat al-fulk, 1892, p. 41; al-Dimashqī is referred to in other 
sources as Shākir Afandī al-Ḥalabī. 
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Shihāb al-Dīn’s information. But the consistency ends when we look at the lyrics. Shihāb al-Dīn 

records four lines in the refrain rather than the two of all later versions: 

 

 يردب ای سایملا كدق  يرزی دق سآلا نوصغل
 ىرمخلاو ساكلا كیف نا  يرمع ای سانجا قیحرلاو
 يرظن يف سانلا ىلحا تنا  رمقلاب ساق كل نم لز
 يرھس يب لاط امل تلق  يرجھ لیطت ال يبیبح ای

 

Your swaying figure, O my full moon,  may put the myrtle branches to shame 
You have the cup and golden brown  wine of various types, my love 
You are the finest in my eyes  the moon can’t match you in beauty 
When I could not sleep, I said  my dear, do not prolong my separation 

 

Of the lyrics cited in Safīnat al-mulk, few carried over unchanged into twentieth-century 

renditions. The first hemistich of the third line (“inta aḥlā al-nās fī naẓarī”) is in all recordings. 

But only Munīra al-Mahdiyya’s recording reproduced the opening hemistich from Safīnat al-

mulk, which one would expect to be the most consistent as it serves as the song’s title. All later 

lyrics use “yā ‘umrī” instead of “yā badrī.” The Syrian Ṣabāḥ Fakhrī, hailing from the supposed 

homeland of this song, is no more faithful to the old lyrics than his Egyptian and Lebanese 

counterparts. 

 After the opening refrain, Shihāb al-Dīn cites five verses (adwār), each containing four 

lines. The last line in each verse is the same: “qultu lammā ṭāl biya saharī / yā ḥabībī lā tuṭīl 

hajrī” (“When my sleeplessness persisted, I said / my dear, do not prolong my separation”). This 

line, repeated in every verse, would have been a central component of the song’s lyrics, yet it has 

not survived in any of the documented versions we have today. 
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 Beyond the lyrical differences, Shihāb al-Dīn’s book creates another issue in consistency. 

Safīnat al-mulk specifies that “Qadduka al-mayyās” was a muwashshaḥ in the samā‘ī thaqīl 

rhythmic pattern, i.e. 10/8, ten eighth notes to each measure. Of all the known recordings of this 

song, including those mentioned above, not a single one uses the samā‘ī thaqīl pattern. Even 

Farajallah Bayḍa’s recording, the oldest and thus closest chronologically to the “original” song, 

performed it in 4/4. Sabah Fakhri used the 4/4 baladī and maqṣūm patterns in various renditions, 

neither of which are anything like the samā‘ī thaqīl pattern of Shihāb al-Dīn’s earliest version. 

Ibtisām Ḥilmī also used the baladī. Muḥarram Fu’ād used the maqṣūm. And ‘Abd Ḥalīm used 

the 4/4 waḥda pattern before switching to a variation of the baladī. The table below illustrates 

these different patterns, indicating D (dum) for the lower tone of the drum and T (tak) for the 

higher rim shot sound, as per the Arab system for representing rhythmic cycles.  

Some scholars have suggested that, in the past, Syrian musicians simplified certain 

muwashshaḥāt melodically or rhythmically to make them palatable to a wider audience.115 Based 

on this line of reasoning, one could speculate that musicians carried out such an operation with 

“Qadduka al-mayyās,” stripping its melody from the 10/8 pattern and resetting it to a 4/4 pattern. 

 
115 Jonathan Shannon, “‘al-Muwashshahat’ and ‘al-Qudud al-Halabiyya: Two Genres in the Aleppine ‘Wasla’,” 
Middle East Studies Association Bulletin, Vol. 37, No. 1, Summer 2003, 2003, p. 91. 
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Figure 14: Arab rhythmic patterns. 
 
 

Further research may shed light onto the development of “Qadduka al-mayyās,” but from 

the materials presently available, two points come into focus. The first is that if any renditions of 

this song produced in the last one hundred years can be said to represent an “original,” then it is 

an original forged in the modern period, not distant antiquity. While the twentieth-century 

versions were clearly inspired by the song recorded in Safīnat al-mulk, not a single one actually 

fits the description. It is certainly possible that the ḥijāz melody could be of older vintage, but 

there is no notation to prove this, and the melody would necessarily have been altered if it were 

translated from the samā‘ī thaqīl to any 4/4 pattern. What remains evident is the great variation 

in lyrical texts between time periods, regions, and singers, which leads to the second point. ‘Abd 

Ḥalīm’s use of this popular refrain no more distorted the song’s origins than any other version 

produced in the last century, even the remakes of such venerable heritage bearers as Ṣabāḥ 

Fakhrī. The lyrics, rhythm, and melody in every recorded version depart from the song cited by 
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Shihāb al-Dīn. While many believe these versions to represent the turāth, it is clear that they are 

themselves the product of distortion or, to use a less hostile word, change.  

“Qadduka al-mayyās” is, in fact, one story within a larger narrative of use, reuse, and 

change over time and between people. Fans of the Lebanese singer Fayrūz will recognize the 

ḥijāz melody of “Qadduka al-mayyās,” for it is the same melody used in her famous 

muwashshaḥ “Yā layl al-ṣabb.” Her lyrics came from the eleventh-century poet al-Ḥusrī al-

Qayrawānī, set to the melody of “Qadduka al-mayyās” in the modern era. Coincidentally, the 

Tunisian poet’s verses also prompted many contrafacta (mu‘āraḍāt) over the centuries. In fact, 

so many poets imitated al-Qayrawānī’s poem that by 1921 ‘Īsā Iskandar al-Ma‘lūf compiled a 

book of contrafacta, among them Aḥmad Shawqī’s famous “Muḍnāka jafāhu marqaduhu.”116 

Fairuz was not the first to sing al-Qayrawānī’s poem to this melody though. The Egyptian 

singer Aḥmad Idrīs recorded “Yā layl al-ṣabb” for the Gramophone company around 1922, 

which inspired many later versions by other Arab singers. This melody was clearly flexible 

enough to handle a variety of different Arabic lyrics, but it was not confined to Arab lands alone. 

Over the course of the first half of the twentieth century, the melody came to be used for the song 

“Matia mou” (“My eyes”) in Greece, “Ta vasana mou herome” (“I enjoy my troubles”) in Crete, 

and “Adalar sahillerinde” (“On islands’ shores”) in Turkey.117 Singers across the Mediterranean 

countries added new lyrics and adapted the melody and rhythm to local music styles.118 The goal 

of the present chapter is not to follow each of these narratives but rather to show that the history 

 
116 ‘Īsā Iskandar al-Ma‘lūf al-Lubnānī, Mu‘āraḍāt yā layl al-ṣabb’ li-l-Ḥusarī al-Qayrawānī, 1921. 
117 Andonis Dalgas, “Matia Mou,” Victor, V-800-B; Stelios Foustalieris, “Ta vasana mou herome,” Oi 
protomastores tis kritikis mousikis, CD4, 1994; Hanende Achilles Poulos, “Adalar saedinde,” M.G. Parsekians, No. 
535, 170a. 
118 See Joseph Graziosi’s chapter “Turkish Music in the Greek American Experience” in Greek Music in America, 
ed. Tina Bacuvales, 2019; See Chris Williams’ chapter “The Cretan Muslims and the Music of Crete” in Greece and 
the Balkans, ed. Dimitris Tziovas, 2013, p. 215; See Smithsonian Folkways’ album Vocal Music in Crete (2000), 
containing a 1979 recording of “Tu vasana,” and liner notes, p. 30. 
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behind ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s songs—and many popular Egyptian songs—is much more complex than 

“originals” and “distortions.” When we see that the history of modern Arab music is one of 

change, we begin to question the motivations behind discourses that seek to portray it as a static 

tradition, steeped in antiquity, and categorized neatly into “classical” and “folk” styles. 

It must finally be pointed out that Ḥalīm’s song differed from all versions of “Qadduka 

al-mayyās” in an obvious and, thus, easily overlooked way. His was not entitled “Qadduka al-

mayyās” but rather “Maddāḥ al-qamar.” All earlier recordings adopted a common title because 

they were concerned with re-presenting a version of a song. Ḥalīm’s aims were different. He 

could, of course, have used the older title as he had done with songs like “Repentance” and “As 

my heart pleases.” But with “Poet for the moon,” Ḥalīm wanted the inherited refrain to be woven 

into the fabric of a much larger work. Ḥalīm’s lyricist and composer used several techniques to 

achieve this. 

Muḥammad Hamza concluded the last line of each verse with the words “yā ‘umrī,” thus 

suggesting the refrain to come, which repeats these same words. In each verse, the word ‘umrī 

does not rhyme with the preceding lines. It is merely a poetic paste that Hamza uses to adhere the 

verse to the refrain. He could easily have placed the spolia of “Qadduka al-mayyās” directly after 

his newly constructed verses without using this connecting phrase. But with this mortar, the 

lyricist builds a sense of anticipation in the listener, for the words “yā ‘umrī” hint at the 

oncoming refrain to be sung by Ḥalīm and his immense chorus. 

Balīgh Ḥamdī’s melodies dealt with the material in similar ways. In both of the live 

performances of “Poet for the moon,” the refrain does not appear until the seventeenth minute, 

well into the song. Balīgh Ḥamdī writes a long instrumental introduction followed by an 

unmetered vocal introduction by Ḥalīm. The refrain serves as a comfortable point of return, but 
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the song’s peak energy comes not in the refrain but shortly after the halfway point, with the 

lyrics “‘aynī yā ‘aynī.” The refrain itself consists of three components: Ḥalīm’s solo rendition of 

a modified melody in maqām kurd, then the male chorus singing a modified melody in maqām 

kurd, and finally the female chorus singing the received maqām ḥijāz melody. Ḥalīm himself 

does not sing the standard melodic line but rather passes it off to his chorus. In this way, he 

acknowledges the inherited musical material without giving voice to it himself. His own kurd 

melody is given priority over the standard ḥijāz. The two are linked by an intermediary rendition 

sung by the male chorus. Where earlier versions of “Qadduka al-mayyās” revolved around the 

refrain, Balīgh’s melodies and Hamza’s lyrics at once exploited and decentered the inherited 

material. “Qadduka al-mayyās” becomes another stone in the service of the larger musical 

architecture of “Poet for the moon.” 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 15: Main melody of “Poet For The Moon.” 
 
 

Conclusion 

As these examples illustrate, there is a clear pattern to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s remakes. He and his 

colleagues had a particular conception of Egypt’s musical inheritance that informed the ways 

they worked with it. They approached old songs as organic materials rather than sacred, static 

artifacts. His lyricists and composers borrowed these materials, tweaked and rearranged them, 

substituted their parts. In the process, they developed a composition formula that resonated with 

the Egyptian public. They borrowed from the musical material of older repertoires, but only just 1
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enough to harness its perceived authenticity and suggest the deep roots of their new songs. There 

can be no doubt that in “developing” Egyptian music ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm changed it. But unlike most 

music reformists, he made no claim to preserving an “authentic original.” Furthermore, it is clear 

that the music he changed was not ancient, not static, and certainly not untouched by the time he 

arrived to it. His music was no better or worse, no more or less authentic, than, say, the state-run 

Arab Music Ensemble. It seems, though, that it was more affective, more conducive to the kinds 

of embodied experiences that made Egyptians feel they were listening to modern music in ways 

that connected them to other members of the larger nation. 

 The seven songs that I examined in this chapter are citations of received musical material. 

As one way of thinking about what these citations do, we might view them in the context of T.S. 

Eliot’s famous essay “Tradition and the Individual Talent.” Three main points emerge that I will 

consider in closing. The first is that, in citing the received material as turāth, Ḥalīm participated 

in the creation of turāth, or what Eliot referred to as “tradition.” Such “tradition,” Eliot writes, is 

rooted in a perception “not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence.”119 This sense of 

the pastness of tradition solidifies in the present as older layers of works are compacted by newer 

layers. With every citation of received musical material, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm reinforced the pastness 

of the turāth that he was renewing. With his song “Poet for the moon,” for instance, he borrowed 

lyrics from the older “Qadduka al-mayyās,” telling his audience before the performance that his 

new song was based on “the old Syrian folklore of Aleppo.” His citation was thus an occasion to 

reinforce turāth and its pastness while confirming its presence in his new work. This was true of 

his other songs, such as “Woe is me” and “As my heart pleases,” which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm described 

as modern reinterpretations of old songs, thereby further bolstering the tradition and its pastness. 

 
119 T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, 1932, p. 14. 
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The second point that emerges from my examination of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s seven repertoire 

remakes is that, with each citation, the singer inserts himself into the turāth that he constructs. As 

Eliot says, tradition is not attained by “following the ways of the immediate generation before us 

in a blind or timid adherence to its successes,” but rather “by great labour.”120 The “traditional,” 

he asserts, is that which has “a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of the timeless 

and of the temporal together,” a sense that makes one “acutely conscious of his place in time, of 

his own contemporaneity.”121 When a new song or poem or painting is created, all of the works 

that precede it shift: 

 

The existing monuments form an ideal order among themselves, which is modified by the 

introduction of the new (the really new) work of art among them. The existing order is 

complete before the new work arrives; for order to persist after the supervention of 

novelty, the whole existing order must be, if ever so slightly, altered; and so the relations, 

proportions, values of each work of art toward the whole are readjusted; and this is 

conformity between the old and the new . . .122  

 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s song “Repentance” was a clear example of how the existing tradition is altered 

and readjusted to make room for the new. Ḥalīm modified the melody and lyrics of the received 

version(s) of this folk song, but in doing so, he created a version that institutions like the Cairo 

Opera House now regard as part of a “great artistic heritage” and an “authentic Egyptian legacy.” 

As Ḥalīm inserted himself into the tradition, the existing tradition adapted itself, and what once 

seemed a radical new reinterpretation became part of the order, for in its newness it conforms to 

the canon. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s adaptations of the received repertoire were not witless imitations but 

 
120 T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, 1932, p. 14. 
121 T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, 1932, p. 14. 
122 T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, 1932, p. 15. 
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reaffirmations of the presence of the repertoire in his music. At the same time, they represented 

reaffirmations of the presence of his music in the repertoire. Without such a perception, the older 

songs would fade out of the tradition, or, in Egyptian terms, out of the turāth. 

 The final point to be made about the seven songs that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm performed is that 

each one represented an occasion for him to remake the received musical material according to 

his own purposes. As we saw in the song “Wanderer,” only a small segment was taken from an 

older folk song to create a familiar refrain with which audiences could sing along. His aim was 

not to reproduce previous renditions but to make his own interpretation that would capitalize on 

the popularity and affective power of the received musical material. Folk songs like “Love came 

to us,” “Repentance,” and “As my heart pleases” were often melodically repetitive in their earlier 

versions, an element that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm altered knowing that his audiences would resonate with 

these tunes but would need a more diverse listening experience to remain entertained. Ḥalīm’s 

changes to the inherited material were what, as he said, made them modern, but they were also 

what he predicted would be the most successful with his audiences and, thus, the most lucrative.  
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Chapter 3 
‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and Order in the Egyptian Court 

 

On March 6, 1975, Cairo’s Qaṣr al-Nīl Court convicted ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, Muḥammad al-

Mawjī, and the Ṣawt al-Fann record company of copyright infringement and sale of a plagiarized 

work.1 At the center of the scandal was Ḥalīm’s 1973 song “Yā mālikan qalbī” (O ruler of my 

heart), music by al-Mawjī and lyrics by the Egyptian poet Aḥmad Mukhaymar, who had filed the 

civil lawsuit. After a year and a half of trials, the Court determined that Ḥalīm and his colleagues 

modified Mukhaymar’s lyrics and knowingly attributed their authorship to another poet.2 Ṣawt 

al-Fann had pressed an estimated half-a-million records with the misleading attribution on their 

jackets.3 As the story broke in the Arab media, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm said in one interview: “There isn’t 

any issue with this song. The first line ‘yā mālikan qalbī’ comes from an old muwashshaḥ in Abū 

al-Faraj al-Isfahānī’s Kitāb al-aghānī and the rest of the song was composed by Prince ‘Abdallah 

al-Fayṣal.”4 But ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s recourse to medieval music heritage did not hold up in court. In 

the last ruling, each of the convicted was fined 100 EGP for copyright infringement and required 

to pay 51 EGP to Mukhaymar as temporary compensation for damages.5 

 “O ruler of my heart” marked an important moment in the history of modern Egyptian 

song for several reasons. First, it prompted a highly public application of the intellectual property 

laws established in 1954. Never before had an artist of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s stature been tried for 

such violations, in part because the legal apparatus for copyright was, at that time, still relatively 

 
1 The Arabic terms used in the court documents are al-i‘tidā’ ‘alā ḥuqūq al-mu’allif and bay‘ muṣannaf muqallad 
respectively. These documents were prepared by Kamāl Khālid, lawyer at the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court, for the plenary session 
held on Thursday, March 6, 1975 for misdemeanor case #4881 of 1973. 
2 Mukhaymar filed his lawsuit on October 23, 1973, and the accused were convicted on March 6, 1975. See Kamāl 
Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 1. 
3 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 4. 
4 Al-Jumhūriyya, “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm yanfī al-tuhma!,” August 16, 1973, n.p. 
5 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, pp. 8-9. 
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new in Egypt. In addition to putting these laws into practice, the song also tested the jam‘iyyat 

al-mu’allifīn, or Song Writers’ Association, formed in 1945 for the legal protection of musical 

works and their authors.6 The Association and the 1954 laws it helped create were closely linked 

to post-independence modernization in the Nasser era, and song writers saw these institutions as 

crucial components of Egypt’s national development.7 “O ruler of my heart” thus gave Egypt’s 

legal system an opportunity to flex its modern muscles. And yet, as my examination of this song 

shows, the same modern institutions designed to protect song writers were ultimately exploited 

to undermine their rights. The official legal proceedings that began in 1973 led to decades of off-

the-books agreements between Mukhaymar (and his heirs), ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, the Saudi Prince, and 

the Ṣawt al-Fann company. Additionally, as my analysis reveals, the approach the modern court 

took in examining its evidence (the poem) was based on a pre-modern method of representing a 

song on paper, efficient in terms of time and space but misleading as legal evidence. 

In this chapter, I tell the story of “O ruler of my heart,” the song’s creation, performance, 

commercial sale, and subsequent legal affairs, drawing on Arabic periodicals and documents 

from the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court and Ṣawt al-Fann record company. I then analyze the song’s impact 

on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s musical career and the Egyptian music sphere more broadly. 

 The first section outlines a brief history of the creation of “O ruler of my heart,” after 

which I examine its 1973 court case and far-reaching aftermath. In the second section, I situate 

this song within a history of two important cultural formations: 1) the Egyptian Song Writers’ 

Association; and 2) the 1954 Law for the Protection of Authors’ Rights. I show that both were 

 
6  Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 18. The organization’s full name in Arabic is 
jam‘iyyat al-mu’allifīn wa-l-mulaḥḥinīn wa-l-nāshirīn (Association of lyricists, composers, and publishers), referred 
to above and in the rest of this chapter as “Song Writers’ Association” and SACERAU. 
7 The Association’s connection to the founding of a “modern Egypt” (miṣr ḥadītha) are discussed at length in Muṣṭafā 
‘Abd al-Raḥmān’s 1964 book Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī. 
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founded on modern notions of justice and describe how they impacted the legal fate of this song. 

In the third section, I show how the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court, working in tandem with these two 

institutions, arrived at its verdict by way of a distinctly pre-modern approach to Arabic sung 

poetry, one that led to a distorted understanding of authorship in the “O ruler of my heart” case. 

The fourth section considers the ways in which this song raises additional questions about 

authorship, poetic borrowing, and plagiarism, examining how Aḥmad Mukhaymar himself had 

drawn on the work of previous poets to compose “O ruler of my heart.” In the final section, I 

conclude by reviewing some unanswered questions in this chapter and suggest future topics of 

investigation. 

 

  

Figure 16: Aḥmad Mukhaymar (left) and Muḥammad al-Mawjī (right). 
Photos courtesy of Ḥussien Elsadany and Amīn al-Mawjī. 
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Najāḥ Sallām and “Ahlī ‘alā al-darbi” 

The 1973 legal case described above can be traced back to a collaboration that occurred twenty 

years earlier. In 1948, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ graduated from the High Institute of Music Theater.8 

He was then quickly appointed by the Ministry of Education to teach music at several girls 

schools, first in Tanta, then Zagazig, and finally al-Baghghāla, Cairo.9 Having wound his way 

back to the capital, he auditioned as an oboe player for the Egyptian Radio’s orchestra and was 

hired in 1949.10 Also working at the Radio was Ḥalīm’s former classmate Kamāl al-Ṭawīl, a 

music inspector at the time. With al-Ṭawīl’s encouragement, Ḥalīm auditioned to become a 

singer at the Radio and, after passing the examination, left his oboe behind.11 During this period, 

the poet Aḥmad Mukhaymar (1914-1978) was writing lyrics for the Radio’s music programs, 

and it was his 1953 “Fatāt al-nīl” (Nile girl) that brought about the first collaboration between 

Mukhaymar, Ḥalīm, and Muḥammad al-Mawjī.12 By Mukhaymar’s account, their first meeting 

was work as usual.13 

In subsequent years, Mukhaymar collaborated with Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī, both separately 

and together, as well as with other prominent composers14 and singers.15 Then, in the early 

sixties, authorities at the Radio called upon Mukhaymar to write songs for its campaign to 

“revive the Andalusian muwashshaḥāt.”16 As the preceding chapter discussed, this was a period 

 
8 Al-Mūsīqā wa-l-masraḥ, issue 18, August 1, 1948, p. 702. 
9 Al-Kawākib, issue 133, February 16, 1954, p. 26; al-Kawākib, issue 316, August 20, 1957, pp. 4-5, 36. al-Mūsīqa 
wa-l-masraḥ, issue 34, December 1, 1949, p. 1343. 
10 Al-Muṣawwar, issue 2740, April 15, 1977, n.p. 
11 Al-Kawākib, issue 317, August 27, 1957, p. 10-11, 36. 
12 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 25; This song also features Fayda Kamil and ‘Abd al-Azim Muḥammad. 
13 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 25. 
14 Mukhaymar’s book al-Ghāba al-mansiyya, published in 1965, lists the titles of his collaborations with Maḥmūd 
al-Sharif, ‘Ali Isma‘il, and Muḥammad Fawzi under the section “Aghani al-sha‘b” (p. 265-314), noting that they 
were all written for the Radio. 
15 Singers included Warda al-Jazā’iriyya and Najāt al-Saghīra; See Riḥāb Khālid’s Najāt al-Ṣaghīra, 2016, p. 178. 
16 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 25. 
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when the Egyptian state exerted significant energy to create a venerable musical past for the 

nation. The “Andalusian” muwashshaḥāt came to be a central component of Egypt’s turāth, 

though they were largely of modern rather than medieval Andalusian composition. One of the 

new “muwashshaḥāt” that Mukhaymar wrote was entitled “Ahlī ‘alā al-darbi” (My family is on 

the path), set to music by Muḥammad al-Mawjī. When the Radio’s Artistic Director, Muḥammad 

Ḥasan al-Shujā‘ī, listened to the new song, he declared it one of the finest he had heard in the last 

twenty years and quickly approved it to be recorded. The Radio assigned the song to Cairo-based 

Lebanese singer Najāḥ Sallām, who recorded it at their studios on June 18, 1962.17 The lyrics 

read:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
17 Ibrāhīm Ḥifnī, Muntahā al-ṭarab, Episode 6: part 2, May 17, 2012. 
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Table 3: “My Family Is On The Path,” Najāḥ Sallām, 1962 recording. 

 O ruler of my heart, O captor of my love يبُّحً ارِسآ ای يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 Even water thirsts for your quenching kiss ِبَذعلا َكِرَغثِل ٌنآمَظ ُرَھنلا

 Fill me with it, fill me يب ْلِمُ َھل يب ْلِم

 O captor of my heart يبَلقً ارِسآ ای

 to the top of the jug يتَّرَج ِءلِمِل يب ْلِم

 And on my way back يَتدوَع ِقیرَط يفو

 among the palm trees of my village يَتیَرق ِلیَخن َنَیب

 repeat my tale to me يتَّصِق َّيلَع ْدِعأ

  the tale of love ِّبُحلاَ ةّصِقو

 of longing to be near ِبُرقلل َقوَشلاو

 And if my words are harsh يلَوق اَسق نإو

 bear with them ِبَتعلا ىلَع رِبصاف

 And don’t walk by my side يبنَج رَِست الو

 for my family is on the path ِبَردلا ىلَع يلھأ

 O ruler of my heart يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 No, no, nearby اَنلوَح َكانُھ ال ال

 on the riverbank, we have enemies اَنل ٌءادعأ ِّطَشلا يف

 who will betray our secret انَّرِس َنوحَضَفیَس

 and tell our family اَنلھأ َنورِبُخیَس

 of an enamored lover ِّبَص ٍقِشاع نَع

 ”who says “O lord ّيبَر ای ُلوَقی

 I will build my nest ِھینبأس يّشُع

 upon her tender branch ِبطَرلا ِھِنصُغ يف

 So grant it, O lord ّيبَر ایُ ھَحنماف

 water and love ِّبُحلاو ِءاملاب

 O ruler of my heart يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 if you see the outcome and turn from me angrily ابِضاغ ّينَع يضُمت َول َبِقاعلا ُرِصُبت َول

 look at my heart blaming, content, repentant ابِئاتوً ایِضارً ابِتاع يبَلقِل رُظنأ

 ?O ruler of my love, angry, what did I do wrong  يبَنذ ام ُنابضَغ ّيبُحً اكِلام ای

 I alone feel the calamity  ِبطَخلاب ُّسِحأ يدحَو انأ ّينإ

 So don’t walk by my side  يبنَج رَِست َالف

 for my family is on the path ِبَردلا ىلَع يلھأ
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Najāḥ Sallām was already well-known in the Egyptian music scene by the mid-fifties, 

often appearing in popular entertainment magazines like al-Kawākib and recording with all 

major record labels of the day.18 However, “My family is on the path” does not seem to have 

been one of her hit songs. Nearly three years passed before Aḥmad Mukhaymar even registered 

his lyrics with the Song Writers’ Association on February 22, 1965.19 A few months later, he 

included the poem in his 1965 dīwān entitled al-Ghāba al-mansiyya (The Forgotten Forest) in 

which he indicated that it had previously been set to music by Muḥammad al-Mawjī and sung by 

Najāḥ Sallām.20 But the version Sallām recorded in 1962 was not identical to the poem 

Mukhaymar published in his 1965 dīwān. Two words in the opening line were flipped: yā asīran 

qalbī / yā mālikan ḥubbī in the dīwān instead of Sallām’s yā mālikan qalbī / yā asīran ḥubbī. 

Also, where Sallām sang al-nahru ẓam’ān li-thaghrika al-‘adhbi (the river thirsts for your wet 

mouth) Mukhaymar’s published version swapped al-nahru (river) for al-mā’u (water). The 

semantic difference was negligible, and the words were quite ordinary in the idiom of Arabic 

ghazal poetry. The final verse of the sung version, however, was replaced by three new lines in 

Mukhaymar’s published dīwān:21 

 

 I am afraid to bid you farewell كعدوا نأ فاخأ

 Stand a moment, my heart is with you كعم ىبلق ةظحل فق

 Then turn away and I will weep for you كعمْدأ ىنع رادو
 

 
18 Sallām recorded for Baidaphon, Ṣawt al-Sharq, Ṣawt al-Fann, and Ṣawt al-Qāhira. 
19 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 4. 
20 Aḥmad Mukhaymar, al-Ghāba al-mansiyya, 1965, pp. 268-271. 
21 The spellings and lack of vocalization are as printed in the diwan. 
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Were these lines penned after Sallām had already recorded her version? Or were they part of an 

earlier “original” poem that Mukhaymar modified for her recording? Additional research may 

clarify the details and chronology here.  

Another piece of the story that remains unclear is how ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm arrived at his 

decision to remake Najāḥ Sallām’s song. Initially, Muḥammad al-Mawjī implied during an 

interview that Ḥalīm had not been aware of the earlier recording, only knowing that al-Mawjī 

was in possession of a few beautiful lines of poetry.22 Later, after the authorship issue became 

widely known, al-Mawjī said that Ḥalīm had once heard him (al-Mawjī) humming the song’s 

melody and asked if he would permit him to sing it.23 More recently, in 2011, al-Mawjī’s son 

claimed that Ḥalīm, in fact, accompanied Muḥammad al-Mawjī to Sallām’s recording session at 

the Radio in the early sixties and expressed his interest in the song after hearing her rendition.24 

Sallām never mentioned such a meeting in her interviews though, and Ḥalīm himself was 

altogether silent on the matter.  

 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and “O Ruler Of My Heart” 

Arabic periodicals and court documents from the “O ruler of my heart” lawsuit paint a picture of 

events that transpired in the month leading up to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 1973 concert. In mid-April, 

Muḥammad al-Mawjī began a dogged series of attempts to contact Mukhaymar, who did not 

own a telephone.25 By way of Ṭāhir Abū Fāshā, a mutual friend, al-Mawjī was eventually able to 

reach Mukhaymar. He relayed that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was interested in singing a revised version of 

the song “My family is on the path” and that the Saudi Prince ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal had written a 

 
22 Al-Maw‘id, issue 568, July 26, 1973,  p. 13. 
23 Al-Ḥukm ba‘da al-mudāwala, hosted by Ṭāriq Ḥabīb, undated television program circa mid-1970s. 
24 Ash‘ār ‘alā awtār, Idhā‘at ṣawt al-‘arab, episode “Ahlī ‘alā al-darbi,” May 16, 2011. 
25 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 26. 
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new couplet that could be added to the original. The Prince’s offer was not so unusual as he was 

a poet in his own right and had recently written for, among others, Umm Kulthūm.26 

Additionally, the Prince’s professional relationship with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm went back at least twenty 

years to when Ḥalīm sang his poem “Samrā’” (Dark one).27 Al-Mawjī urged Mukhaymar to 

contact ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm as soon as possible for further details on the collaboration with the Prince. 

 Mukhaymar called Ḥalīm the same day in the presence of Abū Fāshā and was invited to 

Ḥalīm’s home to discuss the matter in person.28 There, Ḥalīm explained once more that he would 

like to sing Mukhaymar’s lyrics. He also asked Mukhaymar to write two new couplets, “urging 

his expediency” (nashada sur‘at injāzihi).29 Mukhaymar later noted that, from the outset, he 

understood the Prince’s couplet would be added to his poem in some fashion. He was 

nonetheless “delighted to have my art displayed in the ‘window’ of this prominent singer.”30  

Shortly after their initial meeting, Mukhaymar composed four new couplets for the 

song.31 He gave a copy of these to Ṭāhir Abū Fāshā, submitted another copy to the Secretary 

General at the Song Writers’ Association, and brought them to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī for 

consideration on April 22.32 He left the four new couplets with them to select two for the song. 

Ḥalīm thanked Mukhaymar and requested his phone number to follow up. Mukhaymar explained 

that he did not own a telephone and gave Ḥalīm the number to the grocer below his apartment. 

 
26 Umm Kulthūm, “Min ajli ‘aynayk,” Ṣawt al-Qāhira, 1972, iyda‘ 71/1395, ta ra 438. 
27 ‘Amr Fatḥī (2019, p. 80) says Samrā’ was aired for the first time on the Egyptian Radio on December 13, 1955. 
28 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 2. 
29 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 2. 
30 al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 26. 
31 Mukhaymar said in an interview (al-Maw‘id, issue 562) that he visited Ḥalīm a number of times to review the new 
couplets. The court documents indicate only two visits, the initial discussion between Mukhaymar and Ḥalīm, and the 
final meeting between Mukhaymar, Ḥalīm, and al-Mawjī. Ṭāhir Abū Fāshā also only mentions these two visits (al-
Maw‘id, issue 568), recalling that Mukhaymar brought the new couplets to Ḥalīm several days after his first visit with 
the singer (April 22) and a week before the concert (April 29). This would put Mukhaymar’s initial visit with Ḥalīm 
around April 18 or 19. 
32 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 2. 
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Ḥalīm, however, did not follow up. Mukhaymar attempted to contact him in the following days 

but each time was told that Ḥalīm was “sleeping” or “out.” The poet recalled that, on one 

occasion, “[Ḥalīm] himself answered the phone. I recognized his voice, but he denied that it was 

he. Here, I was overcome with rage and realized that I had fallen victim to a shameful 

deception.”33 Unfortunately for him, the deception was only fully realized the night of the 

Shamm al-Nasīm concert on April 29, 1973. 

 

The Shamm al-Nasīm Concert and Fallout 

In the first set of the concert, Ḥalīm introduced his new song as “O ruler of my heart” and 

referred to it as a “tawshīḥ” by Muḥammad al-Mawjī and “His Highness ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal.”34 

He praised al-Mawjī, his “life-long companion,” but was uncharacteristically silent about the 

lyricist. Quickly cueing the orchestra, Ḥalīm proceeded to sing Aḥmad Mukhaymar’s words 

without ever citing his name.35 The following day, April 30, Mukhaymar heard a recording of the 

concert on the radio and noticed that Ḥalīm had failed to acknowledge him as the song’s 

author.36  

On June 14, al-Maw‘id published an interview with Mukhaymar in which it began 

probing the authorship issue.37 Mukhaymar explained how he had come to collaborate with 

Ḥalīm and later been duped. On July 26, al-Maw‘id published a second article containing 

interviews with Mukhaymar, Najāḥ Sallām, and Muḥammad al-Mawjī.38 Mukhaymar re-narrated 

the events and Sallām admitted that she was slightly irked that Ḥalīm had not mentioned her 

 
33 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 26. 
34 The terms muwashshaḥ and tawshīḥ were, and still are, often used interchangeably. Al-Shabaka’s coverage of the 
concert, for example, referred to the song as a muwashshaḥ despite Ḥalīm’s terminology (902, May 7, 1973, p. 5). 
35 This transcription of the lyrics does not include repeated lines. 
36 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 2. 
37 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, pp. 24-27. 
38 Al-Maw‘id, issue 568, July 26, 1973,  pp. 10-13. 
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earlier rendition of the song. But the only person capable of shedding new light onto why Ḥalīm 

had attributed the lyrics exclusively to the Prince was Muḥammad al-Mawjī, who said evasively: 

“This is a long story. I don’t remember how it happened, how it started, or how it ended!”39 

However, al-Mawjī did reveal one new piece of information: the couplet beginning “yā fātinan 

‘umrī” had been composed by the Syrian poet ‘Umar Abū Risha at a private gathering! al-Mawjī, 

it seems, attended the same gathering and later added Abū Risha’s lines to the new “O ruler of 

my heart.” The court documents confirmed Abū Rīsha’s contribution to the song.40 

By the time al-Maw‘id’s article came out, Mukhaymar had already informed the Song 

Writers’ Association of the matter and was beginning to collect supporting documents to file a 

legal claim. The story had been exposed in the press. People were now talking about it. As one 

journalist said, the mystery surrounding the song’s authorship had “stirred a great commotion in 

Arab literary circles.”41 A later article reported that “concern is spreading day by day regarding 

the issue of the poem” and “more and more people are wondering what could put an end to all 

the chatter.”42 Aḥmad Mukhaymar continued to build evidence for his case and, on July 30, 

obtained verification from the Song Writers’ Association that his poem “My family is on the 

path” had been officially registered in 1965.43 As if oblivious to the drama, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

performed “O ruler of my heart” again on August 7, 1973 at Cairo University.44 A week later, 

Ḥalīm was asked directly about the author of the poem in an interview for al-Jumhūriyya 

newspaper, to which he responded that the opening line came from an old muwashshaḥ in the 

 
39 Al-Maw‘id, issue 568, July 26, 1973,  p. 13. 
40 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 4. 
41 Al-Maw‘id, issue 562, June 14, 1973, p. 24. 
42 Al-Maw‘id, issue 568, July 26, 1973,  p. 10. 
43 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 4. 
44 Al-Shabaka, issue 915, August 6, 1973, p. 8. 
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tenth-century Kitāb al-aghānī.45 On September 1, still unfazed, he performed the song again at 

the Casino Piscine Aley in Lebanon.46 

  “O ruler of my heart” was received with much enthusiasm at all of its performances. 

During its debut at Cairo University’s auditorium, an audience of 9,000 listeners came together 

“in one big chorus singing along with the sweet muwashshaḥ.”47 One journalist, remarking on 

the rendition that night, wrote that “the muwashshaḥ al-Mawjī prepared is truly Arab [sharqī 

ṣamīm], ancient in its melodic structures [qadīm fī tarākibihi al-naghmiyya], but new in its 

performance.”48 Before Ḥalīm ever sang it a second time in public, his fans were already writing 

to the editors of popular entertainment magazine requesting they publish the song’s lyrics.49 Al-

Shabaka, for one, still attributed them to ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal alone. Following the third 

performance of “O ruler of my heart,” critics were regarding it as the “deepest in feeling” among 

his new songs, holding it up as proof that “the muwashshaḥ is still the foremost [among song 

styles] in its ability to express.”50 It was, in a sense, a new classic. 

 

 
45 Al-Jumhūriyya, “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm yanfī al-tuhma!,” August 16, 1973, n.p. 
46 Al-Shabaka, issue 920, September 10, 1973, Sep10, pp. 18-21. 
47 Al-Shabaka, issue 902, May 7, 1973, p. 5. 
48 Al-Shabaka, issue 904, May 21, 1973, p. 34. 
49 Al-Shabaka, issue 912, July 16, 1973, p. 74. 
50 Al-Shabaka, issue 921, September 17, 1973, p. 74. 
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Figure 17: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm at the Casino Piscine Aley, Lebanon, September 1, 1973. 

Al-Shabaka, issue 920, September 10, 1973, p. 18. 
 

 

“O Ruler Of My Heart” Goes to Court 

On October 23, 1973, Mukhaymar filed his lawsuit against ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Muḥammad al-

Mawjī, and Majdī al-‘Amrūsī, the Legal Representative for Ṣawt al-Fann. Not only had Ḥalīm 

publicly performed the song without crediting Mukhaymar’s work, but the Ṣawt al-Fann 

company was pressing and selling records whose jackets displayed only the Saudi Prince’s name. 

On November 7, al-Mawjī was summoned to attend a meeting at the Song Writers’ Association, 

where he signed an acknowledgement stating that the lyrics of the work (al-muṣannaf) were 
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composed by Mukhaymar.51 On November 11, the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court dispatched a clerk to the 

residences of Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī, as well as the Ṣawt al-Fann office, to deliver an official notice 

of the lawsuit.52 On November 28, Mukhaymar visited the Shiqāl Record Shop on Ṭal‘at Ḥarb 

Street and purchased “O ruler of my heart” to use later as legal evidence.53 His receipt showed a 

sale price of 2 EGP.  

On November 29, Mukhaymar appeared in court with his supporting documents: 1) al-

Ghāba al-mansiyya, his published book of poetry; 2) a signed certificate from the Song Writers’ 

Association verifying the registration of “My family is on the path” as a song in 1965; 3) a 

receipt for one “O ruler of my heart” record; 4) the jacket of said record on which were printed 

the lyrics and attribution to Prince ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal; and 5) a written testimony from Ṭāhir 

Abū Fāshā describing events related to the song.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
51 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 5. 
52 Akhbār al-nujūm, issue 860, March 26, 2009, pp. 40-41. 
53 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 4. 
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Figure 18: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, “O Ruler Of My Heart,” Ṣawt al-Fann, 1973. 
 
 

Misdemeanor Case #4881 was deliberated in sessions during April, May, June, and 

November of 1974 as well as February of 1975.54 The Court postponed judgment numerous 

times to consider additional evidence and arguments presented by both sides. Court documents 

 
54 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, pp. 4-6. 
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indicate that Mukhaymar was present for these sessions but that neither Ḥalīm nor al-Mawjī ever 

attended, opting instead to send their attorney ‘Alī Manṣūr. The evidence against them was 

considerable. There was Mukhaymar’s published dīwān, the earlier Najāḥ Sallām recording, the 

paper trail at the Song Writers’ Association, Abū Fāshā’s testimony, thousands of pressed vinyl 

records, and even recordings of the Shamm al-Nasīm concert with Ḥalīm’s misleading 

introduction. Ḥalīm’s rebuttal that the opening lines of the song hailed from an old muwashshaḥ 

in Kitāb al-aghānī does not appear anywhere in the court minutes. Perhaps he realized the 

chronological absurdity: the muwashshaḥ form did not exist when Kitāb al-aghānī was 

compiled. The defense’s lawyer took a different approach, saying: 

 

What the second defendant [Ḥalīm] sang and the third defendant [Ṣawt al-Fann] printed 

on vinyl records was, in fact, not the [old] lyrics but a new creation [al-makhlūq al-jadīd], 

a new work [al-muṣannaf al-jadīd], comprised of lyrics and music together. This new 

work does not belong to the civil claimant [Mukhaymar] alone, nor does it belong to the 

first defendant [al-Mawjī], the composer, alone. Rather, it is a joint work between both of 

them, despite the fact that the right to license public performance, which is the right 

received by the second and third defendants, cannot be altered and thus can only be 

transferred to the first defendant. This is supported by the text of Article 29 in Law 354 of 

1954. Given that the second and third defendants received from the first defendant [al-

Mawjī] the right to public performance [ḥaqq al-adā’ al-‘alanī], to sing and print on 

records, they received this from a rights holder [ṣāḥib al-ḥaqq] and thus did not commit a 

crime.55 

 

In effect, the defense accepted the premise that they had used Mukhaymar’s lyrics, but they held 

that the addition of couplets from the Prince and Abū Risha constituted an altogether new song. 

 
55 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 6. 
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Additionally, since al-Mawjī was one of the original composers of “My family is on the path,” 

the defense reasoned that al-Mawjī could transfer his public performance rights to Ḥalīm and 

Ṣawt al-Fann.  

Ultimately, Judge Aḥmad ‘Abd al-Jalīl was not swayed by this argument. Comparing 

Ḥalīm’s “O ruler of my heart” to Najāḥ Sallām’s “My family is on the path” he determined that a 

substantial portion of the “new” lyrics was identical to those previously composed by 

Mukhaymar. The judge dealt a guilty verdict to Ḥalīm, al-Mawjī, and Ṣawt al-Fann, citing 

articles 5, 6, 7, and 9 of Law 354 for the Protection of Authors’ Rights (qānūn ḥimāyat ḥaqq al-

mu’allif).56 Article 5 stipulated that “the composer [mu’allif] alone has the right to publish his 

work [muṣannafahu]” and to “use it for financial gain in any form.” Article 6 stipulated that the 

composer is entitled to use his work for financial gain through various forms of public display 

(al-‘arḍ al-‘alanī) and through reproductions (nusakh) of the work. Article 7 stipulated that the 

composer alone has the right to edit (al-ta‘dīl) and alter (al-tahwīr) his work. Article 9 stipulated 

that “the composer alone has the right to attribute his work to himself and be paid in the event 

that his rights have been violated [al-i‘tidā’ ‘alā hādha al-ḥaqq], just as he has the right to 

prohibit the elision [ḥadhf] or modification [taghyīr] of his work.”  

The judge determined beyond reasonable doubt that the accused had committed “a crime 

of forgery” (jarīmat al-taqlīd).57 He gave each the maximum fine of 100 EGP and required they 

pay Mukhaymar 51 EGP for damages resulting from the violation of his rights.58 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

and Muḥammad al-Mawjī were now convicted criminals. 

 

 
56 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 7. 
57 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 8. 
58 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 9. 
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SACERAU: Founding and Early Struggles 

Up until 1954, the laws that helped Aḥmad Mukhaymar secure his rights in the “O ruler of my 

heart” case did not exist. These new laws were largely the result of efforts by the Song Writer’s 

Association, also known by the French acronym “SACERAU,” whose battle for the legal 

protection of musical works is detailed in Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān’s 1964 Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-

‘arabī (The Arab Composer’s Rights).59 In Egypt, the story of music and intellectual property 

rights was closely connected to the colonial experience. In the early twentieth century, before the 

Association’s founding, foreign record companies like Gramophone and Odeon often contracted 

with Egyptian artists to record and obtain exclusive rights to their compositions. Dawūd Ḥusnī, 

Ibrāhīm al-Qabbānī, and other composers wrote many songs expressly for the label, sometimes 

without having had performed them live before.60 When European radio stations broadcast 

Egyptian compositions, their authors back in Egypt never received royalties. Egypt was not yet a 

member of the Berne Convention for the protection of intellectual property and had no way of 

pursuing public performance rights. 

Egyptian song writers sensed the extent to which non-Egyptians, especially organizations 

in England and France, were reaping the benefits of their labor. They saw such exploitation as 

one more manifestation of colonial injustice in dire need of revision. On December 21, 1945, a 

group of composers and lyricists held a meeting at Cairo’s Nādī al-Sīnamā to discuss the 

founding of an association that could protect musical works in Egypt.61 The foremost song 

writers attended and elected an administrative council comprised of Muḥammad ‘Abd al-

Wahhāb, Badī‘ Khayri, Farīd Ghusn, Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, and Muḥammad ‘Abd al-

 
59 Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de la République Arabe Unie. 
60 AMAR Foundation, Rawḍat al-balābil Podcast, Episode 78, published September 28, 2014. 
61 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 18. 
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Mun‘im Abū Buthayna.62 This council sent letters to and met with various members of the 

Egyptian state, among them Dr. ‘Abd al-Rāziq al-Sanhūrī and Ṭaha Ḥusayn, to explain the 

national importance of establishing a legal framework to protect song writers’ rights.63 However, 

these early efforts met with only “closed doors.”64 

In early 1946, one door opened. Jean Georges, the Commissioner-General from France’s 

Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs, et Éditeurs de Musique (SACEM), visited Egypt to meet 

with members of the Egyptian association.65 He explained that France had accumulated 

thousands of pounds in royalties for Egyptian songs and was prepared to funnel them along if the 

Egyptian association signed an agreement to become members of SACEM and worked to create 

an intellectual property law in Egypt.66 Elated at the prospect of receiving long overdue royalties, 

the Egyptian association signed a contract on June 30, 1946 stipulating, among other things, that 

SACEM would collaborate with Egypt to set up the Egyptian Office for Authors’ Rights in 

Cairo.67 The Office would host the Commissioner-General of SACEM and a small 

administrative team tasked with overseeing the collection and distribution of royalties to 

members of the Egyptian association. Also running the Office was an elected advisory council 

made up of Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, Bayram al-Tūnisī, Farīd Ghusn, Muḥammad ‘Abd al-

Mun‘im Abū Buthayna, and Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān.68  

Once the Office began operations, its financial activities quickly became shrouded in 

“mystery” (ghumūḍ). According to ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Jean Georges was “the only one who knew 

 
62 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 18. 
63 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, pp. 19, 33. 
64 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 19. 
65 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 20. 
66 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 20. 
67 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, pp. 21-28; Strangely, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān gives a 
different date (January 15, 1946) for the signing of the pact in al-Fann, issue 160, September 28, 1953, p. 16. 
68 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 29. 
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the secrets of this office” and “how things worked.”69 It was soon discovered that Georges had 

been tampering with Office funds for personal gain, “living it up like Harūn al-Rashīd in luxury, 

extravagance, and partying.”70 Members of the Egyptian association were shocked when “the 

20,000 EGP that the lyricists and composers were originally promised came out to just 145 EGP 

in the first distribution of 1947.”71  

In response, the Egyptian association revolted against Georges and temporarily shut 

down the Office. They wrote to Paris and had Georges withdrawn, only to be replaced by 

Raymond Lanson, who was no more transparent with the Office’s inner workings.72 Troubles 

related to the French advisors were compounded by regular in-group skirmishes between ‘Abd 

al-Wahhāb and Bayram al-Tūnisī, which tore the association into two broad factions in January 

of 1950.73 In June of that year, a third faction, led by ‘Azīz Abāẓa, splintered off to form the 

Lyricists’ Syndicate (Niqābat al-mu’allifin).74 Eventually, in December, the various parties 

convened at the Egyptian Office and agreed to combine forces once more, now as the Union of 

Lyricists, Composers, and Publishers (Ittiḥād al-mu’allifīn wa-l-mulaḥḥinīn wa-l-nāshirīn).75 

By this point, however, the association had failed to pay its rent three months in a row 

and was evicted from its office. In a bind, ‘Abd al-Wahhāb stepped up to cover the costs of 

renting a new office on the old Bursa Street. Farīd al-Aṭrash, Muḥammad Fawzī, Ḥusayn al-

Sayyid, and Khalīl al-Miṣrī contributed funds to furnish it. From the new headquarters, the 

Association renewed its efforts in 1951 to find support for an intellectual property law. Little 

came of this at first, but the 1952 Revolution was soon to raise spirits. As ‘Abd al-Raḥmān 

 
69 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 29. 
70 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 29. 
71 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 29. 
72 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 31. 
73 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 31. 
74 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 32. 
75 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 32. 
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recalled, “the song writer has realized how critical his role is to this revolution, how great his 

responsibility is . . . for the Revolution was waged to fight monopolization and exploitation. The 

composer has lived his whole life suffering these injustices. The Revolution was waged to give 

each rights holder his due.”76 

In early May of 1954, Association members secured an audience with Anwar al-Sadat to 

discuss the legal protection of composers’ rights. They then met with Ṣalāḥ Sālim, another 

member of the Free Officers, who assured them that the new government was taking interest in 

the matter. His words were auspicious, for in June of 1954 the government finally issued the Law 

for Protection of Authors’ Rights (Qānūn ḥimāyat ḥaqq al-mu’allif).77 After more than a decade 

of efforts, the Association had achieved its loftiest goal. From here, they went on to establish a 

number of agreements with SACEM and the Egyptian Radio, Television, and Cinema Syndicate 

to receive royalties.78 

 

 
76 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 34. 
77 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, p. 34. 
78 Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī, 1964, pp. 34-35. 
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Figure 19: Muṣṭafā ‘Abd al-Raḥmān and the cover of his 1964 Ḥaqq al-mu’allif al-‘arabī. 
 
 

Breaking with SACEM 

Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb served as Chair for the Association from its inception until October 

of 1955 when Muḥammad Fawzi was voted in to take over. After ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s long reign, 

the leadership changed regularly. Aḥmad Rami became Chair in 1957, then ‘Abd al-Hamid ‘Abd 

al-Raḥmān in 1958, Muḥammad al-Mawjī and Riyāḍ al-Sunbāṭī for two short-lived terms in 

1962, followed by Farīd al-Aṭrash beginning in 1963. During these changes in leadership, the 

Association maintained its old ties with SACEM in Paris. SACEM had made a few select 

Egyptian song writers, like ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, “full” members with voting privileges in its 

elections, a right most Egyptian members did not receive. When a petition began in 1961 to 
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break with SACEM, ‘Abd al-Wahhāb refused to sign it, saying laconically: “the Paris association 

has honored me with a lifetime membership.”79 

‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s attitude chafed many members, and tempers flared about the 

continued Paris protocol that Egypt had signed and could not seem to break. The problem, as it 

had been from the beginning, was one of power, colonized and colonizer, justice and injustice. 

As the Association’s Chair ‘Abd al-Raḥmān lamented in 1961: 

 

We had wanted our association to be completely independent, not subjugated to any 

foreign control from Paris or elsewhere. . . Can you believe that we only receive a third of 

our rights and the rest is lost in taxes from Paris, brokerage, and middlemen? Why 

shouldn’t we get what we deserve completely instead of partially? Why should our taxes 

be paid to Paris and not our own country? It’s unfortunate that we pay taxes to Paris. It’s 

a shame!80 

 

Resentment against ‘Abd al-Wahhāb continued, as did efforts to break with SACEM in Paris. On 

top of the European exploitation of Egyptian work, many Egyptian members feared that their 

collaboration with SACEM was ultimately supporting the Algerian War, then in its final days. 

“By joining the Paris Association, we contribute directly to the killing of our brothers in 

Algeria,” said lyricist Ma’mūn al-Shināwī. “The French take our taxes, and these taxes are then 

used to kill Algerians. It’s a national crime.”81 Frustrations were also mounting with the British, 

whose BBC refused to pay some 14,000 EGP in royalties annually.82 When Egyptian members 

 
79 Al-Kawākib, issue 511, May 16, 1961, pp. 10-11. 
80 Al-Kawākib, issue 511, May 16, 1961, pp. 10-11. 
81 Al-Kawākib, issue 511, May 16, 1961, pp. 10-11. 
82 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1498, November 30, 1963, p. 25. 
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complained to the French association, it responded that it could not coerce the BBC to deliver the 

royalties.  

By 1962, the Song Writers’ Association was like “a volcano ready to erupt,” reported one 

magazine. “It has reached the point of collapse.”83 In negotiations with SACEM, it was finally 

agreed that the Egyptian Office would function independently of Paris beginning in 1962. But 

when the time came, Paris sent no representatives to Cairo to finalize the agreement. The 

Association’s Chair, Riyāḍ al-Sunbāṭī, along with Muḥammad al-Mawjī, Aḥmad Rāmī, Ḥusayn 

al-Sayyid, and other members sent a memorandum to Vice President Zakariya Muḥyī al-Dīn 

imploring him to intervene.84 In 1963, Farīd al-Aṭrash, ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, and 

Ma’mūn al-Shināwī traveled to Paris to discuss the Association’s myriad concerns, but “not a 

single issue was resolved.”85 By 1964, many Association members saw that the only solution to 

gaining their full rights was to join the Berne or UNESCO international conventions for 

intellectual property. Egypt would indeed eventually join the Berne Convention, but it was not 

until more than a decade later in 1977.86 

 

The Song in Numbers 

The 1954 Law that the Association fought for was meant to ensure justice and transparency for 

song writers in Egypt. In legal cases involving its members, the Association could assist as 

records keeper: its office maintained membership information, registration history of individual 

songs, dates and locations of broadcasting, and percentage breakdowns for royalties distribution. 

That Aḥmad Mukhaymar could file a lawsuit for copyright infringement was possible in part 

 
83 Al-Kawākib, issue 557, April 3, 1962, pp. 18-19. 
84 Al-Kawākib, issue 557, April 3, 1962, pp. 18-19. 
85 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1498, November 30, 1963, p. 25. 
86 David Nimmer, Copyright: Sacred Text, Technology, and the DMCA, 2003, p. 74. 
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because of the new legal recognition of intellectual property rights in Egypt. But the other 

important factor was the Song Writers’ Association, of which he became a member on December 

9, 1961.87 

Because of Mukhaymar’s membership, he was able to register his song “My family is on 

the path” and, eight years later, receive written confirmation of its registration to use for his court 

claim. Because of his membership, the Association investigated the “O ruler of my heart” affair 

and summoned Muḥammad al-Mawjī to sign documents acknowledging Mukhaymar’s 

authorship. Based on this evidence, it was abundantly clear to the court that Mukhaymar was the 

author of an earlier song-cum-poem-cum-song entitled “My family is on the path.” But how did 

this earlier song relate to Ḥalīm’s new song? What had been changed, and were the two 

sufficiently similar to deem the new work a plagiarism? Answering these questions was the real 

task of the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court. 

The lyrics for ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s “O ruler of my heart,” as he performed it for the first time 

in 1973, read as follows (excluded are repetitions of lines in performance): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
87 SACERAU, al-‘Īd al-awwal li-l-milkiyya al-fikriyya, 2015, p. 60. 
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Table 4: “O Ruler Of My Heart,” ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, April 29, 1973, Cairo University Concert. 

 O ruler of my heart  يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 O captor of my love يبُّحً ارِسآ ای

 Even water thirsts  ٌنآمظ ُرَھنلا

 for your quenching kiss ِبَذعلا َكِرَغثِل

 Fill me with it, fill me  يب لِمُ َھل يب لِم

 O ruler of my heart يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 Tell me, where does this journey lead ریسَملا َنیأ ىلإ يل ُلق

 in the darkness of the harsh path ریَسعلا ِبَردلا ِةملُظ يف

 Its nights have been long انِب ِھیلاَیل َتلاط

  and life, you may know, is short ریَصق يرَدت َول ُرُمعلاو

 O tempter of my life يرمُعً انِتاف ای

 ?am I done for ؟يرمأ ىَھتنِا لَھ

 I am afraid to walk يشمأ نأ ُفاخأ

 alone in my exile  يدحَو يَتبرُغ يف

 in the darkness of captivity ِرسألا ِةملُظ يف

 O ruler of my heart يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 Oh, my days, oh هآ ِمّایألا نِم ٍهآ

 You did not grant the lover his desire هانُم ىوَھی نَم ِطُعت َمل

 What is wrong with me? I feel I am ينَّنأ ُّسِحأ يل ام

 a stranger to this life ةایَحلا يف ٌبیرَغ ٌحور

 Spare me this torture باَذعلا اذَھ نِم َكامحُر

 My heart has dissolved from longing باذ ِقاوشألا َنِم يبَلق

 My night is grief and my morning sorrow ًىسأ يحبُص ًىنَض يلَیل

 My life on this earth is a mirage بارَس ایُندلا ىلَع يشیَع
 

From even a cursory review of the lyrics, one notices that this new song recycled only a minor 

portion of Mukhaymar’s “My family is on the path,” namely the opening strophe. The 

subsequent lines of the song are nowhere to be found in Mukhaymar’s published poem, nor in 

his lyrics for Najāḥ Sallām, whose song contained one additional strophe and lacked three lines 

from the poem. The Qaṣr al-Nīl Court came to the same conclusion that the journalists at al-
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Maw‘id had come to years earlier: that Prince ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal and ‘Umar Abū Rīsha 

contributed two strophes to Mukhaymar’s original opening lines, and that Mukhaymar himself 

had contributed two new couplets later on. The Court documents thus displayed Ḥalīm’s song as 

constituting five parts, the fourth and fifth ending in “yā fātinan ‘umrī” to suggest repetitions of 

Abū Rīsha’s strophe. The transcription in the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court’s documents appeared as 

follows: 88 

 

 يبلق اكلام ای  يبح ارسآ ای
 نآمظ رھنلا  بذعلا كرغثل
 يب لم . . ھل يب لم  يبلق اكلام ای

-٢- 
ریسملا نیأ ىلإ يل لق  ریسعلا بردلا ةملظ يف  
انب ھیلایل تلاط  ریصق يردت ول رمعلاو  

-٣-  
يرمع انتاف ای  يرمأ ىھتنا لھ  
يشمأ نأ فاخأ  يدحو يتبرغ يف  
رسألا ةملظ يف  يبلق اكلام ای  

-٤-  
هآ مایألا نم هآ  هانم ىوھی نم طعت مل  

يننأ سحأ يل ام  ةایحلا يف بیرغ حور  
يرمع انتاف ای  

-٥-  
باذ قاوشألا نم يبلق باذعلا اذھ نم كامحر    

ىسأ يحبص . . ىنض يلیل  بارس ایندلا ىلع يشیع  
يرمع انتاف ای  

 

Based on this division of the song’s lyrics, the Court determined that “3/5 of the muwashshaḥ 

was composed by Mukhaymar, 1/5 of the muwashshaḥ was composed by Prince ‘Abdallah al-

 
88 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 3. 
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Fayṣal, and 1/5 of the muwashshaḥ was composed by the poet ‘Umar Abū Rīsha.”89 At first 

glance, this seems an unambiguous numerical breakdown of the song’s content. Sixty percent of 

the song was of Mukhaymar’s creation, the other forty percent split between the Prince and Abū 

Rīsha. Of course, Mukhaymar did not need to prove how much of the song was composed by 

him, only that some part of it was. But upon closer inspection, we can see that the Court’s 

analysis was hardly unambiguous, objective, or accurate.  

 It is unclear how the Court arrived at this particular representation of the song on paper. 

Did Mukhaymar offer this arrangement of verses to the judge? Or did a court employee 

transcribe the lyrics? The written representation in the documents does not align with either 

Ḥalīm’s recorded performances or the lyrics as they were printed on the record jacket of “O ruler 

of my heart.” Ostensibly, the judge would have been concerned with these two forms of the 

lyrics as they were the forms in which the public received Mukhaymar’s work. In performance, 

the song contained numerous repetitions of verses and individual words that were not accounted 

for in the court documents. On the record jacket, Abū Rīsha’s refrain is printed in its entirety 

three times, once after each verse following the opening strophe. The reduction of his lyrics into 

a single line in the court documents suggests that he played a much smaller role in the song’s 

final form, and consequently that Mukhaymar’s contributions were much greater. If the Court 

meant to reproduce the record jacket’s layout, a more accurate representation would have shown 

the non-truncated version of Abū Rīsha’s refrain. This, in turn, would have meant that 

Mukhaymar’s lyrics amounted to only 3/7 of the song’s total strophes, with Abū Rīsha likewise 

contributing 3/7 and the Prince just 1/7. However, this too is hardly a precise understanding of 

 
89 Kamāl Khālid documents, March 6, 1975, p. 4. 
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the lyrics, for it does not take into account how long each lyricist’s words were sung during the 

actual performance. 

 

The Song in Performance 

At its 1973 debut, “O ruler of my heart” began and ended in 21 minutes and 36 seconds. A 

second-by-second examination of the recorded performance reveals that the Court’s 

understanding was significantly flawed. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm sang Mukhaymar’s lyrics for just over 

half of the song (52%). Abū Rīsha’s lyrics constituted only 12% of Ḥalīm’s performance, and the 

Prince’s lyrics a mere 5%. The remaining 31% of the performance was instrumental music: the 

opening prelude, musicians’ solos, and interludes between verses. Mukhaymar might have been 

both pleased and troubled by this new breakdown. On the one hand, it shows that Prince 

‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal, the supposed sole author of the lyrics, contributed almost nothing to the 

performed song, making Mukhaymar’s case all the more valid. At the same time, it shows that 

Mukhaymar’s lyrics featured less prominently in the actual performance than the written 

documents suggested, 52% of the total time rather than 60%. 

Such details may seem irrelevant, for Mukhaymar needed only to prove that some part of 

his intellectual work had been falsely attributed to another. However, given that Mukhaymar, the 

Song Writers’ Association, the 1954 law, and the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court were all chiefly concerned 

with upholding justice by way of objective methods, this evaluation of “O ruler of my heart” is 

important. In breaking down the work of art into fractions and percentages, the Court appeared to 

be making decisions based on modern means of analysis. While it was obvious that 

Mukhaymar’s lyrics had been reused, it was crucial that the Court display the lyrics in written 

form, that each lyricist’s contribution be translated into numbers. Upon closer inspection, 
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however, one finds that this analysis was rooted in a particularly “traditional” method of 

representing song lyrics on the page.  

 

The Song on Paper 

Since at least the sixteenth century, Arab musicians and music aficionados have compiled song 

anthologies that display lyrics with their musical mode and rhythmic cycle.90 These anthologies, 

often referred to as safā’in, majmū‘āt, or kanānīsh, represent songs as poetry, divided into 

hemistiches, running vertically in columns down the page. On rare occasions, these hand-written 

manuscripts would indicate the number of times a line was to be repeated in performance, but the 

lines themselves are never re-written, nor are the numerous filler words (yalalallī, amān, etc.).91 

One must learn these aspects of performance, along with the melodies, from someone who 

already knows the song. Importantly, such a written format helps perpetuate the kinds of teacher-

student relationships that are highly prized in Arab music practice.92 The most aṣīl (authentic) 

learning comes from face-to-face interaction with the master. At the more practical level though, 

the songbook’s layout is one of efficiency: the compiler need not indicate repetitions, which vary 

from performer to performer and performance to performance, consequently saving a great 

amount of space on the page and allowing more songs to be included in the compilation. This 

style of representing lyrics, always inherently incomplete, remains the norm in printed song 

anthologies today. 

 
90 For overviews of the Arabic songbook tradition, see Eckhard Neubauer’s “Arabic Writings” in The Garland 
Encyclopedia of Music Vol. 6: The Middle East, 2002, pp. 369-371 and Dwight Reynolds’ “The Lost Virgins 
Found,” 2012. On Moroccan songbooks, see Carl Davila’s Nubat Ramal al-Maya, 2015. On Algerian songbooks, 
see Jonathan Glasser’s, The Lost Paradise, 2016. 
91 Indications of repetition are rare but appear in manuscripts of the famous Kunnāsh al-Ḥā’ik, a late eighteenth-
century song compilation from Morocco examined by Carl Davila in Nubat Ramal al-Maya, 2015.  
92 In virtually every “classical” music tradition in the Arab world, in conjunction with written songbook texts, there 
is great emphasis on the oral transmission of knowledge from teacher to student. As Davila (2015), Glasser (2016), 
and other scholars have pointed out, the written and oral forms of transmission are intertwined in a single process.  
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 Documents from the Qaṣr al-Nīl Court indicate that the judge tried to employ a modern 

numerical approach in his analysis of “O ruler of my heart.” Yet, it is clear that this analysis was, 

in fact, based on the received method of representing song lyrics on the page, one in which the 

written has always implied the oral performed text. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm never sang “O ruler of my 

heart” in performance or on recording as the Court represented it the page. The Court thus came 

to its verdict by examining a version of the song that never existed. This approach was highly 

inaccurate but much more efficient—repeated verses would make court documents significantly 

longer; calculating authorship through a second-by-second analysis of performance would be 

laborious. 

Of course, that Aḥmad Mukhaymar’s name had been erased from the history of this song 

suggests nothing less than a nefarious attempt by ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm to exploit the poet’s work for 

personal gain. It was not an isolated mental slip, for he publicly doubled down on the 

misattribution and printed his records with the Saudi Prince’s name. This act was a kind of gift to 

the Prince, who received 100% of public recognition for authoring just 5% of the total live 

performance. It was known that the Prince rewarded his musical collaborators handsomely: 

composer Riyāḍ al-Sunbāṭī received a brand-new Mercedes Benz after working with the Prince 

on Umm Kulthūm’s “Min ajli ‘aynayk.”93 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm too received numerous royal gifts in 

the form of automobiles and apartments.94 If Ḥalīm had any innocent motivations for exploiting 

Mukhaymar, he did not make them known at the time.  

 

 

 

 
93 Al-Maw‘id, issue 568, July 26, 1973,  pp. 10-13. 
94 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 2548, April 11, 1977, n.p. 
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Settlement 

However inaccurate the process, the Court delivered its verdict. Ḥalīm, al-Mawjī, and Ṣawt al-

Fann were fined. Mukhaymar received temporary compensation. Were this the end of the story, 

perhaps the poet could have accepted the year and a half of court trials stemming from his initial 

claim. But as we will see, this song’s legal ramifications outlived all of those involved.  

 Yet to be determined was how much Ṣawt al-Fann had profited from “O ruler of my 

heart” and how much Mukhaymar would ultimately be compensated. As the case continued into 

1975, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and Ṣawt al-Fann resolved to secure rights to the song by any means 

necessary. Here, the paper trail fades and we are left to speculate on the conversations that 

transpired between Ḥalīm, Mukhaymar, and Ṣawt al-Fann’s legal advisor Majdī al-‘Amrūsī. The 

extent to which Mukhaymar may have been strong-armed or gently persuaded is unclear, but 

eventually, on January 2, 1977, he scribbled his name on a settlement agreement with the Ṣawt 

al-Fann Company, consenting to 1) drop his original 1973 lawsuit in its entirety; 2) present his 

signed settlement contract to the court to be added to the other official documents; and 3) settle 

outside of court all subsequent matters related to “O ruller of my heart,” the “ownership of the 

text” (milkiyyat al-naṣṣ), and “financial compensation” (al-muqābil al-māddī).95 In a contract 

titled “Settlement, Transference, and Compensation,” he gave the Ṣawt al-Fann Company 

permission to sell his song commercially in any format, noting that he received an amount of 150 

EGP from the Qaṣr al-Nīl lawsuit as well as 150 EGP in payment for the mechanical 

reproduction of this song.96 The final line of the contract stipulated that Mukhaymar would 

maintain his right to public performance royalties for “O ruler of my heart,” an important point 

in years to come. 

 
95 Ṣawt al-Fann documents, ‘Iqd al-ṣulḥ, January 2, 1977, signed by Majdī al-‘Amrūsī and Aḥmad Mukhaymar. 
96 Ṣawt al-Fann documents, Iqrār wa-tanāzul wa-ta‘wīḍ, January 2, 1977, signed by Aḥmad Mukhaymar. 
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 Perhaps the endless barrage of court sessions gradually ground Mukhaymar into a state of 

acquiescence. Perhaps he simply grew apathetic about the entire affair. Accounts by 

Mukhaymar’s family suggest that certain incentives might have played a role in his decision to 

drop the case and relinquish his rights. As one of the poet’s grandchildren explained to me, 

following the guilty conviction of 1975, Mukhaymar did not request additional compensation. 

Prince ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal later hosted him for a month-long stay at the Saudi Royal Palace, a 

move that, one way or another, swayed Mukhaymar to make no further fuss in public.97 

Additionally, the Prince gifted Saudi residences to Mukhaymar’s sons, Ḥamāda and Muḥsin, the 

latter of whom would make frequent work visits to the Kingdom. Mukhaymar continued to 

receive public performance royalties from the Song Writers’ Association each month, as did his 

heirs. Whatever off-the-books agreements they made, Mukhaymar was content to remain silent. 

Following his stay in Saudi Arabia with the Prince, he returned to Egypt, where “his health 

declined in an unnatural way,” according to his family.98 On May 13, 1978, less than a month 

later, Aḥmad Mukhaymar died of unknown causes. His grandson speculated to me that he had 

been given a slow-acting poison during his Saudi trip.99 

 

Subsequent Lawsuits  

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm passed away on March 30, 1977, just a year before Mukhaymar. The two main 

actors in the ongoing saga of “O ruler of my heart” were now gone, and yet the story continued. 

Strange events came to pass in the decades following Mukhaymar’s death. The Saudi 

government mysteriously annulled his sons’ residency permits. Later, Ṣawt al-Fann began selling 

 
97 Personal communication, January 5, 2020. 
98 Personal communication, January 5, 2020. 
99 Personal communication, January 5, 2020. 
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cassettes of “O ruler of my heart” again under the ‘Abdallah al-Fayṣal attribution.100 When 

Mukhaymar’s heirs realized this, they quickly filed a lawsuit at the Southern Cairo First-

Incidents Court against the Ṣawt al-Fann company. Their 1994 case demanded that all cassettes 

of the song currently on the market be withdrawn and that Ṣawt al-Fann be required to pay an 

amount of 2,000,000 EGP as compensation for damages incurred.101 Ṣawt al-Fann responded 

that the heirs of Mukhaymar had not renewed his original settlement contract of 1977 and that, 

furthermore, since Mukhaymar had waived his rights to mechanical reproduction of the work, it 

was not permissible to file additional lawsuits for it.102 

 The case was ultimately dismissed in its entirety in 1998 and both claimant and defendant 

were required to cover court expenses and pay 10 EGP for legal fees.103 Mukhaymar’s family 

appealed the dismissal and returned to court for additional sessions. Since then, the case has, in 

effect, lurched to a halt, entangled in legal investigations and red tape. A poem that Mukhaymar 

wrote in the early sixties brought enough headaches for three generations of family members. 

The court’s long deliberations, delays, postponements, and dismissals were anything but 

efficient. Mukhaymar, it seems, had ultimately lost confidence in the legal system and decided to 

settle matters on his own with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Ṣawt al-Fann, and the Prince. His later Saudi 

relations suggest some level of covert coercion, perhaps even outright bribery. Anxiety about the 

court trials—and about his career more generally, having sued one of Egypt’s most prominent 

cultural icons—could certainly have impacted Mukhaymar’s health in his last five years of life. 

Finally, if the Saudi assassination theory is true, Egypt’s modern court system then bears at least 

 
100 Khāṭir Luṭfī documents for March 30, 1977 session at the Southern Cairo First-Incidents Court, p. 1. 
101 Khāṭir Luṭfī documents for March 30, 1977 session at the Southern Cairo First-Incidents Court, p. 1. 
102 Khāṭir Luṭfī documents for March 30, 1977 session at the Southern Cairo First-Incidents Court, pp. 2-4. 
103 ‘Atif al-Sayyid documents for June 13, 2007 session at the Cairo High Court of Appeal, p. 2. 
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an indirect responsibility for his death, for its inefficiency pushed the poet to shadier unofficial 

arrangements. 

 

A Recent Heritage 

When ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm told al-Jumhūriyya newspaper that the opening lines of “O ruler of my 

heart” came from an old muwashshaḥ, he was falling back on one of his much-used tactics. Since 

the mid-sixties, Ḥalīm had been remaking songs from Egypt’s folk and classical repertoires, all 

of which had no known author and could be recorded and sold commercially by any artist. 

Melodies and lyrics from the “turāth” appear to have been a loophole of sorts in intellectual 

property law, providing artists an open buffet of usable material. But for those who remade such 

songs, there was always the risk that their rendition would become just one more among the 

many, a “golden oldie” but not one the public would spend money on. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s remakes 

never experienced this issue, in part because his lyricists and composers augmented the “old” 

material significantly, often using only the kernel of a received lyric or melody and cleverly 

repackaging it. For critics of Ḥalīm’s reinterpretations—and there were many—he could always 

say that these songs were of the heritage, belonging to no single person and bound to no single 

interpretation. The term “turāth” had become his trump card, and he knew how and when to play 

it. 

 As media coverage of “O ruler of my heart” increased and pressure mounted, Ḥalīm 

played his card and doubled down, citing the tenth-century poetry compendium Kitāb al-aghānī 

as the source of the opening lines. In reality, he did not need to look so far back to prove that 

Mukhaymar’s verses originated elsewhere. The central refrain in his “O ruler of my heart” was: 
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 O ruler of my heart  يبَلقً اكِلام ای

 O captor of my love      يبُّحً ارِسآ ای     

 Even water thirsts  ٌنآمظ ُرَھنلا

 for your sweet smile      ِبَذعلا َكِرَغثِل     

 Fill me with it, fill me  يب لِمُ َھل يب لِم

 O ruler of my heart      يبَلقً اكِلام ای     
 

This strophe was sung six times during the debut performance, twice by ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and four 

times by his chorus. Its language and imagery are highly typical of Arabic poetry, especially 

sung poetry.104 But more than being just typical, the same words appear in a number of songs 

and poems predating Mukhaymar’s “My family is on the path” and “O ruler of my heart.” 

Bayram al-Tūnisī, who died a year before Najāḥ Sallām recorded “My family is on the path,” 

wrote the lyrics for Warda al-Jazā’iriyya’s song “Allah yiṣabbarnī ‘alīk,” whose opening couplet 

reads: 

 

 O you who captures my heart with your eyes كَینَیعِب يبَلق رِسآ ای

 O you who rules my soul with your hands كَیدیإِب يحور كِلام ای
 

Mukhaymar used the same vocative (yā) and the same two active participles (āsir / mālik) for his 

opening couplet, though the endings differed from al-Tūnisī’s. It is clear that Mukhaymar saw 

these words as poetic chunks, moveable and recyclable. He even reused his own words from “O 

ruler of my heart” to compose his later elegy for Farīd al-Aṭrash, published in the Our Musical 

Heritage series in 1976.105 In his elegy, we find the phrase “marḥaban bi-mālik qalbī” (welcome, 

 
104 The vocative “yā” coupled with an active participle (ism fā‘il) is an exceedingly common grammatical form in 
many muwashshaḥāt and adwār. References to the beloved as “captor” or “ruler” of one’s heart are likewise 
standard fare. In Arab song, and Arab poetry more generally, the juxtaposition of water, refreshment, and 
rejuvenation with drought, thirst, and desiccation features prominently in descriptions of the lover’s infatuation.   
105 al-Lajna al-Mūsīqiyya al-‘Ulyā, Turāthunā al-mūsīqī, Vol. 5, 1976, pp. 34-37. 
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ruler of my heart”). There are two other lines that have been reused in slightly modified form, the 

first, “fa-qultu lahu al-nahru ẓam’ān” (I told him even the river thirsts), and the second, “fa-qāla 

balā mil bī fa-milnā” (he said ‘indeed, fill me,’ so we had our fill). 

The pre-twentieth-century repertoire of muwashshaḥāt, adwār, and ṭaqāṭīq is replete with 

song lyrics that employ this same vocabulary. Shaykh ‘Alī al-Laythī (d. 1896) composed the 

muwashshaḥ “Thaghr al-masarrāt ibtasam” containing the hemistich “ah man malak fu’ādī” 

(you who have ruled my heart).106 Shaykh Amīn al-Jundī (d. 1841) composed a similar 

hemistich, which reads “yā mālikan minnī fu’ādī” (O you who have kept from me my heart).107 

The same words appear in a number of muwashshaḥāt of unknown authorship. The famous 

“Mā’is al-‘aṭāf azrā” contains the hemistich “yā mālikan li-fu’ādī” (O ruler of my heart). The 

muwashshaḥ “Āsir al-maḥabba” contains the line “maliktum fu’ādī bi-siḥr al-‘uyūn / asirtum 

fu’ādī mā tarḥamūn” (you ruled my heart with the magic of your eyes / you captured my heart 

and show no mercy).108 Zakī Murād (d. 1946), the famous Nahḍa-era singer, recorded a ṭaqṭūqa 

with the words “yā mālik qalbī wa-ṭabībī” (O ruler of my heart, O my healer).109 The poetic 

formula of coupling the verbs malika (to rule/own/keep) and asara (to capture) with qalbī / 

fu’ādī (my heart) and rūhī (my soul) can be traced back at least to the ninth-century poet Ibn al-

Rūmī, who composed the words “yā mālikan qalbī wa-ta‘dhībahu” (O ruler of my heart and its 

torment).110  

 Kitāb al-aghānī does not contain the exact opening lines to “O ruler of my heart,” as 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm claimed. But given that Mukhaymar’s lyrics were so highly formulaic, it would 

 
106 ‘Uthmān Ibn Muḥammad al-Jundī, Risālat rawḍ al-musirrāt, 1895, p. 84. 
107 Latā’if al-adhwāq al-qalbiyya, ‘Āṣim Ibrāhīm al-Kayālī, 2015, p. 277. 
108 Ḥabīb Zaydān, Majmū‘at al-aghānī al-sharqiyya al-qadīma wa-l-ḥadītha, n.d. p. 7. 
109 Ḥabīb Zaydān, Majmū‘at al-aghānī al-sharqiyya al-qadīma wa-l-ḥadītha, n.d. p. 40. 
110 Aḥmad Ḥasan Basaj, Dīwān Ibn al-Rūmī, Vol. 2, 3rd edition, 2002, p. 374. 
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be surprising if they did not appear partially in at least one of these old poems. As is apparent 

from the examples above, Mukhaymar was not even the first to use these words in the modern 

era. But we need not pour over the Aghānī to determine the source of Mukhaymar’s other verses, 

“al-nahru ẓam’ān / li-thaghrika al-‘adhbi.” He reveals his inspiration in the preface to his 1965 

dīwān containing “My family is on the path”: 

 

In the year 1928, I entered the Dār al-‘Ulūm Preparatory School and came to have friends 

who, like me, loved literature and poetry. They directed me to the works of [‘Abbās 

Maḥmūd] al-‘Aqqād, which I proceeded to read. I was influenced by him and believed 

strongly in his school of life and poetry.111 

 

Mukhaymar goes on to describe how al-‘Aqqād’s philosophy drew him and many other students 

to romanticism and shaped their approach to writing. Mukhaymar even included a praise poem 

for the great writer in his The Forgotten Forest, which he recited at al-‘Aqqād’s weekly literary 

gathering a year before his death.112 The extent to which Mukhaymar was “influenced” by al-

‘Aqqād’s work is manifest in a number of borrowings, perhaps even plagiarisms. Mukhaymar’s 

line “al-nahru ẓam’ān / li-thaghrika al-‘adhbi” (the river thirsts / for your sweet kiss) reflects the 

same wording used by al-‘Aqqād in his earlier poems. Mukhaymar’s first hemistich mirrors al-

‘Aqqād’s poem “Ra’aytu,” published in his 1950 collection Ba‘da al-a‘āṣīr (After the storms), 

which opens with the words “ra’aytu al-nahr ẓam’ān” (I saw the river thirsting).113 The second 

part of Mukhaymar’s line, “li-thagrika al-‘adhbi,” is a verbatim reuse of al-‘Aqqād’s hemistich 

“rashfatun min thaghrika al-‘adhbi,” which appears in his 1933 collection Waḥy al-arba‘īn 

 
111 Aḥmad Mukhaymar, al-Ghāba al-mansiyya, 1965, pp. 4-5. 
112 Aḥmad Mukhaymar, al-Ghāba al-mansiyya, 1965, pp. 260-262. 
113 As reprinted in al-‘Aqqād’s Dīwān min dawāwīn, 1996, p. 110. 
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(Inspiration at Forty).114 Other lines in “O ruler of my heart” bear the traces of al-‘Aqqād’s 

influence less directly. Mukhaymar’s later line “ah min al-ayyām” (oh the days!) hints strongly 

at al-‘Aqqād’s repeated use of the words “ah min” in his poem “Ilā al-ustādh ‘Imād” (“ah min 

bar’ī wa-ah min saqamī / ah min ṣulḥī wa-ah min khisāmī”).115  

Mukhaymar would, of course, have read these works. And it would not be presumptuous 

to infer that he was drawn to certain poetic phrases he deemed beautiful and wanted to use in his 

own poems, perhaps even as a show of respect for the master. But again, the language here is of 

such a conventional and formulaic style that Mukhaymar could have argued that his words were 

simply the product of the influence of the larger tradition of Arabic poetry and song, the 

summation of all poets who used these lexical items.   

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s legal defense could have fought Mukhaymar’s accusations in court by 

pointing out that his “original” poem was itself a plagiarism of other writers’ works, thereby 

refuting his claim to authorship. Ḥalīm did not need the deep heritage of al-Iṣfahānī’s Aghānī to 

make this case, only al-‘Aqqād’s dawāwīn. Short of this, he could have simply cited any number 

of older poems that used the same formulaic lyrics Mukhaymar recycled in “O ruler of my 

heart.” ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm would have known many of these, having studied the old repertoire. His 

defense might also have demanded the case to be thrown out altogether for use of faulty 

evidence: the judge made his ruling based on a written, truncated poetic text to evaluate a 

performed and recorded song. Of course, none of this would mask the obvious fact that Ḥalīm’s 

intentions were exploitative, an attempt to please the Saudi Prince at the expense of 

Mukhaymar’s work, whatever its poetic influences had been. 

 

 
114 As reprinted in al-‘Aqqād’s Dīwān min dawāwīn, 1996, p. 80. 
115 Maḥmūd ‘Abbās al-‘Aqqād, A‘āṣīr maghrib, 2013. p. 51. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have described some of the life of “O ruler of my heart.” Aḥmad Mukhaymar 

first composed it as a song for Najāḥ Sallām in 1962, modified it for publication in his dīwān in 

1965, and modified it again to be sung by ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ in 1973. Its first incarnation was 

a result of the Egyptian Radio’s efforts to rekindle interest in the Andalusian muwashshaḥāt 

during the turāth revival phase, the subject of the previous chapter. Its third incarnation was no 

doubt the result of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s desire to capitalize on the authenticity associated with the 

term muwashshaḥ while piggybacking on the previous work of Mukhaymar and al-Mawjī. Since 

the mid-sixties, Ḥalīm borrowed from Egypt’s folk and classical repertoires to produce some of 

his most popular hits. He seems to have considered “O ruler of my heart” just another borrowing. 

But unlike his earlier songs, this one had a known author, and one who wanted his due 

recognition. In the aftermath of the “O ruler of my heart” scandal, perhaps even as Ḥalīm bluffed 

that the lyrics came from Kitāb al-aghānī, he must have known that his repertoire recyclings 

were coming to an end. Examining the music that he produced between 1973 and his death in 

1977, we see that this was his last attempt to reuse a preexisting song. From then on, he focused 

his energy on a number of highly successful new collaborations with Nizār Qabbānī, Muḥammad 

Hamza, Balīgh Ḥamdī, and Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. 

 In sketching a cultural history of “O ruler of my heart,” I highlighted two mid-twentieth-

century institutions, the Song Writers’ Association and the 1954 Law for Protection of Authors’ 

Rights. Both are critical to understanding the story of this song. At the same time, the song helps 

us understand the history of these institutions, showing how they function, not in abstractions but 

in real situations with real people working in complex social networks. As I have shown, to 

understand “O ruler of my heart” is to understand these institutions and, by extension, the 
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broader history of colonial exploitation, professional music associations, and the development of 

intellectual property rights in Egypt.  

This chapter described how the Song Writers’ Association was initially formed to ensure 

justice for song writers. After finally seeing the creation of Law 354 for the Protection of 

Authors’ Rights, the Association used it not only to protect Egyptians from foreign injustice but 

to protect Egyptians from other Egyptians. In the case of “O ruler of my heart,” the Qaṣr al-Nīl 

Court found Ḥalīm and his colleagues guilty based on documents obtained from the Song 

Writers’ Association, along with various testimonies, which they evaluated against the new legal 

articles. It was model collaboration between three symbols of modernity: the Court, the 

Association, the Law. The judge broke down Ḥalīm’s lyrics into fractions, a seemingly objective 

method of analyzing a work of art. But, as my study revealed, this approach was based on an 

older style of representing performed songs as written poems on paper, efficient in terms of time 

and space but highly misleading in its representation of the song-as-performed and song-as-

experienced by audiences. 

My discussion of Aḥmad Mukhaymar’s poetic borrowings suggested that, while Ḥalīm 

had indeed attempted to plagiarize and exploit his work, the poet himself was laying claim to 

verses that had been used by numerous song writers before him. This process of borrowing and 

recycling words, even whole phrases, was quite natural in the history of Arabic poetry. Medieval 

scholars compiled whole books of sariqāt and studied poetic “theft” as a subject in its own 

right.116 Importantly, as Beatrice Gruendler has pointed out, in the ‘Abbasid era, “borrowing was 

then not frowned upon in general, but depended in each case on how elegantly a poet 

appropriated and recast a sariqa in his own verse.”117 We know too that in medieval Arab music 

 
116 Wolfhart Heinrichs, “An Evaluation of ‘Sariqa’,” Quaderni di Studi Arabi, Vol. 5/6, 1987-1988, pp. 357-368. 
117 Beatrice Gruendler, Medieval Arabic Praise Poetry, 2003, p. 6. 
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it was common practice, even desirable, to recycle preexisting melodies when introducing new 

lyrics.118 In the modern era, we often find snippets of old verses appearing in new songs, not so 

much as borrowings but as musico-poetic conventions. It is because of this conventional idiom, a 

kind of circumscribed lexical corpus, that we often sense that a song is a muwashshaḥ without 

needing to hear its full AABA melodic structure. The idiom is formulaic in ways that make 

Ḥalīm’s claim about the Aghānī origin seem almost plausible. Lyrical borrowings do not become 

a major issue, of course, until the era of copyright and intellectual property, an era when 

associations register each work (muṣannaf), describe and date it, calculate its royalties, and 

archive it neatly in notebooks under a single author. As we have seen, songs rebel against such 

simple and tidy borders. 

It took the Court a year and a half to arrive at its guilty verdict and would have taken 

even longer to determine the amount of money Mukhaymar was owed. He settled with Ṣawt al-

Fann outside of court and soon found himself in the Saudi Prince’s good graces. While I cannot 

comment on the nature of their arrangements with certainty, it is clear that the Prince was willing 

to offer Mukhaymar persuasive incentives to let bygones be bygones and end any further bad 

publicity. Mukhaymar, who had been quick to rely on the modern legal system, ultimately 

decided to settle these matters off the books. The legal tribulations of “O ruler of my heart” went 

on to outlive ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Aḥmad Mukhaymar, Muḥammad al-Mawjī, and the Prince. 

While I have attempted to shed some light on the history of this particular song, its 

composition, performance, and legal issues, a number of questions emerge. Some of these are 

likely to remain unanswered, hinging on obscure historical information. Did Ḥalīm really attend 

Najāḥ Sallām’s recording session for “My family is on the path” in the early sixties? Did 

 
118 Dwight Reynolds, “The Lost Virgins Found,” Quaderni di Studi Arabi, Vol. 7, 2012, pp. 82-83. 
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Muḥammad al-Mawjī know from the outset that Ḥalīm intended to exploit Mukhaymar? What 

agreements were made between Mukhaymar, the Prince, and Ṣawt al-Fann as Ḥalīm’s song was 

being composed? What did ‘Umar Abū Rīsha have to say about his couplet being used in 

Ḥalīm’s song? And then there is that most tantalizing question: was Mukhaymar really poisoned 

by Saudi royals? 

 This chapter raises other questions that I hope to address in my future research. One of 

the obvious ones relates to the musical component of “O ruler of my heart,” which warrants a 

study unto itself. As I mentioned, the lyrics mirrored those found in the older repertoire of 

Egyptian songs like the muwashshaḥāt. Mukhaymar drew on a classical Arabic vocabulary 

describing the enchanted lover, the flirtatious beloved, the harsh censure of the onlookers, and so 

on. But beyond the language, “O ruler of my heart” did not follow the muwashshaḥ musical 

form, which typically consists of a core melody (dawr) repeated two times, followed by a second 

section introducing a new melody (khāna), and finally a closing section (ghitā’/qafla) using the 

same melody as the dawr, resulting in an AABA pattern. Muḥammad al-Mawjī did not set new 

lyrics to a recurring melody but rather assigned each couplet a new melody, resulting in the 

following melodic structure: AABCADCAECAA.119 Nonetheless, this song was constantly 

referred to by Mukhaymar, Ḥalīm, and the Arab media as a muwashshaḥ (or, synonymously, 

tawshīḥ). Many journalists and radio announcers were simply repeating the term that 

Mukhaymar and Ḥalīm used to describe the song. But another preliminary explanation is that, 

while al-Mawjī was unable to make the lyrics fit the conventional muwashshaḥ structure, he 

found other ways to suggest the muwashshaḥ style by: 1) using melodic modes perceived as old, 

such as ḥijāzkār; 2) using a large chorus to evoke the traditional madhhabjiyya vocal section; and 

 
119 A = Yā mālikan; B = Qul lī; C = Yā fātinan; D = Ah min al-ayyām; E = Ruhmāka. 
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3) creating a new rhythmic mode that imitated the three-quarter-note opening of traditional 

muwashshaḥ patterns like al-muhajjar. “O ruler of my heart” was not really a muwashshaḥ, nor 

was it old, but al-Mawjī succeeded in making it appear so. 

 In addition to the music, there is the larger topic of performance, which I have left largely 

unexamined. How did the poetic text of “O ruler of my heart” interact with the music in live 

performance? What does the poem tell us about the performance and vice versa? The cultural 

history I have outlined for this song-cum-poem-cum-song can deepen our understanding of ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s performance in important ways. I will give one example here. In the recordings of 

Ḥalīm’s debut Shamm al-Nasīm concert, we detect moments when the orchestra struggles to 

follow his lead as he begins the section “ah min al-ayyām.” As Ḥalīm concludes a protracted 

“ah,” he quickly realizes that his band is still holding the last note. He makes a clumsy attempt to 

rejoin them, but by this point they have ended the phrase. In the same section, he stops and starts 

singing at intervals that baffle his musicians, leaving gaps that his violinist steps up to fill with 

short improvisations. Video footage of the concert shows Ḥalīm looking uncomfortable, bowing 

his head during the gaps and shooting scornful looks back at his players. What explains his 

strange behavior? 

 Looking back at the timeline of events leading up to this inaugural performance of “O 

ruler of my heart it becomes clear that Ḥalīm had little more than a week to prepare this song 

with his musicians. Mukhaymar did not bring the four new couplets to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm until April 

22, 1973, and their first meeting to discuss the song occurred only a few days earlier. With the 

concert on April 29, Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī would have had to select two of the four couplets, set 

music to them, transcribe the music, draft copies for the musicians, and then rehearse and polish 

the song in just a matter of days. This was in addition to Ḥalīm’s preparation of two other new 
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songs for the same concert (“Risāla min taḥt al-mā’” and “Ḥāwil tiftikirnī”). Ḥalīm typically 

rehearsed new songs for at least a month, often longer, before performing them. Given that the 

lyrics for “O ruler of my heart” were solidified no earlier than a week before Shamm al-Nasīm, 

we can see that Ḥalīm’s apparent unpreparedness during the performance was not a fluke but the 

result of a severe time crunch. The performance of “O ruler of my heart” bore the traces of the 

poetic process. 

My discussion of the Song Writers’ Association and its struggle to secure legal protection 

in Egypt leads to additional questions. What is the history of intellectual property laws and music 

in other Arab countries, and were similar developments taking place in the mid-twentieth 

century? Popular periodicals of the day suggest that the professionalization of songwriting, 

framed as a result of new intellectual property laws, was an oft-discussed topic in Lebanon 

around the same time.120 In neighboring Syria, the local Musicians Syndicate was reviewing 

complaints about artists copyrighting “inherited folklore” songs (al-fulklūr al-mutawārith).121 

The intersection of songwriting, copyright, and inherited music was already a point of concern in 

Algeria decades earlier with the eminent songbook compiler and band leader Edmond Nathan 

Yafil.122 A transnational study of intellectual property and music in the Arab world would help 

situate the case of “O ruler of my heart” as one node in a larger network of developments.  

My research could also be expanded by considering other questions in the Egyptian 

context. After the 1954 law was established, how did Egyptian courts deal with the concept of 

turāth, an authorless artistic heritage? Did “O ruler of my heart” set precedents for subsequent 

legal cases? In what ways did the Song Writers’ Association and the new intellectual property 

 
120 Al-Shabaka, issue 696, May 26, 1969, p. 41. 
121 Al-Shabaka, issue 896, March 26, 1973, p. 32. 
122 Jonathan Glasser, The Lost Paradise, 2016, pp. 122, 144, 166. 
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laws contribute to the artifaction of the song, now officially known in Arabic legal terms as a 

“muṣannaf” with its implications of something composed, compiled, organized, a specimen? 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s song can serve as a starting point for thinking through these broader topics. 

In the mid-sixties, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm fixated on remaking songs from the Egyptian folk and 

classical repertoires, capitalizing on their perceived antiquity and authenticity. His 1973 “O ruler 

of my heart” was a new song meant to sound like an old classical one. The poetic and musical 

idiom, the repeated use of the term “muwashshaḥ” to describe the song, along with Ḥalīm’s 

Kitāb al-aghānī origin story, all combined to conjure a patina of the old. Over the next four 

years, Ḥalīm continued to produce new hit songs, but it was his 1976 “Qari’at al-finjān” 

(Fortune teller), his last song, that Egyptians came to regard as the finest work in his oeuvre, a 

masterpiece that neither borrowed nor imitated an old heritage but created one out of the 

contemporary living heritage of the day. It is to this song that we turn in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
The Swan Song of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

 

We stayed up with your songs 

O songster, O Nightingale 

And we wished, Ḥalīm 

that all the year’s days were spring 

So you might forever stay with us 

to delight us, to sing your songs 

Though the concert has ended 

it lives on within us, with each heartbeat 

—Safā’ al-Khawāja, poem in a fan letter to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm dated May 1, 1976 
 
 
 
I am certain that if Beethoven were to rise from his grave, he would not receive all of the 

attention we gave to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ when he corrupted the concept of singing for 

his listeners, who placed him on an undeserved pedestal. 

—Ratība al-Ḥifnī, al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, May 1, 1976 
 
 
On the night of April 25, 1976, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm walked onto a concert stage constructed 

inside Cairo’s Tirsāna soccer stadium. Large outdoor venues had become the norm for Egypt’s 

star singers in the 1970s, and on this night the stadium was full. A boisterous sea of spectators 

whistled and shouted as Ḥalīm tried to introduce his orchestra and make opening remarks about 

his new song. Even with the microphone his voice was drowned out by noise from the audience. 

One rowdy attendee shrieked above the rest, “Greatness upon greatness upon greatness!” Ḥalīm 

threw up his hands in despair but continued with his remarks. The uproar soon came back, and 

louder. At his wits’ end, he cut the introduction short and spat two words into the microphone 

that would be forever etched into the history of modern Egyptian music: “bass ba’a!”—“That’s 

enough!” 
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The two texts in this chapter’s epigraph are both dated May 1, 1976 and comment on the 

same event, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s infamous spring concert. But these texts offer contradictory stories. 

The first comes from a poem by Safā’ al-Khawāja, an ordinary Egyptian girl and one of Ḥalīm’s 

many young fans. Safā’ lived in Alexandria and wrote letters to Ḥalīm regularly, often including 

her own amateur poetry. The letter she him after the April 25 concert is penned in a neat Arabic 

script and decorated with orange magic-marker flowers to complement the spring theme of her 

letter and poem. By 1976, Ḥalīm had developed a symbolic association with the spring season in 

general and Shamm al-Nasīm holiday in particular, for which he always held a large concert to 

showcase his new songs. On that spring night in May, after losing his temper, Ḥalīm debuted his 

masterpiece “Qāri’at al-finjān” (Fortune teller), which he had been preparing for more than five 

years. That this concert would, according to Safā’ al-Khawāja, “live on” in Egyptians’ hearts was 

precisely what Ratība al-Ḥifnī feared might happen. 

At the time of the concert, al-Ḥifnī was the Dean of the High Institute of Arab Music, a 

singer with the Cairo Symphony Orchestra, director of several state music ensembles, Editor-in-

Chief of al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya (Music Magazine), and a member of several arts committees. 

She touched virtually all musical activity associated with the Egyptian state, and in this regard, 

she carried on the legacy of her father, Maḥmūd Aḥmad al-Ḥifnī. Al-Ḥifnī senior had also been 

Dean of the Music Institute in Cairo and founded Music Magazine, which began publication in 

1935 but was discontinued that same year. In 1974, Ratība revived the magazine, saying that its 

new incarnation would “carry on the torch” of her late father and provide Egyptian readers with 

“studies, research, and criticism of all musical styles.”1 It was apparent from the first issue 

however that the magazine would also serve an ideological function: the goal was not just getting 

 
1 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 1, January 1, 1974, pp. 1-2. 
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readers to listen to music but getting them to listen to the “proper” music (al-ṣaḥīḥ).2 What was 

“proper” was determined by al-Ḥifnī and the other magazine contributors, who were equally 

concerned with making sure Egyptian readers could distinguish between the “divine art” of 

music (al-fann al-muqaddas) and its vulgar entertainment forms. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm fell into the 

latter category in the eyes of al-Ḥifnī and her fellow music reformists. The August 1974 issue of 

Music Magazine featured her first of many attacks on the singer, which grew in intensity and 

reached a zenith with the “Fortune teller” concert two years later.3 

After the concert, as Safā’ al-Khawāja composed a praise poem for Ḥalīm, Ratība al-

Ḥifnī was busy preparing a two-page diatribe for publication in the next Music Magazine. The 

May 1976 issue opened with her piece “Art, Society, and Noise,” in which al-Ḥifnī accused 

Ḥalīm of insulting his audiences with his terse response. She also accused him of presenting his 

“vulgar” music “as if it were high art” (bi-maẓhar al-fann al-rafī‘).4 He was, according to her, 

not concerned with art but rather with “art commerce” (tijārat al-fann), accumulating money and 

promoting the style of “cabaret song.” She criticized how he bantered with his audience, how he 

invited them to clap along with the song, how he moved around on the stage during performance, 

and how he sang, conducted his orchestra, and served as MC all at once. Al-Ḥifnī also lamented 

that the concert was full of cameramen and vendors, who contributed to the “tumult” (ḍajīj), the 

“cheering” (tahlīl), and the “disorder” (fawḍā/tahrīj). Not only did she personally disapprove of 

Ḥalīm’s “appearance” on stage, but she claimed to speak for the Egyptian public, who she said 

were “completely opposed to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ’s behavior as an artist before his audience.”  

 
2 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 1, January 1, 1974, p. 1. 
3 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 8, August 1, 1974, pp. 1-2. 
4 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 29, May 1, 1976, p. 1. 
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Such was the response of Ratība al-Ḥifnī, one of the most influential educators, scholars, 

and policy makers of Egyptian music in the second half of the twentieth century. And yet, the 

expert’s assessment does not reflect the lived experiences of Egyptians like Safā’ al-Khawāja, 

who ended her letter to Ḥalīm by saying, “despite what you did, your audience loves you too 

much to be mad at you.”5 In fact, most listeners responded to the concert in similar ways. While 

music reformists spent months fussing over Ḥalīm’s concert, the Egyptian public’s response was 

mostly confusion and concern, not anger or contempt.6 Who or what caused Ḥalīm to snap? How 

was his health? And what prompted him to respond this way? Beyond these questions, Egyptian 

listeners instantly deemed Ḥalīm’s “Fortune teller” a tremendous success from a musical, lyrical, 

and performance standpoint.  

Strangely, the music expert Ratība al-Ḥifnī did not offer any musical analysis of “Fortune 

teller.” Instead, she fixated on the concert as a menacing sign of impending social disorder. Her 

article outlined several categories for juxtaposition: highbrow / lowbrow; art / commerce; pure / 

corrupt; silence / tumult. All of these binaries were brought together by her larger preoccupation 

with appearance (maẓhar, ṣūra), for the issue was not simply that Ḥalīm “corrupted the concept 

of singing” but that listeners had “placed him on an undeserved pedestal.”  

In this chapter, I will argue that the idiom of order and display that al-Ḥifnī employed in 

her critique was part of a larger discourse, the contours of which I have sketched in the last three 

chapters. The assertion of such categories and boundaries develops in tandem with the invention 

of traditions that aim to legitimize particular individuals and institutions at particular times. As I 

showed earlier, from the mid-fifties through the sixties, there were many new assertions about 

 
5 Safā’ al-Khawāja, letter to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm al-Ḥāfiẓ dated May 1, 1976, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive. 
6 All major Egyptian arts and entertainment magazines covered this concert for months after, including Rūz al-yūsuf, 
al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, as well as the Lebanese al-Shabaka  
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Egyptian identity that stemmed from this same approach to ordering and displaying Egyptian 

culture. The present chapter builds on my earlier discussions of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his fraught 

relationship with Egypt’s music reformists. I look at the final period of his career in the 1970s to 

examine the relationship between music reformists, like Ratība al-Ḥifnī, and ordinary Egyptian 

listeners. In comparing their commentaries, I highlight what Walter Armbrust has described as 

the “glaringly obvious” discrepancies between “the ideology of establishment-approved culture 

and the lives of many Egyptians” at that time.7  

In the 1970s, establishment-approved music culture was an extension of earlier modernist 

discourses: musical authenticity was to come from maintaining continuity with a “turāth,” using 

Western science to refine the rough indigenous core into displayable objects. But by the middle 

of the decade, it is clear that such a neat formula hardly reflected the way Egyptians created and 

listened to music. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music and public persona showed a complexity, a messiness 

and ambiguity that defied simple binaries. This ambiguity was key to “Fortune teller” as a song 

and cultural event, and it is what at once captivated the public and troubled the establishment. In 

the following pages, I explore the contradictory responses to this song from Egyptians and music 

reformists and what this can tell us about the larger heritage-making project. 

 

The Eternal Song 

Today, “Fortune teller” functions as a symbol of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm himself. When a musical tribute 

night is held for him, the orchestra usually saves “Fortune teller” for the finale. When I went to 

cafes in Cairo with Ḥalīm’s nephew, waiters often recognized him and would quickly run back to 

the sound system and turn on “Fortune teller.” The song has aged well, and quickly: just fifteen 

 
7 Armbrust, Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt, 1996, p. 117. 
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years after Ḥalīm’s passing, cassette tapes of “Fortune teller” were already labeled “the eternal 

song” (al-ughniyya al-khālida). It represents ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm outside of Egypt as well, as anyone 

who studied Arabic language from the Al-Kitaab textbook series will know—the song features, 

tellingly, in a chapter entitled “Between Classical and Folk Heritage.”8 

 Part of this song’s longevity relates to the incident that transpired the night of its debut. 

At that time, “Fortune teller” was the subject of ruthless criticism, mostly from Egyptian music 

reformists. In the discussion below, I examine one of those critics, Ratība al-Ḥifnī, whose attacks 

on “Fortune teller,” and on Ḥalīm’s career in general, represent a more widespread establishment 

view that I have discussed in the preceding chapters, a view that saw Ḥalīm as a threat to order 

and progress. In Chapter One, I showed how music reformists invented turāth through a process 

of ordering, collecting, cleansing, and categorizing Egyptian music to create a timeless canon of 

classical and folk music. Chapter Two explored how Ḥalīm troubled these reformists with his 

sha‘biyyāt remakes that questioned such artificial boundaries and posed alternative ways of 

approaching the inherited musical material. Chapter Three looked at Ḥalīm’s attempt to evade 

intellectual property laws and the court system, institutions designed to keep order. The present 

chapter considers the ways in which Ḥalīm’s “Fortune teller” performance also posed a number 

of threats to the ideologies of order and display that music reformists advocated. 

 Ratība al-Ḥifnī’s attacks on Ḥalīm were intended to discredit his music while, at the same 

time, elevating the establishment’s own vision of a dignified music tradition, which, as I will 

show, was also an invented one that tried to place the Egyptian spirit in a European-derived 

framework of order. My examination of al-Ḥifnī’s discourse reveals that her critique was based 

on two systems of ordering, one physical and another conceptual. The first sought to order the 

 
8 Kristen Brustad, Mahmoud Al-Batal, and Abbas al-Tonsi, Al-Kitaab fii Ta ‘allum al- ‘Arabiyya, Part 3, 2007, pp. 
77-78. 
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concert stage by installing strict boundaries between performer and audience, mobility and 

immobility, natural and artificial spaces. On this level, al-Ḥifnī attacked the ways in which ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm bantered with his audiences, moved around on the stage, and sang at temporarily 

constructed venues. The second system she used was meant to order Egyptian music 

conceptually by separating private and public, spiritual and profane, homogeneity and 

heterogeneity. Al-Ḥifnī employed this system to condemn how Ḥalīm merged his private and 

public lives in performance, how he mixed music and money, and how his concerts featured 

dance, monologues, and other entertainment alongside music. As will become clear, it was the 

blurring of these boundaries that made Ḥalīm’s music that attracted the Egyptian public. To 

understand why this song provoked impassioned responses from fans and critics alike, however, 

I will first describe how “Fortune teller,” as a song, came to be. The first section below outlines 

the collaboration process between ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, poet Nizār Qabbānī, and composer 

Muḥammad al-Mawjī. In the second section, I describe the song’s debut concert at the Tirsāna 

Stadium. In the third section, I consider public response to the concert and examine Ratība al-

Ḥifnī’s evaluation. 
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Figure 20: Cassette cover for the studio recording of “Fortune teller.”  

Released by Ṣawt al-Fann for ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s fifteenth annual commemoration. 
 

A Wild Poem 

In 1970, Syrian poet Nizār Qabbānī published a dīwān, or collection of poems, entitled Qasā’id 

mutawaḥḥisha (Savage Poems), one of three poetry books he released that year through his own 

publishing house in Beirut.9 It contained twenty-eight poems. The second poem in the collection 

was “Fortune teller,” forty-seven short lines in the free-verse form, written in fuṣḥā but “free” 

from the strict prosodic rules of classical Arabic poetry. Free-verse poetry does maintain rhyme 

and meter but not line length. While “Fortune teller” was not classical in form, it was marked by 

a strong rhythmic quality throughout, especially in its sonorous long -ū rhymes that tethered all 

 
9 The other two publications were Mi’at risālat ḥubb and Kitāb al-ḥubb.  
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the verses together. Perhaps even as Qabbānī composed the poem he suspected it would translate 

well into song, for as ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm recalled during one televised interview, Qabbānī had sent 

him a copy of “Fortune teller” before the dīwān was ever published. Attached was a letter in 

which Qabbānī speculated that it could push new intellectual boundaries “if anyone had the guts 

to take a poem like this and sing it.”10 

Although Ḥalīm would not perform the song until the spring of 1976, Egyptian media 

began reporting on his new collaboration with Qabbānī and composer Muḥammad al-Mawjī as 

early as March of 1972.11 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was an admirer of Qabbānī’s poetry, and the two had 

been friends since at least 1970, when they worked together on an elegiac song for Abdel Nasser, 

although they never finished it. The first poem of Qabbānī’s that Ḥalīm would sing was “Risāla 

min taḥt al-mā’” (Underwater letter) in 1973, also taken from Savage Poems and set to music by 

Muḥammad al-Mawjī. Following the great success of “Underwater Letter,” the press returned to 

reporting on Ḥalīm’s preparations for “Fortune teller.” Many journalists were already predicting 

something special. As Mufīd Fawzī, a journalist for Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, wrote, “it is a difficult poem 

not originally written to be sung, but ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm sails the seas of difficult songs with ease.”12 

Anticipation was building. But each week, there were new reports that the song’s debut would 

have to be postponed due to Ḥalīm’s schedule or health issues. 

In December of 1973, Ḥalīm visited Beirut on his way to Europe for medical treatment. 

He had hoped to meet Qabbānī face-to-face to discuss edits for “Fortune teller” but had to settle 

for a phone call as Qabbānī was in Bhamdoun receiving treatment for his own health issues.13 

 
10 Interview by ‘Ādil Mālik with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ and Nizār Qabbānī on Lebanese TV program Sijil maftūḥ. 
During another interview with Nizār Qabbānī and ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, recorded December 25, 1976 at the Sheraton 
Hotel, Qabbānī mentions that he sent Ḥalīm the poem in 1973. 
11 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 846, March 23, 1972, n.p. 
12 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 953, April 11, 1974, n.p. 
13 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 955, April 25, 1974, pp. 26-29. 
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Muḥammad al-Mawjī had already finished setting music for the first section of the poem by this 

point and worked throughout Ḥalīm’s absence. By early 1975, the media had been covering the 

song for the better part of three years. Egyptians already knew its lyrics. While some may have 

read Qabbānī’s dīwān, many found them for the first time in more popular media. As one Ḥalīm 

fan said in a letter to the singer, “I memorized all of [the lyrics] by listening to the fascinating 

interviews you gave on radio and television, and by reading the newspapers”14 By revealing his 

lyrics to the public early through interviews and magazines, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm made it easy for his 

listeners to quickly learn the song and sing along when he finally debuted it. By the day after the 

concert, most had memorized the melodies as well. Before its debut, however, the music was still 

largely a mystery. In TV interviews, Ḥalīm refused to sing any part of “Fortune teller” before the 

concert. But Muḥammad al-Mawjī was not so tight-lipped. Al-Shabaka reported that while the 

composer was visiting Beirut for two weeks in March of 1975, he sang parts of “Fortune teller” 

at a number of private gatherings for friends, who recorded it on their cassette players.15  

At this point, the song was still in the revision process though, and each time Ḥalīm and 

al-Mawjī wanted to add, drop, or alter a word, they called Qabbānī, who was then dividing his 

time between Beirut, Damascus, and Dubai. With telephone technology connecting countries 

throughout the Arab world, it was no longer necessary for the singer, composer, and poet to meet 

face-to-face for their work. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm could prepare the song through a series of lengthy 

phone calls. Some weeks, Ḥalīm and Qabbānī would have a two-hour phone session every day to 

discuss edits.16 One source reports that they had thirty-eight such calls over a three-year period.17 

 
14 Fan letter from Nīsān ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, 1976, in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive.  
15 Al-Shabaka, issue 998, March 10, 1975, p. 7. 
16 Television interview with Samīr Ṣabrī on al-Nādī al-duwalī, 1976. 
17 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1059, April 22, 1976, n.p.; A much later article in Ṣabāḥ al-khayr (issue 1943, April 1, 
1993, p. 42) reported that they had only fifteen calls.  
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By February of 1976, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and Muḥammad al-Mawjī also held more than ten 

long editing sessions together, as the singer recounted during one interview.18 The work was not 

easy for al-Mawjī, who had a wife and children at home and other composing commitments. In 

the past, Ḥalīm’s tireless work ethic had even led al-Mawjī to cut professional ties with him: “I 

can’t be locked up at ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s place all the time,” he complained just a few years earlier. 

“I’ve got a family and responsibilities.”19 But after his melodies in “Underwater letter” met with 

such great success, al-Mawjī decided that another collaboration with Nizār Qabbānī would be 

worth the lock-up. 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī had been working together since the mid-fifties when they 

were both beginning their careers, and they had produced dozens of hit songs together. His long-

time friend had already proven in “Underwater letter” that he would be capable of writing music 

on par with Qabbānī’s poetry. But Ḥalīm also knew that al-Mawjī would not be able to do his 

best work with the usual distractions of family and city living. Ḥalīm reserved a room for him at 

Mena House hotel, located on the western edge of Cairo overlooking the Giza pyramids.20 This 

would be al-Mawjī’s music lab until the song was ready.  

 
 

 
18 Al-Shabaka, issue 1045, February 9, 1976, pp. 14-17. 
19 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1918, December 18, n.p. 
20 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1059, April 22, 1976, n.p. 
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Figure 21: Muḥammad al-Mawjī recording ideas to cassette. 

Photograph courtesy of Amīn al-Mawjī. 
 

Al-Mawjī spent each day composing at the hotel, recording his musical ideas to cassette 

tapes. At 8:00 in the evening, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s driver would transport al-Mawjī (with his ‘ūd and 

cassettes) to Ḥalīm’s apartment in the Zamālik neighborhood.21 Starting at 9:00, the men began 

work with their mudawwin (transcriber), Abū Hishām. They would review the ideas al-Mawjī 

had recorded that day, discuss each melody, play through it, and make changes until they were 

satisfied with the result. Abū Hishām would then render the melodies into written notation. The 

whole process would continue until 7:00 the next morning.22 

 
21 Two years after Ḥalīm’s death, Muḥammad Hamza recalled that during al-Mawjī’s stay at Mena House, Ḥalīm 
was actually the one to visit al-Mawjī at the end of each day, contradicting his earlier article in which he claimed al-
Mawjī came into the city to see Ḥalīm (see: Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1212, March 29, 1979, pp. 34-39). al-Shabaka 
(issue 1050, pp. 50-53) also reported that al-Mawjī visited Ḥalīm’s apartment during this time. 
22 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1059, April 22, 1976, n.p. Detailed reports about “Fortune teller” came from Muḥammad 
Hamza, a journalist for Ṣabāḥ al-khayr and prolific song-poet who worked extensively with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm.  
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Rehearsals with the full Diamond Orchestra were the final phase of preparation for ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s songs, and they had their own grueling procedures. Ḥalīm would take no phone calls 

and demanded complete concentration on the work at hand. His spacious apartment overlooking 

the Fish Garden in al-Zamālik would be reconfigured to accommodate the Diamond Orchestra, 

usually between thirty and forty musicians, depending on the song. For “Fortune teller,” Ḥalīm 

brought in additional players: Muḥammad al-Ṭūbjī would be the band’s new electric guitarist, 

and Hānī Mihannā and Majdī al-Ḥusaynī were recruited on “org” (synthesizer/electric organ), 

one of them playing melodic lines while the other created ethereal sound effects.23 The two org 

players and other soloists had extra rehearsals with Ḥalīm. The orchestra ran eighteen rehearsals 

for “Fortune teller” and an additional four rehearsals for the soloists.24 This was a normal number 

for ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s long songs, even less as he often held upwards of thirty rehearsals if he felt a 

song required additional time.25 

 

The Editing Process 

Between the time Ḥalīm began work on “Fortune teller” and the time it was fully prepared for 

the 1976 Shamm al-Nasīm concert, the song underwent dramatic changes. Starting with the 

lyrics, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and Muḥammad al-Mawjī worked with Nizār Qabbānī by telephone to 

rewrite the original poetry. The most famous change, reported on by the press and now common 

music lore among Egyptians, was made primarily for the music censors. At that time, any song 

broadcast on state-sponsored Egyptian Radio went through a screening process with its Lajnat al-

 
23 In the 1970s, Hānī Mihannā and Majdī al-Ḥusaynī were considered the Arab world’s top synthesizer players and 
were also performing with Umm Kulthūm, Najāt al-Saghīra, and other prominent Egyptian singers. Both men rose 
to fame with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, who scouted them early in their careers and brought them into the Diamond Orchestra. 
24 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1059, April 22, 1976, n.p. 
25 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1009, May 8, 1975; al-Shabaka, issue 1045, February 9, 1976. 
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Nuṣūṣ, or Texts Committee. This committee consisted of several poets who reviewed a song’s 

lyrics to ensure that they contained no “vulgar” language or content that would be politically or 

religiously provocative.26 Superstars were not exempt from this process. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 1967 

song “al-Masīḥ” (The Messiah), for instance, was famously banned by the Radio for referring to 

the crucifixion of Christ.27 The Radio deemed it too religiously risky as Muslims do not believe 

that Christ was crucified, 

Ḥalīm suspected that the Texts Committee would take issue with “Fortune teller” and, in 

particular, the lyrics that read: “My boy, a martyr is he / who dies for his beloved’s faith.” Ḥalīm 

convinced Qabbānī to rewrite the verse as “My Boy, a martyr is he / who dies in sacrifice for his 

beloved,” thinking that any reference to faith (dīn, also “religion”) would spell trouble with the 

censors. The line was also highly reminiscent of a ḥadīth in which the Prophet Muhạmmad is 

reported to have said “man māta ‘alā ḥubb āl Muḥammad māta shahīdan” (a martyr is he who 

dies with love for Muḥammad’s family).28 Qabbānī must have approved this change at a later 

point in the editing process though, sometime after al-Mawjī had already begun setting music to 

the lyrics, for the cassette tapes onto which al-Mawjī recorded his melodic ideas still contained 

the earlier “beloved’s faith” lyrics.29 They had not yet changed this verse, but the cassettes 

indicate that they had already done away with a later verse that they thought would be 

problematic. It was a verse that referred to a great castle “guarded by dogs and soldiers.” Ḥalīm 

predicted that “dogs/soldiers” combination might be read as criticism of the state. 

 
26 al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1608, January 8, 1966, p. 23; al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1709, December 16, 
1967, n.p. 
27 Al-Shabaka, issue 640, May 6, 1968, p. 10. 
28 Muḥammad al-Rāzī Fakhr al-Dīn, Tafsīr al-Fakhr al-Rāzī, 1981, pp. 166-167. 
29 It is unclear how this recorded rehearsal of “Fortune teller” made its way to YouTube. The voices are undoubtedly 
those of Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī. Given the lyrics and melodies, this is also clearly an early version of the song. See the 
audio file uploaded by ARBICS0NGS on September 28, 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlaLta12TIw. 
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The photograph below shows one of al-Mawjī’s copies of the poem written in the editing 

process. This, along with many others that al-Mawjī’s family showed me, help us to see some of 

the decisions that were made in the course of moving a poem on the page to a song on the stage.  

 

 
Figure 22: Muḥammad al-Mawjī’s manuscript of lyrics for “Fortune Teller.” 

Document from al-Mawjī family archive. 
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A small indication in the top left-hand side of the page reads “shakl ithnayn,” or second 

iteration of the poem. This copy is clearly an early version given that its fifth line contains the 

lyrics “finjānuka dunyā mur‘iba . . .,” which does not appear in later versions. The verses marked 

with thick brackets on the right-hand side also come from the original dīwān and were removed 

early in the editing process. Importantly, this copy also shows Qabbānī’s original words referring 

to the “beloved’s faith,” circled in the lower half of the page. In a small rectangle next to it is the 

word “yaḥdhifū,” meaning “they will delite,” most likely a reference to the text censors. 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī also altered with the structure of the original poem for their 

own purposes. The third section of the song is transplanted from the end of the original poem and 

reads: “I have read many cups / and read many stars / but never have I read a cup like yours.” 

Restructuring the text in this way helps frame the song as a story from the very outset, and Ḥalīm 

and al-Mawjī wanted to stress this narrative element. Their original “Fortune teller” manuscripts 

are covered with notes and marginalia. In the bottom left corner of the photograph above, there is 

a note that says, “the traditional style of reading a coffee cup should be given.” On the next page, 

Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī wrote out the lyrics and, in between each couplet, the words “wa-qālat” 

(“and she said”) as if to remind the listener that the whole song should be understood as a tale. 

“Fortune teller” was, in fact, a tale within a tale à la Arabian Nights. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was singing 

the story of someone consulting a fortune teller, and the rest of the song was the fortune teller’s 

prediction, a story in itself. While Ḥalīm and al-Mawjī had considered repeating the phrase “wa-

qālat” throughout the song, they ultimately dispensed with the idea and used the phrase one time 

only in the beginning. 
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Perhaps the most drastic changes to Qabbānī’s poem were the additional lyrics that Ḥalīm 

asked the poet to write, entirely new sections that never existed in the printed dīwān. Listening to 

al-Mawjī’s cassette recordings, it is clear that Qabbānī had already appended these verses to the 

end of the poem before making many of the other edits. Qabbānī’s original version ended with: 

“You are destined to remain forever / on the sea of love without an oar / You will love millions 

of times / but return a king dethroned.” There is a sense of incompleteness in the original. The 

lover is trapped in a state of continual searching that will ultimately yield nothing. It is an idiom 

that conjures the raḥīl section of classical Arabic poetry, what Suzanne Stetkevych has described 

as the poet-narrator’s “passage or path through the liminal desert to the arrival at the tribe” that is 

“characterized by ambiguity, wilderness, and above all, danger.”30 The lyrics that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

requested from Qabbānī helped to resolve this liminal tension and give the song-story closure: 

 

Table 5: “Fortune Teller,” ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, April 25, 1976, Tirsāna Stadium, Cairo. 

 She sat with fear in her eyes اھَینَیعِب ُفوَخلاو تََسلَج
 pondering my upturned coffee cup  بولقَملا يناجنِف ُّلَمَأَتت
 She said: my boy, do not be sad نَزَحت ال يَدلَو ای :َتلاق
 for you are destined to love بوتكَملا َُوھ َكَیلَع ُّبُحلاف
 My boy, a martyr is he ًادیھَش َتام َدق يَدلَو ای
 who dies sacrificing for his beloved بوبحَملل ًءادِف َتام ْنَم
ً اریثَك ُتمََّجنو ُترََصب I have read many cups and read many stars 
 but never have I read ًاَدبأ أَرقأ َمل ّينَِكل
 a cup like yours َكناجنِفُ ھِبُشیَ اناجنِف
 Never have I known, my boy ً اَدبأ فِرعأ َمل
 sorrows like yours َكنازحأُ ھِبُشتً انازحأ
 You are destined to remain forever ًاَدبأ يضَمت نأ َكُرُودْقَم
 on the sea of love without sails عوُلق ِرَیغِب ّبُحلا ِرحِب يف
 And your life will forever be a book of tears عوُمد ُباتِك ِرُمعلا َلوط َُكتایَح ُنوَكتو
 You are destined to remain imprisoned ًانوجسَم ىقَبت نأ َكرودقَم

 
30 Suzanne Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, 1993, p. 26, 98. 
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 between water and fire رانلا َنَیبو ِءاملا َنَیب
 But despite all its fires ِھِقِباوَس عیمَج ِمغَرِبو ِھِقِئارَح عیمَج ِمغَرَِبف
 despite the sadness within us day and night راَھن َلَیل انیف ِنكاسلا ِنزُحلا ِمغَرِبو
 despite the wind and rain and storm راصعإلاو ِرِطاملا ِّوَجلا ِمغَرِبو حیرلا ِمغَرِبو
 love will remain, my boy, the sweetest fate رادقألا ىلحأ يَدلَو ای ىقَبیَس ُّبُحلا
ٌ ةأَرما يَدلَو ای َكِتایَحِب By your life, my boy, there is a woman 

 whose eyes—Praise the Lord دوبعَملا َناحُبس اھانیَع
 Her mouth is like grape clusters دوقُنعلاك ٌموسرَم اھَُمف

 Her laugh is songs and flowers دورُوو ٌماغنأ اُھتَكحِض
 Her crazy gypsy hair نونجَملا ُّيرََجغلا ُرعَشلاو
 travels the whole world ایُندلا ُِّلك يف ُرفاُسی
 A woman might depart tomorrow, my boy  يَدلَو ایٌ ةأَرما ودَغت َدق
 whom your heart loves, who is the world ایُندلا َيِھ بَلقلا اھاوَھی
 But your skies are rainy ٌةرِطمُم َكَءامَس َّنَِكل
 and your path ahead is blocked دودسَمٌ دودسَم َُكقیرَطو
 For your heart’s beloved, my boy يَدلَو ای َكِبَلقُ ةبیبََحف
 sleeps in a guarded castle دوصرَم ٍرَصق يفٌ ةمِئان
 He who enters her chamber  اَھتَرجُح ُلُخَدی نَم
 who asks her hand اَھَدی ُُبلَطی نَم
 who nears her garden’s walls اھِتقیدَح ِروس نِم ونَدی نَم
 who tries to undo her braids اھِرِئافَض ََّكف َلَواح نَم
 is lost, lost, lost, my boy يَدلَو ای دوقفَمٌ دوقفَمٌ دوقفَم
 You will search for her, my boy, everywhere ناكَم ُِّلك يف يَدلَو ای اھنَع ُّشَِتُفتَس
 and you will ask the sea’s waves about her  رَحبلا َجوَم اھنَع ُلأَستَسو
 and ask the turquoise stones of the shore نآُطشلا زورَیف ُلأَستو
ً اراھنأ َُكعوُمد ُضیَفتو راحِبوً اراحِب ُبوَجتو You will sail the seas, and your tears will fill rivers 
ً اراجشأ ُحِبُصی ّىتَح َُكنزُح ُُربَكیَسو and your sadness will grow into trees 
 and you will return one day defeated and broken نادجِولا َروسكَمً اموزھَمً امَوی ُعِجَرتَسو
 and you will know, after a life’s journey رُمعلا ِلیحَرَ دَعب ُفِرَعتَسو
 that you had been chasing a thread of smoke ناُخد َطیَخُ دِراُطت َتُنك َكََّنأِب
 For your beloved has no land or nation or address ناوُنع وأ ٌنَطَو وأ ٌضرأ اَھل َسَیل َكبَِلقُ ةبیبََحف
 How hard it is, my boy, to love a woman يَدلَو ایً ةأرما ىوَھت نأ َبعَصأ ام
 who has no address ناوُنع اَھل َسَیل

 

These new lyrics occupy roughly the last quarter of the song where the tempo slows, and 

the melodic mode shifts to maqām ‘ajam. A short instrumental interlude featuring a now famous 

synthesizer riff marks another shift into the dirge-like section in maqām ḥijāz. The song is about 
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to conclude, and Ḥalīm’s new ending will not leave listeners with the unresolved ending of the 

original poem. Instead, the song offers ḥikma (lit. wisdom), the kind of one-line aphorisms often 

included at the end of classical monorhyme poems. In Qabbānī’s appended lines, the fortune 

teller reveals that, after a life of searching, the lover will realize he was chasing the unattainable 

all along, a mere “thread of smoke.” For the beloved has “no land, or nation, or address.” 

During an interview on the television show Ūtūgrāf, Ḥalīm told the host that this last 

section of the song was one that “I added and wasn’t in [Qabbānī’s] dīwān at all.” ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

may have meant that he wrote the new words himself and had them approved by Qabbānī, or that 

he was responsible for asking Qabbānī to write this new section. The singer would often become 

defensive when asked if he had changed the poem. In an interview with ‘Ādil Mālik, he repeated, 

as if to convince himself, “they’re additions, additions. I connected with the verses from a certain 

part, and Mr. Nizār added others. Additions, not changes. I mean, there aren’t any changes.” Yet, 

in another interview for the program Ahl al-maghnā, he said that, “if you look at the lyrics, you’ll 

find them completely changed, very much changed. A lot was added to what was already in the 

dīwān.” Whichever way ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm tried to frame it, the song lyrics were noticeably different 

from the original poetry. This was a new “Fortune teller,” and Qabbānī was acutely aware that 

his poem was no longer what it once was. He told Ḥalīm candidly as they sat together during one 

TV interview:  

 

Really, the truth is that the poem, as you know, got worn down from the amount of work 

that went into it. From the time I sent you the poem in 1973 until it came out in 1976, we 

worked on it by phone between Cairo and Dubai. The errors that befell the poem come, 

no doubt, from the toying around that you guys did for musical reasons. I respected your 

wishes, but I felt that the poem . . . would lose something of its original form, its original 

structure. As an artist, you know the poem is the first step in the music of any work . . . I 
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was against making changes, but I couldn’t [refuse], given your wishes and the wishes of 

al-Mawjī and others.31 

 

Clearly Qabbānī was not thrilled with the incessant tweaking of his poem, but he also was not 

disturbed enough to abandon the work. Too much time had already gone into “Fortune teller,” 

too many people were already involved, too many articles published, interviews done, and fans 

awaiting the finished product. Ḥalīm had also paid Qabbānī 3,000 USD for his poem, 5,000 EGP 

to al-Mawjī for his melodies, and another 5,000 EGP for international phone calls working on 

edits.32 By the time “Fortune teller” was ready for the Shamm al-Nasīm concert, Qabbānī’s work 

was done, but ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s was just beginning. 

 

The Spring Concert 

Ḥalīm’s lawyer and close friend Majdī al-‘Amrūsī recalls that when the singer took the stage on 

the night of the spring concert, “he was shaken, even afraid of his audience for the first time.”33 

For those watching the concert on their TV sets at home, it was obvious that Ḥalīm was not his 

usual warm and charming self. His health became increasingly worse in the preceding few years, 

and he did not feel that he and the Diamond Orchestra had given “Fortune teller” enough time or 

focus. This feeling, coupled with irritations earlier in the day, put him on edge. As one journalist 

wrote of the first few moments of the performance: 

 

He started doing some rather strange things on the stage. His face looked pale through the 

TV screen, and his sunken eyes shone with a frightful glimmer. He began to pace back 

 
31 Interview between Nizār Qabbānī and ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ recorded December 25, 1976 at the Sheraton Hotel. 
32 Al-Kawākib, issue 2957, April 1, 2008, p. 58. 
33 Majdī al-‘Amrūsī, ‘Azz al-nās, 1994, p. 129. 
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and forth, pointing anxiously to some unknown corner of the stage, which made us all 

nervous. He began scowling and yelling at everyone. I could sense the Diamond 

Orchestra trembling in terror. A child broke into tears. The tension grew. It was as if this 

was the first time Ḥalīm had ever heard his audience whistle.34 

 

The audience was not only whistling but talking loudly amongst themselves and shouting 

at the stage. Ḥalīm and his orchestra tried to remain calm. Ḥalīm adjusted the microphone stand 

and ventured some opening remarks. “First of all,” he started to say, but cheers from the crowd 

quickly drowned out his voice. “Just a second, one second, please.” More commotion followed. 

He looked at his band in disbelief: “My God! If you just listen, then you’ll get to hear it. ‘Fortune 

teller’ is a bit of a tough song”—a loud sustained shout interrupted him. He began to look visibly 

flustered—“No, now this is foolishness, just plain foolishness.” But he pressed on timidly: “Eh, 

as I was saying, the lyrics to ‘Fortune teller’ are a bit tough and require some close listening. And 

before I sing it for you, I first want to thank all my brothers sitting behind me. You can’t imagine 

how much they wore themselves out to bring you the song you’re about to hear.” The crowd then 

responded with thunderous applause and more whistling, perhaps the only point at which the 

noise seemed appropriate. But when Ḥalīm tried to speak again, he found the ruckus too much to 

bear, at which point he pitched his famous words at the crowd: “that’s enough!”  

The audience at the Tirsāna Club was now excited, or at least the listeners near the stage 

were. Despite the noise, the show had to go on. Ḥalīm turned to face the Diamond Orchestra, 

raised his arms, and cued the deep opening drone of the string section. The instrumental 

introduction proceeded without issue and Ḥalīm seemed to settle down. He meandered casually 

around the stage conducting the band and soloists, throwing his audience a smile every few 

 
34 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2146, May 1, 1976, n.p. 
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minutes. The crowd had calmed, but any time there was a break in the music the whistles and 

shouts returned. When the first vocal section began, Ḥalīm seemed uncomfortably aware that he 

might be performing against the barrage of sounds all night.  

After the first vocal section, he immediately turned away from the audience and cued the 

orchestra for the next instrumental interlude. He fixed his shaggy hair and tried to smile, but his 

face showed concern. While nearing the end of the second vocal section, Ḥalīm paused for a split 

second before singing the cadential sequence that would resolve the nahāwand melody back to 

its tonic. But the audience mistook his pause for the end of the section and began to clap and 

cheer before he had finished. Ḥalīm gave them a second chance to hear the line in its entirety, 

repeating this section from the beginning. As the melody approached its conclusion once more, 

the audience made the same mistake and began cheering prematurely. Ḥalīm looked out at the 

crowd with a mixture of frustration and resignation. “Not yet,” he told them before plowing on to 

the next section without warning his orchestra. He then returned to the previous section a third 

time, now leaving no gap before finishing the final degrees of nahāwand. He quickly concluded 

and, before starting the next section, asked the audience with a bewildered smile: “Have you 

figured it out, yet?” He fixed his hair, paced the stage, and wiped the sweat from his brow with a 

handkerchief. 

For a moment, it seemed Ḥalīm was taking these frustrations in stride. But in the next 

vocal section his levity faded once more. He was singing the verses: “I have read many cups and 

read many stars / but never have I read / a cup like your cup / never have I known / sorrows like 

your sorrows.” Sharp whistling cut through the music, and Ḥalīm seemed fixated on a particular 

audience member. He scratched his head, closed his eyes, and stopped singing as the orchestra 

played on. Stepping away from the microphone, he gestured with his hand towards stage as if to 
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say, “come up here and sing it yourself.” Ḥalīm returned to the mic and rejoined his band to 

finish the couplet. By the time the section ended, he was all frowns. His qānūn player and right-

hand man Aḥmad Fu’ād Ḥasan looked concerned, as did the other orchestra members. Ḥalīm 

stood in the middle of the stage and buried his sweaty face in his handkerchief. He came to the 

microphone and addressed the audience with biting sarcasm: “By the way, I too know how to 

whistle and chit-chat and shout. See?” He stuck two fingers in his mouth and blew a high-pitched 

screech into the mic. The crowd erupted in applause. This was just halfway through the two-hour 

song.  

The second half of “Fortune teller” saw similar frustrations, but Ḥalīm and his band 

seemed less perturbed, perhaps because the second half contained more up-tempo percussive 

arrangements that the audience’s rowdiness could not easily derail. Ḥalīm was either more 

relaxed or had simply resigned to the drama. He walked around stage drinking water out of a 

plastic cup, a strange sight at the concerts of other singers of his caliber, though not uncommon 

for Ḥalīm. This audience was more unruly than others though and Ḥalīm more worn down. 

During Ḥasan Anwar’s tambourine solos, he faced the audience and instructed them when to 

clap. There was more premature cheering, more second chances with still more missed entrances 

by the audience. At one point, as Ḥalīm neared the end of his phrase, he raised his hand to the 

audience, imploring them to wait for the nahāwand melody to resolve. The problem persisted 

during the climactic final measures of the song where Ḥalīm sings: “How hard it is, my boy, to 

love a woman / who has no address.” For two straight hours the crowd had repeatedly interrupted 

the performance. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was so anxious to finish the song that he only half-heartedly 

mouthed the last syllable of the last word before signaling the orchestra’s final notes. The concert 

was over, but the drama was just beginning. 
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The Wake of “Fortune Teller” 

Egyptians who did not hear Ḥalīm’s concert that night undoubtedly heard it the next day. Many 

had used personal cassette recorders to capture the concert directly from the live radio broadcast. 

After the concert, they strolled the streets blasting “Fortune teller” and singing along. “The song 

was playing in every home and being sung by every person in the streets,” wrote one Ḥalīm fan 

the next day in a letter to the singer. “You could tell that there was really a harmony among the 

public.”35 Those who could not make their own recordings could buy one from the local music 

shops, which began selling tapes hours after the concert ended.36 As one young Egyptian wrote 

in a letter to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm about the many circulating cassettes: 

 

Everyone here recorded the song, and the next day, on Shamm al-Nasīm, all the clubs 

played it non-stop. Can you believe that when the tape ended, they would start playing it 

over again? Everyone who owned a tape player was carrying it around, playing the music 

as they walked. Although I don’t have a tape player, I wrote out the lyrics exactly as you 

sang them, even the repeats.37 

 

Many fans wrote out the lyrics during the concert and quickly memorized the melodies. The 

experience of listening to Ḥalīm’s music—singing along during the performance, clapping and 

dancing, writing out the lyrics—all of these produced powerful affective connections between 

the singer and his listeners, embedding the music in their bodies. These corporeal experiences 

did not mean people were not engaged with the music on a cognitive level. Indeed, they were 

 
35 This description comes from a fan letter sent to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm by Hudā Muḥammad al-Disūqī from al-Sharqiyya, 
Egypt. It is in the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive and dated 1976. 
36 One ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm fan wrote to the singer saying that cassette recordings were already available at a shop in 
Bahrain called Ṣawt wa-Ṣūra on April 26, the day after the concert. This letter, from the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family 
archive, does not indicate the author’s name but is dated Monday, April 26, 1976. 
37 This description comes from a fan letter to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm by one Ibtisām from al-Sharqiyya, Egypt. It is in the 
‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive and dated May 1, 1976. 
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captivated by Qabbānī’s lyrics and al-Mawjī’s music. The words were classical Arabic but easily 

understandable. The melodies drew on familiar Arab modes and motifs but used instruments in 

strange new ways. The lyrics and music complemented each other and, when sung by ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm, created a powerful effect. The Egyptian author Maḥmūd ‘Abd al-Shakkūr, who was 

eleven years old when “Fortune teller” came out, writes in his memoires that this song “seemed 

like a legendary story, like One Thousand and One Nights that we used to hear on the radio.”38 

He goes on to recall how the song was unusual in that it was not just a collection of verses with 

music underneath but a narrative that relied fundamentally on sound and music to tell a story: 

 

If you go back to the recording of the song, you find that al-Mawjī had used the two 

keyboards as sound effects. The great composer realized he was presenting a dramatic 

song, a story with a beginning, middle, and end. At the same time, he was putting a 

melody to something verging on visual music.39 

 

By the seventies, it was no longer unusual to see an “org” (synthesizer) in an Egyptian 

ensemble. The instrument now featured prominently in the concerts of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Umm 

Kulthūm, Farīd al-Aṭrash, Fāyza Aḥmad, and Warda al-Jazā’iriyya. It was unusual, however, to 

see two orgs. Between the late sixties and mid-seventies, Majdī al-Ḥusaynī and Hānī Mihannā 

established themselves as the top two org players in Egypt, and Ḥalīm secured both for his new 

spring song.  

 

 
38 Maḥmūd ‘Abd al-Shakkūr, Kuntu ṣabiyyan fī al-sab‘īnāt, 2015, p. 168.  
39 Maḥmūd ‘Abd al-Shakkūr, Kuntu ṣabiyyan fī al-sab‘īnāt, 2015, p. 169. 
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Figure 23: Majdī al-Ḥusaynī (left) and Hānī Mihannā (right). 

Al-Shabaka, issue 1002, April 7, 1975. 
 

The orgs had several different functions in “Fortune teller.” al-Ḥusaynī and Mihannā 

would sometimes play the melodic line as a solo or would double the string line to add different 

tonal qualities. They both used the instrument’s bright attack to play percussive rhythms under 

the orchestra and add layers of syncopation to the overall sound. But perhaps most importantly, 

the orgs were used for nonmusical purposes. “Fortune teller” famously opens with what ‘Abd al-

Shakkūr referred to as “sound effects,” the two orgs noodling over an ominous drone in the 

strings. Mihannā and al-Ḥusaynī take turns producing erratic, non-melodic flourishes, building 

up sonic tension before the first instrumental section enters. The song’s dramatic mood is 

established before the first lyrics are sung. It was not just music that al-Mawjī and Ḥalīm were 

trying to create but an entire atmosphere of sounds, a story. The org noises conjured a menacing 

mood, but there were other sounds for other moods as well. Mid-way through the song, Ḥalīm 
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begins singing the fortune teller’s description of the beloved. The music changes, now maqām 

sīka over a quick maqsūm rhythmic pattern. Both the mode and rhythm evoke folk music in 

Egypt. Mihannā’s synthesizer switched over to a bright buzzing tone as if mimicking the double-

reed arghūl flute of rural Egypt. Later, as Qabbānī’s lyrics describe searching the seashores for 

one’s beloved, al-Mawjī exploits the warm tremolo effect of Mukhtār al-Sayyid’s accordion, 

transporting listeners to a surreal dream-like state. al-Mawjī moved listeners masterfully between 

these moods, relying less on the music and more on sound. These were all ways of engaging 

listeners in a fuller sensory experience, of drawing them in, enveloping them in a musical story, 

and producing ṭarab. 

Before “Fortune teller,” there was no precedent for such narrative elements in Egyptian 

music, and the listening public was quick to note this. Most described the song as “new” (jadīda) 

or “innovative” (mubdi‘a), a masterpiece of storytelling with the most beautiful melodies, lyrics, 

and performance. As one university student from Alexandria wrote to Ḥalīm after the concert, 

“you constructed an entire world out of the lyrics.”40 Another listener wrote that the concert was 

“the first time a song’s melodies have amounted to visual music [mūsīqā taṣwīriyya].”41 As one 

journalist said in his concert review, “we felt that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm had not just performed ‘Fortune 

teller’ but rather lived the song completely. The story was his story.”42  

Such responses suggest that Ḥalīm had traversed a boundary in conventional Egyptian 

song. When singers like Umm Kulthūm or Muḥammad ‘Abd Wahhāb performed, audiences 

understood them to be performing lyrics but not expressing personal life experience. ‘Abd al-

 
40 Fan letter sent to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ by Suhayr Aḥmad ‘Alī ‘Abd al-Nabī from Alexandria, Egypt, no date, 
‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive. 
41 Fan letter sent to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ by Mājida ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm from Ṭanṭā, Egypt, 1976, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family 
archive. 
42 Al-Shabaka, issue 1070, September 13, 1976, pp. 16-18. 
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Ḥalīm presents us with a new notion of the singer, not a neutral voice-box but a performer 

blurring the boundaries between his personal and public personas. For many Egyptians, they 

were not hearing Qabbānī’s lyrics or al-Mawjī’s melodies, but rather ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm telling his 

own story through a song he had edited, added to, and customized over several years. 

 

Ordering the Concert 

Following the concert, many fans wrote letters to Ḥalīm saying that they were, “upset at him for 

being so tense.”43 Some journalists echoed this sentiment, writing that “it was in no way 

justifiable that he yelled at us.”44 In the opinion of one writer, this was “a form of conceit, 

arrogance, and lack of respect for those who raised him up to the heights of fame, money, and 

glory.”45 And yet, these same critics followed up by saying that, despite Ḥalīm’s temper, they 

had quickly forgiven him for his agitation that night. 

Journalists and music critics of the cultural elite were not so forgiving. As one writer for 

Rūz al-yūsuf, ‘Abbās al-Aswānī, said in his article two weeks after the concert: 

 

He has departed from all the rules to which singers have committed! No one recalls ‘Abd 

al-Wahhāb ever giving precious speeches or unnecessary commentary before he sang! 

Nor did ‘Abd al-Wahhāb come and go, laugh and whistle . . . His voice is no substitute 

for ‘Abd al-Wahhāb in his youth, nor, quite naturally, would he be mentioned if we were 

talking about Umm Kulthūm! Despite this, the ones who are really responsible for ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s ‘actions’ are the Egyptian media and press. This is because some journalists 

created Ḥalīm in hopes of benefitting from him in any way possible, perhaps the most 

obvious way being that they would create a ‘star’ whose stories they could sell! Likewise, 

 
43 Fan letter sent to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ by Hudā ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm ‘Arafa, 1976, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive. 
44 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, 2146, May 1, 1976, pp. 8-9. 
45 Al-Shabaka, issue 1058, May 10, 1976, p. 26. 
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some record companies sought to produce a ‘singer’ who could bring in revenue! Thanks 

to concentrated advertising, Ḥalīm was able to control the music market and, at the same 

time, to assure that no other competitors would appear. . . What happened with ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ was the natural result of our extravagant praising, applauding, and falsifying 

true value just because of his artistic stature. His pockets have filled with gold. His soul 

has filled with manufactured fame. 

 

To denigrate ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, the journalist cites the two most established state-approved 

icons in modern Egyptian music, Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. They function here as 

symbols of a tradition of “rules,” good etiquette, and disinterestedness. Unlike these two greats, 

Ḥalīm is said to have been “created” by corrupt journalists and record companies for their own 

financial benefit. He is now an empty shell of a singer, his “soul” obliterated by “manufactured 

fame.” The other two singers stood for a better Egypt of the past, one now threatened by singers 

like Ḥalīm, who had led to Egyptian society’s “extravagant praising, applauding, and falsifying.”  

Such an appraisal cannot but suggest the kind of anxieties that the cultural elite, like al-

Aswānī, were then experiencing as Sadat’s open-door economic program (al-infitāḥ) threatened 

their authority as custodians of a proper modernity. Through the Nasser era, this middling group 

known as the efendiyya maintained the old social and economic stability that they established in 

the first half of the century through what Lucie Ryzova refers to as their “mastery of both codes, 

of tradition and modernity.”46 As she shows, this group claimed a form of indigenous modernity 

by defining itself “socially against those below and those above, and culturally against the forces 

of tradition on the one hand and those of Western modernity on the other.”47 This group’s ability 

to “code-switch” between the two, to perform one or the other, was what allowed them to claim a 

 
46 Lucie Ryzova, The Age of the Efendiyya, 2016, p. 36. 
47 Lucie Ryzova, The Age of the Efendiyya, 2016, p. 22. 
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middle zone between the “traditional” but undeveloped lower strata and the “modern” but West-

imitating (and thus inauthentic) upper strata. In this way, they came to be the national prototypes 

for an indigenous Egyptian modernity, which they promoted through their positions as teachers, 

journalists, government bureaucrats, lawyers, doctors, and white-collar professions. 

Relli Shechter’s work on the efendiyya during the Sadat era has shown how the authority 

that this group once commanded began to crumble as another group emerged, the ahl al-infitāḥ, 

an Egyptian nouveau riche who had benefitted financially from the open-door economic policies 

and climbed the social ladder from below. As Shechter illustrates with a study of Egyptian films, 

“in this period of rapid economic change it was difficult to distinguish below and above from the 

‘middle’.”48 The ahl al-infitāḥ eroded “the existing economic and socio-cultural system and, by 

extension, the efendiyya’s source of livelihood, social status, and identity.49  

While we can only speculate on what prompted al-Aswānī’s disparaging review of the 

“Fortune teller” concert, the obvious anxiety in his diatribe—his preoccupation with rules and 

boundaries, quick money, corruption, manufactured fame, false values, the soul—this overall 

idiom suggests someone deeply concerned about social status in a period of change. Al-Aswānī 

belonged to the efendiyya50 and would likely have been unsettled by the transformations taking 

place in Egyptian society at the time of Ḥalīm’s concert. But it seems the concert was simply an 

excuse to air his more general aggravations, for his claims about ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Umm Kulthūm, 

and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb are nonsensical. First, Umm Kulthūm is known to have been the shrewdest 

 
48 Relli Shechter, “From effendi to infitāḥī: Consumerism and Its Malcontents in the Emergence of Egyptian Market 
Society,” British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 36, No. 1, April 2009, p. 23. 
49 Relli Shechter, “From effendi to infitāḥī: Consumerism and Its Malcontents in the Emergence of Egyptian Market 
Society,” British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 36, No. 1, April 2009, p. 23. 
50 Al-Aswānī’s son, the famous author Alaa Al Aswany, describes his father in ways that clearly suggest his effendi 
affiliation. He hailed from a large family in southern Egypt, married an aristocratic woman, and worked in Cairo as 
a lawyer for the Automobile Club, an upper-class European haunt. See Alaa Al Aswany’s interview with Wendell 
Steavenson in “Writing the Revolution,” The New Yorker, January 16, 2012, p. 39-45. 
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businesswoman in the industry until her death in 1973.51 If ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s pockets had “filled 

with gold,” hers were just as full. Second, the record company that “produced” Ḥalīm, i.e. Ṣawt 

al-Fann, was owned by ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. It seems paradoxical indeed that ‘Abd al-Wahhāb 

could be both so far above the crude behavior of Ḥalīm but also the one who produced him in all 

his vulgarity. Not surprisingly, al-Aswānī holds tightly to these beacons of Egyptian authenticity, 

who were dominant in the pre-Sadat ear and perhaps even more so in the pre-Nasser era. But by 

the seventies they had long been what Raymond Williams terms “residual” culture, “formed in 

the past” but “still active in the cultural process, not only and often not at all as an element of the 

past but as an effective element of the present.”52 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, on the other hand, was part of 

“dominant” culture at this time, which, as Williams points out, “may have an alternative or even 

oppositional relation” to the residual.53 In such cases, it is common that loyalists to the residual 

will attempt to incorporate it through acts of “reinterpretation, dilution, projection, discriminating 

inclusion and exclusion.” This process, Williams goes on to say, is the work of the “selective 

tradition,” and it is this process that we see in al-Aswānī’s critique of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm.54  

Ratība al-Ḥifnī was another critical voice, and perhaps the loudest, to come out against 

Ḥalīm in the wake of the “Fortune teller” concert. By then, al-Ḥifnī had been attacking him 

regularly in Music Magazine for about two years. In the May 1976 issue, she dedicated her 

monthly article to tearing apart the “Fortune teller” concert and accusing Ḥalīm, and his 

audiences, of “waging war decadently upon public taste and behavior.”55 The alarmist tone 

throughout her piece sought to underscore one central idea: vulgar entertainment and its disorder 
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were threatening to destroy the decency of Egyptian art and society. Like al-Aswānī, al-Ḥifnī 

blamed the media for portraying Ḥalīm’s music “as if it were high art” while suggesting that he 

had paid journalists bribe money to praise him in the press. While she conceded that the crowd’s 

uproar was also regrettable, she ultimately pointed the finger at Ḥalīm himself, saying that the 

audiences “are helpless in the matter since the goods [biḍā‘a] on offer are terrible.” Al-Ḥifnī, 

clearly upset by more than this concert, launched into an attack of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s entire stage 

presence: “What gets evaluated now is one’s suit color, hair style, swagger, and speechifying 

rather than how well one sings.” The criticism here is constructed from a highly conventional set 

of images used by efendiyya to rebuke the nouveau riche. According to Shechter, the ahl al-

infitāḥ are usually depicted in films (negatively) with “infitāḥ artifacts” like suits, fancy watches, 

cars, an apartment in al-Zamālik, as well as mannerisms like flashiness, bad taste, and ignorant 

behavior, all of which are depicted as destroying the authenticity of the Egyptian.56 Ratība al-

Ḥifnī drew on the very same repertoire of images to attack the authenticity of Ḥalīm’s music. 

However, her review of the “Fortune teller” concert did not contain a single reference to Ḥalīm’s 

singing or the music. It was his appearance that she returned to again and again to proclaim that 

he was responsible for “the truth of singing, listening, and public behavior that has been diluted, 

and for the dignity wasted and lost.”57 

The language to which Ratība al-Ḥifnī resorted was an extension of the kind of modernist 

discourses examined in the previous three chapters, not surprising given that her father fueled 

many of them. Such discourses are all concerned with demarcating boundaries to create a sense 

of order. And, as in previous chapters, this order is sought fundamentally for the purpose of 
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display. Al-Ḥifnī’s own language makes it clear that the intended audience is European, or at 

least “Europeanized.” In this article, and others that attack Ḥalīm, she is most concerned with 

ordering Egyptian music to render it equal to European music and displayable for European 

audiences. After the “Fortune teller” concert, she was irritated by the amount of public interest in 

the song, even more than “Beethoven would receive if he were to rise from his grave.” She 

speculated that Ḥalīm or his concert contractor had hired and planted individuals in the audience 

to applaud ardently during the performance and prompt others to do the same. This practice, she 

noted, was common in “the world’s finest opera houses,” but people there “knew how to do their 

jobs without ruining the concert’s atmosphere and dignity,” implying that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

audience had failed to imitate “international” (read: European) practice.  

Al-Ḥifnī criticized “Fortune teller,” and Ḥalīm’s career more broadly along two systems 

of order. One fixated on his threat to the order of physical space, namely the concert stage, while 

the other was concerned with the way he toyed with the boundaries between private and public, 

spiritual and profane, homogenous and heterogenous. But as I will show, it was ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

disregard for these binaries that endeared him to his audiences and made him, as Egyptians said 

of him after his death, “their most beloved singer and the closest to their hearts and ears.”58 

When we examine Ratība al-Ḥifnī’s writings on music, contextualizing them within a 

broader Egyptian modernist discourse, it is clear that her attacks on Ḥalīm were rooted in a more 

general aversion to disorder. Her approach to “developing” Egyptian music is not unlike that of 

nationalists in colonial India, who sought to safeguard an inner spiritual domain of culture within 

a framework of Western science and technology.59 Similarly, al-Ḥifnī and other music reformists 

hoped to encase an “authentic” Egyptian music within Western conceptions of order to develop 
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it. To do this, the Egyptian concert stage, like turāth, needed to be purified, partitioned, arranged, 

and immobilized.  

In her “Fortune teller” diatribe, Ratība al-Ḥifnī complained about how Ḥalīm bantered 

with his audiences and gave a lengthy introduction for the new song he was debuting. Writing in 

another magazine, she lamented (in reference to him) that “it is truly an offensive sight when a 

star begins exchanging words with those in the front rows, those of rank and influence, all while 

the ensemble performs the musical opening. This is insulting to the musicians, to the nobility of 

the work of art, and is distracting.”60 For al-Ḥifnī, “civilized” music required a clear partition 

between performer and audience. Ḥalīm embraced a more ambiguous approach to performance. 

The stage, for him, was simply the elevated platform he used to transmit his music, not a sacred 

space separating those on stage from those off. Nor did he believe that his role as singer required 

him to remain fixed at the microphone, which al-Ḥifnī blasted him for after other concerts: 

 

He moves around all over the place, drawing more and more attention to what people call 

‘conducting,’ though he is conducting music that does not require conducting. And even 

if it did, it would need a real conductor. The strange thing is that a responsible conductor 

is already there, and that is Aḥmad Fu’ād Ḥasan. But he sits there playing his qānūn like 

one defeated before a variety show that serves no purpose. Rather, it wrecks everything. 

After this, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm sings and acts. We follow along to get to the end of this farce, 

which drones on until he has shown off all his abilities of speechifying, conducting, and 

performing dreamy, romantic movements. Then he sings and conducts at the same time. 

What is more, he goes over to the percussionist and takes his instrument to play during 

the performance, insulting the musician and crushing his pride.61 
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The approach that al-Ḥifnī took in performing Egyptian music diverged sharply from Ḥalīm’s, as 

evinced in the ensembles that she directed (the Cairo Children’s Chorus, Ḥifnī Heritage Quintet, 

and Umm Kulthūm Tribute Ensemble). These groups maintained strict boundaries between the 

performers and audience, adopting what she saw as noble European performance conventions.62 

Ḥalīm, on the other hand, transgressed al-Ḥifnī’s supposedly sacred boundaries, thereby sullying 

“traditions and listening etiquette” and “corrupting the concept of song.”63  

 Like the performer, al-Ḥifnī also sought to render the stage immobile, and, if possible, 

pure and noble. She complained that the kind of music Ḥalīm performed always took place on 

 

temporary [mutanaqqila] stages constructed in sports clubs and theaters in a matter of 

hours out of the kind of material used for funeral tents. These concerts are announced in 

cheap commercial ways [uslūb tijārī rakhīṣ] that destroy the values of art and culture 

[qiyam al-fann wa-l-thaqāfa]. They are exorbitantly priced programs aimed at making 

profit [al-kasb] without offering any art. They are responsible for the destruction of any 

civilized, developed artist [fannān mutaḥaḍḍir mutaṭawwir]. The programs necessarily 

include a silly monologue, some obscene jokes, belly dancing in its various scandalous 

forms, and some new faces to fill in the gaps between acts. Then there is the concert’s 

main singer who stands before a crowd of spectators, not listeners, in the company of 

photographers, refreshment vendors, salesmen of flowers and flattery. . . The Egyptian 

Symphony Orchestra held its summer concerts at a distinguished, appropriate, calm site 

surrounded by beautiful nature, counterbalancing this kind of cheapness and collapse.64 

 

The temporary stages built for Ḥalīm’s concerts—deemed uncivilized, disorderly, and cheap—

are separated clearly from the kinds of spaces in which al-Ḥifnī’s developed music is performed, 
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places that are “distinguished,” “calm,” and “surrounded by beautiful nature.” One such venue 

that al-Ḥifnī mentions is the stage at the Giza Pyramids, which combines “ancient civilization 

with natural splendor.” This site is, for her, the exact opposite of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s transitory 

concert stages, but it is also the ideal combination of a classicized tradition and an appropriated 

popular, which Chatterjee has shown to be nationalism’s formula of choice. Al-Ḥifnī frames 

Giza’s pyramids as a symbol of timeless and advanced classical civilization enhanced by the 

purity of its natural surroundings. Ḥalīm’s temporary stages, in contrast, are impure, artificial, 

and undeveloped. 

 The ways in which al-Ḥifnī criticized Ḥalīm’s disorder on the concert stage informed 

how she criticized him on a conceptual level. For instance, her comment above suggests that 

Egyptian music, when it is “developed” and “dignified,” should not appear with other forms of 

entertainment such as “silly monologues, obscene jokes, and belly dancing.” Mixing different 

performances, for al-Ḥifnī, leads to conceptual ambiguity. Audiences will not be able to discern 

“obscene” jokes from “civilized” music on their own, so a music performance must feature only 

one thing: music. Likewise, al-Ḥifnī saw that a singer must tend to one thing and one thing only: 

singing. To serve as MC or conductor, to play a drum, to help compose a melody or edit a song’s 

lyrics—any of this would amount to a transgressive act on the part of the singer. Egyptian music 

reformists envisioned a clear-cut division of labor, holding that each musical work should be the 

“result of numerous efforts interwoven to produce a complete work.”65 For al-Ḥifnī then, ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s contributions to shaping “Fortune teller,” along with his live rendition of this song, 

were major violations of boundaries that sought to create order in the music field by cordoning 

off the singer from the lyricist, composer, conductor, musicians, and audience. 
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 Ratība al-Ḥifnī was similarly averse to mixing between “Arab” and “Western” music, 

especially when it came to instruments. She complained, in reference to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, that “in 

the numerous ensembles that play our modern Arab music and accompany famous singers, we 

find instruments that are alien to us. We thus lose many of our amazing original instruments, 

which leads to their regression and extinction.”66 In other words, to preserve indigenous music, 

“Arab” ensembles should use Arab instruments, and “Western” ensembles should use Western 

instruments. (Using instruments from the violin family in “traditional” Arab music ensembles 

was justified by tracing the violin back to the Arab rabāba, or spike fiddle.)67 Instruments like 

the org, designed in the “West” (though easily reprogrammed to play the quarter tones of Arab 

modes), were too ambiguous for al-Ḥifnī’s taste. Order, for her, meant clear boundary lines. 

The presence of “photographers, refreshment vendors, and flower sellers” in the vicinity 

of performance spaces represented another transgression of boundaries. It suggested business and 

commerce in a domain that, for al-Ḥifnī, was to be reserved solely for the “divine art” (al-fann 

al-muqaddas), which she championed as inherently disinterested. Traces of the economic field 

threaten such a system of order, one that strives to avoid any ambiguity between the sacred and 

the profane. For al-Ḥifnī, music was never to be framed as a profession, only as “the divine and 

sacred art that has always been connected to worship, glorification of the Creator [al-‘ibāda wa-

l-tasbīḥ li-l-khāliq], good morals, manners, and upbringing [al-akhlāq wa-l-sulūk wa-l-tarbiyya], 

and the other arts and sciences.”68 As with most invented traditions, al-Ḥifnī cites the longevity 

of these seemingly natural divisions between sacred and profane, development and decay, art and 

entertainment. “Since the most ancient times,” she wrote in one article, “music’s message was a 
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model for virtue and peace, a means for building a homogenous society [mujtama‘ mutajānis], 

perfect, balanced, aimed at education, culture, polishing the soul, shaping and guiding human 

behavior.”69 Al-Ḥifnī saw music as a means of creating a “homogenous society” free of disorder 

and ambiguity when used appropriately, but she also believed that it could spread disorder when 

used inappropriately. 

All of the disorder that al-Ḥifnī detected in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music was antithetical to her 

conception of Western music and modernity. Her description of music “since the most ancient 

times,” and specifically European music, links it to a continuous tradition of “virtue,” “nobility,” 

“culture,” “intellect,” “polishing,” “systematic arrangement,” “spirituality,” and “order.” And 

yet, the history of music in both Egypt and Europe, even in just the last few centuries, suggests 

that al-Ḥifnī’s tradition was a highly selective. It is ironic that she advised Ḥalīm to emulate the 

performance practices of Umm Kulthūm, who al-Ḥifnī says drew only “the most refined, high-

quality listeners.” It is well-known that Umm Kulthūm could snap at her audiences, even telling 

one man in a crowd, “shut up, you ill-mannered fool!” after he shouted her praises at a concert in 

Algeria. Nor were her concerts the portrait of order that al-Ḥifnī, and many others today, recall. 

Indeed, some Egyptians considered them highly out of synch with the nation’s modern 

development. The film critic Sa‘d al-Dīn Tawfīq wrote at the height of the diva’s career in 1965:  

 

Umm Kulthūm is a very great artist. She is very successful and very much loved. But I 

never go to her concerts. In fact, I do not listen to her on the radio, nor do I watch her 

concerts on the television. These concerts are run with zero precision. They do not have a 

schedule. They do not begin at set times. And the intermissions are not defined. No one at 

the Radio, or Television, or in the audience knows anything about the organization of the 

concert or its program! The concert starts when the Lady wants it to start! And the Lady 
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does not like to sing on a schedule. . . I am not shy about speaking up because I like her, 

appreciate her, and respect her. But I also like order and foundation. And if we want our 

artistic renaissance to be successful, then our concerts must have respectable traditions, 

traditions that respect schedules and respect the audience’s time!70 

 

Kāmil al-Khula‘i’s 1904 book on Arab music suggests that disorder was probably just as 

prevalent as order at concerts of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He even dedicates 

chapters to outlining proper etiquette for both listeners and performers, a good sign that a lack of 

such etiquette was common, else there would be no need to prescribe remedies for it. Al-Khula‘i’ 

complains of the many hashish-smoking, alcohol-consuming performers who occupied Cairo’s 

cafes and “corrupted many of the great muwashshaḥāt.”71 He also cautioned listeners that it was 

disruptive to shout out during a performance in order to make the singer repeat a section, just as 

it was in bad taste to “become intoxicated, climb onto the stage, and grab the singer’s ‘ūd so that 

he sings what you want to hear.”72 The music hall was never such a tidy performance space, but 

al-Khula‘ī’s prescribed manners make it seem as if such an order did exist. As the anthropologist 

Mary Douglas argued in her famous study of ritual purity and pollution, “separating, purifying, 

demarcating and punishing transgressions have as their main function to impose system on an 

inherently untidy experience.” It is only by “exaggerating the difference between” binaries like 

inside and outside, pure and impure, with and against “that a semblance of order is created.”73 

Anything disruptive to that order is only disruptive because the order has made it so. Disorder, or 

“dirt” in Douglas’ study, does not just exist but is “the byproduct of a systematic ordering and 

classification” 
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 Ratība al-Ḥifnī and al-Khula‘ī both spoke of “order” and “refined listeners.” If these were 

not so clearly discernable in the early and mid-twentieth century, perhaps one must go back to a 

more civilized time, to the nineteenth century before poor manners had corrupted the stage. But 

even the concerts of the greatest singers in that century still seem a far cry from what later music 

scholars would describe. Consider the poet Khalīl Muṭrān’s recollection of a concert that he 

attended in which the illustrious singer ‘Abduh al-Ḥāmūlī was performing: “As [al-Ḥamūlī] was 

concluding the melody in his masterful way, someone in the audience shouted out, ‘Son of a—!’ 

Then some big men came over to restrain him and throw him out, but ‘Abduh told them from the 

stage, ‘Let him go, he’s forgiven.’”74 The singer seems to have been unfazed by this tarab-

induced outburst, which, although it contained some unsavory language, was clearly not so 

unorthodox as to have the man thrown out. Furthermore, al-Ḥamūlī had no misgivings about 

addressing the issue mid-performance from his place on the stage. Surely, he would have been 

used to crowds responding audibly to his music. As Muṭrān recalled from another apparently 

large concert: 

 

I do not know how much the contractor was selling tickets for, but what has remained in 

my memory is that the large tent was at capacity that night, filled to the utmost with 

thousands of people who had come to be within those walls adorned with the colors of 

Egyptian tent fabrics, to be underneath those countless lamps. . . I took my place next to 

the band, surrounded by an overflowing sea of people. There were screams, noise, and 

jokes being hurled about followed by high-pitched laughter.75 
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 Such spirited musical settings are absent from al-Ḥifnī’s vision of modern music. But if 

she erases some of Egypt’s music history in her selective tradition, she erases even more in the 

case of Europe. Her view of European order is certainly not one that has existed “since the most 

ancient times.” Hired clappers—who she said were to blame for ruining the atmosphere during 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s “Fortune teller” concert—were far from a noble tradition in European countries. 

Scholarship on these “claqueurs,” as such applauders were called, reminds us that their practices 

“verged constantly on bad taste, judgement and manners” at many concerts.76 While it is true that 

claques were professionally organized in opera houses, they were not always the kind of refined 

listeners that al-Ḥifnī makes them out to be. Nor were audiences more well behaved in American 

concert halls of the nineteenth century. As Lawrence Levine makes abundantly clear, crowds in 

the United States were very much active participants in the show. Concert attendees felt “a sense 

of immediacy and at times even of control” during live performances, articulating “their opinions 

and feelings vocally and unmistakably. . . When the orchestra's selection displeased them, they 

stamped, hissed, roared, whistled, and groaned in cadence” until the musicians played what they 

wanted.”77 These were not the rigid concert settings that we associate with classical music today. 

“Flexibility,” Levine says, “seems to have been one of the few laws governing the production of 

opera for most of the nineteenth century.”78 

 The opera halls of France were equally, if not more, boisterous than those in America 

before the twentieth century. James Johnson’s work on Parisian opera describes in vivid detail 

how these spaces served as much more than stages for music: “In the mid-eighteenth century an 

evening at the Opera was more likely to be diverting than particularly somber. . . Between the 
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unexpected distractions of fistfights or wisecracks shouted above the music and the more routine 

preoccupations of keeping social appointments, it was possible to forget about the performance 

altogether.”79 Kenneth Hamilton, writing on European classical pianists, gives a similar sense of 

what interactions were like between performers and audiences in the nineteenth century. One 

might consider one of Hamilton’s passages in full to realize how normal ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s stage 

practices were within the musical traditions that Ratība al-Ḥifnī claimed he was desecrating: 

 

It was [Franz] Liszt’s custom not only to announce loudly the pieces he was about to 

perform, but to chat to the closest members of the audience before and after playing each 

work on his program. Admittedly, he did not give a running commentary on his own 

playing as [Vladimir de] Pachmann was later to do (and listeners loved this), or sit among 

the audience knitting until it was time to play again as Clara Schumann allegedly did in 

her later years, but he would often mill around the body of the hall itself (if its design 

allowed this) between pieces, especially if he recognized friends there. In 1838 he had 

delighted the Viennese by welcoming the listeners as they entered the hall itself: ‘Liszt 

also always appears long before the beginning of the concert in the middle of his public, 

speaks and chats to everyone, leads the ladies to their seats, sorts everything out, is now 

here, now there, and absolutely does the honors of the house. This sort of thing is 

completely new in Vienna. You observe this, it awakens the interest, and you spend a 

pleasant hour despite the most uncomfortable crush.’ Liszt made the audience feel 

genuinely welcome, rather than an irritating nuisance disturbing his communion with the 

muse, and they welcomed him in turn. It was not surprising that his Viennese recitals 

were so full that there was no room for him to get off the stage between pieces, even had 

he wanted to. Liszt—like Pachmann—knew how to give an act.80 
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One can find many examples from both Egyptian and European performance traditions to show 

that the kind of order al-Ḥifnī promoted was quite unusual throughout most of music’s history. 

But she must omit historical fact from the performance tradition she seeks to invent, one that she 

defines by its “dignity” (karāma), “solemnity” (wiqār), “focus” (tarkīz) and, most importantly, 

one removed from “disorder” (fawḍā/tahrīj). 

The aspects of ‘Abd Ḥalīm’s concert that al-Ḥifnī criticized as signs of disorder were the 

same aspects that the Egyptian public had grown to love. Egyptians responded positively to the 

way he invited crowd participation, blurring the line between performer and audience. The secret 

to his success, one fan suggested, was that “the audience nearly touches him.”81 As one journalist 

wrote, “he took away the thick, artificial walls [al-judrān al-samīka al-muṣṭana‘a] that stood as a 

barrier between the artist and his audience.”82 The affective experience of clapping and singing 

along with his songs forged corporeal connections with ‘Ḥalīm that made him unique among the 

other singers of his day. His mentor Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb described the way he “made 

people feel like they were listening to him in their own bedrooms.” He would “walk on and off 

the stage, chatter away, take off his jacket, go sit on a chair . . . He removed a barrier [ḥājiz]. . . 

Everyone who came before Ḥalīm stayed within certain boundaries [ḥudūd].”83 The ambiguity, 

the kind of liminal space Ḥalīm occupied between stage and audience, thus became an asset.  

Al-Ḥifnī complained about other aspects, such as his flamboyant gestures on stage, which 

she said detracted from the music. But fans wrote to Ḥalīm saying how this actually added to the 

music of “Fortune teller.” As one girl expressed in a letter, “you were great in every way: your 

performance, your voice, your movements.”84 His integration of the “Western” guitar and 
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electric organ in an “Arab” ensemble was also praised by many listeners as “innovative 

instrumentation” rather than a threat to indigenous music culture.85 It was, in fact, Ḥalīm’s 

general departure from conventional musical practices that many had admired so much about 

“Fortune teller.” As one journalist wrote in his review of the song, “the most successful thing 

about it is its strangeness [ghurābatuhā], its trance-like quality [ghaybūbatuhā], and the way that 

it departs from what is familiar in Arab song [khurūjuhā ‘alā al-ma’lūf fī al-ughniyya al-

‘arabiyya].”86 Reviews such as this stood in direct opposition to al-Ḥifnī’s conception of modern 

Egyptian music as convention-bound (not strange), as focused, solemn, and ordered (not trance-

like/unconscious), as abiding by neatly defined borders (not departing from them). By this point 

in the mid-seventies, the tradition of order that al-Ḥifnī and other music reformists began 

constructing two decades earlier had lost much of its relevance with ordinary Egyptians. 

 

The End of an Era 

While some Egyptians were shocked by ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s behavior at the Shamm al-Nasīm 

concert, they nonetheless regarded “Fortune teller” as a masterpiece. Perhaps people’s love for 

the song and the obvious toll it had taken on Ḥalīm’s health made them quicker to forgive him. 

Hundreds of Egyptians wrote to magazines and sent Ḥalīm letters that began by expressing their 

disappointment but ended on a conciliatory note. “I’m upset with you for being so on-edge,” 

wrote one girl in her letter following the concert, “but I forgive you because I know that when 

any artist presents a new tune he feels strange, and no one should talk during the song.”87 While 

music reformists like al-Ḥifnī saw the spring concert as a culmination of Ḥalīm’s worst qualities, 
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many Egyptians felt that it had revealed something praiseworthy in him. As one listener wrote in 

a letter to the singer, “you’re only human, and all humans must make mistakes.”88 The “Fortune 

teller” incident caused a stir in the Egyptian music world, but contrary to al-Ḥifnī’s evaluation, 

its side effects were beneficial for Ḥalīm. That night, he showed that he was an ordinary human 

with ordinary limits. By losing his temper, he managed to draw Egyptians closer to him. 

The Egyptian public was highly aware of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s disease, Bilharzia, which he 

had contracted from swimming in the Nile’s countryside irrigation canals as a child. The great 

amount of media coverage of his illness made it common knowledge for even the most detached 

Egyptians. Many felt that each time he exerted himself to perform a large concert or work on a 

new song, he was defying his disease, refusing to submit to the inevitable. From this, he had 

become a symbol of Egyptian perseverance, “the summation of the Egyptians’ extraordinary 

ability to endure. . . and at the same time exert such incredible effort to sing.”89 As one journalist 

wrote several years before his death, “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm has lived the pains of the people. His songs 

are brimming with their pains, afflictions, and suffering. In fact, he lives them more than they do. 

Because ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s life is a venerable epic battle with illness.”90 Ḥalīm is described here in 

near savior-like terms, living the people’s pains and expressing them through song. His personal 

trials made him seem vulnerable and relatable. He was never shy about discussing his illness or 

treatment during interviews. Nor did he attempt to hide his medicines and equipment when 

photographed at home or in the hospital. The candid images of Ḥalīm receiving blood 

transfusions, playing solitaire in his bed, and being carted to rehearsals in a wheelchair played no 

 
88 Fan letter sent to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ by Imān al-‘Aṭṭār, 1976, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm family archive. 
89 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2196, April 16, 1977, n.p. 
90 Al-Kawākib, issue 1191, May 28, 1974, n.p. 
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small role in shaping Egyptians’ perception of him.91 While other singers could keep their 

personal and professional lives more neatly separated, the two became almost indistinguishable 

with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, his illness always influencing where, when, and how he was able to carry 

out his music work. His vulnerability was attractive to the Egyptian public. “The real reason the 

audience connects with him is because of his weakness,” wrote one student from Alexandria 

after the “Fortune teller” concert. “Through his songs, he allowed us to feel his humility. We 

loved this weakness in him.”92 

The “Fortune teller” incident captivated music reformists and ordinary Egyptians alike, 

although for different reasons. Reformists saw the concert as evidence that their music was still 

undeveloped, that their mission to establish order was still valid. Egyptians, on the other hand, 

saw the concert as evidence that Ḥalīm was mortal, that even their beloved hero had his limits. 

Over the years, he had become “the symbol of an entire generation of young people” and of 

Egypt in general.93 To see ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm lose his temper at the concert was to see him, and the 

nation that he represented, moving towards a more uncertain future. As Ḥalīm’s health declined 

in the seventies, so too did a general sense of national optimism. By the time he sang “Fortune 

teller,” Egypt had already lost two of its four most beloved golden-era singers, Umm Kulthūm in 

1975 and Farīd al-Aṭrash in 1974. ‘Abd al-Wahhāb was alive but no longer singing. Ḥalīm was 

the last remaining performer of the “Great Four,” the last voice carrying the memory of an Egypt 

that was fading.94 For many, “Fortune teller” was not just the final song that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm sang. 

It was the swan song of an entire era in Egypt’s history. 

 
91 In 1977, the famous Egyptian photographer Fārūq Ibrāhīm published Ḥalīm, a collection of photos he took over 
the course of his long friendship with the singer.  
92 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2149, May 22, 1976, p. 41. 
93 Ṣabāḥ al-khayr, issue 1062, May 13, 1976, p. 65. 
94 “The Great Four” is a common term used to refer to these singers as well as the title of Ḥanafī al-Maḥallāwī’s 
2000 book on them, al-Arba‘a al-kibār fī al-ughniyya wa-l-alḥān. 
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Singing from the Grave 

Egyptians may well have gone on talking about Ḥalīm’s 1976 Shamm al-Nasīm concert were it 

not for his 1977 Shamm al-Nasīm concert. He was preparing a new song entitled “Min ghayr līh” 

(Without asking why) with music by Muḥammad ‘Abd Wahhāb and lyrics by Mursī Jamīl ‘Azīz. 

He was expected to return from London to begin rehearsals in March of 1977, but while there, 

his health took a turn for the worse. The doctors attempted to treat his failing liver, but he soon 

fell into a coma. Two days later, on March 30, 1977, the doctor informed Ḥalīm’s family and 

friends that he had passed. Eighteen minutes after the official declaration of his death, the news 

reached the rest of the world via London radio, prompting pandemonium across Egypt.95  

Although the Egyptian public already considered “Fortune teller” a masterpiece, after 

Ḥalīm’s death it took on special symbolic significance, for it was now his last song, the bookend 

to a musical repertoire and life. People read autobiographical elements in the lyrics even when he 

was alive, and this was only amplified by his passing. The song came to represent Ḥalīm himself, 

his life of hardships, and his early end. Even Nizār Qabbānī, who was typically reluctant to give 

any particular reading of his poetry, said in an interview with al-Shabaka that “for me, the lyrics 

were like a death knell, the drumroll before the end.” He commented at length: 

 

We all had a hunch. And those who have studied this song closely, who have delved into 

its meanings and melodies, realize that the thread connecting me as a poet to ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm as a singer was the thread of death. When I wrote the poem, the feeling of death 

was bearing down on me. When ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm read it, he felt the poem was written for 

him. . . As for, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s performance of this song, it was sincere and magnificent. 

Everyone who watched him sing “Fortune teller” on TV said that he was giving a public 

reading of his own will. These suppressed feelings of death with his parents were what 

 
95 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 2547, April 5, 1977. 
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gave this song its dramatic dimensions and made it one of the most important poems of 

this era.96 

 

In a collection of essays on Ḥalīm, the writer Maḥmūd Qāsim would echo Qabbānī’s comment 

that, in performing this song, it was as if Ḥalīm was making a pact with his own fate, a public 

acknowledgement that he would soon be bidding life farewell. “He was elegizing himself while 

he still lived,” wrote Qāsim. “On the morning of his passing in 1977, the public listened to these 

lyrics as if Ḥalīm were singing them from the grave.”97 It is to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s grave that we go 

in the next chapter, for his death marked only one point on the timeline of a much longer legacy. 

  

 
96 Al-Shabaka, issue 1132, November 21, 1977, pp. 10-13. 
97 Maḥmūd Qāsim, “Nujūmiyyāt” in Kāmil al-awsāf, Muḥammad al-Sayyid ‘Īd, 1997, p. 52. 
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Chapter 5 
Remembering ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm: The Matḥaf and the Mūlid 

 

While other great singers have ended up in the heritage museum [matḥaf al-turāth], ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm has remained alive within us and will never die.1 

 —Ḥilmī Bakr 

 
 
The comment above, which Egyptian composer Ḥilmī Bakr made during an interview in 2010, is 

deceptively succinct, for it captures in a few words several complex, interrelated aspects of ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s legacy and the concept of music heritage in Egypt. Bakr clearly means to convey that 

Ḥalīm was a great singer whom all Egyptians continue to adore today. But perhaps unwittingly, 

his comment sets up a more telling juxtaposition. While the other greats have passed into the 

“heritage museum,” ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm remains alive, the implication being that those others have, 

figuratively speaking, perished. Their fate is connected here not to an actual museum but to the 

broader institution of heritage. For Ḥilmī Bakr, the terms matḥaf and turāth function almost 

synonymously, a conjunction that could stand just as easily on either of the terms alone. And 

while his comment denotes a more general idea, the term matḥaf cannot but suggest the physical 

place and, more specifically, the museums in Cairo dedicated to the memory of the other 

“greats,” Umm Kulthūm and Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. The final implication of Bakr’s 

words is, importantly, that Ḥalīm did not follow their path into this heritage museum, because 

had he done so, he would not remain “alive” as he does today. 

 What are we to make of this comment from a prominent composer speaking in the name 

of “us” Egyptians? If Ḥalīm is still “alive,” then how is his afterlife different from that of the 

 
1 Quoted in Nihāl Qāsim, “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ qatafawwaq ‘alā Umm Kulthūm!,” hekayat.me, July 1, 2010, 
http://hekayat.me/articles.php?cat=15&id=971. 
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other great singers? Why has this particular performer stood the test of time? And what does it 

mean that the “heritage museum” has come to signify here not preservation but death and loss? 

Indeed, in the same moment that Ḥilmī Bakr is remarking on Ḥalīm’s legacy, he is also making a 

subtle statement about the concept of heritage: to become part of the matḥaf al-turāth is to cease 

living, to lose a connection, proximity, or relevance with the people. It is with these questions 

that Bakr leads us back to Chapter One of this dissertation, which explored the relationship 

between the Egyptian state, the museum, and music heritage. As I showed, the museum became 

the state’s primary strategy and space for inventing a venerable music heritage in service of the 

nation. What Bakr’s comment does is describe the relationship between music, museum, and 

state as it relates to Ḥalīm, who he sees as an anomaly among the greats, having remained both 

outside the heritage museum and “within” Egyptians (bi-dākhilinā). 

There is an ambiguity here. While ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm ranks among Egypt’s star singers, he 

lacks the official confirmation of greatness that the state bestows upon its sacred cows through 

museums and museum-like spaces. In an essay about Ḥalīm’s film songs, Martin Stokes makes a 

similar observation. He points out that, while Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb both have 

official museums in their honor, Ḥalīm has yet to receive a museum, statue, street sign, or any 

other commemoration marker.2 Stokes reasons that the state has been wary of reviving the 

“social radicalism” of his songs from the Nasser era. This explanation may hold truth, but it 

quickly lends itself to more questions. Given that state officials can shape museum narratives as 

they see fit, why would they not seize the opportunity to spotlight aspects of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s life 

and career that bolster national ideologies of progress? Indeed, as I will show, such selectivity 

 
2 Since Stokes’ publication, Cairo now has one statue of Ḥalīm and one side street named after him. 
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pervades the museums of Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, and we would expect to find 

similar processes at work with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, a highly potent symbol of Egyptianness. 

One might wonder if the state has lost some of its conviction in the music museum’s 

ability to produce heritage. This does not seem to be the case though, given that recent state-

sponsored music conferences in Cairo continue to declare that new museums, libraries, and 

archives must be established for Arab music to achieve “development” (taṭwīr).3 Nor does the 

matter seem to hinge on cooperation from Ḥalīm’s heirs, who have not only welcomed the idea 

of a state-sponsored museum over the years but have themselves brought the matter to 

government officials on multiple occasions.4 So, what explains the ongoing ambivalence?  

In this chapter, I will argue that Ḥalīm has remained outside the physical and conceptual 

“heritage museum” because the state cannot reconcile his music and memory with the principles 

of order that the modern museum represents. To understand why Ḥalīm continues to occupy this 

ambivalent place in Egypt’s official music culture, my discussion below builds on the previous 

four chapters and is rooted in two main ideas.  

The first is that Ḥalīm’s ambivalent relationship with the state after his death is informed 

by his relationship with the state before his death. The preceding chapters established this by 

highlighting what seems a contradiction in his person. On the one hand, Ḥalīm’s upbringing, 

education, and early employment primed him to be the poster boy for Egyptian modernization. 

On the other hand, his music challenged virtually every tenet of the modernist vision. His 

folkloric remakes riled up music reformists, who sensed in these songs a threat to the order and 

boundaries they had been working to construct in Egyptian music. His plagiarism scandal with 

 
3 ‘Alā’ Maḥbūb, “Khubarā’ 16 dawla yuṭālibūn bi-inshā’ matāḥif li-l-mūsīqā,” al-Ahrām, November 11, 2018. 
4 Zaynab al-Shināwī raised the matter with Minister of Culture ‘Abd al-Wāḥid al-Nabawī during his 2015 visit to 
Ḥalīm’s former home. See Sahar al-Malījī’s article on al-Miṣrī al-yawm, April 10, 2015, 
https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/711168. 
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“O ruler of my heart” questioned the principles of intellectual property and authorship that the 

Composers’ Association and court system had recently planted. And for authorities at the state 

music institutes, his performance style, vividly displayed at the debut of “Fortune teller,” 

amounted to an assault on the modern ordering of time and space. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm thus became a 

difficult character in the eyes of the Egyptian music establishment, embodying at once an 

endorsement and rejection of the state’s designs for national development.   

The second idea that features in this chapter is that Ḥalīm’s life and afterlife together 

produce this ambiguity and for this reason must be examined together. By afterlife, here, I mean 

the range of popular commemorative practices that have developed around Ḥalīm since his 

passing and transformed him into a site of ongoing interaction and devotion. At the center of 

these practices is the annual zikrā,5 or anniversary celebration, held at Ḥalīm’s tomb and former 

home each year on the day of his death. As my discussion will show, these ritual festivities are 

closely connected to Ḥilmī Bakr’s comment. Indeed, they are the means by which Ḥalīm “has 

remained alive within us and will never die.” But these rituals are also part of what keeps Ḥalīm 

outside the “heritage museum,” for they too defy its rules of order by disrupting linear time, 

distorting spatial boundaries, and destabilizing clear-cut categories. All of this creates an uneasy 

ambiguity around Ḥalīm’s spirit, which I examine in depth using recent scholarship on another 

highly ambiguous cultural formation in Egypt: the saint’s festival, known in Arabic as mūlid (pl. 

mawālid).6 

The second half of this chapter explores ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s contested legacy by using the 

religious mūlid as a conceptual framework, drawing on the work of ethnomusicologist Michael 

Frishkopf and cultural anthropologist Samuli Schielke respectively, who explore mawālid and 

 
5 The Modern Standard Arabic dhikrā, meaning remembrance, recollection, or annual celebration/commemoration.  
6 The Modern Standard Arabic mawlid, meaning birthplace, birthday, or anniversary. 
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saint veneration in Egypt. In this chapter, the mūlid lens is useful for several reasons. First, it 

helps us think through the ways in which a given cultural formation may become widely popular 

among members of Egyptian society but disdained by authority figures. Second, it foregrounds 

the central theme of ambiguity that pervades Ḥalīm’s music, life, and afterlife. And third, it 

provides an idiom for understanding the festivities at Ḥalīm’s annual zikrā, often referred to as a 

mūlid. 

 By examining ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s zikrā within the conceptual framework of the mūlid, this 

chapter reveals several key aspects of Ḥalīm’s music and legacy. First, I show that music 

reformists’ criticisms of Ḥalīm were not specific to him but rather part of a common discourse of 

development. Ḥalīm was, from this angle, a bystander of debates that accompanied the many 

political, social, and cultural transformations of Egypt in the mid-twentieth century. As we will 

see, much music criticism was founded upon the same ideology of order and progress that the 

mūlid also threatened. Indeed, the mūlid disturbs order in the same ways that Ḥalīm does, 

primarily through ambiguity. In the case of Ḥalīm, a major aspect of this ambiguity springs from 

the fluid relationship between his life and afterlife, which the mūlid also helps illuminate. 

Finally, the mūlid lens helps us understand the importance of display to the modernist mindset. 

And it is this same obsession with display that pervades criticism of Ḥalīm, an anxiety about 

appearance and about evaluation from an outside other, especially a Western other. The mūlid 

framework thus brings us back to that central site of official display, the museum. With this, we 

can begin to interpret Ḥilmī Bakr’s comment about ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and the “heritage museum.”  

Before beginning, I will briefly consider the ways in which Egyptians commemorate their 

music and music-makers today. In the first section below, I describe some of the rituals that 

people perform to remember Ḥalīm and show how these are rooted in the affective experience of 
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his music. In the second section, I describe the museums, monuments, and practices dedicated to 

the memory of Egypt’s two other major music stars, Umm Kulthūm and Muḥammad ‘Abd al-

Wahhāb. In the third section, I then describe how ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm has been celebrated since his 

passing, chiefly through the annual popular festivities known collectively as the zikrā. This 

section is based on my own participation in these events, on the accounts of other participants, 

and on descriptions from periodicals and other Arabic media. In the fourth section, I outline the 

ways in which the zikrā parallels a number of Sufi veneration practices. The final section offers a 

preliminary analysis of these commemoration festivities, looking at how the Egyptian state 

responds to ambiguity and disorder. I conclude by returning to Ḥilmī Bakr and the intersection of 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, museums, and the concept of music heritage. 

 

Remembering and Ziyāra 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, as both sound and memory, is a ubiquitous presence in Egypt today. This 

was obvious to me from the beginning of my 2018 research trip. In early February of that year, I 

travelled to Cairo to begin a fellowship at the American Research Center in Egypt. On my flight, 

I sat next to a middle-aged Egyptian-Canadian engineer who asked what I would be doing during 

my time in the country. “Research on Egyptian music,” I told him vaguely, eager to nap for the 

rest of the flight. Before I could get my headphones on, he recollected warmly that he did not 

like the old singers but used to listen to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ every year for the spring concert. 

A few days after my arrival, I was sitting on a couch in the foyer of Ḥilwān University’s 

Music Department in al-Zamālik. I had come to speak with a music professor about my research, 

but we found ourselves repeatedly interrupted by passersby. At one point, an employee came 

over and handed the professor a multi-page document in Arabic, one student’s thesis on the use 
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of nāy in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s songs. He quickly tucked it away for later review and we resumed 

conversation. A few minutes later, we were distracted again by a nearby mobile phone, its 

ringtone loud and unmistakable: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s hit love song “Anā lak ‘alā ṭūl” (I am ever 

yours). 

The next day, while I sat in the reception area of my hostel, an Arab couple with thick 

Gulf accents came to the front desk to ask the concierge for directions. I assumed they were 

heading to the Pyramids or another tourist spot, but I soon heard the woman ask how they could 

get to “the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ restaurant.” The concierge pulled up directions on his computer 

to al-Ṭābya, a café-restaurant decorated with images of Ḥalīm and dedicated to playing his 

music. The couple thanked the concierge and departed.  

Similar encounters with Ḥalīm could be produced for every day of my stay in Egypt, 

partly because my research primed me to notice them, but also because they are so prevalent. 

Importantly, they suggest the extent to which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music consists not just of listening 

but of ritual activities (annual spring concert), daily reminders (ringtone), and physical 

pilgrimages to spaces of remembrance (al-Ṭābya Café). For many Egyptians, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and 

his music were more than passive sound. They were highly immersive experiences whose effects 

were embedded in the body and, subsequently, the memory. All of Ḥalīm’s songs that I 

discussed in previous chapters had marked affective elements. They invited audience 

participation. The melodies were simple, the rhythms catchy, always prompting listeners to 

“clap, dance, and sing along.”7 In this way, Ḥalīm made his audiences part of the performance, a 

characteristic that set him apart from other singers of the day. As the journalist Anīs Manṣūr 

wrote in 1964, “neither Umm Kulthūm, nor ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, nor Farīd al-Aṭrash moves on 

 
7 Al-Shabaka, issue 644, June 3, 1968, p. 28. 
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stage. Each one is committed to his spot.”8 Manṣūr went on to describe them as “sultans asleep 

on their thrones of ṭarab.” Another journalist contrasted Ḥalīm’s lively gestures with his 

mentor’s utter rigidity during performance: 

 

Not for one moment does [Ḥalīm’s] head stay still between his shoulders. It twists around 

nonstop with the song’s rhythms. His hands help to express and perform the music, as do 

his facial expressions and eyes. With ‘Abd al-Wahhāb on the other hand, his face remains 

stiff while he sings. It is rare that any of his body parts move, save the hand that plays his 

‘ūd. Perhaps this stiffness is why he dislikes singing at public concerts.9 

 

 ‘Abd al-Wahhāb himself seems to have been cognizant of this contrast in performance 

styles. Indeed, he pointed out in one interview that, while Ḥalīm took his music quite seriously, 

he was lighthearted, entertaining, and affectionate with crowds when it came time to perform: 

 

The relationship between [Ḥalīm] and his audience was not a formal one [rasmiyya], not 

someone on stage with this distance [masāfa] between himself and his audience. . . No, 

he made people feel like they were listening to him in their own bedrooms. He would 

walk on and off the stage, chatter away, take off his jacket, go sit on a chair, rest his hand 

on his cheek until an interlude was over. . . He removed a barrier [ḥājiz]. . . No doubt 

such things didn’t happen before then. . . Everyone who came before Ḥalīm stayed within 

certain boundaries [ḥudūd]. . . He used his intelligence to bring people up and make them 

feel like friends rather than listeners.10 

 

 
8 Al-Kawākib, issue 668, May 19, 1964, pp. 24-25. 
9 Al-Shabaka, issue 498, August 9, 1965, p. 11. 
10 Sa‘d ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, al-Nahr al-khālid, 1992, p. 222. 
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One way he dissolved this barrier was by inviting his audiences to clap and sing along with the 

music, a tactic that produced ṭarab through embodied interactions with the singer. Other singers 

lacked this corporal element in their music, and even if they had invited audience participation, 

the complexity of their melodies and lyrics would have made it more difficult. Ḥalīm, according 

one journalist, “was able to get into people’s ears through his simplicity. . . Everyone feels that 

they can sing ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s songs and, at the same time, that these songs reach their hearts 

and touch their emotions.”11 In this way, Ḥalīm became close, intimate, familiar. 

The proximity and familiarity of Ḥalīm brought his music down to the level of ordinary 

people. At the same time, he became, in the eyes of many Egyptians, quite extraordinary. With 

mounting health problems in the last decade of his life, the public saw each performance as a 

display of super-human strength. It was as if his music, especially his live concerts, allowed him 

to achieve the impossible, to fight off the Bilharzia he had contracted from the Nile’s countryside 

canals. Although Umm Kulthūm, Farīd al-Aṭrash, Muḥammad Fawzī, and other popular singers 

suffered from health problems, Ḥalīm’s had a particularly Egyptian—and rural Egyptian—

quality that constantly reminded the public that he was of this soil. Egyptians rooted for him, 

seeing in his perseverance something familiar and inspiring, proof that they too could overcome 

the hardships of life. As the poet Ma’mūn al-Shināwī said: “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was a model for all 

Egyptians. He suffered from one of the most wide-spread illnesses of the countryside, Bilharzia, 

and this is why he became so close to people.”12 

As the years went on, his mortality became more apparent, as did his fallibility. He 

sometimes said too much on stage (see “Fortune teller”) and committed dishonesties that got him 

into trouble (see “O ruler of my heart”). Yet, these shortcomings closed the gap between him and 

 
11 Al-Kawākib, issue 1341, April 12, 1977, p. 5. 
12 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 2597, March 20, 1978, pp. 48-49. 
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his audiences. They revealed the imperfections of their hero figure. When he performed 

immediately after a major surgery, he seemed superhuman. But watching him drink water out of 

a plastic cup during that performance was a reminder that he thirsted like any normal human. 

“Pain unites everyone,” wrote one Egyptian journalist in an article about Ḥalīm. “People respond 

to pain, the deep and sincere kind, the kind you see in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s suffering. He bears his 

pain and keeps on fighting, sick and afflicted by a blood clot in his leg but still insisting to 

rehearse new songs.” 13 Ḥalīm’s singular quality was a certain “radiance that dissolves the 

boundaries between humans such that they all feel connected in spiritual, mental, and existential 

unity. This is the divine secret of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm. The audience nearly touches him.”14 Indeed, 

fans felt the nearness of Ḥalīm through his humanity and suffering. As one fan wrote, “the real 

reason the audience connects with him is because of his weakness. Through his songs, he made 

us feel his submission. We loved this weakness in him.”15 And with Ḥalīm, weaknesses became 

assets rather than liabilities. Writing after his death, another journalist declared that “he derived 

his power from his weakness, his beauty from his ugliness, his greatness from his simplicity.”16 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s popularity during his lifetime was intimately connected to these aspects 

of proximity (“he removed a barrier”), tangibility (“the audience nearly touches him”), and affect 

(“anyone who hears his songs will clap, dance, and sing along”). The four decades since his 

death attest to the fact that these aspects remain central to remembering Ḥalīm today. The interim 

has also shown that, with Ḥalīm specifically, remembering is an action, a corporal display that 

often involves ziyāra, “visiting” the singer, or visiting places, people, and things related to him. 

The ziyāra, as a physical and performative ritual, is one key to understanding ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

 
13 Al-Kawākib, issue 1191, May 28, 1974, n.p. 
14 Al-Kawākib, issue 1191, May 28, 1974, n.p. 
15 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2149, May 22, 1976, p. 41. 
16 Al-Kawākib, issue 1341, April 12, 1977, n.p. 
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afterlife as well as what distinguishes him from other popular singers, those who remain in 

Egypt’s public memory but have moved into the “heritage museum.” Before discussing the 

rituals that have developed around Ḥalīm, I will first outline how other popular music makers, 

and music history more generally, are commemorated in Egypt. 

 

Commemorating Egyptian Music 

The Egyptian state has invested in commemorating local musical history since the 1920s, when 

the King Fu’ād Institute of Music (present-day Arab Music Institute) established the Musical 

Instruments Museum. This museum passed through various phases of prosperity and, in the 

1970s, dilapidation.17 It still survives in the Institute today, renovated and extending across 

several rooms on the second floor, which now also houses the Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb 

Museum, opened in 2002.18 The situation here exemplifies the state’s approach to 

commemorating Egyptian music, namely setting up museums, libraries, and archives dedicated 

to select stars (usually singers), and general fields such as musical instruments.19 Below are the 

main state music-related commemoration spaces open to the public in Cairo: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
17 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 6, June 1, 1974, p. 5-6, 11. 
18 Israel Katz notes that this museum opened on May 3, 2001 to commemorate the tenth anniversary of ‘Abd al-
Wahhāb’s passing. See Henry George Farmer, 2015, p. 153. 
19 One rare case of a museum honoring a musician/composer was that of ‘Alī Ismā‘īl. After his passing in 1974, 
President al-Sadāt inaugurated a “museum” in Ismā‘īl’s home, but it no longer exists. It is unclear what the museum 
contained, and if it was a public or private collection. See al-Kawākib, issue 1352, June 28, 1977, p. 19. 
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Table 6:  State Music Commemoration Spaces in Cairo. 

Name Location Founding 
Musical Instruments Museum Arab Music Institute, Ramsīs St. 1929, 1995 
Arab Music Institute Library/Archive Arab Music Institute, Ramsīs St. 1929 
Cairo Opera House Museum Opera House Complex, al-Jazīra Oct. 10, 1988 
Cairo Opera House Music Library Opera House Complex, al-Jazīra Dec. 24, 1994 
Umm Kulthūm Museum al-Manyal, Manasterly Palace Dec. 28, 2001 
Umm Kulthūm Library/Archive al-Manyal, Manasterly Palace Dec. 28, 2001 
Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Museum Arab Music Institute, Ramsīs St. Jun. 4, 2002 
Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Library Arab Music Institute, Ramsīs St. Jun. 4, 2002 

 

 In Egypt, the museum is one of the state’s preferred commemoration tools. Music 

museums often have an accompanying library or archive, usually a small room in the museum 

itself. These keep collections of books, documents, music scores, and recordings related to the 

museum’s theme. The exception to this is the Opera House Music Library (al-maktaba al-

mūsīqiyya), which consists of a separate massive building near the east entrance of the Opera 

House complex. While the building’s façade is labeled “Music Library,” the library is actually 

just one small wing, the rest of the building dedicated mostly to administrative offices. This 

library has not been open to the public for years. I made visits to the Music Library each year 

since 2016 and each time was told by staff that it no longer received visitors due to lack of 

operating funds. A writer for al-Ahrām found the Library open in early 2011, but even then, it 

was afflicted by “financial struggles, outdated policies, lack of sufficient exposure.”20 The article 

described a kind of time capsule: 

 

As impressive as the presentation may sound, a quick look at the books and magazines 

reveals that it must have been many years since new titles made it onto the library 

shelves. It is obvious that at a certain point time has stood still, and apart from a few new 

 
20 Ati Metwaly, “The Hidden Treasures at Cairo Music Library,” Ahram Online, January 20, 2011, 
http://english.ahram.org.eg/News/4401.aspx. 
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desks in the main room the equipment is seriously outdated, starting with the computers 

used for basic research of the library content all the way to the audio/video technology. 

Just like the old equipment and recordings, the logistic aspect of the library seems to be 

frozen in time.  

 

The Music Library is not unusual among Cairo’s other state-sponsored music spaces. All of them 

tell particular narratives that are not meant to be modified. These are, on the surface, narratives 

of institutions and individual music stars. But one quickly realizes that the story told in each 

instance is, in fact, the same ideological projection of modernization and national progress.  

The Opera House Museum is largely dedicated to Cairo’s first opera house, which burned 

down in 1971. The museum, made up of two rooms on the second floor, emphasizes the many 

European plays that once graced the Opera’s stage. Particularly well represented is Verdi’s Aida, 

debuted there in 1871. The Arab music-makers commemorated in the Museum are the usual 

representatives of Egyptian high culture: Sayyid Darwīsh, Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, and 

Umm Kulthūm (there is no sign of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm). Glass cases display their pictures and hand-

written documents. Another area features an “oriental” piano designed in the early 1920s by 

Najīb Naḥḥās with additional keys for playing the Arab quarter tones. The placard above the 

piano states in Arabic that “despite his love of Western music, [Naḥḥās] adored Arab music like 

any other Arab artist. He was enticed by the dream of playing oriental music on the piano . . . and 

spent fifteen years studying, working, and persevering until he was able to realize his dream and 

produce this invention.” Few musicians ever took up the oriental piano, but the Opera House 

displays it proudly as a symbol of progress, an instrument that put the soul of “Arab” music (the 

maqāmāt) in a “Western” form, rendering it modern but authentic. This ideological coupling of 

Arab authenticity and Western form is heaviest in the governmental museums dedicated to 
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individual representatives of Egyptianness, namely the singers Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb and 

Umm Kulthūm. 

 

 
Figure 24: Cairo Opera House Museum. Photo by author. 

 

Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Museum 

The ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Museum is open to visitors during the intermissions of concerts at the Arab 

Music Institute (the museum is on the second floor of the building). It resembles the Opera 

House Museum in that visitors access it by attending a performance there, i.e. paying the price of 

a ticket, usually between 30 and 100 EGP. One can also visit the ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Museum 

during the Institute’s regular hours of operation but must pay 10 EGP for an entry ticket, which 

prompts an Institute employee to escort you sluggishly upstairs, turn on the room’s lights, and 

quickly shut them off as you leave. 
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The ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Museum consists mostly of the singer’s photographs, music scores, 

records, medals of honor, and a room from his home recreated in a large glass box. Visitors 

follow information panels on the wall from the left side of the museum to the right, reading about 

‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s upbringing in the traditional quarters of Cairo, his intellectual grooming under 

the neo-classical poet Aḥmad Shawqī, then his rise to artistic greatness, along the way 

contributing to the founding of the Music Institute, to the Egyptian radio and film industries, and 

to recording technology. ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s narrative, as presented in the labels and images, 

holds up a model of modernity for emulation, a seemingly perfect synthesis of Egyptian classical 

and popular cultures with a dash of Western refinement. It is a narrative that, as Walter Armbrust 

has pointed out, glosses over many of the ambiguities that established the singer’s popularity 

with Egyptians in his early career.21 The same narrative is repeated at the Umm Kulthūm 

Museum. 

 

Umm Kulthūm Museum 

The Ministry of Culture founded this museum in 2001 on the grounds of the Manasterly Palace, 

located at the southern tip of al-Rawḍa Island. The admission price is 2 EGP for Egyptians, 6 

EGP for foreigners, and 4 and 12 EGP respectively for those taking pictures. Umm Kulthūm’s 

museum is larger than ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s, though much of the space is not used. Upon entering, 

visitors first pass by a long glass case on their right displaying eight of the singer’s ornate 

dresses. On the left wall are small collages of black-and-white Umm Kulthūm photographs, shots 

of her in peasant garb, performing on stage, working with composers, and meeting famous 

leaders. Other cases display her garish sunglasses, purses and shoes, a notebook of French words, 

 
21 See chapter four of Walter Armbrust’s Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt, 1996. 
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Qurans of various sizes, recording contracts, manuscripts of poems she sang, a large framed 

photograph of her father in traditional turban and robe, and one shoehorn made of pure silver and 

engraved with her initials. Together, the images project a narrative not unlike that of ‘Abd al-

Wahhāb. Umm Kulthūm’s rural roots and classical religious training mix with an urban 

sophistication to make her an ideal symbol of Egyptian modernity. The museum further bolsters 

this with a video about the singer’s life. 

In a small, dark room within the museum, a twenty-five-minute video runs on loop, 

providing context for many of the objects displayed. Ratība al-Ḥifnī, the video’s narrator, tells us 

that Kulthūm grew up performing for religious occasions. Her “Egyptian spirit” (rūh miṣriyya) 

sprang from her familiarity with “the peasant arts” (funūn al-fallaḥīn) and from her 

collaborations with composers of “rural origins” (uṣūl rīfiyya) and “religious backgrounds” 

(nash’a dīniyya). She became the “Lady of Classical Song” by drawing on singing styles rooted 

in “religious recitation” (al-tilāwa al-dīniyya). And despite her fame, she was a humble patriot, 

donating concert proceeds to the state during times of war and helping the less fortunate, 

especially orphan children. As with ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, a combination of popular and classical 

elements is offered up as the formula for Kulthūm’s greatness, and it is always a greatness in the 

service of the state. The images of her dressed as a peasant or Bedouin, coupled with the large 

framed picture of her father in pious attire, tell visitors she came from modest means. At the 

same time, the exhibit’s emphasis on her French notebook, bejeweled slippers, and crocodile-

skin handbags suggests that Kulthūm’s real accomplishment was in ascending beyond her roots 

to become cosmopolitan, refined, the kind of person who can acquire custom-engraved 

shoehorns. The Museum communicates that it is desirable to come from the countryside and 

from religious training, but that only by going beyond this does one become a modern Egyptian. 
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Distant Deities 

The museums that commemorate the legacies of Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb portray 

them as larger than life. The banner welcoming visitors to the Umm Kulthūm Museum shows the 

singer superimposed onto the three Giza Pyramids, visual synonyms for Egypt. The implication 

is, perhaps, that she too has become a symbol of the nation, or that her greatness has rendered her 

a fourth pyramid of Giza.22 Like the Pyramids, she is eternal, and the Museum’s glass cases 

ensure that her things will remain untouched and unchanging. ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s museum places 

him on a similarly untouchable pedestal. His “genius” (‘abqariyya) is constantly referred to 

throughout the exhibit, reminding us he is no mere man. Nor is he temporally bound to a single 

lifetime, for he is the “mūsīqār al-ajyāl,” the Musician of Generations, as one sign pronounces. 

His documents and personal belongings too will last for generations, safe in their glass cases. 

The room from his home, sealed off by thick glass walls, sits eerily frozen in time. These are 

museums that create distance, physically and metaphorically, between the viewer and the 

viewed. And this distance is crucial for the commemorated individuals to remain apart from, 

eternal, deified. 

Such deification is not limited to state-sponsored commemoration spaces. One finds 

similar processes at work in the Umm Kulthūm Historical Café, located off of ‘Urābī Square in 

downtown Cairo. Since its opening in 1948, the café was a hub for Cairo’s literati and musicians, 

including Umm Kulthūm. Today, it still operates as a café but has a secondary museum function, 

as its name implies: Maqhā Umm Kulthūm al-Athariyya, the last word athariyya meaning 

archaeological or historic. While visitors come to experience the atmosphere of Umm Kulthūm, 

it is an atmosphere of respectful distance. The objects on display—her pictures, sunglasses, 

 
22 The same monumental comparisons can be found in Michal Goldman’s 1996 documentary on the singer, A Voice 
Like Egypt. As one Egyptian interviewee says, “Umm Kulthūm is like the Pyramids, of course.” 
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handkerchiefs—are to be viewed and interacted with as athār, artifacts. Reminding us of the 

Lady’s divine status are three enormous golden busts in her likeness, the main one placed on an 

elevated dais in the middle of the café where it is symmetrically flanked by golden Greek 

columns and old radios. This frame of classical architecture and vintage music technology works 

to ennoble its content. While the visitor has come to pay his respects to the divine Lady, he must 

keep a reverential distance. The golden busts are the work of Ṭāriq al-Kūmī, the same sculptor 

who designed the statues of Umm Kulthūm (one on the Opera House grounds, another on Abū 

al-Fidā Street in al-Zamālik), and the statues of Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb (one on the Opera 

House grounds, another outside the Arab Music Institute, and a third in Bāb al-Sha‘riyya 

Square). All of al-Kūmī’s commemorative statues enlarge the size of their subject two- or 

threefold. His ‘Abd al-Wahhāb statue in Bab al-Sha‘riyya sits more than ten feet above the 

ground on a stone plinth, as does his Umm Kulthūm statue in al-Zamālik. The golden busts in the 

Umm Kulthūm Historic Café are similarly enormous, about the size of a bathtub, elevated and 

framed to create shrines. These music icons are displayed as being not only more than average 

humans but above and separate from them as well. As I will now show, the commemoration of 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ involves a wholly different process, one that seeks to honor him by 

removing distance and bringing him down to the level and size of ordinary Egyptians. 
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Figure 25: Umm Kulthūm Historical Café. Photo by author. 

 

Zikrā 

Near the eastern exit of the Opera House complex, in the grassy area displaying al-Kūmī’s 

statues of Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, there is also a statue of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm. This 

statue was designed by Muḥammad Thābit, a retired military officer turned sculptor. Its height, 

including a small base platform, measures roughly eight feet, making Ḥalīm look slightly larger 

than an average adult male. The statue shows a mature Ḥalīm, perhaps in his early forties before 

the effects of his illness began to show. He leans back casually with one leg crossed over the 

other, his loose jacket unzipped to reveal a comfortable sweater and slacks. The statue itself is 

made of polyester and has a grayish green tint. Thābit explained in an interview that his choice of 

materials was practical: polyester is lightweight and cheap, and he was paying out of his own 

pocket to make the sculpture.23 When he pitched the idea of installing the statue at the Opera 

 
23 See Thābit’s interview with Sāra Ḥanafī on television program Nahārak sa‘īd, posted November 7, 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46tVRpjLtuY. 
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House, former Minister of Culture Fārūq Ḥusnī was receptive, but the project was ultimately 

postponed due to the 2011 Revolution. Thabit discussed the matter again with the Administrative 

Chair of the Opera House, Iynās ‘Abd al-Dāyim, and the statue was officially unveiled in 2014 

with members of Ḥalīm’s family present for the celebration. 

 

   

Figure 26: Statues at the Cairo Opera House. Photos by author. 
Left to Right: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, Umm Kulthūm. 

 

 Upon comparison, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s statue is quite unlike those of ‘Abd al-Wahhāb and 

Umm Kulthūm in several ways. First, there is an obvious difference in quantity: at the time of 

writing, Cairo is home to one statue of Ḥalīm, two statues for Umm Kulthūm (a third in Mansura 

erected by the city), and three for ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. In terms of size, the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm statue 

approaches actual human height and is raised slightly above ground level. In contrast, ‘Abd al-
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Wahhāb’s statue in Bab al-Sha‘riyya is a much magnified version of the man and mounted on an 

imposing stone pedestal ten feet in the air. The same is true of Umm Kulthūm’s statue on Abū al-

Fidā Street. Beyond their form, one also quickly notices differences in the content of each 

singer’s statues. Umm Kulthūm dons an elaborate evening gown, arms raised and singing 

passionately. ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, in a suit and tie, sits next to his lute, resting a hand on his face 

and looking deep in thought, for he is the “genius” composer. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s statue makes no 

attempt to convey such musical virtuosity or intellect. In fact, there is no indication that he has 

any relation to the music world. His casual dress and pose suggest the everyman, someone more 

likely to be waiting for a bus than taking a concert stage. Where the other idols of modern 

Egyptian music are displayed as larger, loftier, and more gifted than the ordinary person, ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm is life-size, ground-level, and exceptionally plain. Where their statues produce 

reverential distance from ordinary humans, Ḥalīm’s statue brings people near. In ‘Abd al-

Wahhāb’s own words, Ḥalīm “removed a barrier.” 

 The nearness of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm is nowhere more apparent than in the festivities held each 

year at the end of March to mark his passing. These are known collectively as the zikrā (modern 

standard Arabic dhikrā), which I will now describe in detail. Unlike Egypt’s other cultural icons, 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm is commemorated annually on the day of his death, March 30, rather than his 

birthday. On this day, tens of thousands of Ḥalīm fans young and old, rich and poor, Egyptian 

and non-Egyptian, participate in a series of ritual events. The day’s festivities consist of two 

main parts: first, a visit to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s grave site in al-Basātīn cemetery; and second, a visit 

to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s former home in the Zamālik neighborhood. While Ḥalīm’s tomb in al-Basātīn 

remains open from early morning until evening, his home only accepts visitors during the second 

half of the day. This is, in part, because the home is still inhabited by his niece’s family, who 
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spend the morning and early afternoon at his tomb and thus are not at the apartment to receive 

visitors. All of this gives the festivities a general order. Visitors usually spend the first half of the 

day at his tomb, then migrate to his apartment during the late afternoon or evening. It has also 

been common for devotees to journey to Ḥalīm’s childhood village of al-Ḥalawāt (al-Sharqiyya 

province), which over time became a “perpetual mazār,” a shrine or visitation site.24 However, 

visits to al-Ḥalawāt seem to have declined when the Muslim Brotherhood came to power after 

the 2011 Revolution, and many of the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm tribute sites were destroyed or vandalized. 

  

The Forty-First Zikrā of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ 

In the spring of 2018, I attended the forty-first annual zikrā in Cairo as a guest of Ḥalīm’s family, 

whom I had known for some time by that point. I spent the first part of the morning with the 

family at the apartment in al-Zamālik. As we finished our coffee, the doorman informed us that 

crowds were amassing downstairs. We gathered our things and went down to the cars, where 

Ḥalīm’s niece, Zaynab al-Shināwī, apologized to the visitors that the apartment would not be 

open until later in the day. A Saudi couple asked if they could see the apartment early, having 

traveled to Egypt expressly for the zikrā, but Zaynab politely declined. We loaded into two 

vehicles and drove out to the cemetery in al-Basātīn, winding around numerous narrow dirt roads 

until we had reached Ḥalīm’s tomb on al-Raḥma Street, which was already packed with devoted 

fans by late morning. 

 Our arrival was a momentous occasion. Getting out of the car, I realized the extent to 

which Ḥalīm’s fans revere his living family members, for we were instantly mobbed. I had come 

with Zaynab al-Shināwī, the daughter of the late ‘Aliyya Shabāna, who was Ḥalīm’s sister. 

 
24 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4580, March 26, 2016, p. 44. 
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Because Ḥalīm never married and had no children, his siblings Ismā‘īl (d. 1985), Muḥammad (d. 

1990), and ‘Aliyya (d. 2004) were the bloodline that remained after his death. When they later 

passed away, it was their children who came to represent Ḥalīm’s memory in the flesh. 

Muḥammad Shabāna’s son, also named Muḥammad, lives in Ḥalīm’s old apartment in the 

‘Ajūza neighborhood. During my months in Cairo, I spent a great deal of time with Muḥammad 

junior. He assisted me with my research and was a deep source of information on ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

and his afterlife. But while Muḥammad has many pictures with his uncle Ḥalīm, he has fewer 

memories given that he was still a young child when he passed away. Ḥalīm’s niece Zaynab, on 

the other hand, was nineteen at the time of his passing. She remembers her time with Ḥalīm well 

and was even present at his rehearsals and performances. Perhaps it is this proximity to the 

singer that, for fans, has infused her with a special Ḥalīmian aura. 
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Figure 27: Visitors’ tent, 2014. Photo by Usāma Ḥasan. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 28: Preparing the zikrā area, 2018. Photo by Ṣābir Yāsīn. 
From right: Ashraf al-Manākhilī, Usāma Naṣār, Huṣayn Ramaḍān. 
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Figure 29: Commemoration committee at Ḥalīm’s tomb, 2013. Photo by Usāma Ḥasan. 
From right: Yaḥyā Zakariyya, ‘Abd al-‘Alīm ‘Awn, unknown, Aḥmad al-Ṭanṭāwī, Usāma Ḥasan. 

 

 
 

Figure 30: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm commemoration, 2017. Photo by Usāma Ḥasan. 
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More than a hundred people were already at the tomb when we arrived that morning, and 

many came to greet Zaynab as we stepped out of the car. She met them with smiles and 

handshakes while we proceeded towards the tomb. The wide dirt road was framed on the right by 

Ḥalīm’s imposing tomb and on the left by the backside of another smaller tomb. Hanging from 

the stone walls were large laminated banners displaying Ḥalīm’s visage and short expressions of 

veneration: “Anniversary of Egypt’s eternal nightingale” (dhikrā ‘andalīb miṣr al-khālid), 

“Anniversary of Egypt’s beloved son” (dhikrā ibn miṣr al-ghālī), “Ḥalīm: the voice of Egypt and 

Arabness” (Ḥalīm: ṣawt miṣr wa-ṣawt al-‘urūba). Erected in the middle of the road was a large 

black and gold suwān, or tent. This tent was filled with chairs and offered shade for visitors to 

sit, talk, eat, and wait for their turn to enter the tomb. As our group approached, the crowds 

quickly parted to make way. The façade of Ḥalīm’s tomb came into view with its ornate stone-

arch doorway decorated in orange and blue Islamic geometric patterns. As a member of the 

entourage, I was deemed important and greeted warmly with many handshakes along the way. 

 The family and I were ushered into the tomb by the Lajnat Takhlīd Zikrā ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, 

the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Commemoration Committee, and seated behind a long picnic table. Feeling 

slightly out of place, I soon removed myself to observe from the periphery. Many devotees swept 

into the room, which consists of a roofed section at ground level, where we were seated, and a 

separate elevated section enclosed by brick archways with no roof. This elevated area holds the 

enormous gray sarcophagi of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his sister ‘Aliyya.25 The Committee members 

controlled the flow of traffic in and out of the tomb, shepherding visitors towards the picnic table 

to meet Zaynab. They showered her with blessings, and many tried to kiss her hand, which she 

avoided. Zaynab eschews this kind of attention, even declining to have her picture taken with 

 
25 The sarcophagi, Zaynab told me, were brought above ground some three years earlier due to the annual flooding 
caused by a nearby natural spring. 
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fans. She is happy to be there but participates out of a sense of duty to Ḥalīm’s fans rather than a 

desire for limelight.  

 When visitors are not greeting Zaynab and the other family members, they are at Ḥalīm’s 

sarcophagus reciting the fātiḥa, Quranic chapters, and other prayers for him. Many leave flowers. 

There is a guestbook in which people write down their memories of Ḥalīm and their wishes for 

his wellbeing in the afterlife. Outside, devotees congregate under the tent and reminisce about 

Ḥalīm. One man stood up and launched into an impassioned speech about the greatness of 

Ḥalīm’s music, contrasting it with that of contemporary artists like Sha‘bān ‘Abd al-Raḥīm, 

whom he held in low regard. In the tent, I met Ḥalīm fans from France, Switzerland, Iraq, 

Tunisia, and Lebanon. Some of the older fans have been coming every year since his death. 

Many bring their young children along, having them take part in the Ḥalīm rituals by visiting the 

tomb and signing the guestbook. A number of visitors from other Arab countries told me they 

come to Egypt every year expressly for the zikrā, a type of annual pilgrimage for them. 

 The event is financed by the Commemoration Committee, made up of about ten core 

members, all male. The group began as a fan club while Ḥalīm was still alive. Its members, 

spread out across different cities, were friends who corresponded by mail to share their love for 

the singer. After Ḥalīm’s death, they decided to organize an annual celebration for him at his 

tomb, which they continued to do each year until 2020, when the Covid-19 pandemic led to the 

cancellation of all zikrā festivities. The Committee is currently led by Ṣābir Yāsīn, who has been 

overseeing the zikrā since the former head of the committee, ‘Abd al-‘Alīm ‘Awn, passed away 

in 2016. One member of the committee told me that Zaynab had helped cover the costs of the 

tent the year that I attended, but otherwise the members pay out of their own pockets to print the 

banners, bring bouquets of flowers, and provide drinks for the family during their visit. One 
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committee member requested the day off of work to attend the zikrā. He said that all of his 

coworkers know where he will be each year on March 30. His devotion to the zikrā is such that, 

despite the birth of his son just a week earlier, he decided to make the trip to Cairo and leave his 

family at home in al-Maḥalla. 

 As the entourage and I prepared to head back to the cars after two hours at the cemetery, 

another car pulled onto the dirt road. Majdī al-Ḥusaynī, the famous org player in Ḥalīm’s 

ensemble, stepped out of the car with Amīn al-Mawjī, son of Muḥammad al-Mawjī in tow. 

Visitors quickly surrounded them as they approached the tomb, welcoming them passionately as 

they had done with us. While Zaynab’s Ḥalīmian aura emanates from her bloodline, al-Ḥusaynī 

and al-Mawjī have a special musical grace through their close relationships with the singer over 

their careers. In al-Ḥusaynī’s case, he himself was responsible for creating many of Ḥalīm’s most 

cherished songs. The Commemoration Committee intercepted the two men and guided them to 

the tomb where visitors shook their hands and spoke directly with some of the last living icons of 

Ḥalīm’s world. 

 Back at the apartment in Zamālik, I ate lunch with Zaynab, her children, and a few of 

their family friends. We migrated to a sitting room after the meal to have tea, at which point 

Majdī al-Ḥusaynī arrived and joined us. Zaynab gave permission for the doorman to start letting 

up the visitors who were congregating down on the street. People began to trickle in around 3:30, 

but the volume quickly picked up and the apartment was soon overflowing with visitors from all 

walks of life. Before entering the apartment, most visitors would take the stairs to the seventh 

floor of the building, then linger outside the door to appreciate the collage of fan graffiti 

scrawled across the walls in pen, pencil, crayon, and marker. Many visitors know that there is a 

tradition of inscribing messages to Ḥalīm on the walls, and they come prepared with their own 
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writing utensils. Some draw pictures of Ḥalīm. Others write out his lyrics. One anonymous 

scribe left a request: “I really miss you, my dear. How’s it going? I’m good, praise be to God. 

I’m just lacking one thing: I want to get married. Lord, please let me get married.” A few visitors 

wrote longer anecdotes: 

 

How are you Ḥalīm? I had a dream about you again, praise be to God. I hope I’ll always 

have dreams about you. I dreamt that I bought some rice and fish. You and I were both in 

the dream, and you had a child you were feeding. I looked up some dream interpretations 

online and found one that said this means you’re at rest in your grave.  

 

Such a message is not unusual in either its content or casual tone. In fact, many visitors write 

about having dreamt of Ḥalīm. They write about him giving them “hope” (amal) in life, or about 

“always remembering him until they meet again” (sa-aẓallu adhkuruka ḥatta alqāka). There are 

thousands of messages, often written one on top of the other and producing a multi-layered, 

multi-colored wallpaper of text. Ḥalīm’s family, for their part, welcome the graffiti and leave it 

up. 

 Upon entering the apartment, visitors step into a foyer with doors on either side. The door 

to the right leads to the living quarters of Zaynab and her family. The door to the left leads to 

several large rooms where Ḥalīm used to live. There, the family has kept intact his old office, 

bedroom, bathroom, and large living room that he would transform into a rehearsal space. Many 

visitors congregate in the living room to take pictures with his furniture and belongings. They are 

captivated by the space itself and the idea that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm sat over here or rehearsed over 

there. They want to touch the things and take pictures of themselves touching the things. The 

living room is large, but there are hundreds of visitors. Traffic jams occur, vases and lamps are 
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jeopardized, and family members are positioned around the apartment to keep an eye on things 

and gently remind people to move along so others can enter. There are no entry tickets to be 

purchased and no guidelines for visitors other than the common courtesies of entering another’s 

home.  

While many snap selfies in the living room, the real attraction is Ḥalīm’s bedroom. This 

room holds one of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s most iconic pieces of furniture: his bed. This is where he was 

frequently photographed during his many sick stints. Guests make a special point of rubbing and 

kissing a spot on the headboard where Ḥalīm created a dark, stained indentation over the years. 

They pick up the phone that he often made calls on while bedridden. They sit in the chairs next 

to his old record player and lutes. This space, unlike the museums of other singers, is highly 

interactive, a display that you are allowed to touch, sit in, and be part of, albeit gently. 

 

 
 

Figure 31: ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s apartment and visitors, March 30, 2014. Photo by Usāma Ḥasan. 
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Ḥalīm at the Opera 

Around 10:00 PM, the family closes the doors to the public and the zikrā festivities come to an 

end. I departed well before to attend the ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm tribute concert down the street at the 

Cairo Opera House, which began at 8:00. This was a very different commemoration of the 

singer. The zikrā events were open to all, and visitors represented the full range of 

socioeconomic backgrounds. People would come and go fluidly throughout the day, taking 

pictures of Ḥalīm’s tomb, home, and family, singing his songs, touching his things. The Opera 

House, on the other hand, was self-selecting in its demographic. Because the concert was held in 

the Main Hall, and because the commemoration of a major Egyptian icon draws large crowds, 

the ticket prices were fairly high. My seat on the second floor cost 150 EGP. Most Egyptians 

would rarely spend this amount of money for entertainment, and those who do must also 

conform to other Opera House guidelines. 

The first page of the concert program (in Arabic) was headed “Concert Etiquette.” It 

begins by explaining the dress code: “In the Main Hall, formal attire (malābis rasmiyya) is 

required in keeping with the nature of classical concerts and all performances of ballet, opera, 

and Arab music presented there. Men must wear ties.” The time too is restricted: “One should 

arrive well before the concert begins in order to avoid making disturbances (iḥdāth fawḍā) for 

the artists and audience.” Photography and video recordings are prohibited and considered a 

“violation of intellectual property in accordance with international standards (al-ma‘āyīr al-

dawliyya).” Importantly, visitors must also “remain quiet” (al-iltizām bi-l-hudū’) and refrain 

from “standing up, walking around, or leaving the hall before the end of the performance.” The 

English version on the backside of the program notes that these are “considered worldwide as 

disrespectful.” 
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 The Opera House aims to expunge any disturbances (fawḍā, also “chaos”) and establish 

order, uniformity, and respect for intellectual property, all of which are deemed “international 

standards.” Aside from the dress code, however, few etiquette rules were followed at the concert. 

It is hard to stay silent when listening to Ḥalīm’s songs as many of them invite participation. 

Maestro Muḥammad Ismā‘īl al-Mawjī, nephew of Muḥammad al-Mawjī the composer, led an 

orchestra of forty musicians and twenty chorus members, covering Ḥalīm’s early film songs, 

patriotic anthems, middle-career folkloric remakes, later long songs, and even one of his 

religious songs, “Anā min turāb.” The audience responded most passionately to his folkloric 

remake “Repentance,” clapping and singing along. Ironically, it was this song that had sparked 

great debate in Egyptian music circles during the mid-sixties after Ḥalīm’s arranger, ‘Alī Ismā‘īl, 

reworked the melody and set it to what was then described as “European rhythms and a 

cacophony of imitative musical instruments.” In the sixties, the song was controversial. Today, it 

is a “golden oldie.”  

Ḥalīm’s relationship with the state and its music institutions shows a certain ambiguity. 

He has been allowed in, but only so much, and with certain conditions. He still has no official 

museum, though his family has supported the idea of establishing one if the state would oversee 

it. Only recently was his statue erected on state property, but this was the sole effort of one fan 

and at his own expense. Ḥalīm’s statue outside the Opera House shows him looking utterly 

ordinary in a stance of familiar repose. Inside the Opera House, though, Ḥalīm must abide by the 

“etiquette” like everyone else. The night of his tribute concert, giant images of the singer 

donning a dapper tuxedo were projected behind the orchestra in the Main Hall. Presented thus, 

he could be brought indoors to entertain Egypt’s upper classes on the nation’s stage.  
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The Nightingale and the Spirit World 

At the beginning of this chapter, I described how Egyptians came to see ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ as 

both extraordinary and extra ordinary, someone with abilities beyond the average human and yet 

uncannily close and familiar. I also proposed that this seeming contradiction is, in fact, critical to 

understanding his lasting relevance in Egyptian society. The relationship he developed with 

audiences during his lifetime has endured since his passing in various ritual practices of 

remembrance. Many of these, as may already be apparent, mirror certain rituals of Sufi saint 

veneration. Indeed, as the following section will show, the zikrā borrows much from the 

language and practices of the mūlid, both revolving around the celebration of a deceased figure. 

The parallels are such that Egyptians even refer to Ḥalīm’s zikrā as a mūlid. With this in mind, I 

would like to use the mūlid as both an event and a conceptual framework to better understand 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s unique afterlife and the ambiguities that still follow him. In the first section 

below, I will draw on Samuli Schielke’s recent work on the mūlid to outline the characteristics 

and criticisms of these popular festivals in Egypt. In the second section, I look at specific 

characteristics of Ḥalīm’s commemoration festivities. I begin by considering the zikrā within the 

context of Sufi pilgrimage. Then I examine the saintly elements of Ḥalīm’s biography, especially 

the prominence of miracles. Finally, I take up the concepts of spiritual love, baraka and loyalty 

as they relate to Ḥalīm’s fans. 

 

The Mūlid 

In his 2012 study, The Perils of Joy, Samuli Schielke provides a detailed ethnography of 

Egyptian mawālid (sing. mūlid), which he defines as “local celebrations of Muslim friends of 
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God and Christian saints.”26 These celebrations take place throughout the year, in both cities and 

rural areas, and can vary widely in size. A small mūlid in honor of a lesser-known saint may see 

a few hundred visitors while a larger festival, like that of al-Sayyid Aḥmad al-Badawī in Tanta, 

draws thousands. The crowds are diverse, attracting Egyptians young and old, rich and poor, 

urban and rural dwelling. The festivities themselves can also vary from one mūlid to another, 

though a visitor typically finds some combination of carnival rides, games, food vendors, magic 

shows, puppets, music, dancing, souvenir shops, and various forms of small trade. The festival 

usually unfolds over several nights, and for many, it is an occasion to have fun and to socialize. 

But at its core, the mūlid is a spiritual celebration and one that quite literally revolves around the 

deceased saint’s shrine. 

 In Egypt, saints are often ordinary men (and sometimes women) who have performed 

extraordinary acts. They may have been extremely pious, or repositories of superior religious 

knowledge, or thought to be capable of communicating with God in special ways. Whatever the 

case, Sufi followers see the saint’s abilities as a divine gift that affords him a unique proximity to 

God. The saint’s shrine, known as a mazār or maqām, is where he (or his body parts) is interred, 

and it is the focal point of the mūlid. While anyone can visit the shrine, it is a particularly 

important pilgrimage site for Sufi followers. Sufism signifies not a religious sect but an 

approach, or approaches, to Islam based on mystical practices and beliefs. Many Egyptians, even 

those who would not identify themselves as “Sufi,” have views that lean towards Sufism, such as 

the belief that religion contains certain deeper levels of esoteric spiritual truth.27 One way of 

accessing these deeper levels and developing spirituality is to make a ritual visit (ziyāra) or 

pilgrimage to a saint’s shrine to pray for him and receive his baraka, a kind of spiritual grace, 

 
26 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 19. 
27 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 63. 
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blessing, or power. Sufis believe that baraka is transmitted through proximity to the tomb and 

physical contact with it. For this reason, pilgrims are often seen rubbing their hands along the 

sarcophagus and kissing it, soaking up the baraka radiated by the saint. The saint’s own baraka 

comes from God, and inasmuch as the saint acts as mediator between the human and the 

transcendent, Sufi followers seek his nearness. As Schielke explains, baraka may be “concretely 

expressed in miracles (karamāt), displays of God’s grace to the saints.”28 Some miracles are 

extraordinary (predicting the future, mind reading), but most are more modest cases in which 

someone prays to a saint and is healed, succeeds in an endeavor, or gains new insight. 

 One of the most useful features of Schielke’s study, beyond its thorough descriptions, is 

the way it analyses the body of discourse around saint veneration, in particular the critical views 

held by Egyptian modernists and religious reformists. For its detractors, the mūlid represents a 

collection of “erroneous, backward, profane, and ridiculous beliefs that threaten the order of 

religion, society, and the nation.”29 Variations of such terminology abound, but the underlying 

concern is always with “order” (niẓām, tanẓīm), or lack thereof, for the mūlid’s ambiguity comes 

to signify disorder. Schielke breaks down the mūlid’s ambiguous nature into four main elements: 

1) its festive celebratory mood; 2) its creation of open communal space; 3) its blurring of 

conceptual/class boundaries; and 4) its flexible temporal structure.30 Each poses a challenge to 

the principles of order that modernists and reformists aim to uphold.  

The mūlid’s festive atmosphere and rowdy crowds threaten the modern ideal of 

conscious, focused attention and solemn worship. The festivities allow for both ecstatic displays 

of devotion and subdued, constrained prayer. The order of physical space, like the disciplining of 

 
28 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 24. 
29 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 81. 
30 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 37. 
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the body, is similarly challenged. While the mūlid centers around the shrine, it bleeds out into 

neighboring streets, squares, and alleyways. Sacred spaces mix with the profane environment of 

cafes, kiosks, and commodity vendors, disturbing any sense of clear borders. Likewise, the mūlid 

temporarily suspends the ordinary boundaries between ages, sexes, classes, and backgrounds, 

producing an ambiguous blurring of social categories. Time too is destabilized as the mūlid takes 

the modernist’s vision of linear progression and reworks it into a time that is contingent and 

circular. For visitors, “the mythological time of the Prophet and the grand saints is mingled with 

the present, the world is good and free of oppression and greed, the worries of the past year are 

forgotten, and there is no tomorrow to be troubled about.”31 Importantly, it is not the existence of 

the mūlid that produces disparaging discourse but rather its disruption of ordinary time, space, 

and boundaries—in other words, the introduction of ambiguity where order should prevail. 

Michael Frishkopf’s recent work has argued that it is not saint veneration that reformists 

have taken to be problematic but rather the ecstatic rituals that often accompany veneration and 

have “the capacity to fragment the umma through formation of local solidarities.”32 These rituals, 

whose highly affective and embodied nature produces “resonance,” take diverse local forms that 

extend the boundaries of Islam in ways that are unacceptable to reformists “concerned to ensure 

a visibly uniform Islam.”33 As Frishkopf points out, however, it was these kinds of localized and 

adaptive practices that, from the seventh to the nineteenth century, fostered the expansion of the 

umma, or global Muslim community.34 The notion of inner unity through outer diversity, 

prevailing throughout this time, came to be inverted only later.  

 
31 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, pp. 50-51. 
32 Michael Frishkopf, “Venerating Cairo’s Saints through Monument and Ritual,” in Music, Sound, and Architecture 
in Islam, ed. Michael Frishkopf and Federico Spinetti, 2018, pp. 142-143. 
33 Michael Frishkopf, “Venerating Cairo’s Saints through Monument and Ritual,” in Music, Sound, and Architecture 
in Islam, ed. Michael Frishkopf and Federico Spinetti, 2018, pp. 113-114. 
34 Michael Frishkopf, “Venerating Cairo’s Saints through Monument and Ritual,” in Music, Sound, and Architecture 
in Islam, ed. Michael Frishkopf and Federico Spinetti, 2018, p. 142. 
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Schielke’s study too makes the valuable observation that much of the discourse around 

saint veneration and mawālid is, in fact, of relatively recent development. As he shows, Sufism 

was part and parcel to Islamic piety in Egypt from the fourteenth to late-nineteenth centuries, and 

most religious scholars were, at that time, affiliated with Sufi orders.35 Mawālid were widely 

approved by jurists, scholars, and politicians, elite rulers and ordinary subjects alike. Most saw 

nothing immoral or threatening about these festive occasions, for the social order and power 

relations of the day permitted such temporary suspensions of ordinary life.36 Critical views of 

mawālid did exist, but these remained the minority until the early twentieth century, when 

Egyptians encountered and adapted European ways of thinking about social, moral, and cultural 

development.37 This adaptation involved a process of projecting how colonizers might view 

saints’ festivals. As Schielke points out, Egypt’s early nationalists sought to denigrate and 

discard the mūlid, in large part, to preempt Europeans from using it as proof of the savage nature 

of Egyptians and thereby justifying colonial rule of the country.38 In this, we find the beginnings 

of what would become an enduring obsession with optics, with how the world outside, especially 

the West, would perceive Egyptians. To avoid being labeled irrational and uncivilized, the nation 

had to “display the same kind of virtues as Europe was seen to display in Egyptians’ perception: 

rationalism, discipline, industry, constraint, progress, and cultivation, while holding to core 

values that could make Egyptians not only equal but, at least in terms of morality and religion, 

superior to Europeans.”39  

 
35 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 114. 
36 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 113. 
37 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, pp. 116-117. 
38 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 117. 
39 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 119. 
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In discussing the importance of display, Schielke makes the point that it is not the festival 

itself that is problematic but rather, the fact that its ambiguity poses a threat to the “image and 

order” of modernity that certain groups are invested in maintaining. I will return to this idea later, 

but first it will be helpful to consider how ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s annual zikrā mirrors, if not 

reproduces, many of the practices and concepts central to the mūlid. This will allow for a clearer 

understanding of why Ḥalīm disturbs the modern heritage museum in ways that prevent his entry 

into it. 

 

Pilgrimage 

Perhaps the most obvious element of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s zikrā that calls the mūlid to mind is its 

date. Unlike Egypt’s other famous singers who are celebrated on their birthdays, Ḥalīm is always 

celebrated on the day of his death, the usual practice in Sufi saints’ festivals. While the zikrā 

proper falls on March 30 each year, Ḥalīm’s devotees begin gathering at his tomb several days 

before. The celebrations typically occur during the day, unlike a mūlid, but the zikrā has a similar 

timeline and turnout. Over the course of three or four days, the tomb receives upwards of 15,000 

visitors.40 His tomb, however, is only one part of a larger circuit that includes his former home 

and village. Not all visitors will visit all sites, nor is there a prescribed order in which one must 

visit them (the home only opens in the afternoon, so many people visit the tomb first). Much like 

the mūlid, the zikrā “has its order, but it is of flexible, ambiguous, festive kind.”41  

The zikrā sites are commonly described by supporters and critics alike as “mazār” 

(shrine, sanctuary) or “maqām” (saint’s tomb, sacred place), and each has its own set of “ṭuqūs” 

 
40 Al-Kawākib, issue 3476, April 3, 2018, p. 55. 
41 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 36. 
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(rituals).42 As I noted earlier, many visitors rub or kiss Ḥalīm’s belongings. They write messages 

outside his apartment, say prayers at his tomb, and try to gain proximity to his living family 

members. There is a sense that his kin, his home, and his things all transmit his grace. The tomb 

festivities in particular are often referred to as a “mūlid” in the positive sense, a time of 

excitement and socializing. One young man, who works in a shop near the cemetery, recalled 

that each year “the zikrā turns into an enormous mūlid [mūlid ḍakhm] that revivifies all the 

graves in al-Basātīn. We get to see artists who we’ve only ever seen on TV. Last time we saw the 

famous actors Aḥmad al-Saqqā and Ḥasan Yūsuf.”43   

Much of the terminology above is, of course, that of the Sufi mūlid in particular and 

rituals of saint veneration in general. Perhaps not surprisingly then, many of the ambiguities that 

permeate the mūlid also emerge in Ḥalīm’s zikrā. It is a time when the ordinary order of life is 

temporarily suspended. On this day, loudspeakers outside the tomb alternate between Ḥalīm’s 

songs and Quranic recitation. Images of the Ka‘ba hang side-by-side with images of Ḥalīm 

inside the tent where rich and poor mingle together, sharing snacks and chatting. At the zikrā, 

remembrance can manifest itself as both silent prayer and dramatic diatribe (recall the 

impassioned speech about Sha‘bān ‘Abd al-Raḥīm). The deceased nightingale is present and 

near, refusing to be confined to his tomb. The atmosphere of the tomb area, packed shoulder-to-

shoulder with visitors, can be both highly intense and strangely serene. One might even get the 

chance to mingle with a famous actor or two. The zikrā is thus characterized by ambiguity, and it 

is one that suits the memory of a singer who was known for “removing boundaries.”  

 

 

 
42 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4580, March 26, 2016, pp. 44, 65. 
43 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4580, March 26, 2016, p. 65. 
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Saints’ Stories 

Over his lifetime, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm himself developed an image of saintliness, one that no doubt 

influenced the formation of commemoration rituals after his death. From the time his star began 

to rise in the early fifties, the Egyptian media highlighted his orphan childhood. Ḥalīm’s mother 

and father died shortly after he was born, and he had no children of his own. Without a 

genealogy, a before or an after, he came to have the image of one detached from the ordinary 

world. Nor did he ever marry, though rumors abound. Many Egyptians saw in his bachelorhood a 

sacrificial act by which he dedicated himself to his music to “spread happiness among people” 

rather than satisfy his own personal desires.44 As one journalist wrote, “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s only 

love, after God, is his art.”45 While ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was fond of fancy cars and stylish suits, other 

aspects of his lifestyle evoked the Sufi saint’s forsaking of worldly pleasures. His illness dictated 

that he keep a diet of the most basic foods and abstain from drinking or smoking.46 In interviews, 

Ḥalīm often commented on his shunning of worldly pleasures, as well as his pious deeds. For 

religious holidays, he would have sheep slaughtered and the meat distributed to the poor outside 

saints’ tombs, along with alms money.47 When asked once what he would do if he was cured of 

his illness tomorrow, Ḥalīm responded, “the first thing I’d do is visit God’s Virtuous Saints [al-

awliyā’ al-ṣāliḥīn], perform the ḥajj, and pray that I remain ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm the singer.”48   

Much like Sufi saints, Ḥalīm acquired an aura of mysticism by performing various small 

and large miracles. Many of the hagiographies recall an incident during his early career when he 

used his oboe to charm a deadly snake.49 Some of his later miracles are stories of superhuman 

 
44 Al-Kawākib, issue 1343, April 26, 1977, p. 14; al-Maw‘id, issue 757, May 19, 1977, p. 8. 
45 al-Shabaka, issue 432, May 4, 1964, p. 9. 
46 Al-Shabaka, issue 455, October 12, 1964, pp. 14-15; al-Kawākib, issue1060, November 23, 1971, pp. 6-7. 
47 Al-Kawākib, issue 512, May 23, 1961, p. 10. 
48 Al-Maw‘id, issue 552, April 4, 1973, p. 14. 
49 See, for example, Īrīs Naẓmī, Mudhakkirāt ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ, 1977, p. 34. The snake story was also 
widespread in popular periodicals. For one version, see al-Kawākib issue 325, October 22, 1957, p. 5. 
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strength, situations in which he suffered a severe health crisis but mustered the power to give a 

lengthy live performance on stage. During one interview, he was asked why he did not rest more 

to preserve his health. He replied, “because singing, for me, is the best medicine!”50 Even his 

doctors reported in bewildered tones that “his continued efforts to keep singing have prolonged 

his life.”51 Ḥalīm’s own spiritual power was sometimes aided by divine forces, most notably 

Saint Thérèse, whose Roman Catholic church is located in the Shubrā neighborhood of Cairo. As 

one journalist reported, “there are those who affirm that when [Ḥalīm] was struggling during one 

of his sick bouts, a friend advised that he visit the church of Saint Thérèse and pray there, after 

which he recovered. . . Others say that some of the church’s clergymen went to visit Ḥalīm 

during his illness and prayed for God to heal him.”52 Some miracles occurred just before his 

death as he seemed to be preparing to depart from this world and move on to the next. Many 

Egyptians considered ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s final song “Fortune teller” a musico-mystical prophecy of 

his own death. The debut of the song was also followed by a much circulated story about 

Ḥalīm’s visits to a fortune teller named Murjāna, who predicted his fate.53 When he did 

eventually pass away, journalists were soon writing that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm had been sent to the 

music world “by heavenly decree” (bi-qarār min al-samā’).54 

But perhaps more miraculous than all of this was ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s afterlife, which 

reinforced his mystical image and turned his tomb into a special site of visitation. In 2014, 

Ḥalīm’s family members renovated his tomb to protect it from water damage, which was 

 
50 Al-Maw‘id, issue 803, March 30, 1978,  p. 11. 
51 Al-Kawākib, issue 2957, April 1, 2008, p. 59. 
52 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4580, March 26, 2016, p. 57; There are similar stories of Ḥalīm being aided by divine forces. 
One holds that when Ḥalīm applied to work as a music teacher for the Ministry of Education, he feared rejection and 
was advised by a relative to perform the call to prayer at his village mosque. After doing so, all the villagers prayed 
for his success, he was subsequently appointed a music teacher. See al-Maw‘id, issue 754, April 28, 1977, p. 5. 
53 Al-Kawākib, issue 1345, May 10, 1977, n.p. 
54 Al-Maw‘id, issue 752, April 14, 1977, p. 17. 
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threatening other parts of al-Basātīn cemetery due to a nearby spring that flooded the area. 

During the process, the bodies of Ḥalīm and his other interred relatives were removed by a team 

consisting of Ḥalīm’s nephew Muḥammad Shabāna, ‘Abd al-‘Alīm ‘Awn, then head of the 

Commemoration Committee, two cemetery guards, and Shaykh Naṣr of the neighboring 

Dandarāwī mosque. Shortly after the renovation, ‘Awn told a news outlet that when he saw 

Ḥalīm’s corpse, he was shocked that it had not deteriorated whatsoever since death: “He looked 

as though he were just sleeping. . . like a sleeping child.”55 Shabāna confirmed the claim, though 

in later interviews he hedged around the topic, clearly concerned that his words might have 

unwanted consequences, which they did. According to Rūz al-yūsuf, local religious authorities 

were livid after learning of the matter and attempted to “prevent it from becoming bid‘a [heresy] 

and prevent ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s grave from becoming a maqām,” for the news had already led to 

“an unprecedented number of visitors for his thirty-ninth anniversary.”56 Adding to the tensions, 

Shaykh Naṣr confirmed what ‘Awn and Shabana reported, noting that he himself saw Ḥalīm’s 

corpse in pristine condition. He explained defensively that “Allah performs such deeds for his 

Messenger and those he loves.”57 The irony in religious authorities’ response was that, by 2014, 

Ḥalīm’s tomb had long been regarded a maqām. 

 

Love 

Shaykh Naṣr’s comment above suggests that Ḥalīm had been granted immunity from the ravages 

of time because of God’s love for him. There is, in fact, much discourse around Ḥalīm that 

overlaps with Sufi notions of love (maḥabba, ‘ishq, hiyām, wajd). As Michael Frishkopf has 

 
55 See the segment “‘Awn: nazilt maqbarat al-fannān” by al-Yawm al-sābi‘, posted March 13, 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTz_ctc9fIE. 
56 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4580, March 26, 2016, p. 65. 
57 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4580, March 26, 2016, p. 65. 
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written, “love, the capacity of one spirit (rūḥ) to join selflessly with another, forms the basis for 

nearly all Sufi discourse and practice.”58 In Sufism, love flows in both directions. The Sufi has a 

spiritual love for Muḥammad, his descendants, other prophets, and saints, but he is also seeking 

their love.59 Likewise, Ḥalīm was both an object of his fans’ love and a seeker of love from his 

fans and God. As one visitor at Ḥalīm’s zikrā said about him, “God is pleased with those [i.e. 

Ḥalīm] who are loved by all.” Another visitor from Morocco described him in overtly spiritual 

terms, pronouncing Ḥalīm “the messenger of love [rasūl al-maḥabba] throughout the entire Arab 

world.”60 This love theme is visibly present at the zikrā. Large banners hanging outside Ḥalīm’s 

tomb display his own words: “People always calculate my wealth based on numbers, but I 

calculate it based on people’s love for me [ḥubb al-nās lī].” Ḥalīm was a singer of love songs, 

but many Egyptians interpreted a deeper spiritual love in the lyrics beyond the superficial 

romantic level. As one journalist for al-Kawākib wrote, “in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s songs, he reminds 

us that he is not singing for a specific identifiable love but rather, a love from God that never 

expires, even when the beloved is gone.”61 

For Ḥalīm fans, his annual zikrā is the preferred time for performing acts of love and 

loyalty. It is at his tomb and former home that they can approach the singer physically, through 

his interred remains, and spiritually, through his living kin. Like Sufi saints, Ḥalīm keeps a 

foothold in the world of the living, an ever-present and accessible figure offering devotees a 

channel of communication with the transcendent. Although dead for more than forty years, he 

continues to straddle the earthly and spiritual realms. Banners around his tomb display short 

 
58 Michael Frishkopf, “Tarab in the Mystic Sufi Chant of Egypt,” in Colors of Enchantment, ed. Sherifa Zuhur, 
2001, p. 237. 
59 Michael Frishkopf in Colors of Enchantment, ed. Sherifa Zuhur, 2001, p. 237. 
60 See the segment “al-Zikrā 42 li-l-‘andalīb” for Qanāt ibdā‘, May 13, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVM0Hs-u7fU. 
61 Al-Kawākib, issue 2957, April 1, 2008, p. 59. 
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phrases: al-‘andalīb lā yaghīb (the nightingale is never absent/forgotten); al-ghā’ib al-ḥāḍir (the 

absent who remains present); abadan lan yaghīb (never will he be absent/forgotten). Some of 

Ḥalīm’s enduring proximity is a result of the physical spaces and objects with which fans 

interact. I mentioned above how many Ḥalīm fans attempt to shake or kiss the hand of his niece 

Zaynab. They also rub or kiss the dark spot on his headboard. The experience of touch is a 

critical part of the annual rituals, just as it is in saint veneration, for physical contact is essential 

in the transmission of baraka.  

 

Baraka 

In Sufism, there is an understanding that baraka can flow from a saint and his tomb to people as 

well as ordinary objects. The same notion exists in Ḥalīm’s zikrā rituals. The Commemoration 

Committee has amassed a collection of his belongings—neckties, belts, other articles of clothing, 

scraps of paper he wrote on, strands of his hair—some of which they bring to the zikrā and allow 

visitors to hold under close surveillance.62 These are not unlike Sufi athār (relics), which are 

collected and prized by devotees for their baraka.63 During the fortieth annual zikrā in 2017, 

news reporter Mahā Ṣabrī filmed a special segment on the day’s festivities, holding up a red belt 

once worn by Ḥalīm and now in the Committee’s possession. As Ṣabrī waved the belt high in the 

air for the camera, a nearby Committee member looked on in a mixture of fear and rage, quickly 

reclaiming the belt as she signed off.64 The Committee treasures such objects for they are 

immediate, physical connections to the singer himself. They also bring with them an aura of the 

 
62 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4216, April 3, 2009, pp. 102-103. 
63 See Richard McGregor’s 2020 Islam and the Devotional Object for a detailed discussion of baraka and these 
kinds of religious relics in Egypt and Syria, particularly chapters four and five. 
64 See Thamāniya al-ṣubḥ’s zikrā segment “Ziḥām wa-‘adad kabīr,” posted March 30, 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OnKWM8amGM. 
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mysterious and miraculous. In recent years, Ḥalīm’s family collaborated with the Committee to 

bring temporary displays of his clothes and belongings to different cities in Egypt. As one of the 

Committee members was inspecting a suit jacket before one exhibition, he discovered a small 

pendant with the image of the Virgin Mary pinned secretly behind the lapel. 65 The discovery 

revealed a new aspect of Ḥalīm’s spiritual inclinations and bolstered the idea that, even from his 

grave, he was disclosing more secrets. The jacket’s plain exterior concealed a spiritual symbol, 

mirroring the Sufi concepts of al-ẓāhir (apparent, superficial meaning) and al-bāṭin (inner, 

hidden meaning). Ḥalīm’s Virgin Mary pendant is now another object infused with potent 

baraka, bringing with it the tantalizing prospect of additional undiscovered secrets. 

The places and objects associated with Ḥalīm, along with his living relatives, produce a 

physical and spiritual proximity for fans, who feel a direct connection to him. At his tomb and 

home, visitors pray for his spirit and for their own good fortune. I noted earlier that one visitor 

penned a prayer request on his apartment wall asking that she be married soon. In this case, 

Ḥalīm serves as a kind of spiritual channel capable of forwarding her prayer to the Almighty. Or, 

perhaps, the prayer was directed to Ḥalīm himself, in his death elevated to the status of a patron 

saint of love. Either way, she wrote directly to Ḥalīm, who was near enough for ordinary 

communication and special enough to handle prayer requests. 

 

Devotion and Loyalty 

Zikrā sites are saturated with Ḥalīm’s spiritual grace and power, much like Sufi shrines. 

Members of Ḥalīm’s Commemoration Committee, as well as visiting fans, adorn the tomb area 

with devotional banners, signs, and other visuals of professional and home-made quality. These 

 
65 Rūz al-yūsuf, issue 4216, April 3, 2009, pp. 102-103. In this issue, Ṭāriq Mursī quotes ‘Awn as saying that Ḥalīm 
received the pendant from a fan after debuting his song “al-Masīḥ” at the Royal Albert Hall in London in 1967. 
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usually indicate the name of the person who produced and donated them, suggesting that 

devotees assign a certain amount of importance to receiving recognition for their devotion. Fans 

display devotion in other ways as well. Some adopt ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s name and add it to their 

own, a way of claiming lineage and uniting with their beloved singer. One fan from Mansura, 

formerly Midḥat Rajab ‘Abd al-Majīd, told a reporter during the 2016 zikrā that he legally 

changed his name to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Rajab in 2003, noting afterwards that “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm is like 

the blood in one’s veins. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm is more precious than anything else in the world.”66 The 

Commemoration Committee members make a visual show of their devotion by wearing Ḥalīm 

pendants on their jackets and special sashes with devotional expressions: “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ: 

the dearest of people” (a‘zz al-nās), “‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ: eternal voice of the revolution” (ṣawt 

al-thawra al-khālid). These sashes are draped from the top of the shoulder to the waist, the same 

manner in which members of Egypt’s Sufi orders don sashes during street processions, each sash 

displaying the name of their order (al-Rifā‘iyya, al-Shādhiliyya, etc.). 

The performance of devotion and loyalty to Ḥalīm has been especially important to 

singers and musicians establishing careers after Ḥalīm’s death. Many visit his tomb to pay their 

respects and receive his musical grace. One of Ḥalīm’s protégées, ‘Imād ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, made 

frequent visits to the tomb following his death to “express his loyalty [wafā’] to the Nightingale 

who took his hand from childhood and guided him on his musical path.”67 ‘Imād later had a 

dream about Ḥalīm, who told him “I’ll always be with you. Follow your path and never hold 

back.”68 He awoke the next morning to a knock at his door. He found a telegram inviting him to 

 
66 See Akhbār al-yawm’s zikrā segment “Law kunt yawm ansāk,” posted March 30, 2016, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ67B_RurKg&t=161s. 
67 Al-Maw‘id, issue 854, March 29, 1979, p. 14. ‘Imād added the name ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm to his own during his early 
career to show his loyalty. 
68 Al-Maw‘id, issue 854, March 29, 1979, p. 15. 
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the Egyptian Radio to begin recording a drama series about Ḥalīm’s life entitled al-Yatīm (the 

orphan). These events, which occurred only a few weeks after Ḥalīm’s death, mirror many 

aspects of the Sufi saint-disciple relationship. The disciple makes pilgrimage to the shrine, is 

visited by the saint in dreams, and, with this newly acquired baraka, experiences some type of 

miracle. ‘Imād was not the only singer to seek and receive Ḥalīm’s spiritual blessings. In 2013, 

Egyptian pop singer Tāmir Ḥusnī performed the ziyāra to Ḥalīm’s tomb then visited Ḥalīm’s 

home where he wrote on the wall outside and caressed Ḥalīm’s old suit jackets.69 ‘Amr Diyāb 

visited the home in 2010, also with black marker in hand. The message he left outside the 

apartment reads: “I am proud to even be in the same music field as you, the greatest musical 

talent Egypt and the Arab world have ever known.” For such popular singers, the ziyāra is an 

important performance of allegiance and claim to Ḥalīm’s musical lineage. The ṭarab singer 

Sa‘īd ‘Uthmān, who regards himself the “khalīfa” (successor) of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, came to pay his 

respects at the 2018 zikrā that I attended. ‘Uthmān attributes his successful career to Ḥalīm’s 

song “Fortune teller,” which he performed with Majdī al-Ḥusaynī, the original org player in 

Ḥalīm’s band. According to ‘Uthmān, al-Ḥusaynī allowed him to “present the song in a form 

befitting of the Nightingale.”70 Through al-Ḥusaynī, a living vessel of Ḥalīm’s grace, ‘Uthmān 

received the musical and spiritual credibility to sing Ḥalīm’s music.  

 

Analysis 

The paragraphs above suggest the ways in which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm came to be venerated as a 

spiritual figure, occupying a liminal zone between the mundane world and the heavens. My 

 
69 See segment “Ziyārat Tāmir Ḥusnī” on television program Riḥlat al-ṣu‘ūd, posted January 1, 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUJrszLUEGM&feature=emb_logo. 
70 Shaymā’ al-Shahīnī, “Mu’assis firqat shumū‘,” al-Fajr, November 8, 2018, https://www.elfagr.news/3335800. 
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description aimed to highlight some of the discursive continuities from Ḥalīm’s life to his 

afterlife. He was not simply rocketed to spiritual heights after his death. Rather, during his short 

forty-seven years on earth, he developed a particular persona that informed how Egyptians 

remember and interact with him today. His was the image of a simple fallāḥ who came to the 

city and, with reasonable vocal abilities, tenacious work ethic, and auspicious connections, was 

able to carve out a place for himself among the great singers of the day. It was his perseverance 

and relatability that made him a symbol for the nation. As one journalist wrote just after his 

death, “I see in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm the summation of the Egyptians’ extraordinary ability to endure. 

Only an Egyptian fallāḥ could endure those bitter years of illness, deprivation, hemorrhages . . . 

and at the same time exert such incredible effort to sing.”71 Here, Ḥalīm’s character and 

symbolism are linked directly to his music. Indeed, I have been suggesting that the way he is 

remembered and celebrated cannot be separated from his music and music-making process. The 

previous chapters showed the extent to which the Egyptian public followed the creation of his 

songs, beginning with the song as a written poem, then through the composition phase with the 

mulaḥḥin, into the rehearsals that would prepare it for performance, and the various censorship 

hoops the recorded song had to jump through. Perhaps no other singer before or after Ḥalīm has 

had his music-making process displayed in the media in such detail, revealing the song as a 

work, the result of ordinary individuals creating with the technologies of their time, an image 

that contrasts starkly with Ratība al-Ḥifnī’s notion of music as “the divine art.” 

 Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb said that Ḥalīm removed a long-standing barrier between 

the Egyptian singer and his audience, bringing an affability to the stage that made listeners “feel 

like friends.” ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s description seamlessly combines Ḥalīm the performer and 

 
71 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2196, April 16, 1977, n.p. 
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Ḥalīm the person, and in many ways, it was the former that influenced the latter. Nor was this the 

profound insight of ‘Abd al-Wahhāb alone. As one journalist wrote in 1979, years before ‘Abd 

al-Wahhāb: 

 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was the first singer to shatter that imaginary barrier between the singer 

and the people, the first to mix his life with the lives of others, to be happy with them, to 

cry with them. . . ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm was the first Arab singer to leave his place on the stage 

and move around among his musicians. Before him, Umm Kulthūm, ‘Abd Wahhāb, Farīd 

al-Aṭrash all stood or sat motionless in front of the microphone. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm came and 

filled the stage with movement and life.72 

 

Here again is the idea that physical proximity in performance produced new kinds of affective 

proximity. The singer’s more intimate interaction with audiences and band members was vital to 

his ability to connect, but it also tampered with existing notions of stage etiquette that drew clear 

lines between singer and audience, and between performance and non-performance. In other 

words, Ḥalīm introduced an element of ambiguity, which critics like Samḥa al-Khawlī and 

Ratība al-Ḥifnī perceived as “fawḍa,” chaos. The commemoration festivities described in this 

chapter can help us understand these perceptions of chaos more clearly. 

 To be clear, my descriptions of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s afterlife are not arguing that he was a 

saint, or that his fans necessarily came to see him as such. Rather, I am suggesting that the 

language and practices of his commemoration festivities parallel, and likely draw from, those of 

saint veneration. That they do so sheds light on both the singer and his music. As I have shown, 

the affective element that was so central to his songs carried over into his commemoration. 

Ḥalīm allowed and often encouraged his audiences to be part of his performance, to join him in 

 
72 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 2300, April 14, 1979, n.p. 
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the music-making, and, through this, “to nearly touch him.” He engaged audiences as none of his 

contemporaries did, and audiences remembered him as they remembered no other singer. As one 

journalist wrote days after his death, “what is happening every day at the tomb of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

Ḥāfiẓ has never happened at the tombs of other great figures whom fate has favored at rare 

moments in history. . . Tens of thousands of fans of this artist are coming to weep and pray for 

him.”73 This affective connection has stood the test of time. Indeed, if the zikrā has any 

overarching message, it is that Ḥalīm is not beyond reach but ever near, al-ghā’ib al-ḥāḍir, the 

departed who remains present. And so it is with the Sufi saint, whose death marks his departure 

from the world of the living but not his end. The aura that he developed in life carries over into 

the afterlife, often is magnified, and his followers continue to seek his baraka through various 

affective practices. With the saint and the many rituals that surround his person, any dividing 

lines between the mundane and spirit worlds, the sacred and profane, become ambiguous. 

 It is this ambiguity that the Egyptian state has often regarded as chaos in the case of both 

saint veneration and ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ. An examination of the former brings into focus many 

of the tensions around the latter. With saint veneration, the mūlid is seen as the ultimate symbol 

of disorder, a threat to the principles of modernity and reformist Islam. Schielke’s study 

describes how the festival’s merry atmosphere clashes with the view that religious practice 

should be solemn, restrained, disciplined. The mūlid, he notes, is not without its own order, but it 

is open and flexible, and its festivities are often loud, ostentatious, and excessive in ways that sit 

uneasily with a rigid disciplining of the self. The mūlid defies spatial order, emanating out from 

the saint’s shrine and spilling into neighboring cafes, squares, streets, and alleyways. Here, 

religious festivities mingle with street vendors, temporary sideshows, and other forms of 

 
73 Al-Kawākib, issue 1342, April 19, 1977, p. 17. 
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commerce and entertainment, further dissolving the separation between sacred and profane. 

Boundaries along gender lines are temporarily suspended as women interact with men in ways 

and spaces that they normally would not. When a mūlid takes place in Cairo or other large cities, 

many visitors come from the countryside, making the festivities neither purely urban nor rural. 

The mūlid inverts the norms of everyday life for a time and “escapes simple categorization along 

the lines of binary dissociations such as sacred/profane and public/private.”74 Adherents of 

modernity and religious reform see disorder in all of this, and for the state in particular, such 

disorder poses a threat to the nation. Schielke reminds us though that the state does not view this 

disorder as harmful in and of itself but harmful in the ways that it creates “obstacles on the way 

to progress.”75  

 This idiom and its recurring cast of keywords—order, chaos, backwardness, progress, 

modernity—is a familiar one. In the preceding chapters, I described how instructors and scholars 

at Egypt’s state music institutes criticized ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ along identical discursive lines. 

In Chapter Four, it was Ḥalīm’s 1976 performance of “Fortune teller” that drew condemnation 

from many critics, the most vocal and persistent being Ratība al-Ḥifnī. Al-Ḥifnī referred to 

Ḥalīm’s music as “backwards” (mutakhallif) and threatening to the “civilized developed artist” 

(fannān mutaḥaḍḍir mutaṭawwir).76 She likened Ḥalīm’s concerts to a “zār ceremony,” an 

Egyptian exorcism ritual performed with music, song, and dance.77 In Egypt, the zār resembles 

the mūlid in the way that the middle strata of society associate it with irrationality, disorder, 

superstition, and lower classes. Al-Ḥifnī’s reference to the zār clearly attempts to condemn 

Ḥalīm’s concerts by drawing on these negative associations, in the process framing herself as 

 
74 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 40. 
75 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 140. 
76 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 28, April 1, 1976, pp. 1-2. 
77 Al-Majalla al-mūsīqiyya, issue 31, July 1, 1976, pp. 1-2. 
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both apart from and above their vulgarity. And yet, her goal was not only to say that Ḥalīm’s 

performances were disorderly but that the disorder he created was antithetical to civilization and 

progress. Her vision of modern Egypt had no place for such ambiguity in its musical heritage. 

 As I showed in Chapter Two, establishment music critics had labeled ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm a 

hazard to “progress” since the mid-sixties. When the Dean of the Music Conservatory Samḥa al-

Khawlī lambasted his sha‘biyyāt remakes, she complained that they were “far removed from the 

concept of real development” (ba‘īd ‘an mafhūm al-taṭwīr al-ḥaqīqī).78 The problem for her was 

that his songs disrupted established boundaries, neither reproducing the inherited musical 

material nor presenting it in the Europeanized orchestral form that she and her husband 

championed. Al-Khawlī believed new songs should commit to “the folk original” (al-aṣl al-

sha‘bī) or “innovation” (ibtikār). For her, Ḥalīm walked a middle path, maintaining some of the 

inherited melodies and lyrics while rearranging others, adding harmonies, sometimes singing 

with a southern accent, sometimes not. Ultimately though, he produced some of the most popular 

songs of the era. Al-Khawli believed these were “not actually anything like folk songs but rather 

an intermediary phase [marḥala wasīṭa] between authentic folk song and innovative song.” They 

were “not true innovation in the real sense of the word, nor were they performances of folk songs 

in their conception.”79 Again, the source of anxiety here is ambivalence, the in-between. 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his music brought into question many of the assumed boundaries 

between performer and audience, folk and classical styles, high art and low entertainment. In 

other words, he challenged the existence of the boundaries themselves. And this did not end with 

his death. Indeed, as I showed above, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm continues to occupy a liminal space 

between the living and the dead, al-ghā’ib al-ḥāḍir, at once departed and present. He straddles 

 
78 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1754, October 26, 1968, p. 8. 
79 Al-Idhā‘a wa-l-tilifizyūn, issue 1754, October 26, 1968, p. 8. 
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two worlds, even performing miracles from the grave, a matter that troubles Egyptian religious 

authorities who seek to establish definite boundaries between ordinary mortals and those special 

figures, such as prophets and companions of the Prophet, who maintain a spiritual presence in 

the world after death. Looking at how many of these ambiguities mirror those of Sufi saint 

veneration provides a clearer picture of the state’s fraught relationship with ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm. 

In both cases, there is more at work than just ambiguity. The issue has never simply been 

that Ḥalīm and his music, Sufi saints and their mawālid, play at the peripheries and complicate 

categories of high/low, sacred/profane, traditional/modern, living/dead. Rather, the real issue lies 

in the fact that large segments of the Egyptian population enjoy and approve of Ḥalīm’s music or 

saints’ festivals or whatever the perceived threat to modern order may be. It is the popularity of 

these disruptive forces that authorities fear more than the disruptive forces themselves. When a 

certain song, film, sport, or idea appeals to the people, it becomes hard to control regardless of 

the amount of ideology employed against it. And as Walter Armbrust has shown, modern 

Egyptians have long gravitated to those cultural productions that embrace ambivalence and 

messy boundaries rather than rendering them orderly. Critics continue to criticize because this 

allows them to distinguish themselves from an uncivilized, backwards, or low-class “other,” 

thereby declaring their own status as modern middle-class citizens. But the case of ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm underscores the fact that such criticism typically has little impact on public opinion. 

When a given cultural institution is deemed threatening to the state but gains widespread 

support among the public, the state may devise strategies to coopt rather than condemn. As long 

as the popular can be made to serve some aspect of the state’s national project, there is reason to 

explore its benefits. Sufism has a history of government cooptation in Egypt and the wider 
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region.80 As suppression has often proven difficult, Arab governments adopt a looser approach, 

allowing Sufi lodges to operate under their patronage and supervision. The logic has been that if 

such groups will not fall in line with modernity’s order, they can at least be tempered and 

exploited in ways that strengthen the state. A similar line of thinking can be seen with ‘Abd al-

Ḥalīm. 

From early in his career, Ḥalīm refused to follow the received discourses of development, 

especially in his rejection of that most iconic symbol of musical progress, Sayyid Darwīsh. 

Ḥalīm made headlines when he told one al-Kawākib journalist flatly that “I don’t connect with 

[his] music. It could be the finest music, the sweetest melody, but still I wouldn’t connect with 

it.”81 These statements came at a time when it was a virtual rite of passage for any rising singer 

to kowtow to the “genius” of Sayyid Darwīsh’s “revolutionary music,” and Ḥalīm’s refusal to do 

so became a hotly discussed topic for years to come.82 Ḥalīm was averse to such prostrating 

before canonical figures. In fact, an oft-cited anecdote recalls that Ḥalīm first gained the attention 

and respect of Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb by singing the latter’s songs in his own vocal style 

rather than attempting to imitate ‘Abd al-Wahhāb.83 Ḥalīm’s rebelliousness, his aversion to 

imitating even his own mentor, is well documented in the Arab press.84  

Despite this, or perhaps because of it, he became an ideal candidate for the voice of the 

1952 Revolution, a fresh beginning in the history of the modern nation. ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

biography, coupled with felicitous timing, helped. Gamal Abdel Nasser saw in the young singer 

a blank canvas untainted by the royalist baggage of other big-name singers like Umm Kulthūm 

 
80 For discussion of the Arab world in the early modern era, see Ira Lapidus, A History of Islamic Societies, 2002. 
For more recent cooptations of Sufism, see Fait Muedini, Sponsoring Sufism, 2015. 
81 Al-Kawākib, issue 477, September 20, 1960, p. 2. 
82 Al-Kawākib, issue 740, October 5, 1965, pp. 50-51. 
83 Al-Kawākib, issue 318, September 3, 1957, pp. 10-11, 37; al-Kawākib, issue 1343, April 26, 1977, p. 34. 
84 Al-Fann, October 4, 1957, n.p.; al-Kawākib, issue 1345, May 10, 1977, n.p. 
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and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. Ḥalīm’s life story aligned with the president’s new nationalist vision: an 

ordinary boy from the countryside who was orphaned at a young age pulls himself up by his 

bootstraps to become a student at the state’s music institutes in Cairo, after which he works as a 

teacher for the Ministry of Education, then a musician in the orchestra of the national radio. 

Ḥalīm embodied the aspirations of an entire generation. His was an underdog story of an 

Egyptian who grew up in conditions familiar to many and was later rescued by the state’s 

supportive network of educational and professional institutions. His biography seemed a 

testament to the nation’s new role as caretaker. But inasmuch as Abdel Nasser capitalized on 

Ḥalīm’s public image and patriotic anthems, Ḥalīm too benefitted from his proximity to the 

president. As long as he produced a regular playlist of songs for the Revolution, Egypt’s leaders 

probably gave little thought to Ḥalīm’s antagonistic relationship with other establishment singers 

and that almighty concept of turāth that was then taking shape in Egypt’s music institutes. 

Given this, Ḥalīm was at once the most audible advocate of the new nation and a 

challenge to many of its concepts and symbols. This ambiguity remains in Ḥalīm’s relationship 

with the Egyptian state today. Martin Stokes has remarked that the state’s stance towards ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm has likewise been “ambiguous, cautious, and highly selective,” recuperating only those 

parts of his oeuvre that can safely be put to use, namely his patriotic songs.85 Stokes also 

mentions the conspicuous absence of statues and museums dedicated to Ḥalīm’s memory in 

Egypt. Since Stokes’ observations in 2008, one statue of Ḥalīm was erected on the grounds of the 

Cairo Opera House, which, as I discussed above, only accentuates this ambivalence. The Opera 

House accepted the statue as a gift from an artist who produced it at his own expense. It thus 

exists on state property but is not of the state. In 2019, another statue was erected in Ḥalīm’s 

 
85 Martin Stokes, “Listening to ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ,” in Global Soundtracks, ed. Mark Slobin, 2008. 
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home village of al-Ḥalawāt with donations collected by a local youth volunteer group. Besides 

these, there are no other public markers of Ḥalīm’s memory, save the anniversary concert held at 

the Cairo Opera House, which serves the purpose of generating revenue for the institution. 

Beyond the financial aspect though, the concert also has an ideological purpose. This is 

discernable from the program notes, which read like a double biography of Ḥalīm and the nation, 

both stories seamlessly intertwined. It begins with his village upbringing and early education at 

the kuttāb (religious school), where he memorized Quran. It then describes how he enrolled at 

the Arab Music Institute and then a new “progressive [mutaṭawwir] institute established by Dr. 

Maḥmūd al-Ḥifnī called the High Institute of Arab Music.”86 After this, he found employment as 

a musician in the Radio’s Arab Music Ensemble, which eventually led him to a singing career 

that began with the first anniversary of the Revolution. It was at that time, the program recalls, 

that Yūsuf Wahbī introduced him to the public at Alexandria’s Andalus stage, saying, “with the 

birth of the Egyptian Republic, I also announce the birth of a new singer, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ.” 

The concert program then briefly mentions his cinematic love songs before returning to praise 

his patriotic songs, “which remind us of our country’s glories and victories, reinforcing our love 

of the nation and our commitment to it.”  

The program is a carefully crafted piece of nationalist ideology and one that is, as Stokes 

would say, “highly selective.” It refers to Ḥalīm’s religious education but excludes the fact that 

his hatred for the kuttāb actually led him to flee and never return. It highlights his studies at the 

“Arab Music Institute,” though at that time it was actually the King Fu’ād Institute. The program 

tells us that Ḥalīm completed his subsequent studies at the High Institute of Arab Music, but its 

title was actually the High Institute of Music Theater, which specialized not in “Arab” but 

 
86 Ministry of Culture Concert Program, “Ḥafl al-‘andalīb al-asmar: dhikrā ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ,” March 30, 2018. 
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Western classical music. Ḥalīm’s “birth” as a professional singer began at the Andalus stage, but 

the program neglects to note that this was where he was booed off a year earlier for his new style 

of singing. The program refers solely to Ḥalīm’s cinematic and patriotic songs, avoiding any 

mention of his much-loved but more troublesome folk remakes and long concert songs. The 

biography is necessarily brief on many details of Ḥalīm’s life, but it takes special care to 

highlight the state’s “progressive” institutes and individuals, along with their roles in molding the 

great singer. Again, the state is often willing to embrace a potential threat when to do so serves 

its own interests. Viewing Ḥalīm’s music and memory against a backdrop of Sufi practices helps 

us see the ways in which his ambiguity posed a threat to the principles of discipline and order so 

central to the state’s vision of modernity. 

The Sufi lens also helps us see Ḥalīm’s story as an ongoing process, always in flux. The 

kinds of rituals that fans perform each year on his anniversary are, like those of Sufi pilgrims, 

ways of maintaining contact with the deceased. Such practices reconceptualize time, for they 

treat death not as an end point but one event in the larger existence of the spirit. That many of 

Ḥalīm’s fans were not even born during his lifetime does not prevent them from connecting and 

communicating with him. The temporal boundaries of the spirit are flexible. Each year, devotees 

discover new belongings of his, some bearing new secrets, which further disturb the notion of 

death as a decisive bookend to life. In a similar way, fans are visited by Ḥalīm in their dreams, 

and he still performs the occasional miracle from the grave, if we believe the stories about his 

unspoiled corpse. Schielke points out a similar conceptualization of time at the mūlid, where:  

 

On the imaginary level, the chronological time of history collapses, giving way to a 

mythological temporality characterized by the barzakh, the state between death and 

Judgment Day, in which the believer, the grand saints, and the Prophet and his family 
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coexist and can communicate. . . the saint continues to display miracles of grace and act 

as a mediator between the believer and the transcendent. This continuous presence is key 

to the mulid’s baraka and a primary motivation to undertake a pilgrimage to the shrine.87 

 

Both Ḥalīm and the mūlid pose an understanding of time that conflicts with modernity’s idea of a 

forward-moving, unidirectional chronology, an ordered series of events terminating in 

“progress.” And as Schielke concludes, “[w]hat makes a mulid so scandalous for a devout 

modernist is the collision of highly different understandings of space, time, the body, and the 

self.”88 When the corpse story broke in the news, religious authorities responded in ways that 

suggested an inherent threat in this understanding of time. Indeed, they predicted that the mazār-

ification of Ḥalīm’s tomb would amount to bid‘a (heresy), a term that classifies anything new as 

either permissible or corrupt innovation in Islam. Authorities feared that if Ḥalīm defied the 

linear flow of time, or even if people believed that he had, there would be negative 

consequences. The news of this miracle had already led to a surge in visitors to Ḥalīm’s tomb, 

and as one of the Arab world’s most beloved singers, such bid‘a would be a highly public affair. 

But to be clear, my concern here is not with whether or not Ḥalīm’s corpse remains in pristine 

condition, or whether or not this constitutes bid‘a. What I have sought to explore is the existence 

of such discourse around Ḥalīm, which I suggest overlaps significantly with the kinds of 

criticisms that are leveled at the mūlid and that emerge from binaries of order/disorder, 

sacred/profane, high/low culture. When we see that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm has been accused of 

generating the same kinds of ambiguity and disorder as the mūlid, we can understand why the 

museum, as a concept, has been so important to the Egyptian state in ordering its music history. 

 
87 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 45. 
88 Samuli Schielke, The Perils of Joy, 2012, p. 109. 
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 The music museum and its various incarnations—the library, archive, songbook—are the 

Egyptian state’s primary tool for creating turāth. In Egypt, the museum’s contents are fixed, as is 

the story they tell. The Opera House Museum and Musical Instruments Museum seek to convey 

the message that the state has ever been a patron of arts and culture, that it is conversant in both 

Arab and Western music. The museum dedicated to ‘Abd al-Wahhāb is a showreel of life events, 

each one leading to the next in a progression towards ideological perfection. Umm Kulthūm’s 

museum is designed more as an audio-visual buffet of nationalist symbols but reproduces the 

same formula of modernity: ascension from “popular” social milieus (the village, the alley), 

associations with classicism (Quran training, poetry), refinement through Western culture (travel, 

language), and, finally, contributions to the nation. There is a clear beginning and end. All of the 

content in between is aligned with important dates and events in Egypt’s (or the Arab world’s) 

history.  

 ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s story, still ambiguous and still evolving, has been difficult for the 

museum to handle. His situation differs from other singers like Umm Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-

Wahhāb, who moved safely into the past tense after their deaths. Having established themselves 

before the 1952 Revolution, the Egyptian state could deal with them as historical singers from a 

bygone monarchical era while also making use of them, so long as they pledged allegiance to the 

new guard, and they quickly did. Umm Kulthūm, the “Star of the East,” and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, 

the “Genius Musician,” both came to seem extraordinary, monumental, and untouchable during 

their own lifetimes. They maintained clear boundaries between singer and audience, and between 

performance and non-performance. This distance has translated easily in their museum 

exhibitions, where labels, frames, and a glass cases were all that was needed to complete the 

reification process. On the other hand, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, his musical career, and his afterlife have 
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defied the notions of ordered time and space so crucial to the nation’s modernity formula. He 

remains ever on the move. Such a figure is not easily museumized, at least not in Egypt where 

displays are reserved for certain types of stable narratives. Ḥalīm’s memory is still being made 

and remade by Egyptians, often in bursts around his anniversary, and in ways that challenge the 

sense of stability that the museum aims to establish.  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter opened with a quote by Ḥilmī Bakr, who suggested that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm has 

maintained his place in the hearts of Egyptians today by staying out of the “heritage museum.” In 

the pages above, I tried to explore the implications of this purported connection between 

heritage, museums, Ḥalīm, and Egyptian society. To do this, I combined both historical and 

ethnographic approaches, drawing on sources from periodicals and personal accounts to my own 

observations as a museum-goer and festival participant. 

I began by discussing how Ḥalīm’s music and the affective experiences associated with it 

have informed the many rituals and practices through which his fans remember him. I then 

examined how Egyptians commemorate other prominent singers, looking at the role state 

museums play in creating distance between ordinary observers and extraordinary stars like Umm 

Kulthūm and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb. I juxtaposed this distance with the proximity produced by ‘Abd 

al-Ḥalīm’s annual commemoration festivities. To understand how these festivities contribute to 

Ḥalīm’s enduring legacy, I used the mūlid and saint veneration as a framework for examining the 

fluid relationship between his life and afterlife. This helped make sense of Ḥilmī Bakr’s claim 

that Ḥalīm “has remained alive within us,” but what was the place of the “heritage museum”?   
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To explore this element, I looked at how criticism of Ḥalīm overlaps significantly with 

criticism of the mūlid. This shared idiom revealed that music reformists’ attacks were not 

actually aimed at Ḥalīm but rather at the ambiguity he and his music represented, one that 

tampered with the appearance of a modern ordered society. Indeed, as my discussion of the 

mūlid underlined, the appearance of order for a spectating other, its displayability, was a major 

preoccupation of the nationalist project, and it is with this idea that the meaning of Bakr’s words 

comes into focus. Egypt’s music museums have been key sites for articulating ideologies of 

order and progress. The “heritage museum” is that space in which anything ambiguous, anything 

that questions the modern order of time, space, or conceptual boundaries, becomes a threat. 

While the museum has been able to order other music icons—to stabilize their narratives, fix 

their meanings, declaw them of prickly ambiguities—‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s seemingly chaotic music 

and memory are still too unruly to approach. As long as he “remains alive,” his museumization is 

hazardous.   

 The irony here, of course, is that the preservation of Ḥalīm’s memory is largely the result 

of his eluding the very institutions meant to preserve and perpetuate “heritage.” Such a scenario 

contradicts the Egyptian state’s conception of the museum (and its various iterations: archives, 

libraries, songbooks, heritage ensembles) as a space that saves “heritage” from the perils of 

modern society—always some form of disorder—and maintains its authentic origins. Closer 

inspection reveals that the Egyptian museum creates its own versions of “heritage,” often at the 

same moment that it is discarding parts of what has really been inherited over the years. The 

preservation process is always selective and always anticipates future display. 

In his essay “Of Other Spaces,” Michel Foucault describes the modern museum as a 

place whose purpose is the accumulation of time: “the idea of constituting a place of all times 
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that is itself outside of time and inaccessible to its ravages, the project of organizing in this way a 

sort of perpetual and indefinite accumulation of time in an immobile place, this whole idea 

belongs to our modernity.”89 This he contrasts with the festival or fairgrounds, a site defined by 

“time in its most fleeting, transitory, precarious aspect.” Foucault’s understanding of these 

“heterotopias” maps onto what I have described in this chapter, but only partially. Egyptian 

music museums do aim to create immobile places outside of time, but as I have shown, their 

work is not so much the accumulation of time as the freezing of it. There is no discernible desire 

to accumulate more as time goes on. The goal is only to collect enough to display a particular 

idea or narrative, which should thereafter remain fixed. This is as apparent in the museums 

dedicated to famous singers as it is in the state-sponsored ensembles dedicated to performing 

“heritage” music, both of which are manifestations of the same principle: collect, sanitize, order, 

display, fix. 

The case of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm reconfigures the dichotomy described in Foucault’s essay. 

The zikrā festival, despite its ephemerality, becomes a locus of accumulation. The walls of 

Ḥalīm’s old apartment building, blanketed in layers of text, bear a visible history of communal 

practice. At his tomb, rituals of remembering are passed down from parents to children, 

preserved in bodies that gather, touch, kiss, move, recite. New stories and secrets about Ḥalīm 

surface each year, adding to his biography, which remains flexible rather than fixed by definitive 

book ends. In contrast, the museum becomes a site of loss. Although it preserves a narrative, it is 

a carefully crafted one that leaves no room for accumulation. The story becomes a script for rote 

memorization, repeated so monotonously that the original narrative often disfigures. Such was 

the case with the program notes for Ḥalīm’s anniversary concert at the Opera House, which 

 
89 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” in Theatre and Performance Design, ed. Jane Collins and Andrew Nesbit, 
2010, p. 78. 
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attempted a kind of textual “museumization” of him. In an effort to highlight parts of his 

biography that aligned with the state’s ideology, the program produced a mixture of inaccuracies 

and half-truths. The same process occurs elsewhere. In the museums of ‘Abd al-Wahhāb and 

Umm Kulthūm, any biographical points that are politically sensitive or ambiguous disappear. 

Any “accumulation” outside the sanctioned plot must be pruned. 

Foucault’s ideas about the museum and the festival are the starting point for Tony 

Bennett’s 1995 study The Birth of the Museum, which begins by showing that the two spaces 

were, in reality, not so distant as each was shaped by common institutions: international 

exhibitions, permanent amusements parks, and circuses, among others.90 Bennett argues that the 

modern museum, as it was reconceptualized in the mid-nineteenth century, functioned as a 

technology of discipline aimed at improving one’s outer self by improving his or her inner self. 

The museum’s real power, he explains, derived not from its ability to regulate a population but 

from its ability to prime a population to regulate itself.91 In Egypt, such uses of public space may 

feature in larger museums, but the music museums I have described are less ambitious. Their 

goal is not the disciplining of undisciplined populations but the maintenance of discipline where 

it already exists. In general, visitors to these museums are a demographic already receptive to the 

state’s nationalist ideologies, Egyptians of the middle social strata who want to see “the 

continuity of tradition within a contemporary framework.”92 Some are employees of the state-

sponsored music or arts institutions who attend concerts at the Opera House, Arab Music 

Institute, or Umm Kulthūm Museum and stop by the museum at intermission. The ideas on 

display are already familiar to them, and the museum effectively preaches to its own choir. 

 
90 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum, 1995.  
91 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum, 1995, p. 28. 
92 Salwa El-Shawan, “Traditional Arab Music Ensembles in Egypt since 1967,” Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28. No. 2, 
May 1984, p. 286. 
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An extreme manifestation of this kind of echo chamber can be seen in the small music 

museum located inside the national Radio and Television Broadcasting building (al-Idhā‘a wa-l-

tilifizyūn al-miṣriyya) in downtown Cairo. During my research, I had the rare privilege of 

spending many afternoons in this building, a bastion of Egyptian music history but notoriously 

inaccessible to scholars. Through my host institution, the American Research Center in Egypt, I 

became acquainted with a very senior figure at the Radio, who would later arrange for my 

security passes into the building and for escorts between any two points on the premises—every 

visitor and every movement is closely monitored here. On one of my first visits to the Radio, my 

host took me on a tour to meet different employees who might help with my research. At one 

point, we visited a small room at the center of the fifth floor known as the Markaz al-Turāth al-

Idhā‘ī (center for radio heritage). The windowless space was dedicated to the history of the 

institution, its walls covered with old black and white pictures of important singers, musicians, 

and radio figures. Around the perimeter were several stations, each with a cassette player and 

headphones, where visitors could listen to music as well as religious recitation, important 

speeches, and other audio recordings kept in the archive. No one was using the room when I 

visited, and its disheveled look suggested this had been the case for some time. The Markaz, of 

course, is not a public museum but a private institutional one to remind those working in the 

building of their own turāth. The museum also receives visits from ministers and other 

government officials touring the Radio.93 A quick stop here affords them the opportunity to make 

some statements about the “importance of preserving heritage,” and it gives the Radio a chance 

to affirm its own contributions to the cause. For this museum, whether or not it teaches or 

 
93 The former Minister of Media, Salāḥ ‘Abd al-Maqṣūd, was quoted as saying this during his 2013 visit. See 
Muḥammad Taha’s article “Wazīr al-i‘lām: al-ḥifāẓ ‘alā al-turāth” for al-Misrī al-yawm, March 10, 2013, 
https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/294028. 
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regulates or disciplines is not as important as the fact that it exists. When the ministers come for 

a visit, what is on display is not the museum’s contents but the museum itself, the scaffolding of 

order. 

The prolific Egyptian music scholar Kamāl al-Najmī observed just such a phenomenon 

taking place at Cairo’s Arab Music Institute during the early 1990s. In a short essay, al-Najmī 

wrote about the Ministry of Culture’s plans to turn the old Music Institute on Ramsīs Street into 

a “museum for some of Arab music’s relics” (matḥaf li-ba‘ḍ āthār al-mūsīqā al-‘arabiyya).94 

The Ministry had deemed the building an important “historic monument” (mabnā atharī) and 

wanted to both ensure its preservation and put it to use. In preparation for this, the Ministry 

discontinued the music programs of more than a thousand students studying at the Institute.95 Al-

Najmī saw in this a great contradiction: to preserve an important base of Arab music, its music 

and music-makers had to be expelled. More vexing still, he points out, this “historic monument” 

was not even seventy years old at the time, hardly a venerable landmark. But al-Najmī seemed to 

anticipate such a move on the part of the Egyptian state:  

 

This comes as no surprise in the era of Arab music’s extinction. For in this era, many 

people would like to turn the entire art of Arab song into a ‘museum relic’ [athar 

matḥafī] and set it up next to the remains of the great sultans Quṭuz, Baybars, and 

Qalāwūn. But Arab song will continue to be an innovative art capable of persevering and 

growing. It will never enter the museum.96 

 

 
94 Kamāl al-Najmī, al-Ghinā’ al-miṣrī, 1993, pp. 409-413. 
95 While most of the Institute’s programs had moved to a new campus in the seventies, students continued to take 
classes at the old institute through its independent study program. 
96 Kamāl al-Najmī, al-Ghinā’ al-miṣrī, 1993, p. 409. 
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Here, al-Najmī insinuates, just as Ḥilmī Bakr did at the beginning of this chapter, that so long as 

Arab song avoids museumization, it avoids extinction. Or, perhaps more accurately, the moment 

that Arab song ceases to grow is the moment it begins to enter the museum. The Ministry of 

Culture realized that to transform the Institute itself into a historic monument it had to stop any 

musical activity or growth in that space, and this meant removing its living, breathing contents, 

the students. Hollowed out thus, the Institute could be put on display. 

Today, one can still hear music at the Institute but only in the form of concerts, and most 

of these are the state-sponsored ensembles performing for the weekly ‘Abd al-Wahhāb and Umm 

Kulthūm tribute nights (Wahhābiyyāt and Kulthūmiyyāt respectively). On some evenings, the 

concert hall is filled to capacity and the music is good. But it is also a much different atmosphere 

than what ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm would have experienced during his days studying at the Institute. No 

longer does one hear lessons or rehearsals in the hallways, classes being taught, students being 

scolded. Visitors today come to see a musical display and to be reminded of their “heritage.” 

While they sip drinks in the beautifully renovated reception area at intermission, large framed 

portraits hanging around the room offer a visual who’s-who of Egyptian music history: Sayyid 

Darwīsh, Salāma Ḥijāzī, Muḥammad al-Qasabjī, ‘Abd al-Wahhāb, Umm Kulthūm, Farīd al-

Aṭrash, Riyāḍ al-Sunbāṭī, Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Muṭṭalib. Unlike all of these icons, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

Ḥāfiẓ was a student at the Music Institute. Strangely, or perhaps not, his portrait is nowhere to be 

found. 
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Figure 32: Reception area of the Arab Music Institute, Cairo, Egypt. Photo by author. 
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Conclusion 
 

In this dissertation, I took the singer ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Ḥāfiẓ as a lens through which to investigate 

some of the key cultural struggles Egypt witnessed in the mid-twentieth century. These struggles 

were chiefly over the power to define terms and concepts such as “heritage,” “modernity,” and 

“authenticity.” While this study has focused on debates that emerged after the 1952 Revolution,  

it also showed that different actors in the cultural field have sought to harness the power of such 

concepts at regular intervals, whenever moments of change and instability in Egyptian society 

render notions of national identity open to reinterpretation. As the previous chapter showed, the 

same struggles persist to this day.  

My introduction surveyed the central issues with which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s music engaged, 

showing how his rise to prominence in Egypt’s music scene coincided with a particular historical 

moment when Egyptians were regrouping and the cultural elite seeking to control the concept of 

musical heritage for their own purposes following the Revolution. In describing ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s 

upbringing, education, and early career, I also showed how this singer represented a formidable 

challenge to the efendiyya custodians of culture, for he himself was a product of their system. 

 Chapter One laid out the cultural context and discursive terrain into which ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm 

emerged in the mid-1950s. I examined the development of a conscious state-sponsored project to 

create a “heritage” of Egyptian music aligned with the modernization and development politics 

of the Egyptian state. As I explored, this project invented new music traditions while purifying 

and selecting from existing ones to produce an ostensibly timeless musical “turāth.” The group 

of music reformists and modernists behind this project attempted to remake Egyptian music by 

creating new pedagogies, administrative bodies, performance venues and ensembles, as well as 

by cultivating particular conducts, attitudes, and dispositions. Furthermore, I illustrated that the 
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invention of turāth hinged on a process of “musical artifaction” by which Egyptian music was 

described and displayed as ancient relics that were fixed, bound, and timeless. Finally, I traced 

the roots of musical artifaction back to the early twentieth century to show how the discourse of 

experts and the efendiyya framed Egypt’s songs as archaeological treasures. 

 Chapter Two compared seven of the most popular songs that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm performed 

between the mid-1960s and early 1970s to show how this singer and his composers developed a 

musical formula that made Egyptians feel connected to a modern yet authentic turāth, and to a 

larger national community of other listeners. I argued that these songs represented a threat to the 

conception of order upon which elite music reformists relied to claim their authority in Egyptian 

society. I then looked at the lived musical experiences of Egyptian listeners to consider how 

‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and ordinary Egyptian listeners approached the concept of turāth in ways that 

diverged from rigid modernist formulas.  

 Chapter Three examined the development of new notions of musical authorship in mid-

twentieth-century Egypt by investigating ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s song “O ruler of my heart.” I situated 

this song within a narrative of the Egyptian Song Writers’ Association and the 1954 Law for the 

Protection of Authors’ Rights, showing that both were founded on modern notions of justice. As 

my examination made clear, the idea of a sole original author emerged in tandem with these two 

cultural formations during the mid-1950s and developed within a process of post-independence 

nation building. My research into the history and performance of ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s song revealed 

the very contingent nature of terms like “tradition” and “originality” in Egypt at this time. 

 Chapter Four highlighted the song “Fortune teller,” comparing official discourses about 

performance “traditions” with the lived experiences of Egyptian listeners in the mid-1970s. This 

chapter inspected the ways in which the rigid boundaries that music experts sought to establish 
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for the Egyptian stage were part of the broader invention of traditions aimed at legitimizing the 

cultural elite. I showed that, by this later period in ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s career, many listeners had 

grown disenchanted with earlier modernist discourses of turāth and gravitated to the more open, 

ambiguous order represented by songs and performances like “Fortune teller.” 

 Chapter Five was concerned with the contemporary commemoration festivities (zikrā) 

that developed around ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm following his death in 1977. I used the two concepts of 

mūlid (saint’s festival) and matḥaf (museum) to juxtapose popular and official spaces used to 

commemorate individuals in Egypt. I contended that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm has remained outside the 

physical and conceptual “heritage museum” because the state has not been able reconcile his 

music and memory with the principles of order that the museum, and state, represent. I drew on 

the framework of the religious mūlid to show that 1) music reformists’ criticism of Ḥalīm was 

rooted in a more general development discourse; 2) reformists’ criticism was the product of a 

worldview fixated on display for an outside observer; and 3) the ambivalence around Ḥalīm’s 

legacy today springs from the historically fluid relationship between his life and afterlife. 

 Through these five chapters, I have attempted to show that ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm and his music 

featured in cultural conversations linked to particular historical moments, but that they are also 

ongoing and relevant to the Egypt and Egyptians of today. The legacy of this singer is still in the 

process of being formed because he has managed to remain a part of people’s ordinary lives. His 

continued presence in a changing society means that future researchers will have to consider not 

only how Egyptians of the past heard and interacted with his music but also how new generations 

reconstitute his music and memory in the present. 
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